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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES

MONDAY 12 December 2022
VENUE: Benowa Studio (Sculptors)

  TIME: 5:00pm 

Date: 12.12.22 Time: Chair: Emma 
Micklewright

Secretary:
Minutes:

Amanda Slater
Assistant Secretary: Fiona Naismith

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN

No. AGENDA ITEM, COMMENTS AND ACTIONS

1.0 ATTENDANCE

Cate, Juliet, Nicole and Dani

APOLOGIES (& REASON)

Amanda Slater (Interstate), 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

I would like to acknowledge the Yugambeh people as the first nations people of the Bunjalung land on which we meet today. I would like to recognise their 
culture, history and connection to the land, sea, and sky. These peoples have been using clay in various ways since the dreamtime and I would like to pay my 
respect and gratitude to their elders past, present and emerging.

Emma M Request for this to be placed on website. Will be checked prior

2.0 ACCEPTANCE OF PREVIOUS MINUTES

Minutes Accepted: 

Minutes Accepted - Seconded: 

3.0 INWARD & OUTWARD Correspondence (including emails) Other committee members to advise Responsible Status

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status/Comments

4.2 A template email has been written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Puls, Jo Norton, Bill Powers)
(Note: Emails not sent to Larissa Warren, Samy Lynton-Jones due to unclear email addresses).  

Diana N - (Gallery) Completed. Email sent

4.4 ONLINE LIBRARY CATALOGUES for Benowa and Mudgeeraba
20.06: Merrilyn has set up the templates in Google and Paula Fraser, our Benowa Librarian is heading up a lovely group of volunteers to transfer the books into 
the online catalogue.              
18.07.22:  Paula suggested combining the two Libraries together, perhaps at Mudgeeraba as there is more space. 
Can't find catalogue for Mudgeeraba.   Paula suggested that she can move the book when it is hired, to the Gallery for pick up.  Please discuss.        
Keeping the two libraries.  Benowa library now back in the Studio (within the showcase locked cupboard).  Students can access this via teacher with Key to look 
at during class.  Online catalogue still need to be completed before borrowing may begin.                  

Below volunteers to help 
Paula transfer:
1. Porsche
2. Tobina
Emma M to follow up. 

Work in progress: Kym (Wed night student) assisting. Connect Kym with 
Paula Fraser for handover. She is looking into some things and a message  
has been left with Paula - just trying to get info on where we are at. 
Books also at Mudgeeraba. Approx 200 spread over two campuses

4.6 BOOKING THE STUDIO - remove the Booking Officer requirement as no longer needed.  This was only created during Covid.
Members can book into sheet themselves.   Code will be in sheet under each month.  Booking Officer will still oversee sheet & answer any questions.
SUGGESTION:  Once member books; they text booking officer to then be text back the code for that month - this way code is not for all to see in sheets?
MOTION MOVED to remove the booking sheets altogether.  Share the Events Calendar & Class Day/Times Sheets so Key Holder Members can view when the Studio 
is being used.  Change the lock to a door handle lock with keyless entry.  Code then issued at the beginning of every new Financial Year to Key Holders, 
Teachers & Committee.  Camera to be installed at Mudgeeraba.  UNANIMOUS - MOTION PASSED

Juliet to purchase keyless 
door handles and camera. 
Juliet to install camera

Dani to have handles 
installed at both studios

Update: More than one code required (for when a Teacher/Committee 
Member leaves) 
Key in lock box. If key holding member, the studio is available and free to 
use. Digital pad key locks have been purchased and will be installed for 
Benowa & Mudgeeraba this weekend (Sat 22 Oct). No need to change codes 
frequently. Changed when required and will be available to members. Code 
is not to be shared.
* If events calendar up to date members can see when space available. 
Events on website are not current. Booking sheet to be converted into events 
sheet. Members should be welcomed. Allow sense of ownership. Regular 
changing of code good idea for security purposes, however monthly is too 
frequent. 
* Adam to install key locks this Saturday. 
* Email to be sent to keyholding members with code advice. Same code. 
(Current: 3145)
Events doc is up to date for 2023  
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4.7 SMALL KILN MUDGEERABA: Motion moved to sell Small kiln at Mudgeeraba (not been used for over 2 years).  Should this be put out to Financial Members to 
do an expression of interest with a sealed bid.  Unanimous.  Motion passed.

- Kaitlin G (Publicity) to 
advertise
- Michael J (Teacher) to 
provide description & kiln 
details to Kaitlin
 - Jo M to take photo

* Invitation for offers to be sent with newsletter. Highest bidder, but needs 
to be a financial member. 
* Jo M suggested kiln be used as a rentable kiln. 
* Juliet v - recommended the purchase of a kiln. 
* Work out reasonable price - approx $500 suggested.
* Replies sent to Secretary and then collated. 

4.8 An enquiry to hire a wheel for 3 months.  Event Coordinator used to do this.  New process: same as hiring a Kiln.  Porsche to add a tab under kiln hire sheet. Porsche Bagg (Teacher)

5.0 PRESIDENT'S REPORT - Emma Micklewright NEW REPORT REQUIRED FROM EMMA. SHE WILL ADD IT HERSELF Responsible Status

REPORT - It has been a busy month behind the scenes with a few projects on the go. I have been working on our requirements for a website and looking at 
what may be the best option long term for maintenance and functionality. I met with Nicole (grants officer) last week and she did alot of work on the previous 
proposals, so I would like to say thank you for that, I am now using that to refine the work I have already done. I have items to discuss below but before I do I 
would like to say congratulations to the teachers with the student showcase yesteraday, it was a fantastic turn out and our winners were very happy, we are 
lucky to have you all onbaord. 

Emma M Student showcase - consider change of timing. Successful event. Teacher 
proud of student work. Team effort and a successful format

5.1 BRAND GUIDELINES - I am working with a marketing specialist to finess the grand guidelines I have been working on. I would like to share the logo I have come 
up with for endorsement. All of the brand guidelines need to be complete before the website can go into production. 

Long term, recommendation that website maintained in house as opposed to 
outsourcing. Costs kept down by using WordPress/Squarespace/Wix. 
* Agreement requested on costing. Est $15,000 for phase 1.  Will include 
members portal, bookings for workshops, studio history, services available, 
gallery feature, class bookings. Blog features can be included.
* $15,000 very realistic. Cost seems reasonable for website.
*Only looking at independent contractors. Community based. 
* Commence at that price, but may require supplementary funds to extend.
* Jo M offered support and for Emma M to discuss further offline
* Committee agreed to the $15,000 initial spend

5.2 WEBSITE - the website has been the biggest thing members and committee members have expressed we need and has been my focus. I would like to seek 
approval of a tenatitive budget for the website and brand refresh, I don't want to put excessive work and engage agencies or external providers if we cannot 
come to a financial agreement of the potential costs. 

5.3 ANNUAL SURVEY - I am drafting our annual survey for 2022 to hear from our members that will be coming asap we are just in the billing process to set up the 
account. along with annual surveys I will be setting up template for each teachers classes per term and also for post any workshops and demonstrations. this 
will give us frequent data to use in our planning 

Distributed in December with 4 weeks 

5.4 JANUARY COMMITTEE PLANNING DAY - I would like to propose a full day on Sat 14th (get tally of committee available) - I will be working on the agenda for that 
day and will communicate with each committee member what they will be required to have prepared for the day. We will cover some team building, budgets, 
strategic plan review and also look at whats coming up for 2023 to make sure we can reach our goals. 

* Sat 14 Jan - planning day as a Committee, then teacher workshop at a later date. 
* Sun 15 Jan - majority available. Off campus
14th not all can attend but 15th is availibe 

5.5 MICROSOFT SUITE - in order to make our lives all that bit smoother we have done some research into moving to the MS suite as we can get free licences and 
save about $1000 a year on current services that would be absorbed by MS including drop box, zoom and doteasy. I would like th say a massive thank you to 
Kaitlin for using her network and gaining volunteer hours from her work - IT Partners LTD - we are aiming to have this before christmas. we will do training on 
the move and also will recap at the planning day. - this move will aid us in having that one shared place and consolidated emails - we will need to close all the 
gmail accounts once everything is set up. A change manangement timeline will go out when we get closer to the move. 

Microsoft not for profit arm with up to 300 licences. Less log ins, passwords, 
Less software systems, password keeper - not microsoft, but integrates

6.0 TREASURER'S REPORT - Juliet Van Oirschot - NEW REPORT REQUIRED HERE. JULIET WILL SEND

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Acct) No 10242370 
Balance at date?

Sinking fund monies to be transferred

Plus Credits

Less Debits

Plus interest (FYTD $41.24)

Balance as per bank statement at 30 July 2022 (latest statement)

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229. Balance at date

Plus Credits

Less Debits

Plus Interest (FYTD $30.67)

Balance as per bank statement at 28 October 2022 (latest statement)

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit  (Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17 July 2022 (latest statement)

Plus Interest

Less Withdrawals

Balance as per bank statement at 17 July 2022 (latest statement)
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Total Funds at date

Sinking fund monies to be transferred

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building)

Available capital

Bank statements are available on request.

Contacting Treasury: accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
Copies of all Invoices: xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

INCOME -        

EXPENDITURE - 

Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed by the 
President, Secretary and/or Treasurer.

Treasurer to complete 
transfer.  Must be
be done in a branch

This was voted on in July meeting and motion was passed

7.0 FACILITIES & MAINTENANCE REPORT – Wendy Lane NEW REPORT REQUIRED. JULIET WILL SEND TO YOU Responsible Status

1. Resurfacing of worktable top at Mudgeeraba studio completed, measurements for two new tabletops at Benowa measured & being organised.
2. Garden maintenance completed at both sites for the month.
3. Gas fitter repaired leak from system at Mudgeeraba and capped outlet to unused Elgas gas bottles not being used for safety reasons.
4. Elgas contacted to collect out of use gas bottles Mudgeeraba, date tba
5. Still waiting on, following up on asbestos work quotes for  Mudgeeraba toilets to come in from various providers.
6. Asbestos inspector appeared happy with measures taken to remove/paint over asbestos material on two tables at Benowa.
7. Electrician replaced light in Mudgeeraba studio and wheel power point at Benowa. He also identified 2x 20amp power points in kiln room Benowa for 
Markets. A new 15amp power point needing its own circuit would cost $450-$500.

8. A few Whirly birds at Benowa not turning, to be resolved…
9. Gardener booked for November 29th and December 2nd for gardens and gutters.

Wendy L (Facilities)

7.1 Three quotes were acquired for the gutters to be cleaned with the cheapest quote supplier chosen also seeming the most competent. Gutters were cleaned on 
all buildings apart from a section at the front at Mudgeeraba where the contractor will be returning this coming week, Friday July 15th with a cordless drill to 
remove the wire mesh to access built up mulch and leaves, and to use the hose to determine whether down pipes are clear of debris and their possible effect 
on flooding/water damage issues on front balcony 
and rear wall in kiln room.

Wendy L (Facilities)

7.2 Photos and measurements, for repairs/carpentry work were emailed to 4 contractors for the following work. (Awaiting quotes).
Mudgeeraba:
1. Back door latch not lining up/stuck
2. Resurfacing of carport work table
3, Asbestos sheeting/mould situation -toilet block
Benowa
1. High Wedging table top/asbestos
2. Mini kiln table top/asbestos to be replaced.

Wendy L (Facilities)

8.0 MEMBERSHIP REPORT – Danielle Clarke NEW REPORT REQUIRED Responsible Status

New members: Francis Stenhouse, Colette Procter, Roshan Clements, Bronwen Brunton
New key holders to be voted in: Shannon Nay, Karen Morphett, Rebecca Pullen, Megan Heywood

Danielle C (Members) New key holders voted in.

9.0 WORKSHOPS & EVENTS - Cate White NEW REPORT REQUIRED Responsible Status

Workshop report- we have tentative verbal agreement from several Sunshine Coast potters for workshops next year. We have to rebook Larissa Warren, 
I'm looking at engaging a couple of experienced potters to do "autumn and winter school during school holidays for members of intermediate to advanced skills 
4-5 days. 
School holiday children's classes. proposed date for xmas Sunday the 11th or 18th and have committee meeting before. 
Meg is doing a great job organising the markets. We have a video call next week for a market stall program to reduce work load and enable us to keep data on 
previous stall holders ext. 
I will properly change booking system over to Humanitix as this is more inline with community organisations. 

Cate W (Events) Christmas party invitation sent 21/11/22. Cate to check venue and catering.

9.1 Motioned was passed in August meeting to publish and book workshops and demos up to 12 months in advance.  
An invitation needs to be sent out asking for the next 12 months to be filled in with Workshops.
Also Demos to be filled in by Teachers for the next 12 months

Events Coordinator/
Teachers Reps

Emma M -request to plan quarterly or 6 monthly to allow room to adapt and 
change. 
Dates in calendar already. for the first six months of the year - instead of 12. 
Emma M - unable to adapt to member requests if calendar already pre 
booked so long in advance. Emma and Cate will discuss offline 
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Inward 3: Larissa Warren has submitted a proposal to do a 4 week workshop 'Conversations with Clay'.  Have we accepted this?
Larissa has postponed until the New Year
Juliet to follow up

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Any maintenance and repairs to come out of Sinking fund not General Funds.  Any larger jobs ie Paving; apply for a Grant.  
If Grant unsuccessful then consider using Sinking Fund monies.

Recent update to sinking 
fund has not been implemented with 
Sculptors.  
GC Potters will need to investigate 
including Sinking Fund contributions in 
the licence agreement with Sculptors.

Sculptures have advised that they can not
contribute to the fund due to being
non-financial.
 RENEWAL MAY 2023
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COMMITTEE RULES AND PROCEDURES

18. Membership of management committee. 
(1) The management committee of the Association shall be seven (7) persons consisting of: 
1. President 
2. Treasurer 
3. Secretary 
4. General Committee Member - Facilities and Maintenance 
5. General Committee Member - Publicity 
6. General Committee Member - Membership 
7. General Committee Member - Events and Workshops 
(2) A further two Teacher Members shall be appointed to attend and participate in Management Committee meetings and are eligible to vote, unless it is a conflict of interest. 
The two positions shall be: 8. School representative – Benowa 
9. School representative – Mudgeeraba

24. Quorum for, and adjournment of, management committee meeting
(1) At a Management Committee meeting, four (4) elected or appointed committee members holding positions one (1) to seven (7) are required to form a quorum.
(2) If there is no quorum within thirty (30) minutes after the time fixed for a Management Committee meeting:
(a) the meeting is to be adjourned for at least 1 day; and (b) the members of the management committee who are present are to decide the day, time and place of the adjourned meeting; or
(c) if a quorum of the Management Committee cannot be achieved under subrule (1), the continuing Management Committee members may act as required under rule 21(3). 
(3) If, at an adjourned meeting mentioned in subrule (2a, 2b), there is no quorum within 30
minutes after the time fixed for the meeting, the meeting lapses.

25. Special meeting of management committee
(1) If the secretary receives a written request signed by at least 33% of the members of the management committee, the secretary must call a special meeting of the committee by
giving each member of the committee notice of the meeting within 14 days after the secretary receives the request.
(2) If the secretary is unable or unwilling to call the special meeting, the president must call the meeting.
(3) A request for a special meeting must state:
(a) why the special meeting is called; and
(b) the business to be conducted at the meeting.
(4) A notice of a special meeting must state:
(a) the day, time and place of the meeting; and
(b) the business to be conducted at the meeting.
(5) A special meeting of the management committee must be held within 14 days after notice of the meeting is given to the members of the management committee.
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26. Minutes of management committee meetings
(1) The secretary must ensure full and accurate minutes of all questions, matters, resolutions and other proceedings of each management committee meeting are recorded and
identified as Minutes in an electronic format accessible to the committee.
(2) To ensure the accuracy of the minutes, the minutes of each management committee meeting must be signed by the chairperson of the meeting, or the chairperson of the next
management committee meeting, verifying their accuracy.

27. Appointment of subcommittees
(1) The management committee may appoint a subcommittee consisting of members of the Association considered appropriate by the committee to help with the conduct of the
Association’s operations.
(2) Each sub-committee shall include at least one member of positions one (1) to nine (9) on the Management Committee.
(3) The Management Committee will determine the manner in which the subcommittee will operate.
(4) The sub-committee must take minutes of each sub-committee meeting and forward the minutes to the Secretary within seven (7) days. The minutes shall be accompanied by a
progress report of each assigned project.
(5) A member of the subcommittee who is not a member of the management committee is not entitled to vote at a management committee meeting.
(6) A subcommittee may elect a chairperson of its meetings.
(7) If a chairperson is not elected, or if the chairperson is not present within 10 minutes after the time fixed for a meeting, the members present may choose one (1) of their number to
be chairperson of the meeting.
(8) A subcommittee may meet and adjourn as it considers appropriate.
(9) A question arising at a subcommittee meeting is to be decided by a majority vote of the members present at the meeting and, if the votes are equal, the question is decided in the
negative.
(10) Decisions of the subcommittee are not final until ratified by the Management Committee unless in accordance with approved decision-making parameters pre-approved by the
Management Committee.
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9.2 Motion was passed in August meeting to pay future workshop facilitators 37% of member day fee  ie Facilitator receives $110 if membrs pay $300 
and also that in the acceptance/ agreement all works by major wokshop exhibitors be donated to assosiation to add to our collection.

Treasurer to add into 
Contract

In progress

9.8 11 December (Time to be confirmed) KILN WORKSHOP - Porsche B
Booking link details - coming soon

Cate W (Events)

9.10 11 December 4 - 5:30pm - Free Member's Demonstration 
TO BE CONFIRMED
Booking link details: https://www.trybooking.com/CBQBB

Cate W (Events)

9.11 Peter Biddulph WORKSHOP - to be organised; Jo Mackenzie has all the details Jo M

NEW - Stall manager software as per email request Cate W Meg has spent 2-5hrs/day organising the Xmas markets. 
* Software would assist. Stall Manager is local software - Tweed based. 
Majority of markets use this. 
Cate W - cancellation terms of software? 12 months subscription, but not 
locked in to annual subscription. Website may offer this facility in longer 
term
* Cost - $56/month. Payment platform goes to Stripe. Numerous functions in 
system. Easy to use. Not for profit pricing not available.  4 markets available 
with software
* Meg F able to upload information in preparation for Mum's Day market 
2023.
Endorsed to sign up to monthly membership 

10.0 GALLERY REPORT  -  Di Neumann NEW REPORT REQUIRED Responsible Status

A slow month in the gallery but with hope the lack of social media representation has been resolved. The student of the month Deb Morris had a piece sold at 
$140. Fantastic to see new talent succeed. Deb will be joining us as a gallery member.
Michael has agreed to organise a schedule with teachers for further student work in the gallery. The extended Sunday Christmas shifts are being advertised on-
air with 5 community radio stations that have a more relaxed criteria for event community announcements.
The gallery is still looking for more members a welcomes all inquiries.
 

Di N (Gallery) Lost a Gallery member during the month. 

11.0 PUBLICITY, ADVERTISING & SOCIAL MEDIA - Kaitlin Grenside  NEW REPORT REQUIRED Responsible Status

11.1 First, a huge thank you to Toni Prinsse for all her work in this area and for providing such a thorough handover. I am excited to volunteer my time at the Gold 
Coast Potters Association and look forward to seeing what we can achieve together in the new year.
Statistics for our Instagram pages (both GCPA and the Gallery) show that we are engaging with our current followers more and reaching more accounts with 
our posts. Our actual following has also grown slightly, but I am looking at strategies to grow this further. Our followers have grown 0.6% in the last two weeks 
for GCPA and 2.9% for the gallery. Comparing September to October, Gold Coast Potters have reached 42.5% more accounts and engaged 89% more followers. 

Our Facebook pages are also continuing to grow, but we definitely get more traction on Instagram. It's very interesting looking at all the stats (for example, our 
pages are followed 90% by women). I look forward to delving into this further and utilising this information to grow our audience.

I am working on some social media guidelines including the best days/times to schedule posts, and I will work with Tanya Lord on this moving forward. Emma is 
also working on our branding kit and other exciting things in this area, which will tie in with our social media strategy for the new year.

Thank you to everyone that has sent through photos of their classes, workshops, and things they have made. We are always collecting content to post, and we 
love to see/share what everyone has been up to. If there is anything you want to see on our social media pages or would like us to promote, please send me us 
message on our social media pages or email me at media@goldcoastpotters.com.

Kaitlin G

12.0 Teachers Representative, Benowa - Michael Jones NEW REPORT REQUIRED Responsible Status

12.1 Not much to report.
I fixed the throwing bench at Benowa at Kyongs request.
I have bought a new wax pan as many students prefer it .
I have ordered a new foot peddle for the Venco direct drive .
I have been in touch with Pottery supplies Milton and am waiting to hear back from them. Re delivery and supply of clay.
All kilns are running well .

Michael J

14.0 GRANTS OFFICER -  Nicole Barrett        NEW REPORT REQUIRED Responsible Status

•        Accessed and receiving grants officer ‘Dot-Easy’ email.
•        Can’t access Gmail account as the login requires verification. Liaised with Helen and now Amanda to coordinate a time to resolve access issues. Have sent 
several emails on this issue with no response. As at the 15th November the issue is unresolved.
•        Difficulties in getting access to other documents (links from Toni re social media etc) which are linked to the Gmail account. Will revert back once Gmail is 
sorted.
•        Amanda provided access to committee meeting minutes – thankyou.
•        Resolved login issues for the Grants Hub and updated login details in the ‘important information’ document for the grants officer role.

Emma M to assist with 
Nicole B email access
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1.        Community Facility Grants Program (GCCC) – always open
Allocates funding each financial year to support the delivery of capital projects on Council-controlled land where a community organisation holds a lease or 
licence. Applications can be either for shovel ready projects, or “seed” funding for conceptual ideas to fully scope, plan, design and obtain cost estimates for a 
future project. Community groups can apply.
Applicants must:
•        Be a community organisation
•        Operate within the Gold Coast
•        Hold (or have approval from Council to hold) a lease or licence over Council-controlled land
•        Not have any outstanding maintenance works or rectification notices pursuant to any leasehold interest over Council-controlled land
•        Have an adequate level of public liability insurance for the project (where appropriate)
•        Not be an ineligible applicant.
2.        Community Event Grants Program – always open
Allocates funding each financial year to support community organisations to deliver divisional/local events that are open to the public and are in the public 
interest. Applications can be either for shovel ready projects, or “seed” funding for conceptual ideas to fully scope, plan, design and obtain cost estimates for a 
future project. 
Applicants must:
•        be a community organisation
•        operate within the Gold Coast
•        have an adequate level of public liability insurance for the project.
•        not be an ineligible applicant.

14.1 How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely

Grants Team Apply for grant

14.2 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.3 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds.  MICHAEL advised that Contractors need to dump their asphalt somewhere; if no Grant, ring around these people Grants Team Issue revisited & discussed. Apply for grant

15.0 NEW GENERAL BUSINESS Responsible Status

15.1 Motion: Make Anne Mossman and Megan Puls Life members for their ongoing contributions to Gold Coast Potters and Australian ceramics in general. Cate White - Events & 
Workshops

Has to be done at an AGM. Nominations passed at meeting. Membership 
agreed upon at AGM.

15.4 Determine start date for association as we may be due for our 50th birthday celebration and this could be a big deal for Gold coast in general. Cate W, Emma M, Amanda S Council may provide source of information. Emma to ask Council. Website 
says 1977. Emma to contact Nanette Hall re archival material and 
information - we unofficially began in 1976 but on paper 1977. 

15.3 Studio rents change (as per email 12 Oct from Jo Mackenzie) Jo Mackenzie Trial of a per head charge period needs to be limited to certain number of 
terms (2).  Need to allow chance for teacher to build up a class (ie 2 terms). 
Agree to look at modified fee structure in order to build a following.

15.4 Potential new teacher - Mudgeeraba. Juliet Van Oirschot Sheree from Firebird Studios. Teaching at Mudgeeraba. Discussion re 
charging and trial period offered.

15.5 Asset Management list & anticipated expenditure next 12 months Emma M & Juliet VO

15.6 Draft copy of permanent collection & working bee Dec/Jan to clean, sort & photograph items Nanette H Studio reset (Benowa) - couple of days in Jan to get the studio prepped for 
the new year. potentially add more wheels - 10 wheels instead of 8. Clean, 
catalogue and photograph collection.
Consider a scissor lift hire for high shelves
Requirements to be organised - Emma to put out a working bee with what 
jobs need to be done.
Pictorial view of catalogue. Prices and acquisition details collated by Nanette 
H. Good photography required. 
Dates - look at dates. Thank you to Nanette for work on catalogue

16.0 NEXT MEETING DATES -   

17.0 Meeting closed at 
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES

MONDAY 21 November  2022
VENUE: Benowa Studio (Sculptors)

  TIME: 5:00pm 

Date: 21.11.22 Time: 17:02 Chair: Emma 
Micklewright

Secretary: Amanda Slater

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN

No. AGENDA ITEM, COMMENTS AND ACTIONS

1.0 ATTENDANCE

Emma Micklewright, Kaitlin Grenside, Juliet Van Oirschot, Amanda Slater, Michael Jones, Cate White, Danielle Clarke. Late arrival: Sandy Christie, Jo Mackenzie

APOLOGIES (& REASON)

Nicole Barrett (business committments)

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

I would like to acknowledge the Yugambeh people as the first nations people of the Bunjalung land on which we meet today. I would like to recognise their 
culture, history and connection to the land, sea, and sky. These peoples have been using clay in various ways since the dreamtime and I would like to pay my 
respect and gratitude to their elders past, present and emerging.

Emma M Request for this to be placed on website. Will be checked prior

2.0 ACCEPTANCE OF PREVIOUS MINUTES

Minutes Accepted: Cate White

Minutes Accepted - Seconded: Michael Jones

3.0 INWARD & OUTWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

Meg Filip re documentation required for application for Xmas market signage Meg F (Markets) Signage erected

Jo Mackenzie re studio hire Cate W (Events) Prices & information. Completed

Tobina Sharp (sub Committee member) - email re resignation Amanda S (Secretary) Completed

Janeen Davidson - re becoming key holder Email sent to Memberships (Danielle C). Email sent to Corinne. Responded

Megan Puls - request for information re new Committee Members Amanda S (Secretary) Completed.

Nicci Parry Jones - resignation from teaching position Emma M (President) Emma M/Juliet VO contacted by phone. Workshop in 2023 discussed

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status/Comments

4.2 A template email has been written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Puls, Jo Norton, Bill Powers)
(Note: Emails not sent to Larissa Warren, Samy Lynton-Jones due to unclear email addresses).  

Diana N - (Gallery) Completed. Email sent

4.4 ONLINE LIBRARY CATALOGUES for Benowa and Mudgeeraba
20.06: Merrilyn has set up the templates in Google and Paula Fraser, our Benowa Librarian is heading up a lovely group of volunteers to transfer the books into 
the online catalogue.              
18.07.22:  Paula suggested combining the two Libraries together, perhaps at Mudgeeraba as there is more space. 
Can't find catalogue for Mudgeeraba.   Paula suggested that she can move the book when it is hired, to the Gallery for pick up.  Please discuss.        
Keeping the two libraries.  Benowa library now back in the Studio (within the showcase locked cupboard).  Students can access this via teacher with Key to look 
at during class.  Online catalogue still need to be completed before borrowing may begin.                  

Below volunteers to help 
Paula transfer:
1. Porsche
2. Tobina
Emma M to follow up. 

Work in progress: Kym (Wed night student) assisting. Connect Kym with 
Paula Fraser for handover. She is looking into some things and a message  
has been left with Paula - just trying to get info on where we are at. 
Books also at Mudgeeraba. Approx 200 spread over two campuses

4.6 BOOKING THE STUDIO - remove the Booking Officer requirement as no longer needed.  This was only created during Covid.
Members can book into sheet themselves.   Code will be in sheet under each month.  Booking Officer will still oversee sheet & answer any questions.
SUGGESTION:  Once member books; they text booking officer to then be text back the code for that month - this way code is not for all to see in sheets?
MOTION MOVED to remove the booking sheets altogether.  Share the Events Calendar & Class Day/Times Sheets so Key Holder Members can view when the Studio 
is being used.  Change the lock to a door handle lock with keyless entry.  Code then issued at the beginning of every new Financial Year to Key Holders, 
Teachers & Committee.  Camera to be installed at Mudgeeraba.  UNANIMOUS - MOTION PASSED

Juliet to purchase keyless 
door handles and camera. 
Juliet to install camera

Dani to have handles 
installed at both studios

Update: More than one code required (for when a Teacher/Committee 
Member leaves) 
Key in lock box. If key holding member, the studio is available and free to 
use. Digital pad key locks have been purchased and will be installed for 
Benowa & Mudgeeraba this weekend (Sat 22 Oct). No need to change codes 
frequently. Changed when required and will be available to members. Code 
is not to be shared.
* If events calendar up to date members can see when space available. 
Events on website are not current. Booking sheet to be converted into events 
sheet. Members should be welcomed. Allow sense of ownership. Regular 
changing of code good idea for security purposes, however monthly is too 
frequent. 
* Adam to install key locks this Saturday. 
* Email to be sent to keyholding members with code advice. Same code. 
(Current: 3145)
Events doc is up to date for 2023  
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4.7 SMALL KILN MUDGEERABA: Motion moved to sell Small kiln at Mudgeeraba (not been used for over 2 years).  Should this be put out to Financial Members to 
do an expression of interest with a sealed bid.  Unanimous.  Motion passed.

- Kaitlin G (Publicity) to 
advertise
- Michael J (Teacher) to 
provide description & kiln 
details to Kaitlin
 - Jo M to take photo

* Invitation for offers to be sent with newsletter. Highest bidder, but needs 
to be a financial member. 
* Jo M suggested kiln be used as a rentable kiln. 
* Juliet v - recommended the purchase of a kiln. 
* Work out reasonable price - approx $500 suggested.
* Replies sent to Secretary and then collated. 

4.8 An enquiry to hire a wheel for 3 months.  Event Coordinator used to do this.  New process: same as hiring a Kiln.  Porsche to add a tab under kiln hire sheet. Porsche Bagg (Teacher)

5.0 PRESIDENT'S REPORT - Emma Micklewright Responsible Status

REPORT - It has been a busy month behind the scenes with a few projects on the go. I have been working on our requirements for a website and looking at 
what may be the best option long term for maintenance and functionality. I met with Nicole (grants officer) last week and she did alot of work on the previous 
proposals, so I would like to say thank you for that, I am now using that to refine the work I have already done. I have items to discuss below but before I do I 
would like to say congratulations to the teachers with the student showcase yesteraday, it was a fantastic turn out and our winners were very happy, we are 
lucky to have you all onbaord. 

Emma M Student showcase - consider change of timing. Successful event. Teacher 
proud of student work. Team effort and a successful format

5.1 BRAND GUIDELINES - I am working with a marketing specialist to finess the grand guidelines I have been working on. I would like to share the logo I have come 
up with for endorsement. All of the brand guidelines need to be complete before the website can go into production. 

Long term, recommendation that website maintained in house as opposed to 
outsourcing. Costs kept down by using WordPress/Squarespace/Wix. 
* Agreement requested on costing. Est $15,000 for phase 1.  Will include 
members portal, bookings for workshops, studio history, services available, 
gallery feature, class bookings. Blog features can be included.
* $15,000 very realistic. Cost seems reasonable for website.
*Only looking at independent contractors. Community based. 
* Commence at that price, but may require supplementary funds to extend.
* Jo M offered support and for Emma M to discuss further offline
* Committee agreed to the $15,000 initial spend

5.2 WEBSITE - the website has been the biggest thing members and committee members have expressed we need and has been my focus. I would like to seek 
approval of a tenatitive budget for the website and brand refresh, I don't want to put excessive work and engage agencies or external providers if we cannot 
come to a financial agreement of the potential costs. 

5.3 ANNUAL SURVEY - I am drafting our annual survey for 2022 to hear from our members that will be coming asap we are just in the billing process to set up the 
account. along with annual surveys I will be setting up template for each teachers classes per term and also for post any workshops and demonstrations. this 
will give us frequent data to use in our planning 

Distributed in December with 4 weeks 

5.4 JANUARY COMMITTEE PLANNING DAY - I would like to propose a full day on Sat 14th (get tally of committee available) - I will be working on the agenda for that 
day and will communicate with each committee member what they will be required to have prepared for the day. We will cover some team building, budgets, 
strategic plan review and also look at whats coming up for 2023 to make sure we can reach our goals. 

* Sat 14 Jan - planning day as a Committee, then teacher workshop at a later date. 
* Sun 15 Jan - majority available. Off campus
14th not all can attend but 15th is availibe 

5.5 MICROSOFT SUITE - in order to make our lives all that bit smoother we have done some research into moving to the MS suite as we can get free licences and 
save about $1000 a year on current services that would be absorbed by MS including drop box, zoom and doteasy. I would like th say a massive thank you to 
Kaitlin for using her network and gaining volunteer hours from her work - IT Partners LTD - we are aiming to have this before christmas. we will do training on 
the move and also will recap at the planning day. - this move will aid us in having that one shared place and consolidated emails - we will need to close all the 
gmail accounts once everything is set up. A change manangement timeline will go out when we get closer to the move. 

Microsoft not for profit arm with up to 300 licences. Less log ins, passwords, 
Less software systems, password keeper - not microsoft, but integrates

6.0 TREASURER'S REPORT - Juliet Van Oirschot - 30 October 2022

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Acct) No 10242370 
Balance at 30 October 2022 $115,860.12

Sinking fund monies to be transferred

Plus Credits $17,333.06

Less Debits $6,726.28

Plus interest (FYTD $41.24)

Balance as per bank statement at 30 July 2022 (latest statement) $126,466.90

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229. Balance at 28 October 2022 $17,842.85

Plus Credits $12.66

Less Debits 0.00

Plus Interest (FYTD $30.67)

Balance as per bank statement at 28 October 2022 (latest statement) $17,855.51

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit  (Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17 July 2022 (latest statement) $89,807.96

Plus Interest $0.00

Less Withdrawals $0.00

Balance as per bank statement at 17 July 2022 (latest statement) $89,807.96
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Total Funds at 30 September 2022 $234,130.37

Sinking fund monies to be transferred

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) $107,663.47

Available capital $126,466.90

Bank statements are available on request.

Contacting Treasury: accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
Copies of all Invoices: xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

INCOME - Summary of majority of income $5,844 from card sales via both school and Gallery, $523 members fees, $855 for kiln and wheel hire and any 
necessary deposits, $10,000 for teachers rent. Also pleasingly there is interest earned of $13.95.                

EXPENDITURE - Materials from Picassos $2805, Subscriptions and Utilities such as power, gas, mailchip, The Grants hub, Platinum Networks $789. 
Reimbursement of expenses incurred by members on behalf of the association of $2145, $188 card machine expenses, Gallery member sales reimbursement of 
$138, Workshop fees $300, Gardener $360.

Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed by the 
President, Secretary and/or Treasurer.

Treasurer to complete 
transfer.  Must be
be done in a branch

This was voted on in July meeting and motion was passed

7.0 FACILITIES & MAINTENANCE REPORT – Wendy Lane Responsible Status

1. Resurfacing of worktable top at Mudgeeraba studio completed, measurements for two new tabletops at Benowa measured & being organised.
2. Garden maintenance completed at both sites for the month.
3. Gas fitter repaired leak from system at Mudgeeraba and capped outlet to unused Elgas gas bottles not being used for safety reasons.
4. Elgas contacted to collect out of use gas bottles Mudgeeraba, date tba
5. Still waiting on, following up on asbestos work quotes for  Mudgeeraba toilets to come in from various providers.
6. Asbestos inspector appeared happy with measures taken to remove/paint over asbestos material on two tables at Benowa.
7. Electrician replaced light in Mudgeeraba studio and wheel power point at Benowa. He also identified 2x 20amp power points in kiln room Benowa for 
Markets. A new 15amp power point needing its own circuit would cost $450-$500.

8. A few Whirly birds at Benowa not turning, to be resolved…
9. Gardener booked for November 29th and December 2nd for gardens and gutters.

Wendy L (Facilities)

7.1 Three quotes were acquired for the gutters to be cleaned with the cheapest quote supplier chosen also seeming the most competent. Gutters were cleaned on 
all buildings apart from a section at the front at Mudgeeraba where the contractor will be returning this coming week, Friday July 15th with a cordless drill to 
remove the wire mesh to access built up mulch and leaves, and to use the hose to determine whether down pipes are clear of debris and their possible effect 
on flooding/water damage issues on front balcony 
and rear wall in kiln room.

Wendy L (Facilities)

7.2 Photos and measurements, for repairs/carpentry work were emailed to 4 contractors for the following work. (Awaiting quotes).
Mudgeeraba:
1. Back door latch not lining up/stuck
2. Resurfacing of carport work table
3, Asbestos sheeting/mould situation -toilet block
Benowa
1. High Wedging table top/asbestos
2. Mini kiln table top/asbestos to be replaced.

Wendy L (Facilities)

8.0 MEMBERSHIP REPORT – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

New members: Francis Stenhouse, Colette Procter, Roshan Clements, Bronwen Brunton
New key holders to be voted in: Shannon Nay, Karen Morphett, Rebecca Pullen, Megan Heywood

Danielle C (Members) New key holders voted in.

9.0 WORKSHOPS & EVENTS - Cate White Responsible Status

Workshop report- we have tentative verbal agreement from several Sunshine Coast potters for workshops next year. We have to rebook Larissa Warren, 
I'm looking at engaging a couple of experienced potters to do "autumn and winter school during school holidays for members of intermediate to advanced skills 
4-5 days. 
School holiday children's classes. proposed date for xmas Sunday the 11th or 18th and have committee meeting before. 
Meg is doing a great job organising the markets. We have a video call next week for a market stall program to reduce work load and enable us to keep data on 
previous stall holders ext. 
I will properly change booking system over to Humanitix as this is more inline with community organisations. 

Cate W (Events) Christmas party invitation sent 21/11/22. Cate to check venue and catering.

9.1 Motioned was passed in August meeting to publish and book workshops and demos up to 12 months in advance.  
An invitation needs to be sent out asking for the next 12 months to be filled in with Workshops.
Also Demos to be filled in by Teachers for the next 12 months

Events Coordinator/
Teachers Reps

Emma M -request to plan quarterly or 6 monthly to allow room to adapt and 
change. 
Dates in calendar already. for the first six months of the year - instead of 12. 
Emma M - unable to adapt to member requests if calendar already pre 
booked so long in advance. Emma and Cate will discuss offline 
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9.2 Motion was passed in August meeting to pay future workshop facilitators 37% of member day fee  ie Facilitator receives $110 if membrs pay $300 
and also that in the acceptance/ agreement all works by major wokshop exhibitors be donated to assosiation to add to our collection.

Treasurer to add into 
Contract

In progress

9.8 11 December (Time to be confirmed) KILN WORKSHOP - Porsche B
Booking link details - coming soon

Cate W (Events)

9.10 11 December 4 - 5:30pm - Free Member's Demonstration 
TO BE CONFIRMED
Booking link details: https://www.trybooking.com/CBQBB

Cate W (Events)

9.11 Peter Biddulph WORKSHOP - to be organised; Jo Mackenzie has all the details Jo M

NEW - Stall manager software as per email request Cate W Meg has spent 2-5hrs/day organising the Xmas markets. 
* Software would assist. Stall Manager is local software - Tweed based. 
Majority of markets use this. 
Cate W - cancellation terms of software? 12 months subscription, but not 
locked in to annual subscription. Website may offer this facility in longer 
term
* Cost - $56/month. Payment platform goes to Stripe. Numerous functions in 
system. Easy to use. Not for profit pricing not available.  4 markets available 
with software
* Meg F able to upload information in preparation for Mum's Day market 
2023.
Endorsed to sign up to monthly membership 

10.0 GALLERY REPORT  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

A slow month in the gallery but with hope the lack of social media representation has been resolved. The student of the month Deb Morris had a piece sold at 
$140. Fantastic to see new talent succeed. Deb will be joining us as a gallery member.
Michael has agreed to organise a schedule with teachers for further student work in the gallery. The extended Sunday Christmas shifts are being advertised on-
air with 5 community radio stations that have a more relaxed criteria for event community announcements.
The gallery is still looking for more members a welcomes all inquiries.
 

Di N (Gallery) Lost a Gallery member during the month. 

11.0 PUBLICITY, ADVERTISING & SOCIAL MEDIA - Kaitlin Grenside        Responsible Status

11.1 First, a huge thank you to Toni Prinsse for all her work in this area and for providing such a thorough handover. I am excited to volunteer my time at the Gold 
Coast Potters Association and look forward to seeing what we can achieve together in the new year.
Statistics for our Instagram pages (both GCPA and the Gallery) show that we are engaging with our current followers more and reaching more accounts with 
our posts. Our actual following has also grown slightly, but I am looking at strategies to grow this further. Our followers have grown 0.6% in the last two weeks 
for GCPA and 2.9% for the gallery. Comparing September to October, Gold Coast Potters have reached 42.5% more accounts and engaged 89% more followers. 

Our Facebook pages are also continuing to grow, but we definitely get more traction on Instagram. It's very interesting looking at all the stats (for example, our 
pages are followed 90% by women). I look forward to delving into this further and utilising this information to grow our audience.

I am working on some social media guidelines including the best days/times to schedule posts, and I will work with Tanya Lord on this moving forward. Emma is 
also working on our branding kit and other exciting things in this area, which will tie in with our social media strategy for the new year.

Thank you to everyone that has sent through photos of their classes, workshops, and things they have made. We are always collecting content to post, and we 
love to see/share what everyone has been up to. If there is anything you want to see on our social media pages or would like us to promote, please send me us 
message on our social media pages or email me at media@goldcoastpotters.com.

Kaitlin G

12.0 Teachers Representative, Benowa - Michael Jones Responsible Status

12.1 Not much to report.
I fixed the throwing bench at Benowa at Kyongs request.
I have bought a new wax pan as many students prefer it .
I have ordered a new foot peddle for the Venco direct drive .
I have been in touch with Pottery supplies Milton and am waiting to hear back from them. Re delivery and supply of clay.
All kilns are running well .

Michael J

14.0 GRANTS OFFICER -  Nicole Barrett        Responsible Status

•        Accessed and receiving grants officer ‘Dot-Easy’ email.
•        Can’t access Gmail account as the login requires verification. Liaised with Helen and now Amanda to coordinate a time to resolve access issues. Have sent 
several emails on this issue with no response. As at the 15th November the issue is unresolved.
•        Difficulties in getting access to other documents (links from Toni re social media etc) which are linked to the Gmail account. Will revert back once Gmail is 
sorted.
•        Amanda provided access to committee meeting minutes – thankyou.
•        Resolved login issues for the Grants Hub and updated login details in the ‘important information’ document for the grants officer role.

Emma M to assist with 
Nicole B email access
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1.        Community Facility Grants Program (GCCC) – always open
Allocates funding each financial year to support the delivery of capital projects on Council-controlled land where a community organisation holds a lease or 
licence. Applications can be either for shovel ready projects, or “seed” funding for conceptual ideas to fully scope, plan, design and obtain cost estimates for a 
future project. Community groups can apply.
Applicants must:
•        Be a community organisation
•        Operate within the Gold Coast
•        Hold (or have approval from Council to hold) a lease or licence over Council-controlled land
•        Not have any outstanding maintenance works or rectification notices pursuant to any leasehold interest over Council-controlled land
•        Have an adequate level of public liability insurance for the project (where appropriate)
•        Not be an ineligible applicant.
2.        Community Event Grants Program – always open
Allocates funding each financial year to support community organisations to deliver divisional/local events that are open to the public and are in the public 
interest. Applications can be either for shovel ready projects, or “seed” funding for conceptual ideas to fully scope, plan, design and obtain cost estimates for a 
future project. 
Applicants must:
•        be a community organisation
•        operate within the Gold Coast
•        have an adequate level of public liability insurance for the project.
•        not be an ineligible applicant.

14.1 How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely

Grants Team Apply for grant

14.2 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.3 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds.  MICHAEL advised that Contractors need to dump their asphalt somewhere; if no Grant, ring around these people Grants Team Issue revisited & discussed. Apply for grant

15.0 NEW GENERAL BUSINESS Responsible Status

15.1 Motion: Make Anne Mossman and Megan Puls Life members for their ongoing contributions to Gold Coast Potters and Australian ceramics in general. Cate White - Events & 
Workshops

Has to be done at an AGM. Nominations passed at meeting. Membership 
agreed upon at AGM.

15.4 Determine start date for association as we may be due for our 50th birthday celebration and this could be a big deal for Gold coast in general. Cate W, Emma M, Amanda S Council may provide source of information. Emma to ask Council. Website 
says 1977. Emma to contact Nanette Hall re archival material and 
information - we unofficially began in 1976 but on paper 1977. 

15.3 Studio rents change (as per email 12 Oct from Jo Mackenzie) Jo Mackenzie Trial of a per head charge period needs to be limited to certain number of 
terms (2).  Need to allow chance for teacher to build up a class (ie 2 terms). 
Agree to look at modified fee structure in order to build a following.

15.4 Potential new teacher - Mudgeeraba. Juliet Van Oirschot Sheree from Firebird Studios. Teaching at Mudgeeraba. Discussion re 
charging and trial period offered.

15.5 Asset Management list & anticipated expenditure next 12 months Emma M & Juliet VO

15.6 Draft copy of permanent collection & working bee Dec/Jan to clean, sort & photograph items Nanette H Studio reset (Benowa) - couple of days in Jan to get the studio prepped for 
the new year. potentially add more wheels - 10 wheels instead of 8. Clean, 
catalogue and photograph collection.
Consider a scissor lift hire for high shelves
Requirements to be organised - Emma to put out a working bee with what 
jobs need to be done.
Pictorial view of catalogue. Prices and acquisition details collated by Nanette 
H. Good photography required. 
Dates - look at dates. Thank you to Nanette for work on catalogue

16.0 NEXT MEETING DATES -   General Meeting  Feb 12 December Dial in 

17.0 Meeting closed at 5:41
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
GENERAL MEETING MINUTES
MONDAY 21 November  2022

VENUE: Benowa Studio (Sculptors)
  TIME: 5:45pm 

Date: 21.11.22 Time: 17:45 Chair: Emma 
Micklewright

Secretary: Amanda Slater

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN

No. AGENDA ITEM, COMMENTS AND ACTIONS

1.0 ATTENDANCE

Emma Micklewright, Kaitlin Grenside, Juliet Van Oirschot, Amanda Slater, Michael Jones, Cate White, Danielle Clarke. Late arrival: Sandy Christie, Jo Mackenzie

APOLOGIES (& REASON)

Nicole Barrett (business committments)

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

I would like to acknowledge the Yugambeh people as the first nations people of the Bunjalung land on which we meet today. I would like to recognise their 
culture, history and connection to the land, sea, and sky. These peoples have been using clay in various ways since the dreamtime and I would like to pay my 
respect and gratitude to their elders past, present and emerging.

Emma M Request for this to be placed on website. Will be checked prior

2.0 ACCEPTANCE OF PREVIOUS MINUTES

Minutes Accepted: Cate White

Minutes Accepted - Seconded: Michael Jones

3.0 INWARD & OUTWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

Meg Filip re documentation required for application for Xmas market signage Meg F (Markets) Signage erected

Jo Mackenzie re studio hire Cate W (Events) Prices & information. Completed

Tobina Sharp (sub Committee member) - email re resignation Amanda S (Secretary) Completed

Janeen Davidson - re becoming key holder Email sent to Memberships (Danielle C). Email sent to Corinne. Responded

Megan Puls - request for information re new Committee Members Amanda S (Secretary) Completed.

Nicci Parry Jones - resignation from teaching position Emma M (President) Emma M/Juliet VO contacted by phone. Workshop in 2023 discussed

15.0 NEW GENERAL BUSINESS Responsible Status/Comment

15.1 Motion: Make Anne Mossman and Megan Puls Life members for their ongoing contributions to Gold Coast Potters and Australian ceramics in general. Cate W - (Events) Has to be done at an AGM. Nominations passed at meeting. Membership 
agreed upon at AGM.
Action: Constitution to be checked for process

15.4 Determine start date for association as we may be due for our 50th birthday celebration and this could be a big deal for Gold coast in general. Cate W, Emma M, Amanda S Council may provide source of information. Emma to ask Council. Website 
says 1977. Emma to contact Nanette Hall re archival material and 
information.
Information provided: unofficially began in 1976 but on paper 1977. 

15.3 Studio rents change (as per email 12 Oct from Jo Mackenzie) Jo Mackenzie Trial of a per head charge period needs to be limited to certain number of 
terms (2).  Need to allow chance for teacher to build up a class (ie 2 terms). 
* Action: It was agreed to look at modified fee structure in order to build a 
following.

15.4 Potential new teacher - Mudgeeraba. Juliet VO (Treasurer) Sheree Nobel from Firebird Studios. Teaching at Mudgeeraba. Discussion re 
charging and trial period offered.
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15.6 Asset Management list & anticipated expenditure next 12 months Emma M & Juliet VO Sinking fund recommendations & expenditure planned for next 3 years. 
* Share with Sculptors, checking roof, skylight replacement, leak repair. 
* Action: Wendy to obtain quotes 
* Following year - asphalt of carpark ($54,000).  
* Emma M - working on relationship with Sculptors to ensure facilities of 
premises maintained. 
* Sculptors Document attached re expenditure plan 
* Crown land Mudgeeraba - Ros Bates, Glenn Tozer needs to be friends 2023 
- renewal of Sculptors lease. * Gallery is heritage listed. Remember insurance 
and upkeep requirements. 
* School house (Sculptors) is Heritage interest, but not listed. 
* With licence agreement coming up with Sculptors, if not meeting financial 
commitments a point for discussion exists. Action: Emma M to touch base in 
Dec

15.7 Draft copy of permanent collection & working bee Dec/Jan to clean, sort & photograph items Nanette H Studio reset (Benowa) - couple of days in Jan to get the studip prepped for 
the new year. potentially add more wheels - 10 wheels instead of 8. Clean, 
catalogue and photograph collection.
Consider a scissor lift hire for high shelves
Requirements to be organised - Emma to put out a working bee with what 
jobs need to be done.
Pictorial view of catalogue. Prices and acquisition details collated by Nanette 
H. Good photography required. 
Dates - look at dates. Thank you to Nanette for work on catalogue

16.0 NEXT MEETING DATES -   Committee Meeting Mon 12 Dec - 5:30  (Have Zoom ready for those unable to attend onsite)

17.0 Meeting closed at 6:20pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES

MONDAY October 17 2022
VENUE: Mudgeeraba Studio

  TIME: 5:30pm 

Date: 17 Oct 2022 Time: 17:30 Chair: Emma Micklewright
Secretary:
Minute Taker: Amanda Slater

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN

No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0

Attendance, apologies and 
acknowledgement 

Attendees: Emma Micklewright, Juliet Van Oirschot, Cate White, Amanda Slater, Michael Jones,
Via Zoom:  Danielle Clark

Apologies (and reason):  Kaitlin Grenside, Nicole Barrett

I would like to acknowledge the Yugambeh people as the first nations people of the Bunjalung land on which we meet today. I would like to recognise their culture, 
history and connection to the land, sea, and sky. These peoples have been using clay in various ways since the dreamtime and I would like to pay my respect and 
gratitude to their elders past, present and emerging.

Emma Micklewright Request for this to be placed on website. Will be checked prior

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes 
Accepted: 
Seconded:  

Cate White
Juliet Van Oirschot

3.0 INWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

1. Meg Filip re documentation required for application for Xmas market signage
2. Councillor news - Mudgeeraba Community Centre open day 5 Nov & promotion of community group

1. Meg Filip
2. Amanda Slater

1. Waiting on reply on application
2. Forward to Kaitlin. See whether any involvement (ie demonstration) 
available

OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

No outward correspondence

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1 Fire report at Benowa in the Hot Wax Pan outside the studio on the bench seat.  Fire blanket was used. Michael / Wendy Completed. New fire blanked not required

4.2

A template email has been written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Puls, Jo Norton, Bill Powers)
(Note: Emails not sent to Larissa Warren, Samy Lynton-Jones due to unclear email addresses).  

Diana Neuman - Gallery 
Convenor

Merrilyn has put into a 
Google Doc
so it doesn't get lost

Completed. Email sent

4.3
Place Kaz's pieces into the Old Benowa Post Office Gallery in the Collection Glass Display Cabinet.  Apparently these need to be fired first.
Could someone make a plaque to sit on the cabinet to identify it as 'GCPA Collection'?

Jo Mackenzie - Gallery 
Manager 

Fired & ready to go in display cabinet. Emma to place in cabinet

4.4

ONLINE LIBRARY CATALOGUES for Benowa and Mudgeeraba
20.06: Merrilyn has set up the templates in Google and Paula Fraser, our Benowa Librarian is heading up a lovely group of volunteers to transfer the books into
the online catalogue.              
18.07.22:  Paula suggested combining the two Libraries together, perhaps at Mudgeeraba as there is more space. 
Can't find catalogue for Mudgeeraba.   Paula suggested that she can move the book when it is hired, to the Gallery for pick up.  Please discuss.        
Keeping the two libraries.  Benowa library now back in the Studio (within the showcase locked cupboard).  Students can access this via teacher with Key to look
at during class.  Online catalogue still need to be completed before borrowing may begin.                  

Below volunteers to help 
Paula transfer:
1. Porsche
2. Tobina

In progress
Kym (Wed night student) to assist. Connect Kym to Paula Fraser for handover
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4.6

Booking the Studio - remove the Booking Officer requirement as no longer needed.  This was only created during Covid.
Members can book into sheet themselves.   Code will be in sheet under each month.  Booking Officer will still oversee sheet & answer any questions.
SUGGESTION:  Once member books; they text booking officer to then be text back the code for that month - this way code is not for all to see in sheets?

MOTION MOVED to remove the booking sheets altogether.  Share the Events Calendar & Class Day/Times Sheets so Key Holder Members can view when the Studio 
is being used.  Change the lock to a door handle lock with keyless entry.  Code then issued at the beginning of every new Financial Year to Key Holders, 
Teachers & Committee.  Camera to be installed at Mudgeeraba.  UNANIMOUS - MOTION PASSED

Juliet to purchase keyless 
door handles and camera. 
Juliet to install camera

Dani to have handles 
installed at both studios

Update:

More than one code required (for when a Teacher/Committee Member 
leaves) 
Key in lock box. If key holding member, the studio is available and free to 
use. Digital pad key locks have been purchased and will be installed for 
Benowa & Mudgeeraba this weekend (Sat 22 Oct). No need to change codes 
frequently. Changed when required and will be available to members. Code 
is not to be shared.
If calendar/events calendar up to date members can see when space 
available. Events on website are not current. Booking sheet to be converted 
into events sheet. Members should be welcomed. Allow sense of ownership. 
Regular changing of code good idea for security purposes, however monthly 
istoo frequent. 
Adam to install key locks this Saturday. Email to be sent to keyholding 
members with code advice. Same code. (Current: 3145)
Events doc is up to date for 2023  

4.7
Motion moved to sell Small kiln at Mudgeeraba has not been used for over 2 years.  Should this be put out to Financial Members to do an expression of interest 
with a sealed bid.  Unanimous.  Motion passed.

Kaitlin Grenside (Publicity)
Michael Jone (Teacher)

Invitation for offers to be sent with newsletter. Highest bidder, but needs to 
be a financial member. Accurate description required in order to advertise 
correctly. MJones to provide description & instructions to Kaitlin. 

4.8
An enquiry to hire a wheel for 3 months.  Event Coordinator used to do this.  New process: same as hiring a Kiln.  Porsche to add a tab under kiln hire sheet. Porsche Bagg (Teacher)

Add to newsletter
this can be done but will be reassessed in Jan as we may need the wheels in classrooms 

5.0 PRESIDENT'S REPORT - Emma Micklewright Responsible Status

I don’t have any major updates for members this month but I do want to say a big thank you to our previous committee members for their dedication and contribution 
to bringing the association to where it is today and that also applies to all our continued committee members. I would also like to say thank you to everyone for 
welcoming me into the committee and also my fellow new committee members. 

We have some exciting things coming up for the end of the year like the Christmas markets and the student showcase which should be a lot of fun for all of our 
members to get together and celebrate our wonderful community. 

Over this last month I have been spending some time meeting with some of our committee members and getting to know them and their roles and also finding out 
where people would like to see the association head in the future. I hope to continue to chat with more committee members, teachers and members over the coming 
month. I've also been going over a lot of documents for the association from leases to the strategic plan and facility agreements. I'm very excited for our planning day in 
January and to also look deeper into how we can make the association run as smoothly as possible. 
I am excited to continue to learn and contribute to bringing the association to the forefront of the QLD pottery world. 

Emma Micklewright

6.0 TREASURER'S REPORT - Juliet Van Oirschot - 30 September 2022 Responsible Status

Nothing to report

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Acct) No 10242370 
Balance at 30 September 2022 $116,730.67

Plus Credits $6,862.90

Less Debits $7,733.45

Plus interest (FYTD $41.24)

Balance as per bank statement at 30 July 2022 (latest statement) $115,860.12

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229. Balance at 28 September 2022 $17,827.52

Plus Credits $5.56

Less Debits -

Plus Interest (FYTD $7.46)

Balance as per bank statement at 28 July 2022 (latest statement) $17,833.08

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit  (Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17 July 2022 (latest statement) $89,807.96

Plus Interest $0.00

Less Withdrawals $0.00

Balance as per bank statement at 17 July 2022 (latest statement) $89,807.96

Total Funds at 30 September 2022 $223,501.16
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Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) $107,641.04

Available capital $115,860.12

Bank statements are available on request.

6.1
Contacting Treasury: accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
Copies of all Invoices: xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

6.2
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed 
by the President, Secretary and/or Treasurer. 

6.3

INCOME - Summary of majority of income $3,764 from card sales via both school and Gallery, $924 membership fees, $947 for kiln and wheel hire and any necessary 
deposits, $1,200 for teachers rent.  Also pleasingly there is interest earned for the first time in a long time of $28.15.

6.4

EXPENDITURE - Major expenditure this month was $1,380 for electricity, $1195 reimbursement of expenses incurred by members on behalf of the association, $199.60 
card machine expenses, $230 annual Zoom membership, $3160 workshop providor invoices, Gallery member sales reimbursement of $154, Rates of $679, lease fees of 
$419 and water of $106. A single remaining key deposit refund of $50 and various rats and mice like Grants Hub subscription, web phone for listings, mail chimp and a 
lodging fee with the Department of Fair Trading. 
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed by the President, 
Secretary and/or Treasurer.                

6.5
DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
Juliet will finalise a budget for the coming year with each area as no budgets were submitted, despite multiple requests.

Treasurer
this will be an item on January's workshop 

6.6

The transfer of funds into the Sinking Fund, recommended total amount from the last Seymour Consulting Report is $12,500 for Benowa 
and $10,710 for Mudgeeraba. A total of $26,210 needs to be transferred into the sinking fund accounts from the business cheque account, pending ratification and 
Treasurer attendance at August Committee Meeting

Treasurer to complete 
transfer.  Must be
be done in a branch

This was voted on in July meeting and motion was passed

7.0 FACILITIES & MAINTENANCE REPORT – Wendy Lane Responsible Status

 
1. Glazing table downstairs at Mudgeeraba has been repaired with stabilising and new waterproof board.
2. Fire safety servicing completed at both studios and gallery with a new fire extinguisher provided to replace expired at  Mudgeeraba. Inspector reluctant to replace 
blanket cover at Benowa as in his opinion still adequate.
3. Gardening and some gutter clearing completed at both studios. Have decided to micromanage gardener in the future due to a bit of slacking off which seems to be 

typical…
4. Waiting on cost for repair of wheel area power point Benowa from Electrician.
5. Still waiting on asbestos work quotes for Mudgeeraba toilets to come in from various providers, continuing to follow up.
6. Am meeting with Council appointed asbestos inspector Friday October 14, Benowa site only, have informed Michael Jones who is planning to remove it prior.
7. Engaged a contractor to replace damaged whirlybird on roof at Benowa studio while I was away in Canberra past week, was all arranged and then he ghosted so 

engaged another who is replacing October 2nd approx…
8. Pest inspection carried out at Mudgeeraba, Benowa up to date til Feb next year…
9. Handyman booked for October 11 Tuesday to replace table surface Mudgeeraba studio.
10. Gardener booked for October 28th
11. Giving up on the zip in favour of kettle, more cost effective with repairs and practical given studio numbers.
 
Have booked the gardener for 29th Nov & 2nd December for gutters and gardens. Just insurance against rainy weather, if one of those days is rainy, will move gutter 
clean to following week. With the goal of having gardens looking great for the markets.

7.1

Three quotes were acquired for the gutters to be cleaned with the cheapest quote supplier chosen also seeming the most competent. Gutters were cleaned on all 
buildings apart from a section at the front at Mudgeeraba where the contractor will be returning this coming week, Friday July 15th with a cordless drill to remove the 
wire mesh to access built up mulch and leaves, and to use the hose to determine whether down pipes are clear of debris and their possible effect on flooding/water 
damage issues on front balcony 
and rear wall in kiln room.

7.2

Photos and measurements, for repairs/carpentry work were emailed to 4 contractors for the following work. (Awaiting quotes).
Mudgeeraba:
1. Back door latch not lining up/stuck
2. Resurfacing of carport work table
3, Asbestos sheeting/mould situation -toilet block
Benowa
1. High Wedging table top/asbestos
2. Mini kiln table top/asbestos to be replaced.

Wendy

8.0 MEMBERSHIP REPORT – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

No report. Some keyholder requests. 
Confirming process is online application form. Keyholding members need to be approved by Committee.

9.0 WORKSHOPS & EVENTS - Cate White Responsible Status
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Workshop report- we have tentative verbal agreement from several Sunshine Coast potters for workshops next year. We have to rebook Larissa Warren, 
I'm looking at engaging a couple of experienced potters to do "autumn and winter school during school holidays for members of intermediate to advanced skills 4-5 
days. 
School holiday children's classes. proposed date for xmas Sunday the 11th or 18th and have committee meeting before. 
Meg is doing a great job organising the markets. We have a video call next week for a market stall program to reduce work load and enable us to keep data on previous 
stall holders ext. 
I will properly change booking system over to Humanitix as this is more inline with community organisations. 

Cate White Event calendar up to date

9.1
Motioned was passed in August meeting to publish and book workshops and demos up to 12 months in advance.  
An invitation needs to be sent out asking for the next 12 months to be filled in with Workshops.
Also Demos to be filled in by Teachers for the next 12 months

Events Coordinator/
Teachers Reps

9.2
Motion was passed in August meeting to pay future workshop facilitators 37% of member day fee  ie Facilitator receives $110 if membrs pay $300 
and also that in the acceptance/ agreement all works by major wokshop exhibitors be donated to assosiation to add to our collection.

Treasurer to add into 
Contract

In progress

9.8
11 December (Time to be confirmed) KILN WORKSHOP - Porsche
Booking link details - coming soon

9.9
13 November 4 - 5:30pm - Free Member's Demonstration 
Michael: Underglaze
Booking link details: https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGZ

9.10
11 December 4 - 5:30pm - Free Member's Demonstration 
TO BE CONFIRMED
Booking link details: https://www.trybooking.com/CBQBB

9.11
Peter Biddulph WORKSHOP
to be organised; Jo Mackenie has all the details

10.0 GALLERY REPORT  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

New display room 4 now ready. This is a fantastic opportunity for members of GCPA to join the gallery team.
We are inviting new gallery team members to display and sell their work in the gallery. As a Gallery member you will be required to work a shift in the gallery 
approximately once every 10 to 12 weeks on a Saturday (9am to 3pm), plus volunteer for other events and periodic working bees in the gallery. GCPA retains a 
commission of 20% for all work sold.
 
Long term gallery member Karen Morrison has left the gallery team while she takes a break from pottery. Her expressive artwork will be missed.

Di Neumann Email sent re this.

10.3

Sadly we didn’t get enough people interested to make this event (details below) viable. Including gallery members the most on any of the proposed nights was 8 
persons interested. The gallery members will discuss revisiting this idea next year but unfortunately this year we won’t be holding this event. We are extending opening 
hours on a Sunday for the four weeks (one is the market day) to lead up to Christmas.
 
Gallery members had a meeting on 30th July and are keen for the improvements in gallery.  Members of the gallery will be organising a twilight market for 5 weeks
starting mid November.  There will the spaces for GCPA Members.  Welcome to any volunteers to help with arranging this.
Excerpt from Gallery minutes:
AGREED – to do Friday night markets mid-November to December, offer a tables to GCPA financial members. Gallery members to get prime location.
Fri 18, 25 Nov; Fri 2, 9, 16 Dec
FRIDAY NIGHT MARKETS
•        Non-Gallery members to pay $15 for a table – funds used for advertising of the event.
•        Cook sausage/BBQ sizzle to raise funds for the gallery – more of a social event. Possibly fund repainting of the gallery.

Di Neumann Night Markets CANCELLED
 
Emma to meet with Di re opening times & future approach toward Gallery. 
Current model not working.

(Survey GCPA members to determine what they want from the Association - 
Emma to draft survey)

11.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Kaitlin Grenside        Responsible

11.1 WIX - move Gallery Website to Wix - YES
20.06: Toni and Di have started this, Kirsten Farr unable to work on this project at this time.

Toni and
Di Neuman

In progress
Need volunteer help to complete
Emma to discuss this during catch up with Di

12.0 Teachers Representative, Benowa - Michael Jones Responsible Status

12.1 Nothing to report Michael Jones

13.0 Teachers Representative, Mudgeeraba - Responsible Status

13.1 Nothing to report

14.0 Grants Officer -  Nicole Barrett Responsible Status

14.1
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely

Grants Team Apply for grant

14.2 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.3 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds.  MICHAEL advised that Contractors need to dump their asphalt somewhere; if no Grant, ring around these people Grants Team Issue revisited & discussed. Apply for grant

15.0 NEW GENERAL BUSINESS Responsible Status

15.1
Motion: Make Anne Mossman and Megan Puls Life members for their ongoing contributions to Gold Coast Potters and Australian ceramics in general. Cate White - Events & 

Workshops
Has to be done at an AGM. Nominations passed at meeting. Membership 
agreed upon at AGM.
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15.2

Determine start date for association as we may be due for our 50th birthday celebration and this could be a big deal for Gold coast in general. Cate White - Events & 
Workshops
Emma Micklewright 
(President)

Council may provide source of information. Emma to ask Council. Website 
says 1977. Emma to contact Nanette Hall re archival material and 
information

15.3

Studio rents change (as per email 12 Oct from Jo Mackenzie) Jo Mackenzie Trial of a per head charge period needs to be limited to certain number of 
terms (2).  Need to allow chance for teacher to build up a class (ie 2 terms). 
Agree to look at modified fee structure in order to build a following.

15.4
Potential new teacher - Mudgeeraba. 

Juliet Van Oirschot
Sheree from Firebird Studios. Teaching at Mudgeeraba. Discussion re 
charging and trial period offered.

15.5 Stall Manager Software & Quote Cate White Not discussed during this meeting

15.6
Calendar invites - can we please for all committee meetings utilise the calendars in GCPA emails and to personal emails for invites Emma Micklewright

15.7
Website Emma Micklewright WIP - branding. Looking at Microsoft suite. They have a non for profit. 

Sharepoint, Teams. Kaitlin looking at back end

15.8 Instagram handle has been changed - now GoldCoastPotters. The change has had other repercussions and needs to be changed back to original Emma Micklewright Emma to check

16.0 NEXT MEETING DATES -   General Meeting 21 November 2022 (Benowa)

17.0 Meeting closed at 6:57pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING MINUTES

MONDAY September 19th 2022
VENUE: Benowa Studio

  TIME: 6:30pm 
   

Date: 19.09.2022 Time: 18:33 Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Merrilyn Townhill
Merrilyn townhill

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS

1.0

Attendance 
and 
Apologies

Attendees: Cate White, Merrilyn Townhill, Juliet Van Oirschot, Danielle Clarke, Toni Prinsse, Michael Jones
Porsche Bagg, Tanya Lord, Wendy Lane, Di Neuman, Megan Haywood, Fiona Narsmith, Sandy Christie,
Kaitlin Grenside, Amanda Slater, Emma Micklewright, Meg Filip, Bec Pullen, Karin Adams, 
Via Zoom:  Nil
Apologies (and reason):  Nanette (family visisting from interstate)

2.0
Minutes of 2021 AGM were circulated, read and moved as a true record
Accepted:                                Carried: 

3.0 AGM President's Report - Cate White
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Promote Pottery as a craft and art form through teaching, demonstrations and exhibitions for members, students, professionals 
and the wider community.

Well, thank you members for trusting me to be your president for the past year. You learn so much about yourself and others when you step out of your 
comfort zone and jump in feet first.  But oh, what fun a bit like testing glazes really.. 

Thank you to our committee members and teachers for the support and willingness to move forward with change. 

This year we have seen changes to our teaching cohort, which has created a fresh and engaging learning environment, this included a couple of substitute 
teachers Boop and Lynda who were welcomed and supported by our teachers and students. Thank you everyone. 

We are saying thank you for your hard work and goodbye to Merilyn who bought us into the 21st century with google drive so now we know where 
everything is. LOL, 

Toni for her tireless behind the scenes support and publicity going beyond her role description creating timelines and processes and encouragingly 
training sub committee Volunteers. 

Jaccii for brining us some great workshops, pulling together a great mother’s day market.  

Thank you, you are valuable and hopefully you enjoy your time in the clay. 

I thank all those who stepped up to support your association behind the scenes even if only for an hour or two. 

I’m proud of the changes to our association, honouring our mission statement, working alongside likeminded souls to achieve what at times felt impossible. 
But none of this would be possible without you, our members and those willing to dig in and get things done.  

I look forward to practicing my newly learnt skills at decorating thanks to the fabulous Shannon Garson workshop. 

Seeing what next year brings this association; there are a few stokes in the fire. 
See you are the traps 
Stay muddy 
Cate 

4.0 Treasurer's Report for AGM 19th September 2022
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It is pleasing to report our improved overall financial position year on year from 2021 to 2022 with an operating surplus this year of 
$34,062 in comparison to last year’s operating deficit of ($3,575).

The full audit results are available however the summary below (Point 4.2) highlights major areas of difference. Please note that these variances may be due to one off 
expense such as replacement and repair of Mudgeeraba kiln room steels due to excessive corrosion that was completed last year or indeed the legal and 
consultancy costs due to our revised constitution and facilities agreement with teachers. Some variance can be due to new people coding income and expenses 
to categories that differ to last years.

In closing I would like to thank the following people who have volunteered so many hours to keep our association running and making sure we can all enjoy 
the fabulous facilities that Gold Coast Potters have. We are indeed lucky that the folk that came before us did such a great job.

Thank you to both Tina and Dani who have worked behind the scenes reconciling Xero (our accounting software) and saving me from myself. 
They must of wondered how the year would go with such a greenhorn in the Treasurers role. I’d also like to take this opportunity to thank 
Kirsten Hague who had done the treasurers role before me for too many years to mention. It was in great shape and the magic “treasurers external hard drive” 
did indeed have everything on there I could need.

To my fellow committee members, I now consider you all to be friends and even when we have disagreed, we have done so with care and consideration. 
I think as a whole we have achieved good things for GCPA and our membership.

Juliet van Oirschot
Treasurer

The accounts for the past financial year showing the financial position of GCPA at 31 May 2022

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 30/05/2022 30/05/2021
Opening Balance $97,629.15 $66,475.98

Plus Credits $14,520.86 $12,188.47

Less Debits -$5,308.86 -$15,475.91

Interest FYTD $93.23 -$55.08

Closing Balance $106,841.15 $63,188.54

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 30/05/2022 30/05/2021

Opening Balance $17,823.36 $17,814.51

Plus Credits $0.73 $0.73
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Less Debits $0.00 $0.00

Interest FYTD $7.37 $61.45

Closing Balance $17,824.09 $17,815.24

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203 30/05/2022 30/05/2021

Opening Balance $89,627.23 $88,980.08

Plus Credits $180.73 $381.27

Less Debits $0.00 $0.00

Interest FYTD $446.61 $1,085.54

CLOSING BALANCE $89,807.45 $89,361.35
TOTAL CASH $214,472.69 $170,365.13 #REF!

4.1 Bank statements are available on request.

4.2

SUMMARY – large variance items only

INCOME 2022 2021

Facilities, Equipment and Key Hire $41,660 $36,182

Firing Fees $22,181 $16,090

Market Day $4,612 $2,140

Sales – Clay and Tools $16,409 $12,185

Sundry Income $3,200 $18,648

Workshop Revenue $6,250 $3,911

TOTAL INCOME $117,506 $116,168

EXPENDITURE 2022 2021

Consultancy fees (one off) nil $12,000

Exhibition cost – Student Exhibition $1,825 Nil

Market Day Expenses $2,308 $1,356

Insurance $9,472 $8,298

Legal Costs Nil $6,090

Materials & Tools $10,535 $18,445

Repairs and Maintenance $8,594 $28,109
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4.2

Workshop Expenses $8,020 $2,430

TOTAL EXPENDITURE $83,444 $119,742

OPERATING SUPLUS/DEFICIT $34,062 -$3,575

4.3
Copies of the Audited Financial Statements will be available at the AGM
Moved:                                  Accepted:

5.0 FACILITES & MAINTENANCE REPORT

In the financial year 2021 to 2022 there has been considerable activity in the maintenance and facilities area. Where possible I have tried to keep expenses to a 
minimum therefore have worked alongside a tradesman to ensure work is completed as quickly as possible as well as completing many tasks myself. 
This has included pressure washing all concrete and toilet area at Benowa twice, applying roundup to weeds, digging out drains at Benowa, and cleaning out 
kiln area at Mudgeeraba.
The following has been completed by external trades (see 5.1)

In addition, work has been continuing to try and implement the sinking fund with The Society of Sculptors. A number of meetings and presentation of reports to try
to get Sculptors on board with contributions to the existing sinking fund has failed to gain traction. GCPA has a healthy balance in the sinking fund and is up to date 
with their funding. However, without the Sculptors on board the concept is somewhat flawed. 
It is recommended that the current license agreement with Sculptor be modified to require contribution to the sinking fund as a condition of continuing 
occupation be implemented.

Seymour Consulting has updated the sinking fund forecasts as of 4 August 2022 and the major expenditure items scheduled for work in the next 5 years as in point 5.2

This work includes such things as replacing the fence, replacing skylights and asphalting at Benowa, upgrading toilet facilities, painting external and internal walls and 
ceilings at Mudgeeraba. Some of these works are more critical than others and it is difficult to predict exactly when these works will need to be completed. 
Seymour Consulting are Body Corporate Report Specialist and have much experience in these matters. Their assessor came and inspected both premises and made 
recommendations based on the expected life of the assets.
 
Thanks to Wendy Lane for coming on board as the Facilities and Maintenance person for the beginning of the 2022-2023 year, this will make the management of 
our assets much more achievable.

Juliet

5.1

ACTIVITY $
Service and deep clean all air conditioners $390.00
Replace and repair wooden beams under building at Mudgeeraba $580.80
Install drainage solution to ensure kiln room does not flood during heavy rain – Mudgeeraba $983.40
Grade driveway, remove and fill chasm in middle at Benowa $140.00
Electrical, repair Zip machine and install LED baton lighting in the kiln room at Mudgeeraba $290.00
Check fire extinguisher and fire blankets at both premises $158.40
Garden maintenance and some gutter cleaning both premises $2,770.00
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5.1
Kiln maintenance and repairs $2,114.57
Pest inspections both premises $622.00
Roof repairs and investigate other leaks at Mudgeeraba $622.00
Signage at Mudgeeraba $55.00
Wheel repairs $159.50
Check, repair, replace and certify gas at Mudgeeraba $2,091.37
TOTAL $10,977.04

5.2

BENOWA

AREA Year 1 2023 Year 2 2024 Year 3 2025 Year 4 2026 Year 5 2027
Building 10,414 0 13,659 14,965 4,142
Services 0 957 0 0 406
Facilities 0 0 0 0 0

External Works 7,416 52,515 0 3,742 0
Contingency 892 2,674 683 935 227

TOTAL $18,722.00 $56,145.00 $14,342.00 $19,642.00 $4,775.00
MUDGEERABA

AREA Year 1 2023 Year 2 2024 Year 3 2025 Year 4 2026 Year 5 2027
Building 0 4,524 0 894 20,115
Services 0 0 371 0 0
Facilities 0 8,240 0 0 2,814

External Works 0 0 1,520 0 0
Contingency 0 638 95 45 1,146

TOTAL $0.00 $13,402.00 $1,986.00 $939.00 $24,075.00

6.0
Motion moved by Jo Mackenzie via email that the Association to pay for a $500 Gift Voucher per Financial Year to the 
Management Committee Members for their voluntary role to used within the GCPA for Workshop | Term of Classes or hiring of 
Member Kiln. Seconded by Di | Unanimous | Motion Passed

7.0

CONSTITUTION CHANGES - A number of changes were brought up at various General Meetings during the year and all changes
appear in the copy at this meeting.
1. Life Members may be rescinded under execeptional circumstances should a motion be brought to a General Meeting etc.
2. New Members no longer needed to voted in; only New Key Holder Members need to be voted in
3. Facilities & Maintenance General Committee changed to Sub Committee and
4. Grants Officer changed from Sub Committee to General Committee
5. Resigning as an Executive Committee member can not take on another Executive Committee role for 12 months 
    but can take on a General Committee Role or a non committee role
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7.1 A Motion was moved to Item 20 Resigning as an Executive Committee member can not take on another Executive Committee role for 12 months 
but can take on a General Committee Role or a non committee role Seconded by Dani.  Unanimous.  Passed

9.0 ELECTION OF OFFICERS 2022-2023
9.1 Cncl Brooke Patterson taking the chair, declaring all positions vacant.  Nominations called for the position of President.

OFFICE NOMINEE NOMINATED BY SECONDED BY ACCEPTED

President Emma Micklewright Michael Jones Wendy Lane Unanimous

Secretary Amanda Slater Michael Jones Toni Prinsse Unanimous

Treasurer Juliet von Oirschot Danielle Clarke Toni Prinsse Unanimous

Membership Officer Danielle Clarke No vote needed

Grants Officer Nicole Barrett Di Neuman Merrilyn Townhill Unanimous

Workshop & Events Cate White Di Neuman Porsche Bagg Unanimous

Publicity & Social Media Kaitlin Grenside Toni Prinsse Merrilyn Townhill Unanimous

Facilites & Maintenance Wendy Lane No vote needed

PLEASE NOTE: Sub Committees will be formed by the new Committee.

Workplace Health & Safety
Officer Corinne Meunier Danielle Clarke Toni Prinsse Unanimous

Market Convenor Meg Filip Toni Prinsse No vote needed

Secretary Assistant Sandy Christie Merrilyn Townhill No vote needed

Secretary Assistant Fiona Naismith Merrilyn Townhill No vote needed

Workshop & Events Assistant Porsche Bagg No vote needed

Nominations for LIFE MEMBERSHIPS: No one nominated

Changes to BANK SIGNATORIES:
Cate White & Jaccii Turnbull to be removed as signatories
Emma Micklewright and Amanda Slater added as signatories alongside other current signatories

Meeting closed at:  7:28pm

Signed________________________________ Signed________________________________
President Secretary
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Cate White Merrilyn Townhill
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AGENDA

MONDAY September 19th 2022
VENUE: Benowa Studio

  TIME: 6:30pm 
   

Date: Time: Chair:
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS

1.0

Attendance 
and 
Apologies

Attendees: 
Via Zoom:  

Apologies (and reason):  

2.0
Minutes of 2021 AGM were circulated, read and moved as a true record
Accepted:                                Carried: 

3.0 AGM President's Report - Cate White
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Promote Pottery as a craft and art form through teaching, demonstrations and exhibitions for members, students, professionals 
and the wider community.

Well, thank you members for trusting me to be your president for the past year. You learn so much about yourself and others when you step out of your 
comfort zone and jump in feet first.  But oh, what fun a bit like testing glazes really.. 

Thank you to our committee members and teachers for the support and willingness to move forward with change. 

This year we have seen changes to our teaching cohort, which has created a fresh and engaging learning environment, this included a couple of substitute 
teachers Boop and Lynda who were welcomed and supported by our teachers and students. Thank you everyone. 

We are saying thank you for your hard work and goodbye to Merilyn who bought us into the 21st century with google drive so now we know where 
everything is. LOL, 

Toni for her tireless behind the scenes support and publicity going beyond her role description creating timelines and processes and encouragingly 
training sub committee Volunteers. 

Jaccii for brining us some great workshops, pulling together a great mother’s day market.  

Thank you, you are valuable and hopefully you enjoy your time in the clay. 

I thank all those who stepped up to support your association behind the scenes even if only for an hour or two. 

I’m proud of the changes to our association, honouring our mission statement, working alongside likeminded souls to achieve what at times felt impossible. 
But none of this would be possible without you, our members and those willing to dig in and get things done.  

I look forward to practicing my newly learnt skills at decorating thanks to the fabulous Shannon Garson workshop. 

Seeing what next year brings this association; there are a few stokes in the fire. 
See you are the traps 
Stay muddy 
Cate 

4.0 Treasurer's Report for AGM 19th September 2022
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It is pleasing to report our improved overall financial position year on year from 2021 to 2022 with an operating surplus this year of 
$34,062 in comparison to last year’s operating deficit of ($3,575).

The full audit results are available however the summary below (Point 4.2) highlights major areas of difference. Please note that these variances may be due to one off 
expense such as replacement and repair of Mudgeeraba kiln room steels due to excessive corrosion that was completed last year or indeed the legal and 
consultancy costs due to our revised constitution and facilities agreement with teachers. Some variance can be due to new people coding income and expenses 
to categories that differ to last years.

In closing I would like to thank the following people who have volunteered so many hours to keep our association running and making sure we can all enjoy 
the fabulous facilities that Gold Coast Potters have. We are indeed lucky that the folk that came before us did such a great job.

Thank you to both Tina and Dani who have worked behind the scenes reconciling Xero (our accounting software) and saving me from myself. 
They must of wondered how the year would go with such a greenhorn in the Treasurers role. I’d also like to take this opportunity to thank 
Kirsten Hague who had done the treasurers role before me for too many years to mention. It was in great shape and the magic “treasurers external hard drive” 
did indeed have everything on there I could need.

To my fellow committee members, I now consider you all to be friends and even when we have disagreed, we have done so with care and consideration. 
I think as a whole we have achieved good things for GCPA and our membership.

Juliet van Oirschot
Treasurer

The accounts for the past financial year showing the financial position of GCPA at 31 May 2022

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 30/05/2022 30/05/2021
Opening Balance $97,629.15 $66,475.98

Plus Credits $14,520.86 $12,188.47

Less Debits -$5,308.86 -$15,475.91

Interest FYTD $93.23 -$55.08

Closing Balance $106,841.15 $63,188.54

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 30/05/2022 30/05/2021

Opening Balance $17,823.36 $17,814.51

Plus Credits $0.73 $0.73
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Less Debits $0.00 $0.00

Interest FYTD $7.37 $61.45

Closing Balance $17,824.09 $17,815.24

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203 30/05/2022 30/05/2021

Opening Balance $89,627.23 $88,980.08

Plus Credits $180.73 $381.27

Less Debits $0.00 $0.00

Interest FYTD $446.61 $1,085.54

CLOSING BALANCE $89,807.45 $89,361.35
TOTAL CASH $214,472.69 $170,365.13 #REF!

4.1 Bank statements are available on request.

4.2

SUMMARY – large variance items only

INCOME 2022 2021

Facilities, Equipment and Key Hire $41,660 $36,182

Firing Fees $22,181 $16,090

Market Day $4,612 $2,140

Sales – Clay and Tools $16,409 $12,185

Sundry Income $3,200 $18,648

Workshop Revenue $6,250 $3,911

TOTAL INCOME $117,506 $116,168

EXPENDITURE 2022 2021

Consultancy fees (one off) nil $12,000

Exhibition cost – Student Exhibition $1,825 Nil

Market Day Expenses $2,308 $1,356

Insurance $9,472 $8,298

Legal Costs Nil $6,090

Materials & Tools $10,535 $18,445

Repairs and Maintenance $8,594 $28,109
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4.2

Workshop Expenses $8,020 $2,430

TOTAL EXPENDITURE $83,444 $119,742

OPERATING SUPLUS/DEFICIT $34,062 -$3,575

4.3
Copies of the Audited Financial Statements will be available at the AGM
Moved:                                  Accepted:

5.0 FACILITES & MAINTENANCE REPORT

In the financial year 2021 to 2022 there has been considerable activity in the maintenance and facilities area. Where possible I have tried to keep expenses to a 
minimum therefore have worked alongside a tradesman to ensure work is completed as quickly as possible as well as completing many tasks myself. 
This has included pressure washing all concrete and toilet area at Benowa twice, applying roundup to weeds, digging out drains at Benowa, and cleaning out 
kiln area at Mudgeeraba.
The following has been completed by external trades (see 5.1)

In addition, work has been continuing to try and implement the sinking fund with The Society of Sculptors. A number of meetings and presentation of reports to try
to get Sculptors on board with contributions to the existing sinking fund has failed to gain traction. GCPA has a healthy balance in the sinking fund and is up to date 
with their funding. However, without the Sculptors on board the concept is somewhat flawed. 
It is recommended that the current license agreement with Sculptor be modified to require contribution to the sinking fund as a condition of continuing 
occupation be implemented.

Seymour Consulting has updated the sinking fund forecasts as of 4 August 2022 and the major expenditure items scheduled for work in the next 5 years as in point 5.2

This work includes such things as replacing the fence, replacing skylights and asphalting at Benowa, upgrading toilet facilities, painting external and internal walls and 
ceilings at Mudgeeraba. Some of these works are more critical than others and it is difficult to predict exactly when these works will need to be completed. 
Seymour Consulting are Body Corporate Report Specialist and have much experience in these matters. Their assessor came and inspected both premises and made 
recommendations based on the expected life of the assets.
 
Thanks to Wendy Lane for coming on board as the Facilities and Maintenance person for the beginning of the 2022-2023 year, this will make the management of 
our assets much more achievable.

Juliet

5.1

ACTIVITY $
Service and deep clean all air conditioners $390.00
Replace and repair wooden beams under building at Mudgeeraba $580.80
Install drainage solution to ensure kiln room does not flood during heavy rain – Mudgeeraba $983.40
Grade driveway, remove and fill chasm in middle at Benowa $140.00
Electrical, repair Zip machine and install LED baton lighting in the kiln room at Mudgeeraba $290.00
Check fire extinguisher and fire blankets at both premises $158.40
Garden maintenance and some gutter cleaning both premises $2,770.00
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5.1
Kiln maintenance and repairs $2,114.57
Pest inspections both premises $622.00
Roof repairs and investigate other leaks at Mudgeeraba $622.00
Signage at Mudgeeraba $55.00
Wheel repairs $159.50
Check, repair, replace and certify gas at Mudgeeraba $2,091.37
TOTAL $10,977.04

5.2

BENOWA

AREA Year 1 2023 Year 2 2024 Year 3 2025 Year 4 2026 Year 5 2027
Building 10,414 0 13,659 14,965 4,142
Services 0 957 0 0 406
Facilities 0 0 0 0 0

External Works 7,416 52,515 0 3,742 0
Contingency 892 2,674 683 935 227

TOTAL $18,722.00 $56,145.00 $14,342.00 $19,642.00 $4,775.00
MUDGEERABA

AREA Year 1 2023 Year 2 2024 Year 3 2025 Year 4 2026 Year 5 2027
Building 0 4,524 0 894 20,115
Services 0 0 371 0 0
Facilities 0 8,240 0 0 2,814

External Works 0 0 1,520 0 0
Contingency 0 638 95 45 1,146

TOTAL $0.00 $13,402.00 $1,986.00 $939.00 $24,075.00

6.0
Motion moved by Jo Mackenzie via email that the Association to pay for a $500 Gift Voucher per Financial Year to the 
Management Committee Members for their voluntary role to used within the GCPA for Workshop | Term of Classes or hiring of 
Member Kiln

7.0

CONSTITUTION CHANGES - A number of changes were brought up at various General Meetings during the year and all changes
appear in the copy at this meeting.
1. Life Members may be rescinded under execeptional circumstances should a motion be brought to a General Meeting etc.
2. New Members no longer needed to voted in; only New Key Holder Members need to be voted in
3. Facilities & Maintenance General Committee changed to Sub Committee and
4. Grants Officer changed from Sub Committee to General Committee
5. Resigning as an Executive Committee member can not take on another Executive Committee role for 12 months 
    but can take on a General Committee Role or a non committee role
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8.0
PROPOSED CHANGES TO VOLUNTEER BENEFITS -
A motion from Member Jo MacKenzie to add to the benefits that all Committee Members receive a $500 voucher to be used within
the GCPA (not including the Gallery) upon commencement of the role.

9.0 ELECTION OF OFFICERS 2022-2023
9.1 Di Neuman taking the chair, declaring all positions vacant.  Nominations called for the position of President.

OFFICE NOMINEE NOMINATED BY SECONDED BY ACCEPTED

President

Secretary

Treasurer

Membership Officer Danielle Clarke Merrilyn Townhill

Grants Officer Nicole Barrett Di Neuman

Workshop & Events

Publicity & Social Media Kaitlin Grenside Toni Prinsse Merrilyn Townhill

Facilites & Maintenance Wendy Lane Juliet Van Oirschot Cate White

PLEASE NOTE: Sub Committees will be formed by the new Committee.

Market Convenor Meg Filip Toni Prinsse Cate White

Secretary Assistant Sandy Christie Merrilyn Townhill Cate White

Workplace Health & Safety
Officer Corinne Meunier Danielle Clarke Toni Prinsse

Vice President

Nominations for LIFE MEMBERSHIPS:

Changes to BANK SIGNATORIES:
& Jaccii Turnbull removed as signatories
                                                                                       added as signatories

Meeting closed at: 

Signed________________________________ Signed________________________________
President Secretary
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Cate White Merrilyn Townhill
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES
MONDAY September 19th 2022

VENUE: Benowa Studio
  TIME: 5:30pm 

   

Date: 19.09.2022 Time: 17:42 Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Merrilyn Townhill
Merrilyn Townhill

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0

Attendance 
and 
Apologies

Attendees: Cate White, Merrilyn Townhill, Juliet Van Oirschot, Danielle Clarke, Toni Prinsse, Michael Jones
Via Zoom:  

Apologies (and reason):  

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted: Juliet Van Oirschot
Seconded:  Cate White

3.0 INWARD/OUTWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

Inward 1: An enquiry to hire a wheel for 3 months.  Event Coordinator used to do this.  New process: same as hiring a Kiln.  Porsche to add a tab under Porsche
Add tab to Kiln Hire at each Studio to rent
out Wheels.  Same process as Kiln Hire

Inwarad 2: Veronica Gaughan is standing down as role of WH&S Assessment Officer at the AGM

OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

Outward 1:

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1 Fire report at Benowa in the Hot Wax Pan outside the studio on the bench seat.  Fire blanket was used.
Michael / Wendy

Fire blanket to be replaced
In progress
Firepower coming at end of month

4.2

A template email has been written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Puls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc).  

Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member.  They then can be asked to exhibit in the 
Gallery.  Similar letter to be drafted by Gallery Convenor to invite prominent members to Exhibit.
Discuss what is to be offered to these Exhibitors.

Need to approach prominent artists & offer gallery space with 20% commission. Develop an agreement which includes insurance -Cate & Juliet

  Gallery Convenor Need to invite artists - TO BE DONE

Offer gallery space with 20% commission &
develop an agreement to include
insurance TO BE DONE

4.3

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Any maintenance and repairs to come out of Sinking fund not General Funds.  Any larger jobs ie Paving; apply for a Grant.  
If Grant unsuccessful then consider using Sinking Fund monies.

Recent update to sinking 
fund has not been implemented with 
Sculptors.  
GC Potters will need to investigate 
including Sinking Fund contributions in 
the licence agreement with Sculptors.

Sculptures have advised that they can not
contribute to the fund due to being
non-financial.

4.4

President to organise liasiing with the Community Organisations within the area and turn the Christmas Market into a Community project.
Parking Plan needed.  Get other Community Organisations involved.  
Due to the Market Convenor standing down and the Events position being vacated suddenly it needs to be discussed if we stick with Christmas Markets being
held at Benowa as it is now too late to organise changing venues.  We could start canvassing for the Mudgeeraba Market Committee for 2023 Christmas Market. President 

In progress; President to advise
Kirsty Emery is the contact in Division 9

Sept: Christmas markets to stay at Benowa
and move to Mudgeeraba in 2023

4.5
Place Kaz's pieces into the Old Benowa Post Office Gallery in the Collection Glass Display Cabinet.  Apparently these need to be fired first.
Could someone make a plaque to sit on the cabinet to identify it as 'GCPA Collection'? Gallery Manager | Jo Mackenzie

4.6 How Teachers are hired by the Assocation needs to be discussed, motion placed and then to go into the AGM to be added to the Constitution.
President with Teachers Reps

In progress

REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA
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4.7

ONLINE LIBRARY CATALOGUES for Benowa and Mudgeeraba
20.06: Merrilyn has set up the templates in Google and Paula Fraser, our Benowa Librarian is heading up a lovely group of volunteers to transfer the books into
the online catalogue.              
18.07.22:  Paula suggested combining the two Libraries together, perhaps at Mudgeeraba as there is more space. 
Can't find catalogue for Mudgeeraba.   Paula suggested that she can move the book when it is hired, to the Gallery for pick up.  Please discuss.        
Keeping the two libraries.  Benowa library now back in the Studio (within the showcase locked cupboard).  Students can access this via teacher with Key to look
at during class.  Online catalogue still need to be completed before borrowing may begin.                  

Below volunteers to help Paula transfer:
1. Porsche
2. Tobina

In progress
Paula needs some help - can anyone help?

4.8

Gallery back room needs cleaning out and open up to the Public. 
This potentially makes room for 3-4  more members as well as a rotation exhibit in the new Glass Display cabinet of the GCPA collection.  
These Artists works will be advertised to try to gain more foot traffic through the Gallery.
More cleaning and moving needs to be done to open back room to public.  Back room of Gallery is fully cleared and set up for display.  The back door now meets
code of practice for fire/emergency exit and mobility access. Gallery Manager: Di Neuman

Completed
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

4.9

Booking the Studio - remove the Booking Officer requirement as no longer needed.  This was only created during Covid.
Members can book into sheet themselves.   Code will be in sheet under each month.  Booking Officer will still oversee sheet & answer any questions.
SUGGESTION:  Once member books; they text booking officer to then be text back the code for that month - this way code is not for all to see in sheets?
MOTION MOVED to remove the booking sheets altogether.  Share the Events Calendar & Class Day/Times Sheets so Key Holder Members can view when the Studio 
is being used.  Change the lock to a door handle lock with keyless entry.  Code then issued at the beginning of every new Financial Year to Key Holders, 
Teachers & Committee.  Camera to be installed at Mudgeeraba.  UNANIMOUS - MOTION PASSED

Juliet to purchase keyless door handles
and camera.

Juliet to install camera

Dani to have handles
installed at both studios

In progress.  Juliet to purchase.

More than one code required (for when a
Teacher/Committee Member leaves)

4.10 Cate to set up Zoom with GCPApres@gmail.com. 

Jaccii

Jaccii is returning recording equipment for the
next Events Coordinator.
Zoom details will be handed over to President
CATE SET UP NEW ACCOUNT:
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

4.11
Inward 2: Peter Biddulph has replied to Cate's email regarding teaching classes and workshops.  Michael & Jo have been cc'd in, on Cate's reply to Peter to take 
over the liaising regarding classes & workshops    Jo & Michael

Jo sent Peter a follow up email on 17.08.2022

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status

Well, another month has passed, the committee has been busy getting ready for the AGM, we had 2 great workshops and Members demo nights. 
The gallery and Benowa studio are getting a tidy up and looking great. 

We have had a wheel and pottery tools donated to us by Susannah Callaghan via Shannon her daughter, for which we are grateful, and I’m sure our members 
will enjoy it as much as Sue did.  

We have had an interesting response to our request for volunteers, so fingers crossed. 

Happy to be getting back in the mud 
Cate

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - August 31 2022 Responsible Status

Nothing to report

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at 30 July 2022 $117,847.14 $117,847.14

Plus Credits $18,128.56 $18,128.56

Less Debits $19,245.03 -$19,245.03

Plus interest (FYTD $13.09)

Balance as per bank statement at 31 August 2022 
(latest statement) $116,730.67 $116,730.67

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at July 28 2022 $17,825.62 $17,825.62

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $ $0.78 )

Balance as per bank statement at 28 August 2022 $17,825.62 $17,825.62
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Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17 January 2022 (latest statement) $89,807.96 $89,807.96
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest

Balance as per bank statement at 17th July 2022 $89,807.96 $89,807.96
Total Funds at June 30 2022 $224,366.15 $224,364.25

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) $107,635.48 -$107,635.48

Available capital $116,730.67 $116,728.77

Bank statements are available on request.

6.1
Contacting Treasury: accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
Copies of all Invoices: xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

6.2
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed 
by the President, Secretary and/or Treasurer. 

6.3 INCOME - Summary of majority of income for month of August $4,247 from card sales via both school and Gallery, $1060 members, $1359 for kiln hire and deposit, 
$5,400 for teachers rent and $5600 for workshops.                

6.4

EXPENDITURE - Major expenditure this month was $551 for gas, $4,050 to Picassos, $300 demonstration expenses, $100 for Mens Shed to make gallery plinths, 
$3,300 workshop, Annual Audit fees $792, $515 to Gold Coast City Council, $217 card machine expenses, maintenance costs of $885, Gallery member sales 
reimbursement of $638 and one off costs of $735 to update the sinking fund projections. 
In addition there was a refund of $6500 that was paid in error the previous month by John Musgrave. 

6.5
DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
Juliet will finalise a budget for the coming year with each area as no budgets were submitted, despite multiple requests.

Treasurer

Outstanding Budgets:

Events
Gallery

6.6
The transfer of funds into the Sinking Fund, recommended total amount from the last Seymour Consulting Report is $12,500 for Benowa 
and $10,710 for Mudgeeraba. A total of $26,210 needs to be transferred into the sinking fund accounts from the business cheque account, pending ratification and 
Treasurer attendance at August Committee Meeting

Treasurer to complete transfer.  Must be
be done in a branch

This was voted on in July meeting
and motion was passed

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Responsible Status
Table downstairs at Mudgeeraba has been refurbished, taken it from something unstable and unusable to a fully functional large standing table that is ideal 
for glazing and the use of wax.
 
Zip machine at Mudgeeraba has malfunctioned for second time - electrician has been called but since the unit went out after a lightening strike it may be 
permanently fried. Will purchase an electric jug as back up. Juliet and Wendy

7.1

"We recently received a complaint from a member that they had tripped on the rubber matting that is located at the roller door to the kiln area as you enter the Benowa Studio.
There was no injury, however the member reported this as a concern to the committee.
 
Last week on 1 September 2022 I attended the site to assess this area and make recommendations to the committee regarding this hazard. The area is somewhat uneven 
gravel that has been covered with two large open weave rubber mats. This has likely become more uneven over time as debris can fall down into the weave of the
rubber mat and has made the entire area uneven.
 
The driveway area is the lowest level, with approximately 2-3 centimetres up to the rubber mat and then another 3-5 centimetres up to the concrete area that runs along 
the front of the studio. It is recommended that we remove the rubber mats, rake the area smooth and reduce the height to the same as the driveway and then replace the 
rubber mats this would then mean that there is a more noticeable and distinct step up from the driveway level to the concrete and this should have a yellow stripe painted 
along it to make it more noticeable. the step from rubber mat/driveway to the concrete should then be approximately 5-8 centimetres which is well within regulation." Juliet and Wendy

COMPLETED
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

7.2

Three quotes were acquired for the gutters to be cleaned with the cheapest quote supplier chosen also seeming the most competent. Gutters were cleaned on all buildings a 
part from a section at the front at Mudgeeraba where the contractor will be returning this coming week, Friday July 15th with a cordless drill to remove the wire mesh to access 
built up mulch and leaves, and to use the hose to determine whether down pipes are clear of debris and their possible effect on flooding/water damage issues on front balcony 
and rear wall in kiln room.
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7.3

Photos and measurements, for repairs/carpentry work were emailed to 4 contractors for the following work. (Awaiting quotes).
Mudgeeraba:
1. Back door latch not lining up/stuck
2. Resurfacing of carport work
     table
3, Asbestos sheeting/mould 
     situation -toilet block
Benowa
1. High Wedging table top/asbestos
2. Mini kiln table top/asbestos to be 
     replaced. Wendy

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

We currently have 120 members who have paid for their memberships.
2 new memberships below

8.1 Deena Richardson -  current student of Kyong:  Become a key holder | Workshops Voted in

8.2 Kim Foster - not doing any classes -  workshops & Members Demos Voted in

9.0 Workshops and Events - VACANT Responsible Status

9.1

Motioned was passed in August meeting to publish and book workshops and demos up to 12 months in advance.  
An invitation needs to be sent out asking for the next 12 months to be filled in with Workshops.
Also Demos to be filled in by Teachers for the next 12 months

Events Coordinator/
Teachers Reps

9.2
Motion was passed in August meeting to pay future workshop facilitators 37% of member day fee  ie Facilitator receives $110 if membrs pay $300 
and also that in the acceptance/ agreement all works by major wokshop exhibitors be donated to assosiation to add to our collection. Treasurer to add into Contract

9.3

6th September 
Porsche: GAS FIRING
Get your work completed and pass into your Teacher so they can place onto the shelves in the Gas Kiln Shed ready for firing.  What a treat!

Members Instagram page - suggested
by Jaccii

9.4

11th September 10:30am-2:30pm
Porsche: KILN WORKSHOP
Booking link details
https://www.trybooking.com/CBPQA

9.5

Free Member's Demonstration 11th September 4 - 5:30pm
Danielle: Throwing on the Wheel
Booking link details
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGW

9.6

Wheel Throwing Clinic Workshop
with Michaela Kloeckner 
18th September 9:30am - 3:30pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGL

Workshop has been cancelled due to
Michaela having hand surgery. Money being refunded to paid participants.

9.7

Free Member's Demonstration 9th October 4 - 5:30pm
Nicci: Photographing your work
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGX

9.8

11th DecemberTime to be confirmed
Porsche: KILN WORKSHOP
Booking link details
.........coming soon

9.9

Free Member's Demonstration 13th November 4 - 5:30pm
Michael: Underglaze
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGZ
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9.10

Free Member's Demonstration 11th December 4 - 5:30pm
TO BE CONFIRMED
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/CBQBB

9.11 Peter Biddulph WORKSHOP
to be organised; Jo Mackenie has all the details

10.0 Gallery Report  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

Nothing to report

10.1

Nicole Barrett requests the committee approval to proceed with investigating opportunity of obtaining QLD Community Sustainability Action Grant 
($50,000) which is applicable for the protection and restoration of heritage buildings that create community environments - Gallery fits the criteria. 
This could be used for maintenance issues in the gallery.
OUTCOME: Nicole to investigate and do proposal and present to Grants committee prior to being submitted
4.08.2022: Nicole has been in contact with council and the senior heritage officer Gold Coast to gather required information
19.09: This grant has not released the intake dates for 2022/2023. It was assumed it would be in September as it was last year but unfortunately as of current, 
this grant is not on offer. Please remove until grant is available again.

Nicole Barrett and Di Neumann
Nicole is gathering info for grant app.
Next intake for applications for this
grant is September

The council & heritage board must be
in agreeance with any restoration
works, due to the historic nature
of the bulding

REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

10.2

4.08.2022: Mens shed quote for the counter has been organised using some of the timber table tops we have excess of. 
Update – Men’s shed quote for new shop counter with counter top varnished is $100 donation to the Men’s Shed.
Purchase a glass display case ($150 from Ikea with lights) to showcase GCPA Collection.
Purchase a better quality paint for the plinths: means less painting in the long run. A low sheen wash and wear paint 10lt for $202.90 
Juliet is donating a bar fridge.
Motion passed in August meeting to purchase all of the above.

Di - organising purchase of counter

Di - purchasing Glass Display cabinet from
Ikea

Di - purchasing paint for Plinths

Juliet - dontaing bar fridge

COMPLETED

REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

10.3

Gallery members had a meeting on 30th July and are keen for the improvements in gallery.  Members of the gallery will be organising a twilight market for 5 weeks
starting mid November.  There will the spaces for GCPA Members.  Welcome to any volunteers to help with arranging this.
Excerpt from Gallery minutes:
AGREED – to do Friday night markets mid-November to December, offer a tables to GCPA financial members. Gallery members to get prime location.
a.        Fri 18th Nov
b.        Fri 25th Nov
c.        Friday 2nd Dec
d.        Friday 9th Dec
e.        Friday 16th Dec

FRIDAY NIGHT MARKETS
•        Non-Gallery members to pay $15 for a table – funds used for advertising of the event.
•        Cook sausage/BBQ sizzle to raise funds for the gallery – more of a social event. Possibly fund repainting of the gallery.

Di Neumann Night Markets have been placed onto
the Events Calendar

11.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

I am resigning from my position as Publicity, Advertising & Social Media Coordinator at this meeting due to personal issues that no longer leave me with enough
time to do the role as well as play with clay.  We do have a nomination for this role being Kaitlin Grenside who will be voted in during the AGM.
I have enjoyed my time and met some fantastic people and will miss working with the Committee Members.

Karin Adams will be looking after Mailchimp, Tanya Lord is looking after GCPA Social Media. 

Toni

11.1 WIX - move Gallery Website to Wix - YES
20.06: Toni and Di have started this, Kirsten Farr unable to work on this project at this time.

Toni and
Di Neuman

In progress
Need volunteer help to complete

12.0 Teachers Representative, Benowa - Michael Jones Responsible Status

Nothing to report

12.1

13.0 Teachers Representative, Mudgeeraba - Responsible Status

Nothing to report

13.1

14.0 Grants Team Report Responsible Status

Nothing to report
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14.1
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely Grants Team Apply for grant

14.2 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.3 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds.  MICHAEL advised that Contractors need to dump their ashpalt somewhere; if no Grant, ring around these people Grants Team Apply for grant

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status

15.1 At the last teachers meeting it was agreed that Mudgeeraba become a dedicated School with a  12 month syllabus and that students could apply for RPL 
through Lismore TAFE once this has been organised with Lismore TAFE. New committee to follow up

15.2
Motion moved to sell Small kiln at Mudgeeraba has not been used for over 2 years.  Should this be put out to Financial Members to do an expression of interest 
with a sealed bid.  Unanimous.  Motion passed. Secretary

15.3 Toni advises that we have some interest from Key Holder Members to learn how to use the Gas Kiln so they can hire it. 
Who is knowledgeable and would like to run a gas kiln workshop.  Let's set a month now. Porsche to do Workshop in January

16.0 NEXT MEETING DATES -  AGM date is 19th September & Committee  meeting 17th October & General Meeting 21st November

17.0 Meeting closed at 6:20pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE MEETING AGENDA
MONDAY September 19th 2022

VENUE: Benowa Studio
  TIME: 5:30pm 

   

Date: Time: Chair:
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0

Attendance 
and 
Apologies

Attendees: 
Via Zoom:  

Apologies (and reason):  

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted:
Seconded:  

3.0 INWARD/OUTWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

Inward 1: An enquiry to hire a wheel for 3 months.  Event Coordinator used to do this.  New process: same as hiring a Kiln.  Porsche to add a tab under Porsche
Add tab to Kiln Hire at each Studio to rent
out Wheels.  Same process as Kiln Hire

Inwarad 2: Veronica Gaughan is standing down as role of WH&S Assessment Officer at the AGM

OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

Outward 1:

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1 Fire report at Benowa in the Hot Wax Pan outside the studio on the bench seat.  Fire blanket was used. Michael / Wendy
Fire blanket to be replaced
In progress

4.2

A template email has been written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Puls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc).  

Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member.  They then can be asked to exhibit in the 
Gallery.  Similar letter to be drafted by Gallery Convenor to invite prominent members to Exhibit.
Discuss what is to be offered to these Exhibitors.

Need to approach prominent artists & offer gallery space with 20% commission. Develop an agreement which includes insurance -Cate & Juliet

  Gallery Convenor Need to invite artists - TO BE DONE

Offer gallery space with 20% commission &
develop an agreement to include
insurance TO BE DONE

4.3

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Any maintenance and repairs to come out of Sinking fund not General Funds.  Any larger jobs ie Paving; apply for a Grant.  
If Grant unsuccessful then consider using Sinking Fund monies.

Recent update to sinking 
fund has not been implemented with 
Sculptors.  
GC Potters will need to investigate 
including Sinking Fund contributions in 
the licence agreement with Sculptors.

Sculptures have advised that they can not
contribute to the fund due to being
non-financial.

4.4

President to organise liasiing with the Community Organisations within the area and turn the Christmas Market into a Community project.
Parking Plan needed.  Get other Community Organisations involved.  
Due to the Market Convenor standing down and the Events position being vacated suddenly it needs to be discussed if we stick with Christmas Markets being
held at Benowa as it is now too late to organise changing venues.  We could start canvassing for the Mudgeeraba Market Committee for 2023 Christmas Market. President 

In progress; President to advise
Kirsty Emery is the contact in Division 9

Sept: Christmas markets to stay at Benowa
and move to Mudgeeraba in 2023

4.5
Place Kaz's pieces into the Old Benowa Post Office Gallery in the Collection Glass Display Cabinet.  Apparently these need to be fired first.
Could someone make a plaque to sit on the cabinet to identify it as 'GCPA Collection'?

4.6 How Teachers are hired by the Assocation needs to be discussed, motion placed and then to go into the AGM to be added to the Constitution.
President with Teachers Reps In progress
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4.7

ONLINE LIBRARY CATALOGUES for Benowa and Mudgeeraba
20.06: Merrilyn has set up the templates in Google and Paula Fraser, our Benowa Librarian is heading up a lovely group of volunteers to transfer the books into
the online catalogue.              
18.07.22:  Paula suggested combining the two Libraries together, perhaps at Mudgeeraba as there is more space. 
Can't find catalogue for Mudgeeraba.   Paula suggested that she can move the book when it is hired, to the Gallery for pick up.  Please discuss.        
Keeping the two libraries.  Benowa library now back in the Studio (within the showcase locked cupboard).  Students can access this via teacher with Key to look
at during class.  Online catalogue still need to be completed before borrowing may begin.                  

Below volunteers to help Paula transfer:
1. Porsche
2. Tobina

In progress
Paula needs some help - can anyone help?

4.8

Gallery back room needs cleaning out and open up to the Public. 
This potentially makes room for 3-4  more members as well as a rotation exhibit in the new Glass Display cabinet of the GCPA collection.  
These Artists works will be advertised to try to gain more foot traffic through the Gallery.
More cleaning and moving needs to be done to open back room to public.  Back room of Gallery is fully cleared and set up for display.  The back door now meets
code of practice for fire/emergency exit and mobility access. Gallery Manager: Di Neuman

Completed
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

4.9

Booking the Studio - remove the Booking Officer requirement as no longer needed.  This was only created during Covid.
Members can book into sheet themselves.   Code will be in sheet under each month.  Booking Officer will still oversee sheet & answer any questions.
SUGGESTION:  Once member books; they text booking officer to then be text back the code for that month - this way code is not for all to see in sheets?
MOTION MOVED to remove the booking sheets altogether.  Share the Events Calendar & Class Day/Times Sheets so Key Holder Members can view when the Studio 
is being used.  Change the lock to a door handle lock with keyless entry.  Code then issued at the beginning of every new Financial Year to Key Holders, 
Teachers & Committee.  Camera to be installed at Mudgeeraba.  UNANIMOUS - MOTION PASSED

Juliet to purchase keyless door handles
and camera.

Juliet to install camera

Dani to have handles
installed at both studios

In progress.  Juliet to purchase.

More than one code required (for when a
Teacher/Committee Member leaves)

4.10 Cate to set up Zoom with GCPApres@gmail.com. 
Jaccii

Jaccii is returning recording equipment for the
next Events Coordinator.
Zoom details will be handed over to President

4.11
Inward 2: Peter Biddulph has replied to Cate's email regarding teaching classes and workshops.  Michael & Jo have been cc'd in, on Cate's reply to Peter to take 
over the liaising regarding classes & workshops    Jo & Michael

Jo sent Peter a follow up email on 17.08.2022

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status

Well, another month has passed, the committee has been busy getting ready for the AGM, we had 2 great workshops and Members demo nights. 
The gallery and Benowa studio are getting a tidy up and looking great. 

We have had a wheel and pottery tools donated to us by Susannah Callaghan via Shannon her daughter, for which we are grateful, and I’m sure our members 
will enjoy it as much as Sue did.  

We have had an interesting response to our request for volunteers, so fingers crossed. 

Happy to be getting back in the mud 
Cate

Place Kaz's pieces into the Old Benowa
Post Office Gallery on display

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - August 31 2022 Responsible Status

Nothing to report

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at 30 July 2022 $117,847.14 $117,847.14

Plus Credits $18,128.56 $18,128.56

Less Debits $19,245.03 -$19,245.03

Plus interest (FYTD $13.09)

Balance as per bank statement at 31 August 2022 
(latest statement) $116,730.67 $116,730.67

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at July 28 2022 $17,825.62 $17,825.62

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $ $0.78 )

Balance as per bank statement at 28 August 2022 $17,825.62 $17,825.62
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Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17 January 2022 (latest statement) $89,807.96 $89,807.96
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest

Balance as per bank statement at 17th July 2022 $89,807.96 $89,807.96
Total Funds at June 30 2022 $224,366.15 $224,364.25

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) $107,635.48 -$107,635.48

Available capital $116,730.67 $116,728.77

Bank statements are available on request.

6.1
Contacting Treasury: accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
Copies of all Invoices: xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

6.2
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed 
by the President, Secretary and/or Treasurer.  It was voted on in Jan meeting to increase from $100 to $200 however this can not be done according to the 
legislation

6.3 INCOME - Summary of majority of income for month of August $4,247 from card sales via both school and Gallery, $1060 members, $1359 for kiln hire and deposit, 
$5,400 for teachers rent and $5600 for workshops.                

6.4

EXPENDITURE - Major expenditure this month was $551 for gas, $4,050 to Picassos, $300 demonstration expenses, $100 for Mens Shed to make gallery plinths, 
$3,300 workshop, Annual Audit fees $792, $515 to Gold Coast City Council, $217 card machine expenses, maintenance costs of $885, Gallery member sales 
reimbursement of $638 and one off costs of $735 to update the sinking fund projections. 
In addition there was a refund of $6500 that was paid in error the previous month by John Musgrave. 

6.5
DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
Juliet will finalise a budget for the coming year with each area as no budgets were submitted, despite multiple requests.

Treasurer

Outstanding Budgets:

Events
Gallery

6.6
The transfer of funds into the Sinking Fund, recommended total amount from the last Seymour Consulting Report is $12,500 for Benowa 
and $10,710 for Mudgeeraba. A total of $26,210 needs to be transferred into the sinking fund accounts from the business cheque account, pending ratification and 
Treasurer attendance at August Committee Meeting

Treasurer to complete transfer.  Must be
be done in a branch

This was voted on in July meeting
and motion was passed

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Responsible Status
Table downstairs at Mudgeeraba has been refurbished, taken it from something unstable and unusable to a fully functional large standing table that is ideal 
for glazing and the use of wax.
 
Zip machine at Mudgeeraba has malfunctioned for second time - electrician has been called but since the unit went out after a lightening strike it may be 
permanently fried. Will purchase an electric jug as back up. Juliet and Wendy

7.1
The entry into Benowa Studio opposite to the steps is a bit of a hazard. With my knee I have had to be so careful coming out of there 
onto those rubber mats. If that is supposed to be a disabled entry and exit it is not that great. Juliet and Wendy Juliet supplying a Risk Assessment

7.2

Three quotes were acquired for the gutters to be cleaned with the cheapest quote supplier chosen also seeming the most competent. Gutters were cleaned on all buildings a 
part from a section at the front at Mudgeeraba where the contractor will be returning this coming week, Friday July 15th with a cordless drill to remove the wire mesh to access 
built up mulch and leaves, and to use the hose to determine whether down pipes are clear of debris and their possible effect on flooding/water damage issues on front balcony 
and rear wall in kiln room.

7.3

Photos and measurements, for repairs/carpentry work were emailed to 4 contractors for the following work. (Awaiting quotes).
Mudgeeraba:
1. Back door latch not lining up/stuck
2. Resurfacing of carport work
     table
3, Asbestos sheeting/mould 
     situation -toilet block
Benowa
1. High Wedging table top/asbestos
2. Mini kiln table top/asbestos to be 
     replaced. Wendy

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status
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We currently have 120 members who have paid for their memberships.
2 new memberships below

8.1 Deena Richardson -  current student of Kyong:  Become a key holder | Workshops

8.2 Kim Foster - not doing any classes -  workshops & Members Demos

9.0 Workshops and Events - VACANT Responsible Status

9.1

Motioned was passed in August meeting to publish and book workshops and demos up to 12 months in advance.  
An invitation needs to be sent out asking for the next 12 months to be filled in with Workshops.
Also Demos to be filled in by Teachers for the next 12 months

Events Coordinator/
Teachers Reps

9.2
Motion was passed in August meeting to pay future workshop facilitators 37% of member day fee  ie Facilitator receives $110 if membrs pay $300 
and also that in the acceptance/ agreement all works by major wokshop exhibitors be donated to assosiation to add to our collection. Treasurer to add into Contract

9.3

6th September 
Porsche: GAS FIRING
Get your work completed and pass into your Teacher so they can place onto the shelves in the Gas Kiln Shed ready for firing.  What a treat!

Members Instagram page - suggested
by Jaccii

9.4

11th September 10:30am-2:30pm
Porsche: KILN WORKSHOP
Booking link details
https://www.trybooking.com/CBPQA

9.5

Free Member's Demonstration 11th September 4 - 5:30pm
Danielle: Throwing on the Wheel
Booking link details
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGW

9.6

Wheel Throwing Clinic Workshop
with Michaela Kloeckner 
18th September 9:30am - 3:30pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGL

Workshop has been cancelled due to
Michaela having hand surgery. Money being refunded to paid participants.

9.7

Free Member's Demonstration 9th October 4 - 5:30pm
Nicci: Photographing your work
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGX

9.8

11th DecemberTime to be confirmed
Porsche: KILN WORKSHOP
Booking link details
.........coming soon

9.9

Free Member's Demonstration 13th November 4 - 5:30pm
Michael: Underglaze
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGZ

9.10

Free Member's Demonstration 11th December 4 - 5:30pm
TO BE CONFIRMED
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/CBQBB

9.11 Peter Biddulph WORKSHOP
to be organised; Jo Mackenie has all the details

10.0 Gallery Report  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status
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10.1

Nicole Barrett requests the committee approval to proceed with investigating opportunity of obtaining QLD Community Sustainability Action Grant 
($50,000) which is applicable for the protection and restoration of heritage buildings that create community environments - Gallery fits the criteria. 
This could be used for maintenance issues in the gallery.
OUTCOME: Nicole to investigate and do proposal and present to Grants committee prior to being submitted
4.08.2022: Nicole has been in contact with council and the senior heritage officer Gold Coast to gather required information
19.09: This grant has not released the intake dates for 2022/2023. It was assumed it would be in September as it was last year but unfortunately as of current, 
this grant is not on offer. Please remove until grant is available again.

Nicole Barrett and Di Neumann
Nicole is gathering info for grant app.
Next intake for applications for this
grant is September

The council & heritage board must be
in agreeance with any restoration
works, due to the historic nature
of the bulding

REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

10.2

4.08.2022: Mens shed quote for the counter has been organised using some of the timber table tops we have excess of. 
Update – Men’s shed quote for new shop counter with counter top varnished is $100 donation to the Men’s Shed.
Purchase a glass display case ($150 from Ikea with lights) to showcase GCPA Collection.
Purchase a better quality paint for the plinths: means less painting in the long run. A low sheen wash and wear paint 10lt for $202.90 
Juliet is donating a bar fridge.
Motion passed in August meeting to purchase all of the above.

Di - organising purchase of counter

Di - purchasing Glass Display cabinet from
Ikea

Di - purchasing paint for Plinths

Juliet - dontaing bar fridge

COMPLETED

REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

10.3

Gallery members had a meeting on 30th July and are keen for the improvements in gallery.  Members of the gallery will be organising a twilight market for 5 weeks
starting mid November.  There will the spaces for GCPA Members.  Welcome to any volunteers to help with arranging this.
Excerpt from Gallery minutes:
AGREED – to do Friday night markets mid-November to December, offer a tables to GCPA financial members. Gallery members to get prime location.
a.        Fri 18th Nov
b.        Fri 25th Nov
c.        Friday 2nd Dec
d.        Friday 9th Dec
e.        Friday 16th Dec

FRIDAY NIGHT MARKETS
•        Non-Gallery members to pay $15 for a table – funds used for advertising of the event.
•        Cook sausage/BBQ sizzle to raise funds for the gallery – more of a social event. Possibly fund repainting of the gallery.

Di Neumann Night Markets have been placed onto
the Events Calendar

11.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

I am resigning from my position as Publicity, Advertising & Social Media Coordinator at this meeting due to personal issues that no longer leave me with enough
time to do the role as well as play with clay.  We do have a nomination for this role being Kaitlin Grenside who will be voted in during the AGM.
I have enjoyed my time and met some fantastic people and will miss working with the Committee Members.

Karin Adams will be looking after Mailchimp, Tanya Lord is looking after GCPA Social Media. 

Toni

11.1 WIX - move Gallery Website to Wix - YES
20.06: Toni and Di have started this, Kirsten Farr unable to work on this project at this time.

Toni and
Di Neuman

In progress
Need volunteer help to complete

12.0 Teachers Representative, Benowa - Michael Jones Responsible Status

Nothing to report

12.1

13.0 Teachers Representative, Mudgeeraba - Responsible Status

Nothing to report

13.1

14.0 Grants Team Report Responsible Status

Nothing to report

14.1
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely Grants Team Apply for grant

14.2 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.3 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds.  MICHAEL advised that Contractors need to dump their ashpalt somewhere; if no Grant, ring around these people Grants Team Apply for grant

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status
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15.1 At the last teachers meeting it was agreed that Mudgeerba become a dedicated School with a  12 month syllabus and that students could apply for RPL 
through Lismore TAFE once this has been organised with Lismore TAFE. New committee to follow up

15.2 Small kiln at Mudgeeraba has not been used for over 2 years.  Should this be put out to Financial Members to do an expression of interest with a sealed bid.

15.3 Maxi Misfire: email from Porsche that Sue Isherwood rented maxi.  Porsche helped load it and turned it on.  Electrician being booked in. Wendy

15.4 Toni advises that we have some interest from Key Holder Members to learn how to use the Gas Kiln so they can hire it. 
Who is knowledgeable and would like to run a gas kiln workshop.  Let's set a month now. Teachers

16.0 NEXT MEETING DATES -  AGM date is 19th September & Committee  meeting 17th October & General Meeting 21st November

17.0 Meeting closed at
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES

MONDAY August 15th 2022
VENUE: Benowa Gallery

  TIME: 5:30pm 
   

Date: 15.08.2022 Time: 17:31 Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Merrilyn Townhill
Merrilyn Townhill

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0

Attendance 
and 
Apologies

Attendees: Cate White, Juliet & Toni Prinsee
Via Zoom:  Dani, Merrilyn

Apologies (and reason):  Michael (covid positive) & Jo (teaching a class)

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted: Cate
Seconded:  Juliet

3.0 INWARD/OUTWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

Inward 1: Su Brown (Life Member) sent an email of gratitude to Cate and the Committee Members & General Members
To Cate and the committee, your tireless work for the Gold Coast Potters Association Inc is at times a thankless task and I personally wish to pass on my 
thank you to you all.  
 
Over the years various members have held positions, attended meetings, workshops, working bees etc.  We have gained skills, confidence and long lasting 
friendships.  The Gold Coast Potters through attention to all things clay has lifted this medium into a focal point for our community in general.
 
From the late 70’s, as the decades have passed this group has grown and changed to suit the trends of the times.  The growing with this current committee’s 
 guidance will continue.  Growth and change is not always suitable to everyone’s ideals, but is essential to match the needs of the times.
 
With the expansion of the interest in pottery and teaching studios, now is a very important time for the GCPAI to continue offering good quality skilled tuition.  
There is the side of being a potter that holds dangers through misuse of materials and equipment that most people ignore.  The running of the GCPA classes 
instils these lessons in the new potters as they are guided into their flourishing pottery careers.
 
I do hope you all can gain as much as I have over the years from my involvement with the Gold Coast Potters.
 
Life’s a crack up!!!
 
Cheers and many thanks to Cate and her team,
Su Brown
Life Member Gold Coast Potters Association Inc. Cate

Cate has responded
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

Inward 2: Peter Biddulph has replied to Cate's email regarding teaching classes and workshops.  Michael & Jo have been cc'd in, on Cate's reply to Peter to take 
over the liaising regarding classes & workshops Jo & Michael

Inward 3: Email from Nanette giving thanks for the hamper that she received.

Inward 4: On 22nd August at 10:00am at the Brisbane Room , Brisbane City Hall for a Building Community forum with local charity leaders.
Visit our registration page to RSVP and if you’re not able to attend, you can still register your interest in staying informed on the progress of this work.

Someone to check if this can be
done on-line (zoom) REGISTER HERE

OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

Outward 1: Letter from Juliet to Sculptors asking for their verbal advise to be written advise that the Sculptors will not be participating in the sinking fund see 4.3 below No reply from Sculptors
4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1
Michael emailed regarding Future Class Structure and making changes as per discussion at last Committee Meeting
A great time to change.  We need to pull in through our own circles.  Could move to 5 week programmes.  Grow our Teachers out of our classes.
New class structure has been sent to Teachers and Committee and this is under review for a 2023 start                                                       Michael/ Juliet

Not changing current class structure but
doing a new class structure within the 
vacant class times.

https://www.trybooking.com/events/landing?eid=942018&
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4.2

A template email needs to be written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Puls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc).  

Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member.  They then can be asked to exhibit in the 
Gallery.  Similar letter to be drafted by Gallery Convenor to invite prominent members to Exhibit.
Discuss what is to be offered to these Exhibitors.

Need to approach prominent artists & offer gallery space with 20% commission. Develop an agreement which includes insurance -Cate & Juliet

Cate/Juliet

Di Neuman

Email template to invite prominent members
has been completed by Juliet.
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

Need to invite artists - TO BE DONE

Offer gallery space with 20% commission &
develop an agreement to include
insurance TO BE DONE

4.3

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Any maintenance and repairs to come out of Sinking fund not General Funds.  Any larger jobs ie Paving; apply for a Grant.  
If Grant unsuccessful then consider using Sinking Fund monies.
A quote has been provided to update the Sinking Fund Report - Juliet to supply
Juliet motioned to go ahead with quote. Seconded by Cate to pay for the quote.  Unaminous
Seymore consultants have been given financials & will get back in due course

See Outward 1 (above)
Juliet to go ahead with quote
to update the Sinking Fund Report
Juliet waiting on reply 

4.4 Cate to organise liasiing with the Community Organisations within the area and turn the Christmas Market into a Community project.
Parking Plan needed.  Get other Community Organisations involved.  

Cate will send email to Cncl Tozer
and visit him at his new offices in
Mudgeeraba

Cate seeing Councilor Tozer on Wed
at 10:00am

4.5
Regarding the Kiln from previous minutes.

Protocol for firing; there should be at least one cone in the kiln

Porsche to type up a sheet on how
to load the kiln correctly and place 
next to KILNS so better results are 
gained  - PORSCHE
Instead of labelling a Cone 6, 
label as Cone 5/6 - PORSCHE Merrilyn to send a reminder to Porsche

4.6 How Teachers are hired by the Assocation needs to be discussed, motion placed and then to go into the AGM to be added to the Constitution.
Cate with Teachers Reps In progress

4.7

ONLINE LIBRARY CATALOGUES for Benowa and Mudgeeraba
20.06: Merrilyn has set up the templates in Google and Paula Fraser, our Benowa Librarian is heading up a lovely group of volunteers to transfer the books into
the online catalogue.              
18.07.22:  Paula suggested combining the two Libraries together, perhaps at Mudgeeraba as there is more space. 
Can't find catalogue for Mudgeeraba.   Paula suggested that she can move the book when it is hired, to the Gallery for pick up.  Please discuss.        
Keeping the two libraries.  Benowa library now back in the Studio (within the showcase locked cupboard).  Students can access this via teacher with Key to look
at during class.  Online catalogue still need to be completed before borrowing may begin.                  

Below volunteers to help Paula transfer:
1. Porsche
2. Debby Morris
3. Merrilyn
4. Tobina

In progress
Paula needs some help - can anyone help?

4.8

Gallery back room needs sorting out so that access can be cleared and used through the Ambulent Access Door.  Volunteers for this please?
Di to pick a Sunday date.  Need around 4 Volunteers to help move things around.
Suggestion to swap fridges around - any objections?  This will give us more room; potentially 4-5 more members exhibiting in the back room.
20.06: Waiting on quotes for the new storage plinths before arranging working bee. Currently back door can be opened for access. 
             Also require a date to move library. 
15.08: Back room has been cleared, plynths received and painted.  Old display cabinet painted.  Fridge moved to studio and re-purposed as a moist box.
More cleaning and moving needs to be done to open back room to public.  Any volunteers to help Di finish this project off would be appreciated.

Paula, Merrilyn & Di

Thank you everyone for helping with this
project.  Your enthusiasm was contagious:
1. Di Neuman
2. Merrilyn Townhill
3. Helen Crandall
4. Porsche Bagg
5. Deb Morris
6. Sandy Reilly
7.Jennie Leesha
8. Wendy Lane

4.9

Booking the Studio - remove the Booking Officer requirement as no longer needed.  This was only created during Covid.
Members can book into sheet themselves.   Code will be in sheet under each month.  Booking Officer will still oversee sheet & answer any questions.
SUGGESTION:  Once member books; they text booking officer to then be text back the code for that month - this way code is not for all to see in sheets?
MOTION MOVED to remove the booking sheets altogether.  Share the Events Calendar & Class Day/Times Sheets so Key Holder Members can view when the Studio 
is being used.  Change the lock to a door handle lock with keyless entry.  Code then issued at the beginning of every new Financial Year to Key Holders, 
Teachers & Committee.  Camera to be installed at Mudgeeraba.  UNANIMOUS - MOTION PASSED

Juliet to purchase keyless door handles
and camera.

Juliet to install camera

Dani to have handles
installed at both studios

4.10 Cate to set up Zoom with GCPApres@gmail.com. Jaccii Jaccii to send Cate liink for Teachers meeting
5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status
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Hello Members
We have had another busy month and how lucky were we to have Kazuya Ishida come and do a workshop with us. 
Thank you to Jo for making it possible. Kaz has kindly donated the pieces made during his demonstrations to the assosiation for our collection. 
Big thank you to Kaz. 

Our Members and Gallery Members had a working bee and our libary is now located in the benowa studio, and is available during class times.
An online catalog will soon be avaliable should you wish to borrow. 

Shannon Garson is doing a Workshop at the end of the month.
Jo Mackenzie is representing the assosiation at the gold coast show so if you are there, pop by to say hello. 

Our next meeting is the AGM so put it in your calender, and keep an eye on your emails, this is an opportunity either become a commitee member 
with the benifits associated or have a say and vote in changes. 

Stay Muddy
Cate

Place Kaz's pieces into the Old Benowa
Post Office Gallery on display

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - Responsible Status

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at 30th June2022 $105,004.90 $105,004.90

Plus Credits $18,095.56 $18,095.56

Less Debits $5,253.32 -$5,253.32

Plus interest (FYTD $12.60)

Balance as per bank statement at 31st2022 July $117,847.14 $117,847.14

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at June28 2022 $17,824.84 $17,824.84

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $ $0.78 ) $0.78 $0.78

Balance as per bank statement at 28 July 2022 $17,825.62 $17,825.62

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17 January 2022 (latest statement) $89,807.96 $89,807.96

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest

Balance as per bank statement at 17th July 2022 $89,807.96 -$89,807.96

Total Funds at June 30 2022 $225,480.72 $225,480.72

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) $107,633.58 -$107,633.58

Available capital $117,847.14 $117,847.14

Bank statements are available on request.

6.1
Contacting Treasury: accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
Copies of all Invoices: xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

6.2
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed 
by the President, Secretary and/or Treasurer.  It was voted on in Jan meeting to increase from $100 to $200 however this can not be done according to the 
legislation (attached)   

6.3 INCOME - Summary of majority of income $4,835 from card sales via both school and Gallery, $2,555 membership fees, $420 for kiln hire and deposit, 
$390 for teachers rent.                 
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6.4
EXPENDITURE - Major expenditure this month was $685 for electricity, $1,605 to Picassos, $150 workshop expenses, $1,160 for Electrical work, $150 wheel hire 
deposit refund, $216 card machine expenses gutter clean and other maintenance of $860, Gallery memebr sales reimbursement of $303 and a 
hamper for Nannette Hall on the passing of her husband.                 

6.5
DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
Juliet will finalise a budget for the coming year with each area as no budgets were submitted, despite multiple requests.

Juliet
Outstanding Budgets:

Events
Gallery

6.6
The Committee needs to vote on the transfer of funds into the Sinking Fund, recommended total amount from the last Seymour Consulting Report is $12,500 for Benowa 
and $10,710 for Mudgeeraba. A total of $26,210 needs to be transferred into the sinking fund accounts from the business cheque account, pending ratification and 
Treasurer attendance at August Committee Meeting

Juliet to complete the transfer This was voted on in July meeting
and motion was passed

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Responsible Status

1. Garden maintenance work was completed at both Benowa and Mudgeeraba on Friday July 15. Some additional tasks based on having removed a lot of existing garden waste, 
my observations & feedback to the contractor will further improve the future garden appearance moving forward. Next garden maintenance date is booked for August 26th just 
before proposed market, now cancelled.
2. On top of the few quotes I’ve requested from contractors, I’ve emailed another 2 building maintenance contractors, as well as another 3 contractors 
(with detailed photos and explanations ) who specifically specialise is asbestos removal. It seems from my enquiries, that their isn’t a great deal of interest so far in quoting 

or getting the work… ?? I will finish contacting all of them again in the next week to further confirm their interest in quoting and completing the work.
 Electrician replaced faulty light in kiln room and serviced/fixed Zip hot water urn at Mudgeeraba, and fitted heritage power points in the gallery at Benowa. He supplied two 
additional heritage fittings for future use when required because of the difficulty in sourcing them, they were left on the gallery shop counter and Di Newman advised.
3. Three quotes were acquired for the gutters to be cleaned with the cheapest quote supplier chosen also seeming the most competent. Gutters were cleaned on all buildings a 
part from a section at the front at Mudgeeraba where the contractor will be returning this coming week, Friday July 15th with a cordless drill to remove the wire mesh to access 
built up mulch and leaves, and to use the hose to determine whether down pipes are clear of debris and their possible effect on flooding/water damage issues on front balcony 
and rear wall in kiln room.
4. Photos and measurements, for repairs/carpentry work were emailed to 4 contractors for the following work. (Awaiting quotes).
Mudgeeraba
1. Back door latch not lining up/stuck
2. Resurfacing of carport work
     table
3, Asbestos sheeting/mould 
     situation -toilet block
Benowa
1. High Wedging table top/asbestos
2. Mini kiln table top/asbestos to be 
     replaced.
 
Cheers Wendy

7.1

Asbestos inspection arranged via GCCC, existing report did not show asbestos except in toilet area, however new inspector insisted surfaces be retested. 
Currently awaiting formal report, however he did inform me that there were multiple sheets of asbestos intermixed with Masonite. 
I have taken photographs of the indicated areas to place signage.
Juliet to make signs to warn of asbestos; to be glued on, not nailed in.
Asbestos signs at Mudgeeraba are not reqquired as the only asbestos in the building is in the toilet area and not a day to day risk. There was some early indication that they may be 
asbestos in the wall behind the sink in the studio however this has proved to not be the case after testing. At Benowa we are arranging for the two table tops to be replaced
 - wedging table and small table under Minnie.

REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA
Re-testing indicates asbestos is only in toilet
area at Mudgeeraba

7.2

The City recently completed the annual Residual Current Device (RCD) operational testing (operating time / current test) at your ?  leased facility. 
Please find attached electrical report which requires the clubs action.  Within the next 60days, can you please engage your licensed electrician to complete 
the recommended actions.
6000190152
Findings - Top hinge bracket has fallen off, Possible entry points to vermin
Recommendations – repair switchboard door hinge. Seal holes in switchboard
Please send the electrical compliance certificate as evidence as soon as works completed

JULIET HAS SENT THE INVOICE which is
proof to council

REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA
7.3 Gallery power points to be checked in Gallery.  Electrician has inspected the gallery power points.  Replaced two points and ordered 2 more to be installed Wendy Lane REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA
7.4 Add in powerpoint into the Studio to house the Security Camera on separate point so it doesn't get switched off. This was done at same time as above Wendy Lane REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

7.5 The entry into Benowa Studio opposite to the steps is a bit of a hazard. With my knee I have had to be so careful coming out of there 
onto those rubber mats. If that is supposed to be a disabled entry and exit it is not that great. Juliet and Wendy Need to do a risk assessment

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status
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We currently have 155 members.
We have 10 approved new members but they have not paid for their membership yet.
We have 6 new applications for membership:

8.1 Kasia Novak - current student of Jo Mackenzie: Exhibit in Gallery | Become a key holder | Workshops

8.2 Nobuko Kidoguchi - current student of Jo Mackenzie: Hire a Kiln | Workshops

8.3 Vicki Cogzell - current student of Jo Mackenzie: Become a Key Holder | Workshops

8.4 Tahlia Fortescue - Current student of Jo Mackenzie: Become a key Holder | Hire a Kiln | Workshops

8.5 Sandy Christie - currently student of Kyong Kim: Become a key holder | Hire a Kiln | Workshops | Volunteer

8.6 Tegan Petterwood - current student of Jo Mackenzie: Become a key holder | Workshops

8.7

I have contacted Access Hardware again for an update on the new padlocks and keys, but they are on holidays until Monday the 8th.
I hope to have news on the evening of the committee meeting.
DANI to cancel keys and being replaced by keyless entry door handle (see 4.9) Dani

Locks & keys cancelled.
Moving to keyless entry as in point 4.9

8.8
Send all new members (Last week of Term)  how to become a keyholoder so the process is started earlier
Dani sends this out when they first become a Member.  Do they need reminding?  Yes, if we want more key holder members. Dani Dani to send email out

9.0 Workshops and Events Responsible Status

As Jaccii stepped down at previous meeting, Toni & Merrilyn have been taking on the Events tasks to be done so that these can still be run

9.1
Free Member's Demonstration 14th August 4 - 5:30pm
Kyong: CALLIGRAPHY
COMPLETED

9.2

2 day Workshop"Sumptuous Surfaces"
with Shannon Garson at Benowa
20th & 21st August 9am - 4pm
Booking link details:
FULLY BOOKED

Merrilyn to create QR CODES to be
placed onto flyers that go into Studios
and Gallery

Merrilyn has created flyers - Cate printing
and placing in each Studio & Gallery
so Members/ Students can scan the QR
code and go straight to bookings

9.3
6th September 
Porsche: GAS FIRING
Get your work completed and pass into your Teacher so they can place onto the shelves in the Gas Kiln Shed ready for firing.  What a treat!

Members Instagram page - suggested
by Jaccii

9.5

11th September 10:30am-2:30pm
Porsche: KILN WORKSHOP
Booking link details
https://www.trybooking.com/CBPQA

9.4

Free Member's Demonstration 11th September 4 - 5:30pm
Danielle: Throwing on the Wheel
Booking link details
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGW

9.6

Wheel Throwing Clinic Workshop
with Michaela Kloeckner 
18th September 9:30am - 3:30pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGL

Workshop being postponed due to
Michaela having hand surgery.
A date will be set in due course.

9.7

Free Member's Demonstration 9th October 4 - 5:30pm
Nicci: Photographing your work
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGX

9.10

11th DecemberTime to be confirmed
Porsche: KILN WORKSHOP
Booking link details
.........coming soon
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9.8

Free Member's Demonstration 13th November 4 - 5:30pm
Michael: Underglaze
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGZ

9.9

Free Member's Demonstration 11th December 4 - 5:30pm
TO BE CONFIRMED
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/CBQBB

10.0 Gallery Report  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

Gallery members had a meeting on 30th July and are keen for the improvements in gallery.  Members of the gallery will be organising a twilight market for 5 weeks
starting mid November.  There will the spaces for GCPA Members.  Welcome to any volunteers to help with arranging this.
Excerpt from Gallery minutes:
AGREED – to do Friday night markets mid-November to December, offer a tables to GCPA financial members. Gallery members to get prime location.
a.        Fri 18th Nov
b.        Fri 25th Nov
c.        Friday 2nd Dec
d.        Friday 9th Dec
e.        Friday 16th Dec

FRIDAY NIGHT MARKETS
•        Non-Gallery members to pay $15 for a table – funds used for advertising of the event.
•        Cook sausage/BBQ sizzle to raise funds for the gallery – more of a social event. Possibly fund repainting of the gallery.

10.1

Nicole Barrett requests the committee approval to proceed with investigating opportunity of obtaining QLD Community Sustainability Action Grant 
($50,000) which is applicable for the protection and restoration of heritage buildings that create community environments - Gallery fits the criteria. 
This could be used for maintenance issues in the gallery.
OUTCOME: Nicole to investigate and do proposal and present to Grants committee prior to being submitted
4.08.2022: Nicole has been in contact with council and the senior heritage officer Gold Coast to gather required information

Nicole Barrett and Di Neumann
Nicole is gathering info for grant app.
Next intake for applications for this
grant is September

The council & heritage board must be
in agreeance with any restoration
works, due to the historic nature
of the bulding

10.2

A NEW LOOK Gallery is coming your way.  Di and Merrilyn have been busy re-organising the Gallery and creating more room to give another placements to 
fortunate Members to be able to Exhibit.  The back room will open in the next few weeks - depending on how many volunteers jump in and help to get this over
the line.   Glass display cabinet from Ikea is being purchased to showcase some of our purchased pieces and allow Members and the public to view these more
closely in the new back room.  Di is getting a quote for a front counter from Men Shed and is busy reorganising the working front counter area to be easier on the
eyes and more functional for the Gallery Members to volunteer in.
4.08.2022: Mens shed quote for the counter has been organised using some of the timber table tops we have excess of. 
Update – Men’s shed quote for new shop counter with counter top varnished is $100 donation to the Men’s Shed.
Juliet is donating a bar fridge.
Cate moved a motion to purchase the the glass display (10.4) shop counter (10.2) and paint (10.3)  Unanimous.  Motion passed

Di - organising quote for counter

Di - purchasing Display cabinet

Juliet - dontaing bar fridge

Quote for counter - completed

Purchase display counter from Ikea - 
to be completed

10.3 Gallery members would like to purchase a better quality paint for the plinths throughout the gallery; this will mean less painting in the long run.  
Currently a flat white ceiling paint is used, which marks very easily.  A low sheen wash and wear paint 10lt for $202.90 - seeking expense approval Committee

10.4 Would like to purchase a glass case ($150 from Ikea with lights) to showcase the GCPA wares that are in the glass cases in the studio - seeking expense approval Committee

11.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status
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Karin Adams is transferring from her volunteer position of Publicity, Advertising & Social Media Assistant to the New Publicity Mailchimp Officer. 
Welcome to Tanya Lord. Tanya Lord is taking over the volunteer position of Publicity, Advertising & Social Media Assistant. 
Tanya will be looking after the GCPA Social Media. Thank you! 
I have started the handover to both positions.

Publicity, Advertising & Social Media Assistant - Tanya Lord - gcpamedassist@gmail.com - Social Media

Publicity Mailchimp Officer - Karin Adams - gcpamedmail@gmail.com - Publicity Mailchimps

Merrilyn and I have been sorting out the workshops and member demonstrations to make sure they go ahead. Merrilyn has been making sure everything is booked
everywhere. I have been liaising with teachers, creating the Member Demo & Workshop Events in Trybooking and creating canva images so I can create email and 
provide all this to Tanya for Social Media. We do need help with the rest, if snacks need to be provided etc.

We were going to trial Humanatix but I found it too difficult to learn a new program at this time. 

11.1 WIX - move Gallery Website to Wix - YES
20.06: Toni and Di have started this, Kirsten Farr unable to work on this project at this time.

Toni and
Di Neuman In progress

11.2 I have created the two new subcommittee roles to go under Publicity Coordinator Positions. Gallery Officer and Publicity Mailchimp officer. They have been added 
to the Committee Volunteers Sheet and The Committee Volunteers Sheet. Cate is to update Benefit sheet with what benefits these positions receive. Cate to add to benefits sheet

11.3

I have created creating a procedure for how to Share Instagram Posts to Story’s. I have emailed this document to all Gallery Members. I have shared this document 
with Committee Members and Teachers.
Publicity would really appreciate if you kept an eye out for our Instagram posts and shared them to your Story. 
This would promote the organisation, the gallery and classes. This is of benefit to all of you to ensure the association keeps going. Everyone SHARE posts to your story

11.4

Gallery Facebook Page - as stated in a previous meeting, this was a last resort but we had to Create a new Gallery Page so it could be linked to the 
Gallery Instagram Account.
Can you all please go in and like this page, it is still the same name “The Old Benowa Post Office Gallery & Gift Shop”. The old page is now called 
“No Longer the Gallery” if you liked this page originally, this is the one you will be following so please unfollow and like our new page. We cannot delete the old page.
Please also like our new Gallery Instagram Page @postoffice_gallery.

Everyone LIKE our new Gallery
Instagram page

11.5 Jo wanting to reach Tuesday morning class after her Monday night class - to be discussed in the next Teachers meeting Jo

12.0 Teachers Representative, Benowa - Michael Jones Responsible Status

Nothing to report

12.1

13.0 Teachers Representative, Mudgeeraba - Jo MacKenzie Responsible Status

Nothing to report

13.1

14.0 Grants Team Report Responsible Status

Nothing to report

14.1
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely Grants Team Apply for grant

14.2 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.3 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds.  MICHAEL advised that Contractors need to dump their ashpalt somewhere; if no Grant, ring around these people Grants Team Apply for grant

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status
15.1 Fire report at Benowa in the Hot Wax Pan outside the studio on the bench seat.  Fire blanket was used. Michael / Wendy Fire blanket to be replaced

15.2

A concerned Life Member enquired if a Management Committee Member could be a Teacher at the same time.  
Toni responded with excerpts from the Constitution  (available from the website for all members) any points valid to this: 
"able to concurrently be a Teacher Member, however, the provisions of Teacher   Membership shall take precedence over Life Membership except for the 
payment of membership fees. For clarity, Life Members who are also Teacher Members may not be elected to the Management Committee except as 
School Representatives and shall not be subject to membership fees."

Answered
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

15.3
Motion by Cate to - pay future workshop facilitators 37% of member day fee  ie Facilitator receives $110 if membrs pay $300 
and also that in the acceptance/ agreement all works by major wokshop exhibitors be donated to assosiation to add to our collection 
Unanimous - motion passed MOTION PASSED
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16.0 NEXT MEETING DATES -  AGM date is 19th September & Committee  meeting 17th October

17.0 Meeting closed at 6:22PM
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE MEETING AGENDA

MONDAY August 15th 2022
VENUE: Benowa Gallery

  TIME: 5:30pm 
   

Date: 15.08.2022 Time: Chair:
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0

Attendance 
and 
Apologies

Attendees: 
Via Zoom:  

Apologies (and reason): 

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted: 
Seconded: 

3.0 INWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

Inward 1: 

Su Brown Cate Replied

Peter bidulph jo and michael 

OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1
Michael emailed regarding Future Class Structure and making changes as per discussion at last Committee Meeting
A great time to change.  We need to pull in through our own circles.  Could move to 5 week programmes.  Grow our Teachers out of our classes.
New class structure has been sent to Teachers and Committee and this is under review for a 2023 start                                                       Michael/ Juliet

Not changing current class structure but
doing a new class structure within the vacant
class times.

4.2

A template email needs to be written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Puls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc).  Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member.  They then can be asked to exhibit in the 
Gallery.  Similar letter to be drafted by Gallery Convenor to invite prominent members to Exhibit.
Discuss what is to be offered to these Exhibitors.

Need to approach prominent artists & offer gallery space with 20% commission. Develop an agreement which includes insurance -Cate & Juliet

Cate/Juliet

Di Neuman Done 

4.3

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Any maintenance and repairs to come out of Sinking fund not General Funds.  Any larger jobs ie Paving; apply for a Grant.  
If Grant unsuccessful then consider using Sinking Fund monies.
A quote has been provided to update the Sinking Fund Report - Juliet to supply
Juliet motioned to go ahead with quote. Seconded by Cate to pay for the quote.  Unaminous
Seymore consultants have been given financials & will get back in due course

Sculptors taking to their committee
Juliet to go ahead with quote
to update the Sinking Fund Report
Juliet waiting on reply 

4.4 Cate to organise liasiing with the Community Organisations within the area and turn the Christmas Market into a Community project.
Parking Plan needed.  Get other Community Organisations involved

Cate will send email to Cncl Tozer
and visit him at his new offices in
Mudgeeraba

In progress.
Cate waiting for appointment time

4.5
Regarding the Kiln from previous minutes.

Protocol for firing; there should be at least one cone in the kiln

Porsche to type up a sheet on how
to load the kiln correctly and place 
next to KILNS so better results are 
gained  - PORSCHE
Instead of labelling a Cone 6, 
label as Cone 5/6 - PORSCHE In progress

4.6
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4.7

ONLINE LIBRARY CATALOGUES for Benowa and Mudgeeraba
20.06: Merrilyn has set up the templates in Google and Paula Fraser, our Benowa Librarian is heading up a lovely group of volunteers to transfer the books into
the online catalogue.              
18.07.22:  Paula suggested combining the two Libraries together, perhaps at Mudgeeraba as there is more space. 
Can't find catalogue for Mudgeeraba.   Paula suggested that she can move the book when it is hired, to the Gallery for pick up.  Please discuss.        
Keeping the two libraries.  Benowa library now back in the Studio (within the showcase locked cupboard).  Students can access this via teacher with Key to look
at during class.  Online catalogue still need to be completed before borrowing may begin.                  

Below volunteers to help Paula transfer:
1. Porsche
2. Debby Morris
3. Merrilyn
4. Tobina In progress

4.8

Gallery back room needs sorting out so that access can be cleared and used through the Ambulent Access Door.  Volunteers for this please?
Di to pick a Sunday date.  Need around 4 Volunteers to help move things around.
Suggestion to swap fridges around - any objections?  This will give us more room; potentially 4-5 more members exhibiting in the back room.
20.06: Waiting on quotes for the new storage plinths before arranging working bee. Currently back door can be opened for access. 
             Also require a date to move library. 
15.08: Back room has been cleared, plynths received and painted.  Old display cabinet painted.  Fridge moved to studio and re-purposed as a moist box.
More cleaning and moving needs to be done to open back room to public.  Any volunteers to help Di finish this project off would be appreciated.

Paula, Merrilyn & Di

Thank you everyone for helping with this
project.  Your enthusiasm was contagious:
1. Di Neuman
2. Merrilyn Townhill
3. Helen
4. Porsche
5. Deb Morris
6. Sandy
7.Leesha

4.9
Motion to - pay future workshop facilitators 37% of member day fee ie $110 if membrs pay $300 also that in the acceptance/ agreement all works by major wokshop exhibitors be donated to assosiation to add to our collection 

4.10
Dani would like to motion to have a new lock and set of keys.  
Quote from Access Hardware to supply new padlock with 20 keys = $622.51 (see above) 2 padlocks and 20 keys= $724.43
Seconded by  Dani.   Unanimous.  Motion passed. Dani

Order has been placed, waiting
to hear back

4.11 Just letting you know I think the entry into Benowa Studio opposite to the steps is a bit of a hazard. With my knee I have had to be so careful coming out of there 
onto those rubber mats. If that is supposed to be a disabled entry and exit it is not that great. Juliet and Wendy Need to do a risk assessment

4.12

4.13
4.14
5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - Responsible Status

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at 30th May 2022

Plus Credits

Less Debits

Plus interest (FYTD $51.69)

Balance as per bank statement at 31st2022

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at May 28 2022

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $4.46)

Balance as per bank statement at 28 April 2022

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17 January 2022 (latest statement)

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest

Balance as per bank statement at 17th January 2022

Total Funds at April 30 2022
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Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building)
Available capital $0.00

Bank statements are available on request.

6.1
Contacting Treasury: accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
Copies of all Invoices: xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

6.2
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed 
by the President, Secretary and/or Treasurer.       It was voted on in Jan meeting to increase from $100 to $200 however this can not be done according to the 
legislation (attached)   

6.3

6.4

6.5

The City recently completed the annual Residual Current Device (RCD) operational testing (operating time / current test) at your ?  leased facility. 
Please find attached electrical report which requires the clubs action.  Within the next 60days, can you please engage your licensed electrician to complete 
the recommended actions.
6000190152
Findings - Top hinge bracket has fallen off, Possible entry points to vermin
Recommendations – repair switchboard door hinge. Seal holes in switchboard
Please send the electrical compliance certificate as evidence as soon as works completed Juliet Wendy to complete

6.6

DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2022.
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer.
Juliet offered to meet with Jaccii and help prepare budgets together

Juliet
Waiting on Events & Markets budget
Waiting on Gallery budget - Jaccii &
Juliet to complete.  AGM is almost here.

6.7

The Committee needs to vote on the transfer of funds for the 2021-2022 financial year into the Sinking Fund. Recommended total amount from the last 
Seymour Consulting Report is $12,500 for Benowa and $10,710 for Mudgeeraba. A total of $26,210 needs to be transferred into the sinking fund accounts 
from the business cheque account. If the vote is recorded in the minutes I can go ahead and action it. There is adequate funds in the cheque account.
Cate second the motion.  Unamimous.  Motion Passed

Committee to VOTE MOTION PASSED

6.8
7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Responsible Status

7.1

Asbestos inspection arranged via GCCC, existing report did not show asbestos except in toilet area, however new inspector insisted surfaces be retested. 
Currently awaiting formal report, however he did inform me that there were multiple sheets of asbestos intermixed with Masonite. 
I have taken photographs of the indicated areas to place signage.
Juliet to make signs to warn of asbestos; to be glued on, not nailed in.

Juliet to create signs

Remove from Agenda
once Juliet completes.
Juliet waiting on report from
Council to put up signs

7.3 Gallery power points to be checked in Gallery.  Add in powerpoint into the Studio to house the Security Camera on separate point so it doesn't get switched off. Wendy Lane
8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4

8.5
8.6
8.7

8.8
Send all new members (Last week of Term)  how to become a keyholoder so the process is started earlier
Dani sends this out when they first become a Member.  Do they need reminding?  Yes, if we want more key holder members. Dani Dani to send email out

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

As Jaccii has stepped down Toni & Merrilyn have been taking on the Events tasks to be done so that these can still be run

9.1

Free Member's Demonstration 14th August 4 - 5:30pm
Kyong: CALLIGRAPHY
Book link details (to save missing out): 
.....coming soon

Cate suggested QR Code via text message 
for each Members Demo
Can't do the QR code in text but can place it
on flyers and social media
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9.2

2 day Workshop"Sumptuous Surfaces"
with Shannon Garson at Benowa
20th & 21st August 9am - 4pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGR
If you would like the detailed information brochure please email events@goldcoastpotters.com

Members Instagram page - suggested
by Jaccii

9.3
6th September 
Porsche: GAS FIRING
Get your work completed and pass into your Teacher so they can place into the shelves in the Gas Kiln Shed ready for firing.  What a treat!

9.4

Free Member's Demonstration 11th September 4 - 5:30pm
Danielle: Throwing
Booking link details
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGW

9.5

11th September Time to be confirmed
Porsche: KILN WORKSHOP
Booking link details
........coming soon

9.6

Wheel Throwing Clinic Workshop
with Michaela Kloeckner 
18th September 9:30am - 3:30pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGL

9.7

Free Member's Demonstration 9th October 4 - 5:30pm
Nicci: Photographing your work
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGX

9.8

Free Member's Demonstration 13th November 4 - 5:30pm
Michael: Underglaze
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGZ

9.9

Free Member's Demonstration 11th December 4 - 5:30pm
TO BE CONFIRMED
Booking link details:
............coming soon

9.10

11th September Time to be confirmed
Porsche: KILN WORKSHOP
Booking link details
.........coming soon

10.0 Gallery Report  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

10.1

Nicole Barrett requests the committee approval to proceed with investigating opportunity of obtaining QLD Community Sustainability Action Grant 
($50,000) which is applicable for the protection and restoration of heritage buildings that create community environments - Gallery fits the criteria. 
This could be used for maintenance issues in the gallery.
OUTCOME: Nicole to investigate and do proposal and present to Grants committee prior to being submitted

Nicole Barrett and Di Neumann
Nicole is gathering info for grant app.
Next intake for applications for this
grant is September

The council & heritage board must be
in agreeance with any restoration
works, due to the historic nature
of the bulding

10.2

A NEW LOOK Gallery is coming your way.  Di and Merrilyn have been busy re-organising the Gallery and creating more room to give another placements to 
fortunate Members to be able to Exhibit.  The back room will open in the next few weeks - depending on how many volunteers jump in and help to get this over
the line.   Glass display cabinet from Ikea is being purchased to showcase some of our purchased pieces and allow Members and the public to view these more
closely in the new back room.  Di is getting a quote for a front counter from Men Shed and is busy reorganising the working front counter area to be easier on the
eyes and more functional for the Gallery Members to volunteer in.

Di - organising quote from Men Shed
Di - purchasing Display cabinet

11.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status
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11.1 WIX - move Gallery Website to Wix - YES
20.06: Toni and Di have started this, Kirsten Farr unable to work on this project at this time.

Toni and
Di Neuman To be completed

11.2
11.3
11.4
11.5
11.6

12.0 Teachers Representative, Benowa - Michael Jones Responsible Status

12.1
12.2

13.0 Teachers Representative, Mudgeeraba - Jo MacKenzie Responsible Status

13.1

Ceramic book and magazine drive. 
Teacher Jo Mackenzie is also a Lismore TAFE student. They recently lost the most amazing ceramic library in the floods. Jo is co-ordinating with the 
Lismore librarian to bring in any donated ceramics books, journals and magazines. If agreeable I would like to pick a time period, and allow drop offs 
at the Mudgeeraba, Benowa studios and the gallery. It would also be great if the association could help me promote this amongst the members. 
I would then transport all the books down to Lismore. 

Jo Mackenzie

Jo to organise last date for drop off
to Benowa Gallery (last Sat in July)

14.0 Grants Team Report - Helen Crandall Responsible Status

14.1
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely Grants Team Apply for grant

14.2 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.3 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds.  MICHAEL advised that Contractors need to dump their ashpalt somewhere; if no Grant, ring around these people Grants Team Apply for grant

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status

15.1 How Teachers are hired by the Assocation needs to be discussed, motion placed and then to go into the AGM to be added to the Constitution.
TEACHERS TO DISCUSS AT TEACHERS 
MEETING

15.4

15.5

15.6
Booking the Studio - remove the Booking Officer requirement as no longer needed.  This was only created during Covid.
Members can book into sheet themselves.   Code will be in sheet under each month.  Booking Officer will still oversee sheet & answer any questions. Merrilyn Being done

15.7 Cate to set up Zoom with GCPApres@gmail.com. Jaccii Jaccii to send Cate liink for Teachers meeting

15.8

A concerned Life Member enquired if a Management Committee Member could be a Teacher at the same time.  
Toni responded with excerpts from the Constitution  (available from the website for all members) any points valid to this: 
"able to concurrently be a Teacher Member, however, the provisions of Teacher   Membership shall take precedence over Life Membership except for the 
payment of membership fees. For clarity, Life Members who are also Teacher Members may not be elected to the Management Committee except as 
School Representatives and shall not be subject to membership fees."

16.0 NEXT MEETING DATES -  AGM date changed to 19th September & Committee  meeting 17th October

17.0
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES

MONDAY July 18th 2022
VENUE: Mudgeeraba Studio

  TIME: 5:30pm 
   

Date: 18.07.2022 Time: 17:34pm Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Merrilyn Townhill
Merrilyn Townhill

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0

Attendance 
and 
Apologies

Attendees: Cate White, Merrilyn Townhill, Toni Prinsse
Via Zoom:  Danielle Clarke, Jaccii Turnbull, 

Apologies (and reason): Juliet Van Oirschot (in transit), Michael Jones (son sick)

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted: Cate White
Seconded: Merrilyn Townhill

3.0 INWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

Inward 1: Jo Mackenzie introduced Kazuya Ishida (aka Kaz), a Japanese Ceramc Artist doing a 3 month residence at Sturt to GCPA to invite to do a
                   Workshop or Demo this year.  Cate emailed and asked Kaz to confirm Sturt commitments and availability to do a Workshop.  
                    6/7 August at Benowa has been locked in. Cate

Kazuya replied advising that a 2 day
workshop in early August would suit.

Inward 2:  Weebly advised that our website has been removed and disabled beacause of a violation of Terms of Service. This is spam - keep an eye out everyone

Inward 3: Larissa Warren has submitted a proposal to do a 4 week workshop 'Conversations with Clay'.  Have we accepted this? Juliet/ Cate Larissa has postponed until the New Year

Inward 4: Veronica Gaughan is standing down as role of WH&S Assessment Officer at the AGM. Place into AGM
OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

Cate emailed the Sculptors and John regarding his violation of his Contract.  No response from either yet Cate In progress
4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1
Michael emailed regarding Future Class Structure and making changes as per discussion at last Committee Meeting
A great time to change.  We need to pull in through our own circles.  Could move to 5 week programmes.  Grow our Teachers out of our classes.
New class structure has been sent to Teachers and Committee and this is under review for a 2023 start                                                       Michael/ Juliet

In review and will be finalised by end of
Term 3 to advertise ready for 2023

4.2

A template email needs to be written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Puls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc).  Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member.  They then can be asked to exhibit in the 
Gallery.  Similar letter to be drafted by Gallery Convenor to invite prominent members to Exhibit.
Discuss what is to be offered to these Exhibitors.

Need to approach prominent artists & offer gallery space with 20% commission. Develop an agreement which includes insurance -Cate & Juliet

Cate/Juliet

Di Neuman

Draft template email

Draft invitation letter

4.3

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Any maintenance and repairs to come out of Sinking fund not General Funds.  Any larger jobs ie Paving; apply for a Grant.  
If Grant unsuccessful then consider using Sinking Fund monies.
A quote has been provided to update the Sinking Fund Report - Juliet to supply
Juliet motioned to go ahead with quote. Seconded by Cate to pay for the quote.  Unaminous
Seymore consultants have been given financials & will get back in due course

Sculptors taking to their committee
Juliet to go ahead with quote
to update the Sinking Fund Report
Juliet waiting on reply

4.4 Cate to organise liasiing with the Community Organisations within the area and turn the Christmas Market into a Community project.
Parking Plan needed.  Get other Community Organisations involved

Cate will send email to Cncl Tozer
and visit him at his new offices in
Mudgeeraba

In progress.
Cate waiting for appointment time

4.5
Regarding the Kiln from previous minutes.

Protocol for firing; there should be at least one cone in the kiln

Porsche to type up a sheet on how
to load the kiln correctly and place 
next to KILNS so better results are 
gained  - PORSCHE
Instead of labelling a Cone 6, 
label as Cone 5/6 - PORSCHE In progress
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4.6

NEW KILN FIRING HIRE FEES:  (see attached proposal)
It is proposed that once this has been voted on during the May 2022 general meeting, cost increases will be implemented directly after that meeting. 
Any current bookings in the pipeline will be honoured at the price they were when booked and paid for but new bookings will be at the increased costs.
Cate MOTIONED to increase Kiln Fees.  Juliet seconded.  Unanimous.  New pricing to start at start of June.   Anyone currently booked in stays at the old
pricing for that pre-booked firing                                                   Costs & Fees going up 1st June

Effective 1st June
Merrilyn update sheet with new prices

Completed
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

4.7

ONLINE LIBRARY CATALOGUES for Benowa and Mudgeeraba
20.06: Merrilyn has set up the templates in Google and Paula Fraser, our Benowa Librarian is heading up a lovely group of volunteers to transfer the books into
the online catalogue.              
18.07.22:  Paula suggested combining the two Libraries together, perhaps at Mudgeeraba as there is more space. 
Can't find catalogue for Mudgeeraba.   Paula suggested that she can move the book when it is hired, to the Gallery for pick up.  Please discuss.                        

Below volunteers to help Paula transfer:
1. Porsche
2. Debby Morris
3. Merrilyn
4. Tobina In progress

4.8

Gallery back room needs sorting out so that access can be cleared and used through the Ambulent Access Door.  Volunteers for this please?
Di to pick a Sunday date.  Need around 4 Volunteers to help move things around.
Suggestion to swap fridges around - any objections?  This will give us more room; potentially 4-5 more members exhibiting in the back room.
20.06: Waiting on quotes for the new storage plinths before arranging working bee. Currently back door can be opened for access. 
             Also require a date to move library. 
18.07:  The books are worth a lot of money;  need to do a costing on how much the books are worth for insurance purposes.  This is being done within the sheets.
Take the pieces out of lockable cupboards in Benowa Studio to make room for books (now that we have the keys).  Need to keep 2 libraries.

Paula, Merrilyn & Di Friday 29.07.22: MOVE LIBRARY DAY
All volunteers welcome to help

4.9
Would like to create a WEBSITE CHANGES Sheet so that Kirstin can just be given a list of tasks at the beginning of the each week to change, instead of
many different emails from many people.  I think we would keep a person in this role longer if it is managed better.                                        
Get in touch with Kirsten  Farr to be made aware - Merrilyn setting up sheet. MT will ring every week & then email & remind Merrilyn

Completed
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

4.10
Dani would like to motion to have a new lock and set of keys.  
Quote from Access Hardware to supply new padlock with 20 keys = $622.51 (see above) 2 padlocks and 20 keys= $724.43
Seconded by  Dani.   Unanimous.  Motion passed. Dani

Order has been placed, waiting
to hear back

4.11 Inward 1: Email from Wendy Lane to do the Facilites & Maintenance role and is in the process to do a handover with Juliet.
Thank you Wendy - we appreciate you taking on this role - it has been vacant for a little while.

Juliet
Merrilyn to set up Gmail

Completed
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

4.12
Inward 2:  Need to discuss the clay prices again as they are a lot more volatile than they used to be and prices are going up from one month to the next.
Is there any way we can receive an auto updated price list from Picassos as we have to ask each time we see an increase? 
New prices emailed to everyone on 11.06.2022.  OUTCOME:  The prices will flucuate depending on what the GCPA pays after Juliet reconciles the invoices.

Juliet
Merrilyn

Sheet has been updated

Completed - REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

4.13
Dani moved motion that a paid 'Keyholder' Kiln Firing you are responsible for the firing if you hire - but you are responsible for other  people work that is being fired.  
Which means you can fill the kiln with whatever work you want to fire. Seconded by Cate. 5 for and 1 against - Motion passed

Kiln Hire Procedure &
Kiln Conditions of Use

to be updated and sent to Porsche
Completed
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

4.14
Motion made by Dani to remove limit of 3 Kiln firings provided there is no wait list. 
Committee members to pay full price on fourth firing and any subsequent firing thereafter.
Seconded by Juliette. No objections - Motion passed 

Kiln Hire Procedure &
Kiln Conditions of Use

to be updated and sent to Porsche
Completed
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status
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Hello Members

The Teachers are all back fresh after the School holiday break and most classes have been filled.

I am looking forward to hearing from Jo about her winter school stint at Sturt.
Also looking forward to hearing from Juliet who is currently  at the Australian Triannual Ceramics in Alice Springs!

Planning has started for the Spring Market.  Applications have gone out for Stall Holders.  If you are wanting to do Stall kindly contact the Market Day Convenor
at GCPAmarkets@gmail.com to obtain a application form.  We will be needing volunteers to help set up and pack down; please contact Cate via email at
president@goldcoastpotters.com  We also need volunteers to do demonstrations (hand building or wheel throwing) to go for 1 hour please get in touch with 
Dani at members@goldcoastpotters.com

Have you ever wanted to be a Centrefold?  Volunteers wanted for fundraising Calendar to raise money for Ovarian Cancer and Prostrate Cancer.  Please get in
touch with Cate (president@goldcoastpotters.com) so I can organise a schedule of the photo shoot.
This is also in honour of one of Members whom we lost recently.

Thank you to all the new volunteers for taking on a sub committee role.  We are still looking for more help.  If you have any admin skills or just want to help out 
at a Market, email secretary@goldcoastpotters.com

A big thanks to Jo Mackenzie who is representing GCPA at the Gold Coast Show on the Friday doing demonstrations.  If you are going to the Show, make sure you
drop in and see Jo.

The AGM is coming up fast and we need Nomination Forms filled out and sent into the Secretary as soon as possible.  Exciting times ahead with a new
Committee coming on board.

Stay happy in the mud
Cate

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - Responsible Status

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at 30th May 2022 $106,841.15 $106,841.15

Plus Credits $15,037.85 $15,037.85

Less Debits $16,874.10 -$16,874.10

Plus interest (FYTD $51.69)

Balance as per bank statement at 31st2022 $105,004.90 $105,004.90

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at May 28 2022 $17,824.09 $17,824.09

Plus Credits $0.75 $0.75

Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $4.46)

Balance as per bank statement at 28 April 2022 $17,824.84 $17,824.84

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17 January 2022 (latest statement) $89,807.96 $89,807.96

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest

Balance as per bank statement at 17th January 2022

Total Funds at April 30 2022 $212,637.70 $212,637.70

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) $107,632.80 -$107,632.80
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Available capital $105,004.90 $105,004.90

Bank statements are available on request.

6.1
Contacting Treasury: accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
Copies of all Invoices: xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

6.2
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed 
by the President, Secretary and/or Treasurer.                

6.3 INCOME - Summary of majority of income $5,240 from card sales via both school and Gallery, $2,544 workshop fees, $6,245 membership fees, 
$396 for kiln hire and a final $195 wheel hire and deposit.                 

6.4
EXPENDITURE - Major expenditure this month was $9735 and $1120 for insurances, $1756 to Picassos, $1770 workshop expenses, $1314 for Electricity, 
$546 Volunteers morning tea and some reimbursment of expenses and Gallery Members payments.                

6.5

The City recently completed the annual Residual Current Device (RCD) operational testing (operating time / current test) at your ?  leased facility. 
Please find attached electrical report which requires the clubs action.  Within the next 60days, can you please engage your licensed electrician to complete 
the recommended actions.
6000190152
Findings - Top hinge bracket has fallen off, Possible entry points to vermin
Recommendations – repair switchboard door hinge. Seal holes in switchboard
Please send the electrical compliance certificate as evidence as soon as works completed Juliet Wendy to complete

6.6

DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2022.
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer.
Juliet offered to meet with Jaccii and help prepare budgets together

Juliet
Waiting on Events & Markets budget
Waiting on Gallery budget - Jaccii &
Juliet to complete.  AGM is almost here.

6.7

The Committee needs to vote on the transfer of funds for the 2021-2022 financial year into the Sinking Fund. Recommended total amount from the last 
Seymour Consulting Report is $12,500 for Benowa and $10,710 for Mudgeeraba. A total of $26,210 needs to be transferred into the sinking fund accounts 
from the business cheque account. If the vote is recorded in the minutes I can go ahead and action it. There is adequate funds in the cheque account.
Cate second the motion.  Unamimous.  Motion Passed

Committee to VOTE MOTION PASSED

6.8
For the committees information I have made a complaint to the auditors regarding the level of service we received both last year and to date this year. 
I am hopeful after a chat with them that we will be right to have our AGM in August as normally scheduled not having to postpone.

AGM has been changed to September.

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Responsible Status

7.1

Asbestos inspection arranged via GCCC, existing report did not show asbestos except in toilet area, however new inspector insisted surfaces be retested. 
Currently awaiting formal report, however he did inform me that there were multiple sheets of asbestos intermixed with Masonite. 
I have taken photographs of the indicated areas to place signage.
Juliet to make signs to warn of asbestos; to be glued on, not nailed in.

Juliet to create signs

Remove from Agenda
once Juliet completes.
Juliet waiting on report from
Council to put up signs

7.2 Gallery power points to be checked in Gallery.  Add in powerpoint into the Studio to house the Security Camera on separate point so it doesn't get switched off. Wendy Lane
8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

7 new members                                        

8.1 Emma Micklewright - Classes with Michael Term 3 2022 : Workshops Voted in

8.2 Lisa Teague - Classes with Michael Term 3 2022: Exhibit in Gallery, Exhibit at Markets, Workshops Voted in

8.3 Kym Oneto - Classes with Michael Term 3 2022: Volunteer, Workshops Voted in

8.4 Rhonda Ellsmore - Classes with Jo Term 3 2022: Exhibit in Gallery, Exhibit at Markets, Hire a Kiln, Workshops Voted in

8.5 Itekitar Mazid - not known to anyone - wnats to exhibit at Market, Volunteer, Workshops Voted in

8.6 Aeisha Gillen - Classes with Jo from Term 2 2022: Become a keyholder, Workshops Voted in

8.7 Ting Ting Wang - Classes with Jo, Kyong & Nicci for 12 months: Exhibit at Markets, become a keyholder, Hire a Kiln, Workshops Voted in

8.8
Send all new members (Last week of Term)  how to become a keyholoder so the process is started earlier
Dani sends this out when they first become a Member.  Do they need reminding?  Yes, if we want more key holder members. Dani Dani to send email out

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

Jaccii is stepping down as from end of this Committee Meeting.
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9.1

Free Member's Demonstration 17th July 4 - 5:30pm
Michael Jones: Hand build large vessel
Book link details: 
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGI Teachers Reps

Teachers Reps to contact Teachers
for their preferred month and
type of Demo to be presented
Completed: REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

9.2

Free Member's Demonstration 14th August 4 - 5:30pm
TO BE ADVISED
Book link details (to save missing out): 
.....coming soon

Cate suggested QR Code via text message 
for each Members Demo

9.3

2 day Workshop"Sumptuous Surfaces"
with Shannon Garson at Benowa
20th & 21st August 9am - 4pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGR
If you would like the detailed information brochure please email events@goldcoastpotters.com

Members Instagram page - suggested
by Jaccii

9.4
6th September 
Porsche: GAS FIRING
Get your work completed and pass into your Teacher so they can place into the shelves in the Gas Kiln Shed ready for firing.  What a treat!

9.5

Free Member's Demonstration 11th September 4 - 5:30pm
Danielle: Throwing
Booking link details
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGW

9.6

11th September Time to be confirmed
Porsche: KILN WORKSHOP
Booking link details
........coming soon

9.7

Wheel Throwing Clinic Workshop
with Michaela Kloeckner 
18th September 9:30am - 3:30pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGL

9.8

Free Member's Demonstration 9th October 4 - 5:30pm
Nicci: Photographing your work
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGX

9.9

Free Member's Demonstration 13th November 4 - 5:30pm
Michael: Underglaze
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGZ

9.10

Free Member's Demonstration 11th December 4 - 5:30pm
TO BE CONFIRMED
Booking link details:
............coming soon

9.11

11th September Time to be confirmed
Porsche: KILN WORKSHOP
Booking link details
.........coming soon

10.0 Gallery Report  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

We welcomed a new member this week to the gallery - Wendy Lane. Her beautiful work is now on display. 
With Spring market approaching Gallery members meeting is on the 30th of July and we are looking forward to market day.
A date for library removal is needed soon as these plinths will be delivered once finished. The working bee date will be set for painting and clean out of back room 
after library removed.  Also the question of fridges swap. A bar fridge size is ideal for the gallery.

Di to liaise with Paula for Library
removal
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10.1

Nicole Barrett requests the committee approval to proceed with investigating opportunity of obtaining QLD Community Sustainability Action Grant 
($50,000) which is applicable for the protection and restoration of heritage buildings that create community environments - Gallery fits the criteria. 
This could be used for maintenance issues in the gallery.
OUTCOME: Nicole to investigate and do proposal and present to Grants committee prior to being submitted

Nicole Barrett and Di Neumann
Nicole is gathering info for grant app.
Next intake for applications for this
grant is September

The council & heritage board must be
in agreeance with any restoration
works, due to the historic nature
of the bulding

10.2

IDEA: Larger Plynths could be built with a hinged door for storage of catering equipment and excess gallery equipment; 
what would be the budget for this and any objections?
20.06: Have organised a quote from Mens Shed, waiting on further information with sizing and material cost options.
 Quote from Men's shed is $100 donation for ALL three large storage plinths with discreet door. Juliet approved the expense. These are currently being made 
from donated recycled materials. We will have to paint these ourselves. For the items such as brooms and cleaning supplies a storage cupboard/pantry 
style will needed to be purchase. Will find prices for one these. This will clear the back room to be open to the public display.

Juliet approved quote.  Di placed the
order.  Waiting for these to be built and
delivered. In progress

11.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

Class advertising has finished which is great and now we Karin and I will be on to advertising the Spring Market. I have started the organisation of the 
Spring Markets with a timeline, sending emails & checking enquires and applications as they come in. I will have handed the organisation of the Markets 
over to the Market Committee at a meeting I have organised by the time this meeting has occurred.

11.1 WIX - move Gallery Website to Wix - YES
20.06: Toni and Di have started this, Kirsten Farr unable to work on this project at this time.

Toni and
Di Neuman To be completed

11.2

I am in the process of creating a procedure for Teachers, Gallery and Committee Members on how to Share Posts to Story’s. 
Once I have provided this can everyone start sharing our posts especially from the Gallery to try and get our name out there. 
If members can do this too that would be really helpful. We have a new Instagram Account so if you haven’t already can you please follow it 
@postoffice_galleryInstagram & Facebook linked

11.3 I have drafted an email in Mailchimp to go out to Members for Volunteer Sub Committee positions. Merrilyn & Toni
Completed
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

11.4 Does our WH&S plan and Covid plan need to be on the website? The current links do not have documents attached and I would like Kirstin to remove them. 
Does there need to be a Covid Plan Revision? Remove from Website

11.5 Covid - I have created a document that has the current relevant Covid Information. I have reviewed some of our document that need to be amended to reflect this. 
Are Key Holders and Students now able to use the tools etc at the studio now the Covid restrictions do not apply. 

11.6 Just letting you know I think the entry into Benowa Studio opposite to the steps is a bit of a hazard. With my knee I have had to be so careful coming out of there 
onto those rubber mats. If that is supposed to be a disabled entry and exit it is not that great. Juliet and Wendy Need to do a risk assessment

12.0 Teachers Representative, Benowa - Michael Jones Responsible Status

We are quite few classes down this term . Tuesday morning , Wednesday morning Thursday evening and Saturday morning all at Benowa are nut up and running.
We need to look at some publicity measure to try and build them up again . The loss of 4 classes is a substantial loss of income for the association.
Kyong seems to be managing well with her class at Benowa. I will keep in touch with wherever the term.
I have almost finished the fence repairs . It was a bigger job than I first thought . I will report on that at the meeting.

Wasn't discussed as Michael was an
apology

12.1

Students Showcase - 19th November - Sculptors Gallery
Students to nominate categories for Awards
Students are voting on the nominations
Each Student to have a table and may sell.  Gallery will be open; Juliet will keep this open to match the Showcase hours? Jo and Michael

This is a private function and does
not need to be advertised. CHECK AT
TEACHERS MEETING

12.2

John's Retirement Recognition: Cate moved a motion that the Association offers to purchase a piece of Johns work ($worth tbc) in Benowa as recognition 
of his retirement - will need committee approval to move forward. 
Cate will make approach to John by email. Jo Mackenzie has tried unsuccessfully to contact John to date

Cate to email John & then 
inform Committee if motion 
to be put forward

Cate approached John and John is
responding via email. 18.07: No response
as yet

13.0 Teachers Representative, Mudgeeraba - Jo MacKenzie Responsible Status

Nothing to report

13.1

Ceramic book and magazine drive. 
Teacher Jo Mackenzie is also a Lismore TAFE student. They recently lost the most amazing ceramic library in the floods. Jo is co-ordinating with the 
Lismore librarian to bring in any donated ceramics books, journals and magazines. If agreeable I would like to pick a time period, and allow drop offs 
at the Mudgeeraba, Benowa studios and the gallery. It would also be great if the association could help me promote this amongst the members. 
I would then transport all the books down to Lismore. 

Jo Mackenzie

Jo to organise last date for drop off
to Benowa Gallery (last Sat in July)

14.0 Grants Team Report - Helen Crandall Responsible Status

Nothing to report
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14.1
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely Grants Team Apply for grant

14.2 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.3 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds.  MICHAEL advised that Contractors need to dump their ashpalt somewhere; if no Grant, ring around these people Grants Team Apply for grant

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status

15.1 How Teachers are hired by the Assocation needs to be discussed, motion placed and then to go into the AGM to be added to the Constitution.
TEACHERS TO DISCUSS AT TEACHERS 
MEETING

15.4 Adding in two Sub Committee roles do go under the Media Position; Publicity Gallery Officer and Publicity Mailchimp officer Toni

15.5 Sadly, Nan's husband died on Sunday.  Cate has organised a hamper.

15.6
Booking the Studio - remove the Booking Officer requirement as no longer needed.  This was only created during Covid.
Members can book into sheet themselves.   Code will be in sheet under each month.  Booking Officer will still oversee sheet & answer any questions. Merrilyn Email Sandy with update

15.7 Cate to set up Zoom with GCPApres@gmail.com. Jaccii Jaccii to send Cate liink for Teachers meeting

16.0 NEXT MEETING DATES - Committee  meeting 15th August & AGM date changed to 19th September

17.0 Meeting closed at 6:14pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE MEETING AGENDA

MONDAY July 18th 2022
VENUE: Mudgeerabs Studio

  TIME: 5:30pm 
   

Date: 18.07.2022 Time: 17:34pm Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Merrilyn Townhill
Merrilyn Townhill

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0

Attendance 
and 
Apologies

Attendees: Cate White, Merrilyn Townhill, Toni Prinsse
Via Zoom:  Danielle Clarke, Jaccii Turnbull, 

Apologies (and reason): Juliet Van Oirschot (in transit), 

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted: Cate White
Seconded: Merrilyn Townhill

3.0 INWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

Inward 1: Jo Mackenzie introduced Kazuya Ishida (aka Kaz), a Japanese Ceramc Artist doing a 3 month residence at Sturt to GCPA to invite to do a
                   Workshop or Demo this year.  Cate emailed and asked Kaz to confirm Sturt commitments and availability to do a Workshop.  6/7 August at Benowa. Cate Waiting on Kazuya reply

Inward 2:  Weebly advised that our website has been removed and disabled beacause of a violation of Terms of Service. This is spam - keep an eye out everyone

Inward 3: Larissa Warren has submitted a proposal to do a 4 week workshop 'Conversations with Clay'.  Have we accepted this? Juliet/ Cate Larissa has postponed until the New Year

Inward 4: Veronica Gaughan is standing down as role of WH&S Assessment Officer at the AGM.

OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

Cate emailed the Sculptors and John regarding his violation of his Contract.  No response from either yet

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1
Michael emailed regarding Future Class Structure and making changes as per discussion at last Committee Meeting
A great time to change.  We need to pull in through our own circles.  Could move to 5 week programmes.  Grow our Teachers out of our classes.
New class structure has been sent to Teachers and Committee and this is under review for a 2023 start                                                       Michael/ Juliet

In review and will be finalised by end of
Term 3 to advertise ready for 2023

4.2

A template email needs to be written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Puls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc).  Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member.  They then can be asked to exhibit in the 
Gallery.  Similar letter to be drafted by Gallery Convenor to invite prominent members to Exhibit.
Discuss what is to be offered to these Exhibitors.

Need to approach prominent artists & offer gallery space with 20% commission. Develop an agreement which includes insurance -Cate & Juliet

Cate/Juliet

Di Neuman

Draft template email

Draft invitation letter

4.3

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Any maintenance and repairs to come out of Sinking fund not General Funds.  Any larger jobs ie Paving; apply for a Grant.  
If Grant unsuccessful then consider using Sinking Fund monies.
A quote has been provided to update the Sinking Fund Report - Juliet to supply
Juliet motioned to go ahead with quote. Seconded by Cate to pay for the quote.  Unaminous
Seymore consultants have been given financials & will get back in due course

Sculptors taking to their committee
Juliet to go ahead with quote
to update the Sinking Fund Report
Juliet waiting on reply

4.4 Cate to organise liasiing with the Community Organisations within the area and turn the Christmas Market into a Community project.
Parking Plan needed.  Get other Community Organisations involved

Cate will send email to Cncl Tozer
and visit him at his new offices in
Mudgeeraba

In progress.
Cate waiting for appointment time

4.5
Regarding the Kiln from previous minutes.

Protocol for firing; there should be at least one cone in the kiln

Porsche to type up a sheet on how
to load the kiln correctly and place 
next to KILNS so better results are 
gained  - PORSCHE
Instead of labelling a Cone 6, 
label as Cone 5/6 - PORSCHE In progress
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4.6

NEW KILN FIRING HIRE FEES:  (see attached proposal)
It is proposed that once this has been voted on during the May 2022 general meeting, cost increases will be implemented directly after that meeting. 
Any current bookings in the pipeline will be honoured at the price they were when booked and paid for but new bookings will be at the increased costs.
Cate MOTIONED to increase Kiln Fees.  Juliet seconded.  Unanimous.  New pricing to start at start of June.   Anyone currently booked in stays at the old
pricing for that pre-booked firing                                                   Costs & Fees going up 1st June

Effective 1st June
Merrilyn update sheet with new prices

Completed
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

4.7

ONLINE LIBRARY CATALOGUES for Benowa and Mudgeeraba
20.06: Merrilyn has set up the templates in Google and Paula Fraser, our Benowa Librarian is heading up a lovely group of volunteers to transfer the books into
the online catalogue.              
18.07.22:  Paula suggested combining the two Libraries together, perhaps at Mudgeeraba as there is more space. 
Can't find catalogue for Mudgeeraba.   Paula suggested that she can move the book when it is hired, to the Gallery for pick up.  Please discuss.                        

Below volunteers to help Paula transfer:
1. Porsche
2. Debby Morris
3. Merrilyn
4. Tobina In progress

4.8

Gallery back room needs sorting out so that access can be cleared and used through the Ambulent Access Door.  Volunteers for this please?
Di to pick a Sunday date.  Need around 4 Volunteers to help move things around.
Suggestion to swap fridges around - any objections?  This will give us more room; potentially 4-5 more members exhibiting in the back room.
20.06: Waiting on quotes for the new storage plinths before arranging working bee. Currently back door can be opened for access. 
Also require a date to move library.  The books are worth a lot of money;  need to do a costing on how much the books are worth
for insurance purposes. Di to set date

4.9
Would like to create a WEBSITE CHANGES Sheet so that Kirstin can just be given a list of tasks at the beginning of the each week to change, instead of
many different emails from many people.  I think we would keep a person in this role longer if it is managed better.                                        
Get in touch with Kirsten  Farr to be made aware - Merrilyn setting up sheet. MT will ring every week & then email & remind Merrilyn In progress

4.10
Dani would like to motion to have a new lock and set of keys.  
Quote from Access Hardware to supply new padlock with 20 keys = $622.51 (see above) 2 padlocks and 20 keys= $724.43
Seconded by  Dani.   Unanimous.  Motion passed. Dani

Order to be placed
Order has been placed, waitintg
to hear back

4.11 Inward 1: Email from Wendy Lane to do the Facilites & Maintenance role and is in the process to do a handover with Juliet.
Thank you Wendy - we appreciate you taking on this role - it has been vacant for a little while.

Juliet
Merrilyn

In progress
Gmail to be set up for this role

4.12
Inward 2:  Need to discuss the clay prices again as they are a lot more volatile than they used to be and prices are going up from one month to the next.
Is there any way we can receive an auto updated price list from Picassos as we have to ask each time we see an increase? 
New prices emailed to everyone on 11.06.2022.  OUTCOME:  The prices will flucuate depending on what the GCPA pays after Juliet reconciles the invoices.

Juliet
Merrilyn

Sheet has been updated

Cate printing & laminating

4.13
Dani moved motion that a paid 'Keyholder' Kiln Firing you are responsible for the firing if you hire - but you are responsible for other  people work that is being fired.  
Which means you can fill the kiln with whatever work you want to fire. Seconded by Cate. 5 for and 1 against - Motion passed

Kiln Hire Procedure &
Kiln Conditions of Use

to be updated and sent to Porsche
Completed
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

4.14
Motion made by Dani to remove limit of 3 Kiln firings provided there is no wait list. 
Committee members to pay full price on fourth firing and any subsequent firing thereafter.
Seconded by Juliette. No objections - Motion passed 

Kiln Hire Procedure &
Kiln Conditions of Use

to be updated and sent to Porsche
Completed
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status
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Hello Members

The Teachers are all back fresh after the School holiday break and most classes have been filled.

I am looking forward to hearing from Jo about her winter school stint at Sturt.
Also looking forward to hearing from Juliet who is currently  at the Australian Triannual Ceramics in Alice Springs!

Planning has started for the Spring Market.  Applications have gone out for Stall Holders.  If you are wanting to do Stall kindly contact the Market Day Convenor
at GCPAmarkets@gmail.com to obtain a application form.  We will be needing volunteers to help set up and pack down; please contact Cate via email at
president@goldcoastpotters.com  We also need volunteers to do demonstrations (hand building or wheel throwing) to go for 1 hour please get in touch with 
Dani at members@goldcoastpotters.com

Have you ever wanted to be a Centrefold?  Volunteers wanted for fundraising Calendar to raise money for Ovarian Cancer and Prostrate Cancer.  Please get in
touch with Cate (president@goldcoastpotters.com) so I can organise a schedule of the photo shoot.
This is also in honour of one of Members whom we lost recently.

Thank you to all the new volunteers for taking on a sub committee role.  We are still looking for more help.  If you have any admin skills or just want to help out 
at a Market, email secretary@goldcoastpotters.com

A big thanks to Jo Mackenzie who is representing GCPA at the Gold Coast Show on the Friday doing demonstrations.  If you are going to the Show, make sure you
drop in and see Jo.

The AGM is coming up fast and we need Nomination Forms filled out and sent into the Secretary as soon as possible.  Exciting times ahead with a new
Committee coming on board.

Stay happy in the mud
Cate

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - Responsible Status

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at 30th May 2022 $106,841.15 $106,841.15

Plus Credits $15,037.85 $15,037.85

Less Debits $16,874.10 -$16,874.10

Plus interest (FYTD $51.69)

Balance as per bank statement at 31st2022 $105,004.90 $105,004.90

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at May 28 2022 $17,824.09 $17,824.09

Plus Credits $0.75 $0.75

Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $4.46)

Balance as per bank statement at 28 April 2022 $17,824.84 $17,824.84

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17 January 2022 (latest statement) $89,807.96 $89,807.96

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest

Balance as per bank statement at 17th January 2022

Total Funds at April 30 2022 $212,637.70 $212,637.70

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) $107,632.80 -$107,632.80
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Available capital $105,004.90 $105,004.90

Bank statements are available on request.

6.1
Contacting Treasury: accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
Copies of all Invoices: xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

6.2
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed 
by the President, Secretary and/or Treasurer.                

6.3 INCOME - Summary of majority of income $5,240 from card sales via both school and Gallery, $2,544 workshop fees, $6,245 membership fees, 
$396 for kiln hire and a final $195 wheel hire and deposit.                 

6.4
EXPENDITURE - Major expenditure this month was $9735 and $1120 for insurances, $1756 to Picassos, $1770 workshop expenses, $1314 for Electricity, 
$546 Volunteers morning tea and some reimbursment of expenses and Gallery Members payments.                

6.5

The City recently completed the annual Residual Current Device (RCD) operational testing (operating time / current test) at your ?  leased facility. 
Please find attached electrical report which requires the clubs action.  Within the next 60days, can you please engage your licensed electrician to complete 
the recommended actions.
6000190152
Findings - Top hinge bracket has fallen off, Possible entry points to vermin
Recommendations – repair switchboard door hinge. Seal holes in switchboard
Please send the electrical compliance certificate as evidence as soon as works completed Juliet Wendy to complete

6.6

DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2022.
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer.
Juliet offered to meet with Jaccii and help prepare budgets together

Juliet
Waiting on Events & Markets budget
Waiting on Gallery budget - Jaccii &
Juliet to complete.  AGM is almost here.

6.7

The Committee needs to vote on the transfer of funds for the 2021-2022 financial year into the Sinking Fund. Recommended total amount from the last 
Seymour Consulting Report is $12,500 for Benowa and $10,710 for Mudgeeraba. A total of $26,210 needs to be transferred into the sinking fund accounts 
from the business cheque account. If the vote is recorded in the minutes I can go ahead and action it. There is adequate funds in the cheque account.
Cate second the motion.  Unamimous.  Motion Passed

Committee to VOTE MOTION PASSED

For the committees information I have made a complaint to the auditors regarding the level of service we received both last year and to date this year. 
I am hopeful after a chat with them that we will be right to have our AGM in August as normally scheduled not having to postpone.

AGM has been changed to September.

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Responsible Status

7.1

Asbestos inspection arranged via GCCC, existing report did not show asbestos except in toilet area, however new inspector insisted surfaces be retested. 
Currently awaiting formal report, however he did inform me that there were multiple sheets of asbestos intermixed with Masonite. 
I have taken photographs of the indicated areas to place signage.
Juliet to make signs to warn of asbestos; to be glued on, not nailed in.

Juliet to create signs

Remove from Agenda
once Juliet completes.
Juliet waiting on report from
Council to put up signs

7.3 Gallery power points to be checked in Gallery.  Add in powerpoint into the Studio to house the Security Camera on separate point so it doesn't get switched off. Wendy Lane
8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

6 new members                                        

8.1 Emma Micklewright - Classes with Michael Term 3 2022 : Workshops

8.2 Lisa Teague - Classes with Michael Term 3 2022: Exhibit in Gallery, Exhibit at Markets, Workshops

8.3 Kym Oneto - Classes with Michael Term 3 2022: Volunteer, Workshops

8.4 Rhonda Ellsmore - Classes with Jo Term 3 2022: Exhibit in Gallery, Exhibit at Markets, Hire a Kiln, Workshops

8.5 Itekitar Mazid - not known to anyone - wnats to exhibit at Market, Volunteer, Workshops

8.6 Aeisha Gillen - Classes with Jo from Term 2 2022: Become a keyholder, Workshops

8.7
Send all new members (Last week of Term)  how to become a keyholoder so the process is started earlier
Dani sends this out when they first become a Member.  Do they need reminding?  Yes, if we want more key holder members. Dani Dani to send email out

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

Nothing to report
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9.1

Free Member's Demonstration 17th July 4 - 5:30pm
Michael Jones: 
Book link details: to save missing out: 
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGI

Jaccii to contact Michael to
do this month's Demo

Teachers Reps to contact Teachers
for their preferred month and
type of Demo to be presented

9.2

2 day Workshop"Sumptuous Surfaces"
with Shannon Garson at Benowa
20th & 21st August 9am - 4pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGR
If you would like the detailed information brochure please email Jaccii events@goldcoastpotters.com

Members Instagram page - suggested
by Jaccii
Cate suggested QR Code via text message
for each Members Demo

9.3

Wheel Throwing Clinic Workshop
with Michaela Kloeckner 
18th September 9:30am - 3:30pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGL

9.4

Free Member's Demonstration 11th September 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Booking link details
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGW

9.5

Free Member's Demonstration 9th October 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGX

9.6

Free Member's Demonstration 13th November 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGZ

10.0 Gallery Report  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

We welcomed a new member this week to the gallery - Wendy Lane. Her beautiful work is now on display. 
With Spring market approaching Gallery members meeting is on the 30th of July and we are looking forward to market day.
A date for library removal is needed soon as these plinths will be delivered once finished. The working bee date will be set for painting and clean out of back room 
after library removed.  Also the question of fridges swap. A bar fridge size is ideal for the gallery.

10.1

Nicole Barrett requests the committee approval to proceed with investigating opportunity of obtaining QLD Community Sustainability Action Grant 
($50,000) which is applicable for the protection and restoration of heritage buildings that create community environments - Gallery fits the criteria. 
This could be used for maintenance issues in the gallery.
OUTCOME: Nicole to investigate and do proposal and present to Grants committee prior to being submitted

Nicole Barrett and Di Neumann
Nicole is gathering info for grant app.
Next intake for applications for this
grant is September

The council & heritage board must be
in agreeance with any restoration
works, due to the historic nature
of the bulding

10.2

IDEA: Larger Plynths could be built with a hinged door for storage of catering equipment and excess gallery equipment; 
what would be the budget for this and any objections?
20.06: Have organised a quote from Mens Shed, waiting on further information with sizing and material cost options.
 Quote from Men's shed is $100 donation for ALL three large storage plinths with discreet door. Juliet approved the expense. These are currently being made 
from donated recycled materials. We will have to paint these ourselves. For the items such as brooms and cleaning supplies a storage cupboard/pantry 
style will needed to be purchase. Will find prices for one these. This will clear the back room to be open to the public display.

no objections
In progress

11.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

Class advertising has finished which is great and now we Karin and I will be on to advertising the Spring Market. I have started the organisation of the 
Spring Markets with a timeline, sending emails & checking enquires and applications as they come in. I will have handed the organisation of the Markets 
over to the Market Committee at a meeting I have organised by the time this meeting has occurred.

11.1 WIX - move Gallery Website to Wix - YES
20.06: Toni and Di have started this, Kirsten Farr unable to work on this project at this time.

Toni and
Di Neuman To be completed

11.2

I am in the process of creating a procedure for Teachers, Gallery and Committee Members on how to Share Posts to Story’s. 
Once I have provided this can everyone start sharing our posts especially from the Gallery to try and get our name out there. 
If members can do this too that would be really helpful. We have a new Instagram Account so if you haven’t already can you please follow it 
@postoffice_galleryInstagram & Facebook linked
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11.3 I have drafted an email in Mailchimp to go out to Members for Volunteer Sub Committee positions. Merrilyn & Toni
Completed
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

11.4 Does our WH&S plan and Covid plan need to be on the website? The current links do not have documents attached and I would like Kirstin to remove them. 
Does there need to be a Covid Plan Revision? Remove from Website

11.5 Covid - I have created a document that has the current relevant Covid Information. I have reviewed some of our document that need to be amended to reflect this. 
Are Key Holders and Students now able to use the tools etc at the studio now the Covid restrictions do not apply. 

11.6 Just letting you know I think the entry into Benowa Studio opposite to the steps is a bit of a hazard. With my knee I have had to be so careful coming out of there 
onto those rubber mats. If that is supposed to be a disabled entry and exit it is not that great. Juliet and Wendy Need to do a risk assessment

12.0 Teachers Representative, Benowa - Michael Jones Responsible Status

We are quite few classes down this term . Tuesday morning , Wednesday morning Thursday evening and Saturday morning all at Benowa are nut up and running.
We need to look at some publicity measure to try and build them up again . The loss of 4 classes is a substantial loss of income for the association.
Kyong seems to be managing well with her class at Benowa. I will keep in touch with wherever the term.
I have almost finished the fence repairs . It was a bigger job than I first thought . I will report on that at the meeting.

Cate to email John & then 
inform Committee if motion 
to be put forward

12.1

Students Showcase - 19th November - Sculptors Gallery
Students to nominate categories for Awards
Students are voting on the nominations
Each Student to have a table and may sell.  Gallery will be open; Juliet will keep this open to match the Showcase hours? Jo and Michael

This is a private function and does
not need to be advertised. CHECK AT
TEACHERS MEETING

12.2

John's Retirement Recognition: Cate moved a motion that the Association offers to purchase a piece of Johns work ($worth tbc) in Benowa as recognition 
of his retirement - will need committee approval to move forward. 
Cate will make approach to John by email. Jo Mackenzie has tried unsuccessfully to contact John to date

Cate approached John and John is
responding via email. 18.07: No response
as yet

13.0 Teachers Representative, Mudgeeraba - Jo MacKenzie Responsible Status

Nothing to report

13.1

Ceramic book and magazine drive. 
Teacher Jo Mackenzie is also a Lismore TAFE student. They recently lost the most amazing ceramic library in the floods. Jo is co-ordinating with the 
Lismore librarian to bring in any donated ceramics books, journals and magazines. If agreeable I would like to pick a time period, and allow drop offs 
at the Mudgeeraba, Benowa studios and the gallery. It would also be great if the association could help me promote this amongst the members. 
I would then transport all the books down to Lismore. 

Jo Mackenzie

Jo to organise last date for drop off
to Benowa Gallery (last Sat in July)

14.0 Grants Team Report - Helen Crandall Responsible Status

14.1
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely Grants Team Apply for grant

14.2 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.3 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds.  MICHAEL advised that Contractors need to dump their ashpalt somewhere; if no Grant, ring around these people Grants Team Apply for grant

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status

15.1 How Teachers are hired by the Assocation needs to be discussed, motion placed and then to go into the AGM to be added to the Constitution.
TEACHERS TO DISCUSS AT TEACHERS 
MEETING

15.4 Adding in two Sub Committee roles do go under the Media Position; Publicity Gallery Officer and Publicity Mailchimp officer Toni

15.5 Nan's husband died on Sunday.  Cate organising flowers, waiting on Liz to give an address. Cate

15.6 Booking the Studio - remove the Booking Officer requirement. Members can book into sheet themselves.   Code will be in sheet under each month Merrilyn Email Sandy with update

15.7 Cate to set up Zoom with GCPApres@gmail.com. Jaccii Jaccii to send Cate liink for Teachers meeting

16.0 NEXT MEETING DATES - Committee  meeting 15th August & AGM date changed to 19th September

17.0 Meeting closed at 6:14pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 

MONDAY June 20th 2022
VENUE: Benowa Sculptors Studio

  TIME: 5:30pm 
   

Date: 20.06.2022 Time: 17:36 Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Merrilyn Townhill
Tobina Sharp

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0

Attendance 
and 
Apologies

Attendees: Cate White, Juliet Van Oirschot, Toni Prinsse, Danielle Clarke, Tobina Sharp
Via Zoom:  Merrilyn Townhill, Jacci Turnbull

Apologies (and reason): 

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted: Cate White
Seconded: Juliet Van Oirschot

3.0 INWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

Inward 1: Email from Wendy Lane to do the Facilites & Maintenance role and is in the process to do a handover with Juliet.
Thank you Wendy - we appreciate you taking on this role - it has been vacant for a little while.

Juliet
Merrilyn

In progress
Gmail to be set up for this role

Inward 2:  Need to discuss the clay prices again as they are a lot more volatile than they used to be and prices are going up from one month to the next.
Is there any way we can receive an auto updated price list from Picassos as we have to ask each time we see an increase? 
New prices emailed to everyone on 11.06.2022.  OUTCOME:  The prices will flucuate depending on what the GCPA pays after Juliet reconciles the invoices.

Juliet
Merrilyn

Juliet to update sheet, print
and Laminate

Inward 3: The application for Canva NFP has been accepted.  Well done Toni for getting this across the line.  Please accept the invite and log in. REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA
OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

No outward correspondence

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1

The ''Gold Coast Show Arts Committee'' would like to invite GCPA members to be part of their exhibition to be held over the weekend of 26th to 28th August.  
Entries close on Friday 5th August and Bring-in-day for entries is Monday 22nd August between the hours of 1.00pm to 6.00pm.  
Members are invited to demonstrate for us and display and sell their pottery during the weekend. 
Pick up day is Monday 29th August from 8.00am to 11.00am. 

Would we be willing to donate a prize?  Cate moved a motion: GCPA to donate a $100 gift voucher to class 513 Pottery.  Seconded by Merrilyn  Unamimous

We can have a stand for one day only or for whole duration: going to Teachers Meeting 14th June and to Gallery Members to see if there is any interest

Cate In progress

4.2
Michael emailed regarding Future Class Structure and making changes as per discussion at last Committee Meeting
A great time to change.  We need to pull in through our own circles.  Could move to 5 week programmes.  Grow our Teachers out of our classes.
New class structure has been sent to Teachers and Committee and this is under review for a 2023 start                                                       Michael/ Juliet

In review and will be finalised by end of
Term 3 to advertise ready for 2023

4.3 Volunteer Form to be created and replace what is currently (outdated) on the website Merrilyn
Completed
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

4.4

A template email needs to be written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Puls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc).  Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member.  They then can be asked to exhibit in the 
Gallery.  Similar letter to be drafted by Gallery Convenor to invite prominent members to Exhibit.
Discuss what is to be offered to these Exhibitors.

Need to approach prominent artists & offer gallery space with 20% commission. Develop an agreement which includes insurance -Cate & Juliet

Cate/Juliet

Di Neuman

Draft template email

Draft invitation letter
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4.6

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Any maintenance and repairs to come out of Sinking fund not General Funds.  Any larger jobs ie Paving; apply for a Grant.  
If Grant unsuccessful then consider using Sinking Fund monies.
A quote has been provided to update the Sinking Fund Report - Juliet to supply
Juliet motioned to go ahead with quote. Seconded by Cate to pay for the quote.  Unaminous
Seymore consultants have been given financials & will get back in due course

Sculptors taking to their committee
Juliet to go ahead with quote
to update the Sinking Fund Report
Juliet waiting on reply

4.7

Christmas market at Mudgeeraba- see previous Agenda for full email trail.
There are over 140 members and only 40 tables at Benowa.  Mudgeeraba has double the capacity.
If Gallery Members want to do Saturday/Sunday during December and hold a twightlight Market, they are more than welcome.
Gallery Members need to manage this to make it happen.  Gallery members need to share the posts to help Marketing.   
Gallery Members are more than welcome to do their own Market at Benowa if they liaise with the Market Convenor.
It was agreed at last Teachers Meeting to hold a Student Exhibition in the Sculptors Room; perhaps open the Gallery at same time.

Cate to organise liasiing with the Community Organisations within the area and turn the Christmas Market into a Community project.
Parking Plan needed.  Get other Community Organisations involved

Jaccii to email a response to the 
Gallery members.

Cate will send email to Cncl Tozer
and visit him at his new offices in
Mudgeeraba In progress

4.8
Regarding the Kiln from previous minutes.

Protocol for firing; there should be at least one cone in the kiln

Porsche to type up a sheet on how
to load the kiln correctly and place 
next to KILNS so better results are 
gained  - PORSCHE
Instead of labelling a Cone 6, 
label as Cone 5/6 - PORSCHE In progress

4.9

NEW KILN FIRING HIRE FEES:  (see attached proposal)
It is proposed that once this has been voted on during the May 2022 general meeting, cost increases will be implemented directly after that meeting. 
Any current bookings in the pipeline will be honoured at the price they were when booked and paid for but new bookings will be at the increased costs.
Cate MOTIONED to increase Kiln Fees.  Juliet seconded.  Unanimous.  New pricing to start at start of June.   Anyone currently booked in stays at the old
pricing for that pre-booked firing                                                   Costs & Fees going up 1st June Effective 1st June

Merrilyn update sheet with new prices
and print

4.10 REMINDER: Need to send an email with the financial justification prior to the end of 2021/22 financial year to current members along with their renewal
invoice. Membership has increased from $60 to $80 as per motion passed in previous meeting and will increase by 5% per annum.  

Juliet emailed Dani with the letter to
go with invoice on 5.04.2021

Dani has completed.
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

4.11
ONLINE LIBRARY CATALOGUES for Benowa and Mudgeeraba
20.06: Merrilyn has set up the templates in Google and Paula Fraser, our Benowa Librarian is heading up a lovely group of volunteers to transfer the books into
the online catalogue.                                          

Below volunteers to help Paula transfer:
1. Porsche
2. Debby Morris
3. Merrilyn
4. Tobina

Paula is in Gallery on 2nd & 3rd July
photographing book covers.
Can any volunteers help on these days?

4.12
FUND RAISING CALENDAR:  A risque calendar of Males & Females to be ready by the Spring Market.  
50% donated to Ovarian Cancer and 50% to Prostate cancer.  
We have the backing of Councillor Brooke Patterson.  We need a small group of Volunteers to help with the project.                                        

Cate
Porsche organise photographer In progress

4.13

KILN WORKSHOP: Can we set a date for a Kiln Workshop?  New Members are starting to ask about doing the Workshop so they can book kiln/ become a Keyholder. 
Kiln Workshops to be conducted quarterly.
Cost for Kiln Workshops - to recognise & compensate for time & cost of workshop.  
A motion was moved by Cate to set Kiln Workshop fees to be: Members fee $50; non member fee $100; if cancel under 7 days; do not get a refund. 
Seconded by Juliet - Unanimous - Motion Passed.
To offset hours needed to do supervised firings by Teacher (Porsche) on top of completing the Workshop a motion was moved that Teacher gets renumerated
for the supervised firings.  Workshop Facilitor payment increased from $300 to $350 and Facilitator to do supervised firings whenever they teach a class
by supervising pre and post class times.  Facilitator may ask other Teachers to do a supervised loading pre/post the Teachers class time/s
Seconded by Juliet.  Unanimous - Motion Passed. Porsche & Jaccii

MOTION PASSED

Kiln workshop completed 12/06
Quarterly Kiln workshops  - 
next date is 7th August

MOTION PASSED

4.14

Gallery back room needs sorting out so that access can be cleared and used through the Ambulent Access Door.  Volunteers for this please?
Di to pick a Sunday date.  Need around 4 Volunteers to help move things around.
Suggestion to swap fridges around - any objections?  This will give us more room; potentially 4-5 more members exhibiting in the back room.
20.06: Waiting on quotes for the new storage plinths before arranging working bee. Currently back door can be opened for access. 
             Also require a date to move library.                                                Di to set date
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4.15
Would like to create a WEBSITE CHANGES Sheet so that Kirstin can just be given a list of tasks at the beginning of the each week to change, instead of
many different emails from many people.  I think we would keep a person in this role longer if it is managed better.                                        
Get in touch with Kirsten  Farr to be made aware - Merrilyn setting up sheet. MT will ring every week & then email & remind Merrilyn In progress

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status

Hello Members,
Another busy month for the association. Community clay on Sunday is going well, have you popped in yet? We have had some fantastic workshops and members 
demos, with more to come. 
Kyong is on the mend and up and about hopefully she will be ready to start teaching her class again. 
We have had a couple of substitute teachers for term 2 filling in for Kyong, thank you Boop and Lynda.  

Sadly, John has decided to resign after many years teaching and putting in volunteer hours we wish him well. 

Our volunteer high tea was well attended, and everyone enjoyed the opportunity to catch up and talk mud. 

We have been asked to participate in the Gold Coast show, there are 3 categories you can enter, anyone wanting to enter can let us know and we will send 
the application forms. 

We have 2 meetings left until the AGM so get your nominations in. The roles up for nomination are President, Events and workshops, Publicity and Media, 
Grants; if any of these sound like you let us know.  Nomination Forms are attached to these minutes in the MailChimp.
Stay muddy Cate

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - 31st MAY 2022 Responsible Status

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at 1st May 2022 $97,629.15 $97,629.15

Plus Credits $14,520.86 $14,520.86

Less Debits $5,308.86 -$5,308.86

Plus interest (FYTD $51.69)

Balance as per bank statement at 31st2022 $106,841.15 $106,841.15

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at March 28 2022 $17,823.36 $17,823.36

Plus Credits $0.73 $0.73

Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $4.46)

Balance as per bank statement at 28 April 2022 $17,824.09 $17,824.09

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17 January 2022 (latest statement) $89,807.96 $89,807.96
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest

Balance as per bank statement at 17th January 2022 $89,807.96 $89,807.96
Total Funds at April 30 2022 $214,473.20 $214,473.20

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) $107,632.05 -$107,632.05

Available capital $106,841.15 $106,841.15

Bank statements are available on request.

6.1
Contacting Treasury: accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
Copies of all Invoices: xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

6.2
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed 
by the President, Secretary and/or Treasurer.                
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6.3
INCOME - The month of May sees the payment of the remainder of teachers increased rental payments for Term 2 and a resumption of normal income and 
expenditure. The income of $14,520 was comprised predominantly of kiln hire of $832, including a $200 deposit, teachers rent of $7350, 
$2155 from the Society of Sculptors for outstsnding accounts, and the remaining income of $4352 from card sales either at the gallery or in class.                 

6.4
EXPENDITURE - Our expenditure of $5309 was comprised predominantly of combined repairs and maintenance to property and equipment $799, gas $95, 
card fees $213, Printing of new brochures $297,  Workshop fees $600, Materials from Picasso’s $1360, Gallery sales $1420, 
finally we renewed our membership of TACA at a cost of $150.                

6.5

The City recently completed the annual Residual Current Device (RCD) operational testing (operating time / current test) at your ?  leased facility. 
Please find attached electrical report which requires the clubs action.  Within the next 60days, can you please engage your licensed electrician to complete 
the recommended actions.
6000190152
Findings - Top hinge bracket has fallen off, Possible entry points to vermin
Recommendations – repair switchboard door hinge. Seal holes in switchboard
Please send the electrical compliance certificate as evidence as soon as works completed Juliet Wendy to complete

6.6

DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2022.
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer.
Juliet offered to meet with Jaccii and help prepare budgets together

Juliet
Waiting on Events & Markets budget
Waiting on Gallery budget - Jaccii &
Juliet

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Responsible Status

7.1

Asbestos inspection arranged via GCCC, existing report did not show asbestos except in toilet area, however new inspector insisted surfaces be retested. 
Currently awaiting formal report, however he did inform me that there were multiple sheets of asbestos intermixed with Masonite. 
I have taken photographs of the indicated areas to place signage.
Juliet to make signs to warn of asbestos; to be glued on, not nailed in.

Juliet to create signs

Remove from Agenda
once Juliet completes.
Juliet waiting on report from
Council to put up signs

7.2
Fence at Benowa from Mango tree to end of street (Cararra Street) Quote for $8,000 to stabilise (to make good as it is). Need to get 2 more quotes. 
In the meantime can we place star pickets on the Potters side against the post.   Michael to assess the fence and fix it to make safe

Michael is assessing fence and has
offered to do repairs where needed

7.3 Gallery power points to be checked in Gallery.  Add in powerpoint into the Studio to house the Security Camera on separate point so it doesn't get switched off. Wendy Lane
8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

Nothing to report.
Two members to vote in:                                        

8.1 Ruth Berry - 1 Term in Kyongs Class: Become a Keyholder | Volunteer | Workshops voted in 

8.2 Rowena Grice - 1.5 years, currently in Porsche's Class: Becom a keyholder | Hire Kiln | Volunteer | Workshops voted in 

8.3
Send all new members (Last week of Term)  how to become a keyholoder so the process is started earlier
Dani sends this out when they first become a Member.  Do they need reminding?  Yes, if we want more key holder members. Dani Dani to send email out

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

Nothing to report

9.1

Free Member's Demonstration 17th July 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed) 
Book link details: to save missing out: 
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGI

Jaccii to contact Michael to
do this month's Demo

Teachers Reps to contact Teachers
for their preferred month and
type of Demo to be presented

9.2

2 day Workshop"Sumptuous Surfaces"
with Shannon Garson at Benowa
20th & 21st August 9am - 4pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGR
If you would like the detailed information brochure please email Jaccii events@goldcoastpotters.com

9.3

Wheel Throwing Clinic Workshop
with Michaela Kloeckner 
18th September 9:30am - 3:30pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGL
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9.4

Free Member's Demonstration 11th September 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Booking link details
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGW

9.5

Free Member's Demonstration 9th October 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGX

9.6

Free Member's Demonstration 13th November 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGZ

10.0 Gallery Report  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

Nothing to report

10.1

Nicole Barrett requests the committee approval to proceed with investigating opportunity of obtaining QLD Community Sustainability Action Grant 
($50,000) which is applicable for the protection and restoration of heritage buildings that create community environments - Gallery fits the criteria. 
This could be used for maintenance issues in the gallery.
OUTCOME: Nicole to investigate and do proposal and present to Grants committee prior to being submitted

Nicole Barrett and Di Neumann
Nicole is gathering info for grant app.
Next intake for applications for this
grant is September

The council & heritage board must be
in agreeance with any restoration
works, due to the historic nature
of the bulding

10.2
IDEA: Larger Plynths could be built with a hinged door for storage of catering equipment and excess gallery equipment; 
what would be the budget for this and any objections?
20.06: Have organised a quote from Mens Shed, waiting on further information with sizing and material cost options.

Di to contact ASHMORE MEN SHED
and ask for a quote or donation of
the plynths

no objections
In progress

11.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

Canva Not For Profit Account Approved
Canva has approved our free subscription due to us being a NFP. We can have 10 users on this account. We need to make sure the users use their pottery 
emails to join to ensure easy transfer when roles are changed. I have invited the 5 Committee members and the Publicity Assistant. 
I think the Gallery Manager and Website Manager should also have Access to this. I would like to use one of the spots for when the Gallery Social Media Assistant 
comes on board, a new GCPA gmail address will need to be created for this role then.
Gallery Website
Di Neuman has taken over the creation of the new Gallery website from Kirstin Farr. We will be getting together to make some decisions on layout and colour etc.
Registration of Gallery Name with ASIC
I have had issues trying to register the gallery name. Di will meet with me and help me to do this.
I have not been able to link our Gallery Facebook Page to the Gallery Instagram Page.
From our records and advice from Lynette Rogers, Katy Mitchel is the one who setup our Facebook Pages. The Gallery Facebook Page is Owned by a 
Business Account called Gold Coast Potters Association, this is different to the GCPA FB Page. I need to get permission from the Owner of the FB Business Account 
to be a Business Admin so I can link the Gallery Page to Instagram. I have emailed Katy Mitchell regarding she does not have this information. 
I have sent permission requests to the Owner of the old Gold Coast Potters Association Business Account through Facebook several times but have not 
had a response. Unfortunately due to privacy Facebook does not provide who is the Owner of the Business Account. Facebook does not have anywhere to contact 
them about this, just help pages. 

Lynette Rogers, Anne Mossman and Nicci Morgan our Previous Publicity Coordinators do not have access to this Business account.
I have created a new Facebook Business Account for the Gold Coast Potters Association that I have Ownership of. I have been able to take the Ownership 
of the GCPA Facebook page from Nicci Morgan. At the moment I am posting separately to instagram and Facebook. 
The last resort will be to create a new Facebook Gallery Page.  Toni to contact ? Ally

11.1 WIX - move Gallery Website to Wix - YES
20.06: Toni and Di have started this, Kirsten Farr unable to work on this project at this time.

Kirstin Farr & 
Di Neuman To be completed

11.2
I am in the process of creating a procedure for Teachers, Gallery and Committee Members on how to Share Posts to Story’s. 
Once I have provided this can everyone start sharing our posts especially from the Gallery to try and get our name out there. 
If members can do this too that would be really helpful. We have a new Instagram Account so if you haven’t already can you please follow it @postoffice_galleryInstagram & Facebook linked

11.3 I have drafted an email in Mailchimp to go out to Members for Volunteer Sub Committee positions. Merrilyn & Toni

11.4 As I am stepping down at the AGM, I would like two new volunteers, one to take over the Gallery Social Media and the other to take over the Mailchimp
Newsletter and Maintenance of student emails.  These two roles will make it easier for the next person who takes over this position.
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11.5 Covid - I have created a document that has the current relevant Covid Information. I have reviewed some of our document that need to be amended to reflect this. 
Are Key Holders and Students now able to use the tools etc at the studio now the Covid restrictions do not apply. 

11.6 Pottery Wheels For Hire - is there more room to store them at Mudgeeraba downstairs rather than Benowa Kiln room?
Can be moved to Mudgeerabah for storage REMOVE from next Agenda

11.7 Teachers, it is coming up to end of term so don’t forget to email Karin and I if you need classes advertised. All Teachers REMOVE from next Agenda

12.0 Teachers Representative, Benowa - Michael Jones Responsible Status

Nothing to report - 
John's Retirement Recognition: Cate moved a motion that the Association offers to purchase a piece of Johns work ($worth tbc) in Benowa as recognition 
of his retirement - will need committee approval to move forward. 
Cate will make approach to John by email. Jo Mackenzie has tried unsuccessfully to contact John to date

Cate to email John & then 
inform Committee if motion 
to be put forward

12.1

Students Showcase - 19th November - Sculptors Gallery
Students to nominate categories for Awards
Students are voting on the nominations
Each Student to have a table and may sell.  Gallery will be open; Juliet will keep this open to match the Showcase hours?

13.0 Teachers Representative, Mudgeeraba - Jo MacKenzie Responsible Status

- all classes going well
- a number of facilities and maintenance problems that are being dealt with by Wendy and Juliet - thank you. 
- Teachers looking forward to Raku training with Lynda next term and welcoming Kyong back to classes. 

13.1

Ceramic book and magazine drive. 
Teacher Jo Mackenzie is also a Lismore TAFE student. They recently lost the most amazing ceramic library in the floods. Jo is co-ordinating with the 
Lismore librarian to bring in any donated ceramics books, journals and magazines. If agreeable I would like to pick a time period, and allow drop offs 
at the Mudgeeraba, Benowa studios and the gallery. It would also be great if the association could help me promote this amongst the members. 
I would then transport all the books down to Lismore. 

Jo Mackenzie

Jo to organise last date for drop off
to Benowa Gallery (last Sat in July)

13.2 Lynda Lehmann will be running the Raku Firing Course for teachers - to be part of Teacher progress development. Michael to organise REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

14.0 Grants Team Report - Helen Crandall Responsible Status

Nothing to report

14.1
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely Grants Team Apply for grant

14.2 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.3 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds.  MICHAEL advised that Contractors need to dump their ashpalt somewhere; if no Grant, ring around these people Grants Team Apply for grant

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status

15.1

Dani estimate $724.43

Dani would like to motion to have a new lock and set of keys.  
Quote from Access Hardware to supply new padlock with 20 keys = $622.51 (see above) 2 padlocks and 20 keys= $724.43
Seconded by  Dani.   Unanimous.  Motion passed. Dani Motion passed
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15.2 Dani moved motion that a paid 'Keyholder' Kiln Firing you are responsible for the firing if you hire - but you are responsible for other  people work that is being fired.  
Which means you can fill the kiln with whatever work you want to fire. Seconded by Cate. 5 for and 1 against - Motion passed

Cate to review and edit
Cate to send document to Porsche Motion passed

15.3
Motion made by Dani to remove limit of 3 Kiln firings provided there is no wait list. 
Committee members to pay full price on fourth firing and any subsequent firing thereafter.
Seconded by Juliette. No objections - Motion passed 

Cate to add into Kiln Procedures
Then send to Porsche Motion passed

15.4 Insurance to be paid - no further quotes to be obtained. Juliet

15.5

Kyong wants to replace herself with a new Teacher.
1) No current contract with GCPA
2) Already a teacher in place; why change to new teacher?
Draft an email to Kyong Send to Executive Committee Members to be approved and then forward to Kyong Cate

Completed
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

16.0 NEXT MEETING DATES - Committee  meeting 18th July & AGM 15th August 2022

17.0 Meeting closed at 6:45pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE MEETING AGENDA

MONDAY June 20th 2022
VENUE: Benowa Sculptors Studio

  TIME: 5:30pm 
   

Date: 20.06.2022 Time: Chair:
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0

Attendance 
and 
Apologies

Attendees:
Via Zoom:  

Apologies (and reason): 

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted: 
Seconded: 

3.0 INWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

Inward 1: Email from Wendy Lane to do the Facilites & Maintenance role and is in the process to do a handover with Juliet.
Thank you Wendy - we appreciate you taking on this role - it has been vacant for a little while.

Juliet
Merrilyn

In progress
Gmail to be set up for this role

Inward 2:  Need to discuss the clay prices again as they are a lot more volatile than they used to be and prices are going up from one month to the next.
Is there any way we can receive an auto updated price list from Picassos as we have to ask each time we see an increase? New prices emailed to everyone
on 11.06.2022.  
OUTCOME:

Inward 3: The application for Canva NFP has been accepted.  Well done Toni for getting this across the line.  Please accept the invite and log in.

OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1

The Gold Coast Show Arts Committee would like to invite your members to be part of our exhibition to be held over the weekend of 26th to 28th August.  
Entries close on Friday 5th August and bring in day for entries is Monday 22nd August between the hours of 1.00pm to 6.00pm.  
We would also like to invite your members to demonstrate for us and display and sell your pottery during the weekend. 
Pick up day is Monday 29th August from 8.00am to 11.00am. 

Would we be willing to donate a prize.  Cate moved a motion: GCPA to donate a $100 gift voucher to class 513 Pottery.  Seconded by Merrilyn  Unamimous

We can have a stand for one day only or for whole duration: going to Teachers Meeting 14th June and to Gallery Members to see if there is any interest

Cate Cate has emailed Bev.
Waiting on a reply

4.2
Michael emailed regarding Future Class Structure and making changes as per discussion at last Committee Meeting
A great time to change.  We need to pull in through our own circles.  Could move to 5 week programmes.  Grow our Teachers out of our classes.
New class structure has been sent to Teachers and Committee and this is under review for a 2023 start                                                       Michael/ Juliet In progress

4.3
Volunteer Form to be created and replace what is currently (outdated) on the website Merrilyn

Toni has updated current form
Toni to send to be updated on website
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

4.4

A template email needs to be written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Sam Lynton-Jones, Megan Puls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc.  Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member.  They then be asked to exhibit in the 
Gallery.  Similar letter to be drafted by Gallery Convenor to invite prominent members to Exhibit.
Discuss what is to be offered to these Exhibitors.

Cate/Juliet

Di Neuman

Draft template email

Draft invitation letter
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4.6

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Any maintenance and repairs to come out of Sinking fund not General Funds.  Any larger jobs ie Paving; apply for a Grant.  
If Grant unsuccessful then consider using Sinking Fund monies.
A quote has been provided to update the Sinking Fund Report - Juliet to supply
Juliet motioned to go ahead with quote. Seconded by Cate to pay for the quote.  Unaminous

Sculptors taking to their committee
Juliet to go ahead with quote
to update the Sinking Fund Report
Juliet waiting on reply

4.7

Christmas market at Mudgeeraba- see previous Agenda for full email trail.
There are over 140 members and only 40 tables at Benowa.  Mudgeeraba has double the capacity.
If Gallery Members want to do Saturday/Sunday during Decemberand hold a twightlight Market, they are more than welcome.
Gallery Members need to manage this to make it happen.  Gallery members need to share the posts to help Marketing.   
Gallery Members are more than welcome to do their own Market at Benowa if they liaise with the Market Convenor.
It was agreed at last Teachers Meeting to hold a Student Exhibition in the Sculptors Room; perhaps open the Gallery at same time. Jaccii to respond via email

4.8
Regarding the Kiln from previous minutes.

Protocol for firing; there should be at least one cone in the kiln

Porsche to type up a sheet on how
to load the kiln correctly and place 
next to KILNS so better results are 
gained  - PORSCHE

Instead of labelling a Cone 6, 
label as Cone 5/6 - PORSCHE

4.9

NEW KILN FIRING HIRE FEES:  (see attached proposal)
It is proposed that once this has been voted on during the May 2022 general meeting, cost increases will be implemented directly after that meeting. 
Any current bookings in the pipeline will be honoured at the price they were when booked and paid for but new bookings will be at the increased costs.
Cate MOTIONED to increase Kiln Fees.  Juliet seconded.  Unanimous.  New pricing to start at start of July.  Anyone currently booked in stays at the old
pricing for that pre-booked firing                                                   Effective 1st J

Merrilyn update sheet with new prices
and print

4.10 REMINDER: Need to send an email with the financial justification prior to the end of 2021/22 financial year to current members along with their renewal
invoice. Membership has increased from $60 to $80 as per motion passed in previous meeting and will increase by 5% per annum.  

Juliet emailed Dani with the letter to
go with invoice on 5.04.2021 Dani to send letter with invoice

4.11
ONLINE LIBRARY CATALOGUES for Benowa and Mudgeeraba
Merrilyn has set up the templates in Google and Paula Fraser, our Benowa Librarian is heading up a lovely group of volunteers to transfer the books into
the online catalogue.                                          

Below volunteers to help Paula transfer:
1. Porsche
2. Debby Morris
3. Merrilyn
4. Tobina

4.12
FUND RAISING CALENDAR:  A risque calendar of Males & Females to be ready by the Spring Market.  
50% donated to Ovarian Cancer and 50% to Prostate cancer.  We have the backing of Councillor Brooke Patterson.  We need a small group of Volunteers
to help with the project.                                                    

Cate
Porsche organise photographer

4.13 Can we set a date for a Kiln Workshop?  New Members are starting to ask about doing the Workshop so they can book kiln/ become a Keyholder. Porsche & Jaccii

4.14

Gallery back room needs sorting out so that access can be cleared and used through the Ambulent Access Door.  Volunteers for this please?
Di to pick a Sunday date.  Need around 4 Volunteers to help move things around.
Suggestion to swap fridges around - any objections?  This will give us more room; potentially 4-5 more members exhibiting in the back room.
20.06: Waiting on quotes for the new storage plinths before arranging working bee. Currently back door can be opened for access. 
             Also require a date to move library.                                                Di to set date

Paula Fraser is photographing
the books on 2nd & 3rd July.

4.15 Would like to create a WEBSITE CHANGES Sheet so that Kirstin can just be given a list of tasks at the beginning of the each week to change, instead of
many different emails from many people.  I think we would keep a person in this role longer if it is managed better. Merrilyn In progress

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status

Hello Members,

5.1
5.2
5.3
6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - 31st MAY 2022 Responsible Status
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Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at 1st May 2022 $97,629.15 $97,629.15

Plus Credits $14,520.86 $14,520.86

Less Debits $5,308.86 -$5,308.86

Plus interest (FYTD $51.69)

Balance as per bank statement at 31st2022 $106,841.15 $106,841.15

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at March 28 2022 $17,823.36 $17,823.36

Plus Credits $0.73 $0.73

Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $4.46)

Balance as per bank statement at 28 April 2022 $17,824.09 $17,824.09

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17 January 2022 (latest statement) $89,807.96 $89,807.96
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest

Balance as per bank statement at 17th January 2022 $89,807.96 $89,807.96
Total Funds at April 30 2022 $214,473.20 $214,473.20

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) $107,632.05 -$107,632.05

Available capital $106,841.15 $106,841.15

Bank statements are available on request.

6.1
Contacting Treasury: accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
Copies of all Invoices: xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

6.2
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed 
by the President, Secretary and/or Treasurer.                

6.3
INCOME - The month of May sees the payment of the remainder of teachers increased rental payments for Term 2 and a resumption of normal income and 
expenditure. The income of $14,520 was comprised predominantly of kiln hire of $832, including a $200 deposit, teachers rent of $7350, 
$2155 from the Society of Sculptors for outstsnding accounts, and the remaining income of $4352 from card sales either at the gallery or in class.                 

6.4
EXPENDITURE - Our expenditure of $5309 was comprised predominantly of combined repairs and maintenance to property and equipment $799, gas $95, 
card fees $213, Printing of new brochures $297,  Workshop fees $600, Materials from Picasso’s $1360, Gallery sales $1420, 
finally we renewed our membership of TACA at a cost of $150.                

6.5

The City recently completed the annual Residual Current Device (RCD) operational testing (operating time / current test) at your ?  leased facility. 
Please find attached electrical report which requires the clubs action.  Within the next 60days, can you please engage your licensed electrician to complete 
the recommended actions.
6000190152
Findings - Top hinge bracket has fallen off, Possible entry points to vermin
Recommendations – repair switchboard door hinge. Seal holes in switchboard
Please send the electrical compliance certificate as evidence as soon as works completed Juliet

6.6

DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2022.
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer.
Juliet offered to meet with Jaccii and help prepare budgets together

Juliet
Waiting on Events & Markets budget
Waiting on Gallery budget - Jaccii &
Juliet

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Responsible Status
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7.1

Asbestos inspection arranged via GCCC, existing report did not show asbestos except in toilet area, however new inspector insisted surfaces be retested. 
Currently awaiting formal report, however he did inform me that there were multiple sheets of asbestos intermixed with Masonite. 
I have taken photographs of the indicated areas to place signage.
Juliet to make signs to warn of asbestos; to be glued on, not nailed in.

Juliet to create signs

Remove from Agenda
once Juliet completes.
Juliet waiting on report from
Council to put up signs

7.2
Fence at Benowa from Mango tree to end of street (Cararra Street) Quote for $8,000 to stabilise (to make good as it is). Need to get 2 more quotes. 
In the meantime can we place star pickets on the Potters side against the post.   Michael to assess the fence and fix it to make safe Michael is assessing fence and has

offered to do repairs where needed

7.3
Gallery power points to be checked in Gallery.  Add in powerpoint into the Studio to house the Security Camera on separate point so it doesn't get switched off.

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

Nothing to report.
Two members to vote in:                                        

8.1 Ruth Berry - 1 Term in Kyongs Class: Become a Keyholder | Volunteer | Workshops

8.2 Rowena Grice - 1.5 years, currently in Porsche's Class: Becom a keyholder | Hire Kiln | Volunteer | Workshops

8.3 Send all new members (Last week of Term)  how to become a keyholoder so the process is started earlier Dani

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

Nothing to report

9.1

Free Member's Demonstration 17th July 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Book link details: to save missing out: 
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGI

9.2

2 day Workshop"Sumptuous Surfaces"
with Shannon Garson at Benowa
20th & 21st August 9am - 4pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGR
If you would like the detailed information brochure please email Jaccii events@goldcoastpotters.com

9.3

Wheel Throwing Clinic Workshop
with Michaela Kloeckner 
18th September 9:30am - 3:30pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGL

9.4

Free Member's Demonstration 11th September 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Booking link details
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGW

9.5

Free Member's Demonstration 9th October 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGX

9.6

Free Member's Demonstration 13th November 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGZ

10.0 Gallery Report  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

Nothing to report

10.1

Nicole Barrett requests the committee approval to proceed with investigating opportunity of obtaining QLD Community Sustainability Action Grant 
($50,000) which is applicable for the protection and restoration of heritage buildings that create community environments - Gallery fits the criteria. 
This could be used for maintenance issues in the gallery.
OUTCOME: Nicole to investigate and do proposal and present to Grants committee prior to being submitted

Nicole Barrett and Di Neumann
Nicole is gathering info for grant app.
Next intake for applications for this
grant is September

The council & heritage board must be
in agreeance with any restoration
works, due to the historic nature
of the bulding
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10.2
IDEA: Larger Plynths could be built with a hinged door for storage of catering equipment and excess gallery equipment; 
what would be the budget for this and any objections?
20.06: Have organised a quote from Mens Shed, waiting on further information with sizing and material cost options.

Di to contact ASHMORE MEN SHED
and ask for a quote or donation of
the plynths no objections

11.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

Canva Not For Profit Account Approved
Canva has approved our free subscription due to us being a NFP. We can have 10 users on this account. We need to make sure the users use their pottery 
emails to join to ensure easy transfer when roles are changed. I have invited the 5 Committee members and the Publicity Assistant. 
I think the Gallery Manager and Website Manager should also have Access to this. I would like to use one of the spots for when the Gallery Social Media Assistant 
comes on board, a new GCPA gmail address will need to be created for this role then.
Gallery Website
Di Neuman has taken over the creation of the new Gallery website from Kirstin Farr. We will be getting together to make some decisions on layout and colour etc.
Registration of Gallery Name with ASIC
I have had issues trying to register the gallery name. Di will meet with me and help me to do this.
I have not been able to link our Gallery Facebook Page to the Gallery Instagram Page.
From our records and advice from Lynette Rogers, Katy Mitchel is the one who setup our Facebook Pages. The Gallery Facebook Page is Owned by a 
Business Account called Gold Coast Potters Association, this is different to the GCPA FB Page. I need to get permission from the Owner of the FB Business Account 
to be a Business Admin so I can link the Gallery Page to Instagram. I have emailed Katy Mitchell regarding she does not have this information. 
I have sent permission requests to the Owner of the old Gold Coast Potters Association Business Account through Facebook several times but have not 
had a response. Unfortunately due to privacy Facebook does not provide who is the Owner of the Business Account. Facebook does not have anywhere to contact 
them about this, just help pages. 

Lynette Rogers, Anne Mossman and Nicci Morgan our Previous Publicity Coordinators do not have access to this Business account.
I have created a new Facebook Business Account for the Gold Coast Potters Association that I have Ownership of. I have been able to take the Ownership 
of the GCPA Facebook page from Nicci Morgan. At the moment I am posting separately to instagram and Facebook. 
The last resort will be to create a new Facebook Gallery Page.

Gallery Members: to step up to
help with the Marketing for the Gallery

TONI - to send email to Members
asking for a volunteer

11.1 WIX - move Gallery Website to Wix - YES
20.06: Toni and Di have started this, Kirsten Farr unable to work on this project at this time.

Kirstin Farr & 
Di Neuman To be completed

11.2
I am in the process of creating a procedure for Teachers, Gallery and Committee Members on how to Share Posts to Story’s. 
Once I have provided this can everyone start sharing our posts especially from the Gallery to try and get our name out there. 
If members can do this too that would be really helpful. We have a new Instagram Account so if you haven’t already can you please follow it @postoffice_gallery

11.3 I have drafted an email in Mailchimp to go out to Members for Volunteer Sub Committee positions.

11.4 As I am stepping down at the AGM, I would like two new volunteers, one to take over the Gallery Social Media and the other to take over the Mailchimp
Newsletter adn Maintenance of student emails.  These two roles will make it easier for the next person who takes over this position.

11.5 Covid - I have created a document that has the current relevant Covid Information. I have reviewed some of our document that need to be amended to reflect this. 
Are Key Holders and Students now able to use the tools etc at the studio now the Covid restrictions do not apply. 

11.6 Pottery Wheels For Hire - is there more room to store them at Mudgeeraba downstairs rather than Benowa Kiln room?.

11.7 Teachers, it is coming up to end of term so don’t forget to email Karin and I if you need classes advertised. All Teachers

12.0 Teachers Representative, Benowa - Michael Jones Responsible Status

Nothing to report

13.0 Teachers Representative, Mudgeeraba - Jo MacKenzie Responsible Status

Pay outside expert, ie Lynda or John for specific topic eg Raku firing and teachers pay 
participation fee and learn how to teach  these things to their students. 
This would benefit students, members (so we can run workshops), and therefore also expanding the knowledge base of the whole association.                                                 

13.1

Ceramic book and magazine drive. 
Teacher Jo Mackenzie is also a Lismore TAFE student. They recently lost the most amazing ceramic library in the floods. Jo is co-ordinating with the 
Lismore librarian to bring in any donated ceramics books, journals and magazines. If agreeable I would like to pick a time period, and allow drop offs 
at the Mudgeeraba, Benowa studios and the gallery. It would also be great if the association could help me promote this amongst the members. 
I would then transport all the books down to Lismore. 

Jo Mackenzie

Jo to organise last date for drop off
to Benowa Gallery

14.0 Grants Team Report - Helen Crandall Responsible Status
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Nothing to report

14.1
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely Grants Team Apply for grant

14.2 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.3 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds.  MICHAEL advised that Contractors need to dump their ashpalt somewhere; if no Grant, ring around these people Grants Team Apply for grant

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status

15.1

Dani would like to motion to have a new lock and set of keys.  
Quote from Access Hardware to supply new padlock with 20 keys = $622.51 (see above)
Seconded by  

15.2
15.3
15.4

16.0 NEXT MEETING DATES -

17.0 Meeting closed at
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
GENERAL MEETING MINUTES 

MONDAY May 23rd 2022
VENUE: Mudgeeraba Studio

  TIME: 5:30pm 
   

Date: 23.05.2022 Time: 17:42 Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Merrilyn Townhill
Merrilyn Townhill

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0

Attendance 
and 
Apologies

Attendees: Cate White, Merrilyn Townhill, Di Neuman, Dani Clarke, Jaccii Turnbull, Porsche Bagg, Juliet Van Oirschot, Toni Prinsse, Michael Jones, Tobina Sharp

Via Zoom:  Deb Morris, Boop Saraswati

Apologies (and reason): Nanette (husband requires 24/7 care), Sandy Reilly (currently away so can't attend)

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted: Cate
Seconded: Juliet

3.0 INWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

Inward 1: Michael emailed regarding Future Class Structure and making changes as per discussion at last Committee Meeting
A great time to change.  We need to pull in through our own circles.  Could move to 5 week programmes.  Grow the Teachers out of the classes. Michael/ Juliet Michael: in progress

Inward 2: Might the Potters Society be interested in collecting our pre-loved venco wheel for their workshop.   It's still working fine/needs a clean up ---- 
but hasn't been used in several years ... & won't b in the future ----- so we're hoping you guys can give it a good home.
We're located in Ashmore so not difficult for someone from the Benowa location to swing by & collect. 
Please advise  ....  I'd like to think it will give someone joy in one of your classes.

Cate/Merrilyn
Michael will service

Wheel picked up and is at Mudgeeraba
Studio waiting to be tested & tagged
Some Books also donated; Merrilyn
placing these into our Online Library

Inward 3: On behalf of the Gold Coast Show Society I would like to thank the Potters Society  for their valued support and Sponsorship in previous years 
and to invite your society to once again be part of our Exhibition.  

As a not-for-profit organisation, we rely on the continued support of the community to ensure the Show’s success and would be sincerely grateful for any 
contribution your society may be able to assist us with.  In previous years the Gold Coast Potters Society has sponsored the Youth Classes listed in our schedule. 
Classes 625 & 626  to the value of $45,
There is also an adult Class 513 to the amount of $150.

The Gold Coast Show Arts Committee would like to invite your members to be part of our exhibition to be held over the weekend of 26th to 28th August.  
Entries close on Friday 5th August and bring in day for entries is Monday 22nd August between the hours of 1.00pm to 6.00pm.  
We would also like to invite your members to demonstrate for us and display and sell your pottery during the weekend. 
Pick up day is Monday 29th August from 8.00am to 11.00am. 

Would we be willing to donate a prize.  Cate moved a motion: GCPA to donate a $100 gift voucher to class 513 Pottery.  Seconded by Merrilyn  Unamimous

Cate in contact with Bev
Toni to follow up with Cate to
remind about the prize 

View emailed documents         

Cate has emailed asking end date
for stand application
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Inward 4: From Porsche; Booking Kiln Manager: After a number of uneven firings in “Biggie” (some notable with witness cones, some without), we booked 
an electrician from QIE to inspect in case of electrical fault.  I met with Jace Friday May 6th. He inspected Biggie and reported that all the electrical 
components were in good working order. He tested all elements, and found they are all drawing nearly equal amps. We did not see the need to replace any, 
as none were broken. The main issue we are facing is an uneven temperature range from the top and bottom of the kiln. There are some simple solutions
to this problem. I know you covered this in your kiln workshops, but as a refresher:
1. Biggie has a pyrometer near the top of the kiln. Heat rises and the pyrometer will register the top temperature of your firing at the top before it reaches
     that temperature at the bottom. It would be loooovely to have a kiln with 3 separate sensors to monitor the evenness of the firing throughout, but that
     isn’t what we are working with.
2. Consider your kiln pack. It is a good idea to leave at least 6” props underneath the first shelf, followed by another taller shelf. This allows for a greater 

     amount of elements heating that bottom ⅓ of the kiln with light shelf weight. Even spacing of shelves is ideal.
     If you have extra space to play with, add a little bit of extra height as you go between shelves, rather than leave extra open room at the top.
3. Plan your glaze and clay combinations according to the temperature variation. (See page 2) Within the scope of commercial clays and glazes available, 
    there are combinations that do better in a cooler section of the kiln, while others depend on the hotter areas to really mature. I’ve done up a rough list, 
    but you will learn which areas work best for your own clays and glazes as you experiment.
4. Make sure the bungs are plugged during your firing, so heat doesn’t rise up and out of the kiln.
5. USE CONES! Always, every firing. That way, if something feels uneven, you know exactly what temp that area of the kiln reached, and can show
   me in your photos. On the upside, The Stafford controller has not produced any Error Codes, and there have been no failed firings.

I know we all plan our firings with the express hope of success. If we keep in mind the potential and limitations of the kiln we have, the chance of an entire 
load of pieces that come through successfully increases.
Cone 6 Best at the bottom/middle of Biggie:
Clear glaze
Light yellow, pink and purple underglaze
White smooth clays
Glossy glazes, designed for cone 5 (1200°C) and up
Semi-translucent glazes
Tissue transfers under clear glaze (especially pinks, yellows and greens)
Keane’s Midfire Black (if you like it matte black)
Cone 6 Best at top of kiln:
Matte glazes which otherwise may slightly under fire and/or pinhole
BRT (or other clay containing Trachyte as a speckle)
Crystal glazes (Mayco, etc. where the crystal needs to melt and flow a bit in the glaze)
Keane’s Midfire Black (if you like it satin black)

Porsche to type up a sheet on how
to load the kiln and place next to
correctly so better results are 
gained  - PORSCHE

Instead of labelling a Cone 6, 
label as Cone 5/6 - PORSCHE

Protocol for firing there should
be at least one cone is in the kiln

Inward 5: 
I heard yesterday at the gallery meeting about the suggestion of a Christmas market at Mudgeeraba. I think that is a good idea  but not if it means cancelling
the Benowa Christmas market. I.only say this because the Benowa Christmas market has been going a long time so has a lot of good will built up. 
Many people come every year,and should this be interrupted I think we would loose many of those people, as they would not necessarily come to 
Mudgeeraba. I t would be a shame to throw away all the years of hard work which has been done at Benowa.  If the Association would like to start another 
market at Mudgeeraba on another date I would be supportive, however from my experience of a couple of times I have gone to selling venues out in that 
precinct it is not as successful as Benowa. Maybe another idea would be to join in one of the communal festivals they have out there and have a combined 
gc potters association stall. Can I also add, that the markets at Benowa give The Old Benowa Post Office Gallery terrific promotion, which is a year round 
exhibition for any member who wishes to participate in permanently selling and promoting their Work and also promoting the Gold Coast Potters Association
and what they do.  Cheers Jennie Lisha                                        
There are over 140 members and only 40 tables at Benowa.  Mudgeeraba has double.  If Gallery Members want to do Saturday/Sunday during December
and hold a twightlight Market.  They need to manage this and start sharing the posts to help Marketing.   Gallery Members are more than welcome
to do their own Market at Benowa if they liaise with the Market Convenor.
It was agreed at last Teachers Meeting to hold a Student Exhibition in the Sculptors Room; perhaps open the Gallery at same time. Jaccii to respond via email

Inward 6: I've noticed quite a few times when I've gone into the studio that the hose must have been used to clean it out. I want to say, i really value our 
teachers and know they do a great job but in hosing out the studio it leave a very damp feel, especially having moved into a different season where the 
floor doesn't dry quickly. The concern is the furniture is wearing the brunt also and being water damaged. I'm hoping for the students and teacher the 
following day after this and also the furniture lifespan if this could change to moping it out instead as I understand is meant to happen.   Jaccii Turnbull              
Michael can't mop the floors, so he hoses the cement studio floor - has been doing it for 2 years.  Michael to buy squeegie and use this after the hose out. Michael to buy squeegie
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OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

Outward 1: Email from Firebird Studios regarding a contract.  
This was answered by Cate but can not be disclosed due to contractual agreement between them and the person named in the email.                      Completed.  Remove from next Agenda

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1

Letter from GCCC advising that an additional water meter sevicing the Potters leased area has not been loaded onto our 
organisations account. An on-site inspection has confirmed that meter no. 05B843857 (located: RHS G.COAST POTTERS BUILDING) 
services your facility.  Effective 24th August 2021, water consumption for this meter will commence being charged to
the Gold Coast Potters Association Inc (account number 8  2727286  4).

To assist with budgeting, the last 12months consumption on this meter was 11KL which equates to $47.83 (based on 2021/22 rates and charges).
Should you have any further queries please do not hesitate to contact me.
Juliet to check if this is for the Sculptors or the Potters.  
Answer:  Juliet has been out and sourced 7 water meters (at Mudgeeraba).  Needs 2 people to work out which water metre belongs to where

Juliet

Remove from Agenda once
Juliet has completed the check

April: In progress
May: Another meter is owned by the 
Sculptors

REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

4.2
Members no longer needed to be voted in; Key Holders definitely need to be voted in. Agree at General meeting to change in

the constitution at AGM

4.3 Volunteer Form to be created and replace what is currently (outdated) on the website Merrilyn In progress

4.4 MOTION MOVED to publish and book workshops and demos up to 12 months in advance.  Seconded: Juliet  Unaminous.  Motioned passed.
Jaccii

to provide all info for workshops to be
added onto website under workshops

4.5 We do alternate meetings.  Future Benowa meetings can not be held on a Monday night during in School Term dates.
 Ask for a key to Benowa Sculpture Studio - Sculptors have agreed we can use their Studio

Sculptors President to give code of
lock box

4.6
A template email needs to be written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Puls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc.  Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member.  They then be asked to exhibit in the 
Gallery.  Similar letter to be drafted by Gallery Convenor to invite prominent members to Exhibit.

Cate/Juliet

Di Neuman

Draft template email

Draft invitation letter

4.7

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Any maintenance and repairs to come out of Sinking fund not General Funds.  Any larger jobs ie Paving; apply for a Grant.  
If Grant unsuccessful then consider using Sinking Fund monies.
A quote has been provided to update the Sinking Fund Report - Juliet to supply
Juliet motioned to go ahead with quote. Seconded by Cate to pay for the quote.  Unaminous

Sculptors taking to their committee

Juliet to go ahead with quote
to update the Sinking Fund Report

4.8
Social Media Content to be sent to Council 
Meeting Minutes to be sent to 1) Council 2) Kirstin Farr to put up on Website and 3) Sculptors President.
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

Cate to Send email
address to Toni & Merrilyn
Cate to Send email
address for Sculptors to Merrilyn

Toni to send Mailchimps  to Council
Karin is tagging Councillors in Posts on
Social Media

Merrilyn to send Minutes
to Council & Sculptors President

4.9
SURVEY RESULTS TO BE PROVIDED AFTER FINAL DATE OF SUBMISSION IS REACHED: for Teachers Meeting on Tuesday 3rd May
28 responses to date.    Merrilyn emailed results to Teachers and Committee Members on 10.05.2022
DISCUSSION on several points to be raised to each individual Teacher

10.05.2022: Emailed to Teachers and
Committee Members

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status
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Hello Everyone!

Mudgeeraba Street Party was cool (and very wet) had lots of enquiries.  Met the local councillor, Glen Tozer and Kimberley Community engagement
officer to discuss the Mudgeeraba Arts/Christmas Market. and liasising; will help facilitate the Market with other Local Craft Artists. if this comes to 
fruition, we may consider having a second Christmas Market at Benowa if there are enough volunteers.
New Gallery Flyers looking great with new Members Pottery showcased on the flyer - gave out heaps at the Market.  Dropped some off at the the Tugun
Community Centre.  Any Members that go to any local community centres, kindly grab some flyers and leave at the centre.  look at dropping them off at the
local libraries -volunteer hands up please?

Quarterly meetings with Sculptors, so that we can discuss doing joint exhibitions etc
Happy with the new Membership Form and the way that the applications are being fed into Volunteers which has led to an influx of help.
Look for forward to meeting the new volunteers tonight.

Do we have volunteers yet, putting their hand up for the position of President?

Keep Muddy
Cate

5.1
Can students share kiln with teachers (students seeing a lag in firing as not enough work going through).  Julite to complete.  
APRIL: Jo wants to do a firing schedule and is going to consult with Nicci and Kyong to create a schedule.
May: A process has been agreed with the Teachers to ensure work is fired in a timely manner.

Juliet
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

5.3

AUCTION OF MEGAN PUL'S bottle: to be donated to the flood victims
Donate monies to the Lismore High school ceramics programme. $150 raised
Motion to match $150 for total of $300 to donate   Unanimous
Juliet to send donation  3.04.22: Have to find name of the CeramicsTeacher as can not donate directly to Lisomre High School Ceramics Programme or 
change the place to where GCPA is donating to?  May: Voucher purchased in the Tweed High School Ceramcs class name from Nothern Rivers Pottery, thus
helping a local business as well.

Juliet

Cate to find the 
Teacher to send to

Completed

REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

5.4

Studio Technician. Re-think the title of the role; change the Committee Role of Facilities & Maintenance to GRANTS or WORKPLACE HEALTH & SAFETY.  
Look at either a part-time basis in charge of Facilities & Maintenance & OH&S Role.
These are 2 key roles that can't be filled.  Does not need to be a Committee Member.  Could be a Grants Role so they are across the Budget.
A BUDGET NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED BY END OF TERM 1 for Facilities & Maintenance and Work Place Health & Safety 
Outcome: We need an external person (such as a property management) but that depends on funding.
Juliet moved a motion: Facilities & Maintenance Role to be changed to the Grants Officer Role. Seconded by: Cate  Unanimous - Motion passed 
Continued investigation of financial opportunities to hire a facilities & maintenance to be replaced with a grants officer.
Tender to be written for property management.  Advised that this is part of the Teachers role.  Juliet to advise
(Still looking for a volunteer.  Working out a budget for a Facilities & Maintenance Officer)                                                  

3.04.2022: Changes have been made
In progress

REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - 30th APRIL 2022 Responsible Status

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at March 30 2022 $92,118.99 $92,118.99

Plus Credits $12,049.99 $12,049.99

Less Debits $6,539.83 -$6,539.83

Plus interest (FYTD $51.69)

Balance as per bank statement at 30 April2022 $97,629.15 $97,629.15

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at March 28 2022 $17,822.61 $17,822.61

Plus Credits $0.75 $0.75

Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $4.46)

Balance as per bank statement at 28 April 2022 $17,823.36 $17,823.36
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Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17 January 2022 (latest statement) $89,807.96 $89,807.96
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest

Balance as per bank statement at 17th January 2022 $89,807.96 $89,807.96
Total Funds at April 30 2022 $205,260.47 $205,260.47

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) $107,631.32 -$107,631.32

Available capital $97,629.15 $97,629.15

Bank statements are available on request.

6.1
Contacting Treasury: accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
Copies of all Invoices: xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

6.2
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed 
by the President, Secretary and/or Treasurer.                

6.3

INCOME - The month of April sees the payment of most teachers increased rental payments for Term 2 and a resumption of normal income and expenditure. 
The income of $12,049.99 was comprised predominantly of kiln hire of $384, teachers rent of $4650, $1850 for the Mothers Day Market, and the remaining 
income of $5013 from card sales either at the gallery or in class. There were a few new members at the appropriate pro-rata amount. 
Teachers who have not as yet paid their Term 2 rental will be chased up this week as they are now in arrears.                

6.4

EXPENDITURE - Our expenditure of $6539 was comprised predominantly of 
$140 to have the driveway repaired | $1167 utilities such as power, gas and water | $425 Gardens | $197 card fees |$300 Market expenses 
$600 Workshop fees |$2720 Materials from Picasso’s | $344 Expense claims | $250 Gallery sales | $300 was made to purchase a gift voucher 
for the Lismore High School Ceramics program who recently suffered a loss of all their equipment and materials in the recent floods. 
This donation was funded 50% by the auction of donated work by Megan Puls and 50% by a donation from GCPA Membership 
as voted in the March Committee Meeting.                

6.5

The City recently completed the annual Residual Current Device (RCD) operational testing (operating time / current test) at your ?  leased facility. 

Please find attached electrical report which requires the clubs action.  Within the next 60days, can you please engage your licensed electrician to complete 
the recommended actions.

6000190152
Findings - Top hinge bracket has fallen off, Possible entry points to vermin
Recommendations – repair switchboard door hinge. Seal holes in switchboard
 
Please send the electrical compliance certificate as evidence as soon as works completed Report in Emails

6.6

DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2022.
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer.
Juliet offered to meet with Jaccii and help prepare budgets together

Juliet
Waiting on Events & Markets budget
Waiting on Gallery budget - Jaccii &
Juliet

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Responsible Status

7.1

Asbestos inspection arranged via GCCC, existing report did not show asbestos except in toilet area, however new inspector insisted surfaces be retested. 
Currently awaiting formal report, however he did inform me that there were multiple sheets of asbestos intermixed with Masonite. 
I have taken photographs of the indicated areas to place signage.
Juliet to make signs to warn of asbestos; to be glued on, not nailed in.

Juliet to create signs

Remove from Agenda
once Juliet completes.
Juliet waiting on report from
Council to put up signs

7.2
Fence at Bnow from Mango tree to end of street (Cararra Street) Quote for $8,000 to stabilise (to make good as it is). Need to get 2 more quotes. 
In the meantime can we place star pickets on the Potters side against the post.   Michael to assess the fence and fix it make safe

Michael to assess fence and do
repairs where needed

7.3 Gallery power points to be checked in Gallery.  Add in powerpoint into the Studio to house the Security Camera on separate point so it doesn't get switched off.

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

We have 137 members, and 23 new applications.
I would like to thank Michael for getting us 14 new members.
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8.1 Chika Cumming: Classes with Michael for 3 years. Voted in

8.2 Margaret Campbell: Classes with Michael/Boop for 1 Term - Exhibit in Gallery | Exhibit at Markets | Become Keyholder | Hire Kiln | Workshops | Volunteer Voted in

8.3 Isabella Mather-Glauser: Classes with Michael/Boop for 1 Term - Exhibit in Gallery | Exhibit at Markets | Become Keyholder | Hire Kiln | Workshops | Volunteer Voted in

8.4 Hanna Schuch: Classes with Michael for 1 Term - Exhibit in Gallery | Exhibit at Markets | Become Keyholder | Hire Kiln | Workshops Voted in

8.5 Gabrielle Pashley: Classes with Michael for 1 Term - Become Keyholder | Hire Kiln | Workshops Voted in

8.6 Nicci Thomson: Classes with Michael for 2 years - Become Keyholder | Workshops Voted in

8.7 Kate Reynolds: Classes with Michael for 6 Terms -  Exhibit at Markets | Become Keyholder | Hire Kiln | Workshops Voted in

8.8 Kyungja Kim: Classes with Michael/Boop  for 1 Term Voted in

8.9 Claire Evans: Classes with Michael for 1 Term - Become Keyholder | Workshops Voted in
8.10 Katrina Park: Classes with Michael/Boop  for 1 Term Voted in
8.11 Sasha Brattle: Classes with Michael for 1 Term - Exhibit in Gallery | Exhibit at Markets | Become Keyholder | Workshops Voted in
8.12 Emma Connolly: Classes with Michael/Boop  for 1 Term - Workshops Voted in
8.13 Adriana Busato: Classes with Michael for 1 Term - Workshops Voted in
8.14 Kaitlin Grenside: Classes with Michael for 1 Term - Workshops Voted in
8.15 Kumiko Moromoto: Classes with Kyong - Exhibit in Gallery | Exhibit at Markets | Become Keyholder | Hire Kiln | Workshops | Volunteer Voted in

8.16 Caroline De Figueiredo Silva: (can't read form - Dani?) Voted in

8.17 Kate Manahan: Classes with Porsche - Exhibit at Markets | Become Keyholder | Workshops | Volunteer Voted in

8.18 Clair Porter: Classes with John -  Exhibit in Gallery | Exhibit at Markets | Workshops Voted in

8.19 Susan Hall: Workshops (can't read rest of form - Dani?) Voted in

8.20 Jialing Fan: Voted in

8.21 Sophie Liu: Voted in

8.22 Stacey Harfield: Voted in

8.23 Kay Clifford: Classes with Jo for 1 Term Voted in

8.24 Laura Moore:  Classes for 2+ years with Amy - Exhibit in Gallery | Become a Keyholder | Kiln Hire | Workshops Voted in

8.25 Leah Henderson Voted in

8.26 Mary Page Voted in

8.27 Paula Fox Voted in

8.28 Sarah Herman Voted in

8.29 Kay Clifford: Voted in

8.3 Megan Heywood: Classes with Porsche Bagg - Become a Keyholder | Workshops Voted in

8.31 Send all new members (Last week of Term)  how to become a keyholoder so the process is started earlier Dani

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

We have some wonderful events coming up for the remainder of the year. An email was sent out a week ago giving our members the opportunity to book 
into our member's demonstrations and workshop. It is important our members are the priority in being able to book in to the workshops and are given a 
1 week advance on ticket purchasing before the workshop is released to our community.                  
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9.1

Mother's Day Market Report
 
We had a wonderful Mother's Day market last month, the weather was a challenge with a few short showers and while we love it when the sun is shining, 
all our stall holders not only showcased beautiful handmade work but also brought a lovely presence of spirit. Thank you to all of our stall holders for coming 
along and braving a bit of wet weather. It was lovely to walk around see the diverse range of work.
 
Unfortunately covid had a minor affect on us, we lost a couple stalls, disappointing for those who missed out, we felt for you and hope you have the 
opportunity to join us again.
Thank you to Toni and Juliet who worked hard in the background creating the media content, the online forms and all the details no one see's 
but takes a lot of time. Our media presence was a real focus and investment for this market. Our 2 Musician's came  along to this market. This was something 
different we wanted to focus on by giving the young people in our community an opportunity for exposure and importantly, support from our association. 
We received a great deal of positive feedback about both of them. 
 
As a funny sideline to my report, I started the day when I hopped into my car to start it, loaded up to the inside roof line for my market stall, only to find 
my battery dead. Not funny at the time but what a relief when I finally made it to Benowa to unlock gates and see people quietly humming along setting 
up their stalls and getting ready for the day ahead.
 
Another thank you to Jacquie who recently moved to the Gold Coast and wanted to come along and show her support. She volunteered on the day to give
stall holders a coffee/food or toilet break, ask around to see if she could help, came early and left late - all just to help. 
Thank you Jacquie. We appreciated your support!
 
Our next focus will be for our Spring Markets  on 28th August 8am - 1pm at Benowa. Last year we previous trialled this market and it was such a success 
we would like to keep it going every year. Details will be released in due course for those wanting to apply for a stall.
 
Then next will be our very first MASSIVE GCPA Christmas Market to be held on 4th December at Mudgeeraba. This will be HUGE! And we can't wait for the
opportunity for our Mudgeeraba community and Gold Coast at large to come along and enjoy more stalls, more variety, and our support for other associations 
and organisations who will be part of this market. Thank you to the local member for their support as well.                                 

"                                                        

9.2

ELEMENT REPLACEMENT quote never came through from Peter in Brisbane, much to my persistence.
Quote finally through from AA Kils for Minnie's full element replacements at $525.60 plus $38 freight.
Seek the Committes's approval to order these through the Signal chat - ALL AGREED
Jaccii advising a time frame in today's meeting Not covered - add to next meeting"                                                              Completed - remove from next Agenda

9.3
Free Member's Demonstration at Benowa or live via Zoom link
Lynda Lehmann demonstration "Coloured Slip Decoration" 22nd May 4pm - 5:30pm
Booking link details: https://www.trybooking.com/BZMFZ

9.4
Workshop with Anne Mossman 29th May 9am - 3pm 
"The Magic of Nerikomi - Coloured and Layered Clay"
Book link details:: https://www.trybooking.com/BYVZH

9.5

Free Member's Demonstration at Benowa or live via Zoom link 
with Anne Mossman 12th June 4pm - 5:30pm 
Book link details:: https://www.trybooking.com/BXUFX
                                     Zoom should also be offered on this Demo

9.6

Free Member's Demonstration 17th July 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Book link details: to save missing out: 
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGI
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9.7

2 day Workshop"Sumptuous Surfaces"
with Shannon Garson at Benowa
20th & 21st August 9am - 4pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGR
If you would like the detailed information brochure please email Jaccii events@goldcoastpotters.com

9.8

Wheel Throwing Clinic Workshop
with Michaela Kloeckner 
18th September 9:30am - 3:30pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGL

9.9

Free Member's Demonstration 11th September 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Booking link details
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGW

9.1

Free Member's Demonstration 9th October 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGX

9.10

Free Member's Demonstration 13th November 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGZ

10.0 Gallery Report  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

Mothers Day Market produced double the amount from last years Gallery takings.  This was due to the extra help and promotins done by Toni & myself.
We also had extra help for the Market being Jacqui Mather and Judy for all your help.  Many hands make light work.
Next up is the Spring Market.  Kindly email me if you can be of assistance in the Gallery.
Di

10.1

Nicole Barrett requests the committee approval to proceed with investigating opportunity of obtaining QLD Community Sustainability Action Grant 
($50,000) which is applicable for the protection and restoration of heritage buildings that create community environments - Gallery fits the criteria. 
This could be used for maintenance issues in the gallery.
OUTCOME: Nicole to investigate and do proposal and present to Grants committee prior to being submitted Nicole Barrett and Di Neumann

The council & heritage board must be
in agreeance with any restoration
works, due to the historic nature
of the bulding

10.2 IDEA: Larger Plynths could be built with a hinged door for storage of catering equipment and excess gallery equipment; 
what would be the budget for this and any objections?

Di to contact ASHMORE MEN SHED
and ask for a quote or donation of
the plynths no objections

11.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

We now have a Instagram account for the gallery:   @postoffice_gallery, so please make sure you follow us.
 
Thank you to Karin Adams and Aleesha Darke for all Social Media promoting with the Mother’s Day Market, what a fantastic job. 
Thanks to Di Neumann for helping find other websites to advertise our market on and also organise the gallery for such a great turn out. 
Thank you to Jaccii and Juliet for an awesome job organising the market, what a huge job.

I  have been advertising and organising the stall we are having at the Mudgeeraba Street Market. 
Won’t be long and we will be advertising third term classes. I have slowed down on moving forward with promotion plans for Gallery 
But will get back on top of it when things slow down

Gallery Members: to step up to
help with the Marketing for the Gallery

TONI - to send email to Members
asking for a volunteer

11.1 WIX - move Gallery Website to Wix - YES
Kirstin Farr & 
Di Neuman To be completed

12.0 Teachers Representative, Benowa - Michael Jones Responsible Status

Nothing to report

13.0 Teachers Representative, Mudgeeraba - Jo MacKenzie Responsible Status
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Teacher training as discussed at yesterday's teachers meeting. Pay outside expert, ie Lynda or John for specific topic eg Raku firing and teachers pay 
participation fee and learn how to teach  these things to their students. 
This would benefit students, members (so we can run workshops), and therefore also expanding the knowledge base of the whole association. 

13.1

Ceramic book and magazine drive. 
Teacher Jo Mackenzie is also a Lismore TAFE student. They recently lost the most amazing ceramic library in the floods. Jo is co-ordinating with the 
Lismore librarian to bring in any donated ceramics books, journals and magazines. If agreeable I would like to pick a time period, and allow drop offs 
at the Mudgeeraba, Benowa studios and the gallery. It would also be great if the association could help me promote this amongst the members. 
I would then transport all the books down to Lismore. 

Jo Mackenzie

14.0 Grants Team Report - Helen Crandall Responsible Status

Nothing to report

14.1
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely Grants Team Apply for grant

14.2 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.3 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds.  MICHAEL advised that Contractors need to dump their ashpalt somewhere; if no Grant, ring around these people Grants Team Apply for grant

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status

15.1

COMMUNITY CLAY IDEA:  Hold an open time of 3 hours on a Friday for Non-Key Holder Members.

A group of Key Holding Members to do the opening and closing on a Friday; hours to be thought out.   
I know of a couple of people who want to do this already as the process of becoming a key holder is daunting.  This would allow Members to trial the 
space without a Teacher and then be guided to the next stage of becoming a Key Holder.  No teaching would be required as it's an open space for
creating and working on your projects whilst in the company of other Potters.
 
If there is a small charge per non-key holding person either for the term or casually then we could pay Key Holding Member (I envisage a $25 casual fee)
(Key holders would not be charged but still allowed to utilise the space as a member during this time).

Key Holder Members - anyone 
interested?

15.2

NEW KILN FIRING HIRE FEES:  (see attached proposal)
It is proposed that once this has been voted on during the May 2022 general meeting, cost increases will be implemented directly after that meeting. 
Any current bookings in the pipeline will be honoured at the price they were when booked and paid for but new bookings will be at the increased costs.
Cate MOTIONED to increase Kiln Fees.  Juliet seconded.  Unanimous.  New pricing to start at start of June.  Anyone currently booked in stays at the old
pricing for that pre-booked firing.

Merrilyn update sheet with new prices
and print

15.3 A Gmail dedicated to Teachers as a group to access for all documents needed Merrilyn to set up and email
Completed 
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

15.4
We have an abundance of new Members wanting to volunteer.  The Volunteer tab under Committee Members Sheet has been growing.  Merrilyn is liasing 
with potential volunteers and steering them in the right direction to hopefully utilise their skills.  Some of these wonderful Members will be with us tonight.
Any Committee Members that are looking to expand their Teams, kindly put your hand up now Merrilyn In progess

15.5

With new Volunteers putting their hands up we ask if anyone is able to help put our Library for Benowa and then the Library for Mudgeeraba up into the
cloud, onto our Google Drive?  This would entail:
1. Transferring the data in our hard-copy Catalogue and placing into a Google Sheet
2. Researching the Book title online and taking a screenshot of the front cover & loading into the sheet
3. Researching the Book and copying the front cover (see next column) and adding to sheet
4. Researching the Book and copying the 'Review' and adding to the sheet
Once this completed, any books that we have doubles of could be donated to the..................................(flood impacted)

Asking for volunteers?

Merrilyn to set up Google Sheet
and volunteers to fill out:
1. Porsche
2. Deb Morris
3. Merrilyn
4. Tobina

15.6
Merrilyn is unavailable for the Committee meeting in the month of June.  I need someone to step up and send out the Agenda as well as take the 
minutes for that Meeting.  Everything is in order and up to date, so I see no problem with someone standing in.  Volunteers please?

Have asked Deb Morris
Tobina has stepped up

15.7
FUND RAISING CALENDAR:  A risque calendar of Males & Females to be ready by the Spring Market.  
50% donated to Ovarian Cancer and 50% to Prostate cancer.  We have the backing of Councillor Brooke Patterson.  We need a small group of Volunteers
to help with the project.

Cate
Porsche organise photographer

15.8 Can we set a date for a Kiln Workshop?  New Members are starting to ask about doing the Workshop so they can book kiln/ become a Keyholder. Porsche setting date with Jaccii
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15.9
Gallery back room needs sorting out so that access can be cleared and used through the Ambulent Access Door.  Volunteers for this please?
Di to pick a Sunday date.  Need around 4 Volunteers to help move things around.
Suggestion to swap fridges around - any objections?  This will give us more room; potentially 4-5 more members exhibiting in the back room. Di to set date

15.10 Would like to create a WEBSITE CHANGES Sheet so that Kirstin can just be given a list of tasks at the beginning of the each week to change, instead of
many different emails from many people.  I think we would keep a person in this role longer if it is managed better.

Merrilyn

15.11 Cate moved a motion to accept John's resignation as at the end of Term 2.  Seconded by Toni.  Unanimous

16.0 NEXT MEETING DATES -

71.0 Meeting closed at  7.59pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
GENERAL MEETING AGENDA 

MONDAY May 23rd 2022
VENUE: Mudgeeraba Studio

  TIME: 5:30pm 
   

Date: 23.05.2022 Time: Chair:
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies

Attendees: 

Via Zoom: 

Apologies (and reason):

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted: 
Seconded: 

3.0 INWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

Inward 1: Michael emailed regarding Future Class Structure and making changes as per discussion at last Committee Meeting
Use the history of the association.  In this competititve market, focus on the quality

Inward 2: Might the Potters Society be interested in collecting our pre-loved venco wheel for their workshop.   It's still working fine/needs a clean up ---- 
but hasn't been used in several years ... & won't b in the future ----- so we're hoping you guys can give it a good home.
We're located in Ashmore so not difficult for someone from the Benowa location to swing by & collect. 
Please advise  ....  I'd like to think it will give someone joy in one of your classes. Cate/Merrilyn

Wheel picked up and is at Mudgeeraba
Studio waiting to be tested & tagged
Some Books also donated; Merrilyn
placing these into our Online Catalogue

Inward 3: On behalf of the Gold Coast Show Society I would like to thank the Potters Society  for their valued support and Sponsorship in previous years 
and to invite your society to once again be part of our Exhibition.  

As a not-for-profit organisation, we rely on the continued support of the community to ensure the Show’s success and would be sincerely grateful for any 
contribution your society may be able to assist us with.  In previous years the Gold Coast Potters Society has sponsored the Youth Classes listed in our schedule. 
Classes 625 & 626  to the value of $45,
There is also an adult Class 513 to the amount of $150.

The Gold Coast Show Arts Committee would like to invite your members to be part of our exhibition to be held over the weekend of 26th to 28th August.  
Entries close on Friday 5th August and bring in day for entries is Monday 22nd August between the hours of 1.00pm to 6.00pm.  
We would also like to invite your members to demonstrate for us and display and sell your pottery during the weekend. 
Pick up day is Monday 29th August from 8.00am to 11.00am. View emailed documents
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Inward 4: From Porsche; Booking Kiln Manager: After a number of uneven firings in “Biggie” (some notable with witness cones, some without), we booked 
an electrician from QIE to inspect in case of electrical fault.  I met with Jace Friday May 6th. He inspected Biggie and reported that all the electrical 
components were in good working order. He tested all elements, and found they are all drawing nearly equal amps. We did not see the need to replace any, 
as none were broken. The main issue we are facing is an uneven temperature range from the top and bottom of the kiln. There are some simple solutions
to this problem. I know you covered this in your kiln workshops, but as a refresher:
1. Biggie has a pyrometer near the top of the kiln. Heat rises and the pyrometer will register the top temperature of your firing at the top before it reaches
     that temperature at the bottom. It would be loooovely to have a kiln with 3 separate sensors to monitor the evenness of the firing throughout, but that
     isn’t what we are working with.
2. Consider your kiln pack. It is a good idea to leave at least 6” props underneath the first shelf, followed by another taller shelf. This allows for a greater 

     amount of elements heating that bottom ⅓ of the kiln with light shelf weight. Even spacing of shelves is ideal.
     If you have extra space to play with, add a little bit of extra height as you go between shelves, rather than leave extra open room at the top.
3. Plan your glaze and clay combinations according to the temperature variation. (See page 2) Within the scope of commercial clays and glazes available, 
    there are combinations that do better in a cooler section of the kiln, while others depend on the hotter areas to really mature. I’ve done up a rough list, 
    but you will learn which areas work best for your own clays and glazes as you experiment.
4. Make sure the bungs are plugged during your firing, so heat doesn’t rise up and out of the kiln.
5. USE CONES! Always, every firing. That way, if something feels uneven, you know exactly what temp that area of the kiln reached, and can show
   me in your photos. On the upside, The Stafford controller has not produced any Error Codes, and there have been no failed firings.

I know we all plan our firings with the express hope of success. If we keep in mind the potential and limitations of the kiln we have, the chance of an entire 
load of pieces that come through successfully increases.
Cone 6 Best at the bottom/middle of Biggie:
Clear glaze
Light yellow, pink and purple underglaze
White smooth clays
Glossy glazes, designed for cone 5 (1200°C) and up
Semi-translucent glazes
Tissue transfers under clear glaze (especially pinks, yellows and greens)
Keane’s Midfire Black (if you like it matte black)
Cone 6 Best at top of kiln:
Matte glazes which otherwise may slightly under fire and/or pinhole
BRT (or other clay containing Trachyte as a speckle)
Crystal glazes (Mayco, etc. where the crystal needs to melt and flow a bit in the glaze)
Keane’s Midfire Black (if you like it satin black)

Inward 5: 
I heard yesterday at the gallery meeting about the suggestion of a Christmas market at Mudgeeraba. I think that is a good idea  but not if it means cancelling
the Benowa Christmas market. I.only say this because the Benowa Christmas market has been going a long time so has a lot of good will built up. 
Many people come every year,and should this be interrupted I think we would loose many of those people, as they would not necessarily come to 
Mudgeeraba. I t would be a shame to throw away all the years of hard work which has been done at Benowa.  If the Association would like to start another 
market at Mudgeeraba on another date I would be supportive, however from my experience of a couple of times I have gone to selling venues out in that 
precinct it is not as successful as Benowa. Maybe another idea would be to join in one of the communal festivals they have out there and have a combined 
gc potters association stall. Can I also add, that the markets at Benowa give The Old Benowa Post Office Gallery terrific promotion, which is a year round 
exhibition for any member who wishes to participate in permanently selling and promoting their Work and also promoting the Gold Coast Potters Association
and what they do.  Cheers Jennie Lisha                                        

Inward 6: I've noticed quite a few times when I've gone into the studio that the hose must have been used to clean it out. I want to say, i really value our 
teachers and know they do a great job but in hosing out the studio it leave a very damp feel, especially having moved into a different season where the 
floor doesn't dry quickly. The concern is the furniture is wearing the brunt also and being water damaged. I'm hoping for the students and teacher the 
following day after this and also the furniture lifespan if this could change to moping it out instead as I understand is meant to happen.   Jaccii Turnbull              

OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

Outward 1: Email from Firebird Studios regarding a contract.  
This was answered by Cate but can not be disclosed due to confidentuality clause in the contractual agreement.                Completed.  Remove from next Agenda

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status
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4.1

Letter from GCCC advising that an additional water meter sevicing the Potters leased area has not been loaded onto our 
organisations account. An on-site inspection has confirmed that meter no. 05B843857 (located: RHS G.COAST POTTERS BUILDING) 
services your facility.  Effective 24th August 2021, water consumption for this meter will commence being charged to
the Gold Coast Potters Association Inc (account number 8  2727286  4).

To assist with budgeting, the last 12months consumption on this meter was 11KL which equates to $47.83 (based on 2021/22 rates and charges).
Should you have any further queries please do not hesitate to contact me.
Juliet to check if this is for the Sculptors or the Potters.  
Answer:  Juliet has been out and sourced 7 water meters (at Mudgeeraba).  Needs 2 people to work out which water metre belongs to where

Juliet

Remove from Agenda once
Juliet has completed the check

April: In progress
May: In progress

4.2
Members no longer needed to be voted in; Key Holders definitely need to be voted in.
For the 6 months prior to key holder; to be a part of the association.

Add into General meeting to change in
the constitution

4.3 Volunteer Form to be created and replace what is currently (outdated) on the website Merrilyn In progress

4.4 MOTION MOVED to publish and book workshops and demos up to 12 months in advance.  Seconded: Juliet  Unaminous.  Motioned passed.
Looking to put up potential Demonstrations up to 12 months and then filling this later on (Teachers to do 1 each; in their contract) Jaccii

to provide all info for workshops to be
added onto website under workshops

4.5 We do alternate meetings.  Future Benowa meetings can not be held on a Monday night during in School Term dates.
 Ask for a key to Benowa Sculpture Studio - Sculptors have agreed we can use their Studio

Sculptors President to give code of
lock box

4.6
A template email needs to be written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Puls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc.  Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member.  They then be asked to exhibit in the 
Gallery.  Similar letter to be drafted by Gallery Convenor to invite prominent members to Exhibit.

Cate/Juliet

Di Neuman

Draft template email

Draft invitation letter

4.7

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Any maintenance and repairs to come out of Sinking fund not General Funds.  Any larger jobs ie Paving; apply for a Grant.  
If Grant unsuccessful then consider using Sinking Fund monies.
A quote has been provided to update the Sinking Fund Report - Juliet to supply

Sculptors taking to their committee Wanting approval to pay for quote
to update the Sinking Fund Report

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status

Hello Everyone!

Mudgeeraba Street Party was cool (and very wet) had lots of enquiries.  Met the local councillor, Glen Tozer and Kimberley Community engagement
officer to discuss the Mudgeeraba Arts/Christmas Market. and liasising; will help facilitate the Market with other Local Craft Artists. if this comes to 
fruition, we may consider having a second Christmas Market at Benowa if there are enough volunteers.
New Gallery Flyers looking great with new Members Pottery showcased on the flyer - gave out heaps at the Market.  Dropped some off at the the Tugun
Community Centre.  Any Members that go to any local community centres, kindly grab some flyers and leave at the centre.  look at dropping them off at the
local libraries -volunteer hands up please?

Quarterly meetings with Sculptors, so that we can discuss doing joint exhibitions etc
Happy with the new Membership Form and the way that the applications are being fed into Volunteers which has led to an influx of help.
Look for forward to meeting the new volunteers tonight.

Do we have volunteers yet, putting their hand up for the position of President?

Keep Muddy
Cate

5.1
Can students share kiln with teachers (students seeing a lag in firing as not enough work
going through).  Julite to complete.  APRIL: Jo wants to do a firing schedule and is going to consult with Nicci and Kyong to create a schedule.
May: A process has been agreed with the Teachers to ensure work is fired in a timely manner.

Juliet
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5.3

AUCTION OF MEGAN PUL'S bottle: to be donated to the flood victims
Donate monies to the Lismore High school ceramics programme. $150 raised
Motion to match $150 for total of $300 to donate   Unanimous
Juliet to send donation  3.04.22: Have to find name of the CeramicsTeacher as can not donate directly to Lisomre High School Ceramics Programme or 
change the place to where GCPA is donating to?  May: Voucher purchased in the Tweed High School Ceramcs class name from Nothern Rivers Pottery, thus
helping a local business as well.

Juliet

Cate to find the 
Teacher to send to

Completed

REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

5.4

Studio Technician. Re-think the title of the role; change the Committee Role of Facilities & Maintenance to GRANTS or WORKPLACE HEALTH & SAFETY.  
Look at either a part-time basis in charge of Facilities & Maintenance & OH&S Role.
These are 2 key roles that can't be filled.  Does not need to be a Committee Member.  Could be a Grants Role so they are across the Budget.
A BUDGET NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED BY END OF TERM 1 for Facilities & Maintenance and Work Place Health & Safety 
Outcome: We need an external person (such as a property management) but that depends on funding.
Juliet moved a motion: Facilities & Maintenance Role to be changed to the Grants Officer Role. Seconded by: Cate  Unanimous - Motion passed 
Continued investigation of financial opportunities to hire a facilities & maintenance to be replaced with a grants officer.
Tender to be written for property management.  Advised that this is part of the Teachers role.  Juliet to advise
(Still looking for a volunteer.  Working out a budget for a Facilities & Maintenance Officer)                                                  

3.04.2022: Changes have been made
In progress

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - 30th APRIL 2022 Responsible Status

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at March 30 2022 $92,118.99 $92,118.99

Plus Credits $12,049.99 $12,049.99

Less Debits $6,539.83 -$6,539.83

Plus interest (FYTD $51.69)

Balance as per bank statement at 30 April2022 $97,629.15 $97,629.15

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at March 28 2022 $17,822.61 $17,822.61

Plus Credits $0.75 $0.75

Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $4.46)

Balance as per bank statement at 28 April 2022 $17,823.36 $17,823.36

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17 January 2022 (latest statement) $89,807.96 $89,807.96
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest

Balance as per bank statement at 17th January 2022 $89,807.96 $89,807.96
Total Funds at April 30 2022 $205,260.47 $205,260.47

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) $107,631.32 -$107,631.32

Available capital $97,629.15 $97,629.15

Bank statements are available on request.

6.1
Contacting Treasury: accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
Copies of all Invoices: xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

6.2
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed 
by the President, Secretary and/or Treasurer.                
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6.3

INCOME - The month of April sees the payment of most teachers increased rental payments for Term 2 and a resumption of normal income and expenditure. 
The income of $12,049.99 was comprised predominantly of kiln hire of $384, teachers rent of $4650, $1850 for the Mothers Day Market, and the remaining 
income of $5013 from card sales either at the gallery or in class. There were a few new members at the appropriate pro-rata amount. 
Teachers who have not as yet paid their Term 2 rental will be chased up this week as they are now in arrears.                

6.4

EXPENDITURE - Our expenditure of $6539 was comprised predominantly of 
$140 to have the driveway repaired | $1167 utilities such as power, gas and water | $425 Gardens | $197 card fees |$300 Market expenses 
$600 Workshop fees |$2720 Materials from Picasso’s | $344 Expense claims | $250 Gallery sales | $300 was made to purchase a gift voucher 
for the Lismore High School Ceramics program who recently suffered a loss of all their equipment and materials in the recent floods. 
This donation was funded 50% by the auction of donated work by Megan Puls and 50% by a donation from GCPA Membership 
as voted in the March Committee Meeting.                

6.5

The City recently completed the annual Residual Current Device (RCD) operational testing (operating time / current test) at your ?  leased facility. 

Please find attached electrical report which requires the clubs action.  Within the next 60days, can you please engage your licensed electrician to complete 
the recommended actions.

6000190152
Findings - Top hinge bracket has fallen off, Possible entry points to vermin
Recommendations – repair switchboard door hinge. Seal holes in switchboard
 
Please send the electrical compliance certificate as evidence as soon as works completed JULIET Report in Emails

6.6

DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2022.
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer.

Juliet & Jaccii to put together Waiting on Events & Markets budget
Waiting on Gallery budget - Jaccii

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Responsible Status

7.1

Asbestos inspection arranged via GCCC, existing report did not show asbestos except in toilet area, however new inspector insisted surfaces be retested. 
Currently awaiting formal report, however he did inform me that there were multiple sheets of asbestos intermixed with Masonite. 
I have taken photographs of the indicated areas to place signage.
Juliet to make signs to warn of asbestos; to be glued on, not nailed in.
Fence at Bnow from Mango tree to end of street  (Cararra Street)  Quote for $8,000 to stabilise (to make good as it is).  Need to get 2 more quotes.
In the meantime can we place star pickets on the Potters side against the post.  Michael to assess the fence and fix it make safe

Juliet to create signs

Remove from Agenda
once Juliet completes.
Juliet waiting on report from
Council to put up signs

Gallery power points to be checked in Gallery.  Add in powerpoint into the Studio to house the Security Camera

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

We have 137 members, and 23 new applications.
I would like to thank Michael for getting us 14 new members.

8.1 Chika Cumming: Classes with Michael for 3 years.

8.2 Margaret Campbell: Classes with Michael/Boop for 1 Term - Exhibit in Gallery | Exhibit at Markets | Become Keyholder | Hire Kiln | Workshops | Volunteer

8.3 Isabella Mather-Glauser: Classes with Michael/Boop for 1 Term - Exhibit in Gallery | Exhibit at Markets | Become Keyholder | Hire Kiln | Workshops | Volunteer

8.4 Hanna Schuch: Classes with Michael for 1 Term - Exhibit in Gallery | Exhibit at Markets | Become Keyholder | Hire Kiln | Workshops 

8.5 Gabrielle Pashley: Classes with Michael for 1 Term - Become Keyholder | Hire Kiln | Workshops 

8.6 Nicci Thomson: Classes with Michael for 2 years - Become Keyholder | Workshops 

8.7 Kate Reynolds: Classes with Michael for 6 Terms -  Exhibit at Markets | Become Keyholder | Hire Kiln | Workshops 

8.8 Kyungja Kim: Classes with Michael/Boop  for 1 Term

8.9 Claire Evans: Classes with Michael for 1 Term - Become Keyholder | Workshops 

8.10 Katrina Park: Classes with Michael/Boop  for 1 Term
8.11 Sasha Brattle: Classes with Michael for 1 Term - Exhibit in Gallery | Exhibit at Markets | Become Keyholder | Workshops
8.12 Emma Connolly: Classes with Michael/Boop  for 1 Term - Workshops
8.13 Adriana Busato: Classes with Michael for 1 Term - Workshops
8.14 Kaitlin Grenside: Classes with Michael for 1 Term - Workshops
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8.15 Kumiko Moromoto: Classes with Kyong - Exhibit in Gallery | Exhibit at Markets | Become Keyholder | Hire Kiln | Workshops | Volunteer

8.16 Caroline De Figueiredo Silva: (can't read form - Dani?)

8.17 Kate Manahan: Classes with Porsche - Exhibit at Markets | Become Keyholder | Workshops | Volunteer

8.18 Clair Porter: Classes with John -  Exhibit in Gallery | Exhibit at Markets | Workshops

8.19 Susan Hall: Workshops (can't read rest of form - Dani?)

8.20 Jialing Fan:

8.21 Sophie Liu:

8.22 Stacey Harfield:

8.23 Kay Clifford: Classes with Jo for 1 Term 

8.24 Send all new members (Last week of Term)  how to become a keyholoder so the process is started earlier Dani

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

We have some wonderful events coming up for the remainder of the year. An email was sent out a week ago giving our members the opportunity to book 
into our member's demonstrations and workshop. It is important our members are the priority in being able to book in to the workshops and are given a 
1 week advance on ticket purchasing before the workshop is released to our community.                  

9.1

Mother's Day Market Report
 
We had a wonderful Mother's Day market last month, the weather was a challenge with a few short showers and while we love it when the sun is shining, 
all our stall holders not only showcased beautiful handmade work but also brought a lovely presence of spirit. Thank you to all of our stall holders for coming 
along and braving a bit of wet weather. It was lovely to walk around see the diverse range of work.
 
Unfortunately covid had a minor affect on us, we lost a couple stalls, disappointing for those who missed out, we felt for you and hope you have the 
opportunity to join us again.
Thank you to Toni and Juliet who worked hard in the background creating the media content, the online forms and all the details no one see's 
but takes a lot of time. Our media presence was a real focus and investment for this market. Our 2 Musician's came  along to this market. This was something 
different we wanted to focus on by giving the young people in our community an opportunity for exposure and importantly, support from our association. 
We received a great deal of positive feedback about both of them. 
 
As a funny sideline to my report, I started the day when I hopped into my car to start it, loaded up to the inside roof line for my market stall, only to find 
my battery dead. Not funny at the time but what a relief when I finally made it to Benowa to unlock gates and see people quietly humming along setting 
up their stalls and getting ready for the day ahead.
 
Another thank you to Jacquie who recently moved to the Gold Coast and wanted to come along and show her support. She volunteered on the day to give
stall holders a coffee/food or toilet break, ask around to see if she could help, came early and left late - all just to help. 
Thank you Jacquie. We appreciated your support!
 
Our next focus will be for our Spring Markets  on 28th August 8am - 1pm at Benowa. Last year we previous trialled this market and it was such a success 
we would like to keep it going every year. Details will be released in due course for those wanting to apply for a stall.
 
Then next will be our very first MASSIVE GCPA Christmas Market to be held on 4th December at Mudgeeraba. This will be HUGE! And we can't wait for the
opportunity for our Mudgeeraba community and Gold Coast at large to come along and enjoy more stalls, more variety, and our support for other associations 
and organisations who will be part of this market. Thank you to the local member for their support as well.                                                                    

9.2

ELEMENT REPLACEMENT quote never came through from Peter in Brisbane, much to my persistence.
Quote finally through from AA Kils for Minnie's full element replacements at $525.60 plus $38 freight.
Seek the Committes's approval to order these through the Signal chat - ALL AGREED
Jaccii advising a time frame in today's meeting Not covered - add to next meeting"                                                              

Completed
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

9.3
Free Member's Demonstration at Benowa or live via Zoom link
Lynda Lehmann demonstration "Coloured Slip Decoration" 22nd May 4pm - 5:30pm
Booking link details: https://www.trybooking.com/BZMFZ

JACCII - Zoom Link to be sent out to
Members
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9.4
Workshop with Anne Mossman 29th May 9am - 3pm 
"The Magic of Nerikomi - Coloured and Layered Clay"
Book link details:: https://www.trybooking.com/BYVZH

9.5

Free Member's Demonstration at Benowa or live via Zoom link 
with Anne Mossman 12th June 4pm - 5:30pm 
Book link details:: https://www.trybooking.com/BXUFX
                                     Zoom should also be offered on this Demo

9.6

Free Member's Demonstration 17th July 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Book link details: to save missing out: 
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGI

9.7

2 day Workshop"Sumptuous Surfaces"
with Shannon Garson at Benowa
20th & 21st August 9am - 4pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGR
If you would like the detailed information brochure please email Jaccii events@goldcoastpotters.com

9.8

Wheel Throwing Clinic Workshop
with Michaela Kloeckner 
18th September 9:30am - 3:30pm
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGL

9.9

Free Member's Demonstration 11th September 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Booking link details
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGW

9.10

Free Member's Demonstration 9th October 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGX

9.11

Free Member's Demonstration 13th November 4 - 5:30pm
(Guest yet to be confirmed)
Booking link details:
https://www.trybooking.com/BZMGZ

10.0 Gallery Report  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

Mothers Day Market produced double the amount from last years Gallery takings.  This was due to the extra help and promotins done by Toni & myself.
We also had extra help for the Market being Jacqui Mather and Judy for all your help.  Many hands make light work.
Next up is the Spring Market.  Kindly email me if you can be of assistance in the Gallery.
Di

10.1

Nicole Barrett requests the committee approval to proceed with investigating opportunity of obtaining QLD Community Sustainability Action Grant 
($50,000) which is applicable for the protection and restoration of heritage buildings that create community environments - Gallery fits the criteria. 
This could be used for maintenance issues in the gallery.
OUTCOME: Nicole to investigate and do proposal and present to Grants committee   

The council & heritage board must be
in agreeance with any restoration
works, due to the historic nature
of the bulding

10.2 IDEA: Larger Plynths could be built for storage of catering equipment and excess gallery equipment; what would be the budget for this and any
objections?  ASHMORE MEN SHED:  Ask them to build the Plynths  

11.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status
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We have a new Volunteer, Aleesha Darke that is responsible for the Gallery Social Media. We now have a Instagram account for the gallery:
@postoffice_gallery, so please make sure you follow us.
 
Thank you to Karin Adams and Aleesha Darke for all Social Media promoting with the Mother’s Day Market, what a fantastic job. 
Thanks to Di Neumann for helping find other websites to advertise our market on and also organise the gallery for such a great turn out. 
Thank you to Jaccii and Juliet for an awesome job organising the market, what a huge job.

I  have been advertising and organising the stall we are having at the Mudgeeraba Street Market. 
Won’t be long and we will be advertising third term classes. I have slowed down on moving forward with promotion plans for Gallery 
But will get back on top of it when things slow down

11.1 WIX - move Gallery Website to Wix - YES
Kirstin Farr & 
Di Neuman To be completed

12.0 Teachers Representative, Benowa - Michael Jones Responsible Status

Nothing to report.  See below report from Jo

13.0 Teachers Representative, Mudgeeraba - Jo MacKenzie Responsible Status

Teacher training as discussed at yesterday's teachers meeting. Pay outside expert, ie Lynda or John for specific topic eg Raku firing and teachers pay 
participation fee and learn how to teach  these things to their students. 
This would benefit students, members (so we can run workshops), and therefore also expanding the knowledge base of the whole association. 

13.1

Ceramic book and magazine drive. 
Teacher Jo Mackenzie is also a Lismore TAFE student. They recently lost the most amazing ceramic library in the floods. Jo is co-ordinating with the 
Lismore librarian to bring in any donated ceramics books, journals and magazines. If agreeable I would like to pick a time period, and allow drop offs 
at the Mudgeeraba, Benowa studios and the gallery. It would also be great if the association could help me promote this amongst the members. 
I would then transport all the books down to Lismore. 

Jo Mackenzie

14.0 Grants Team Report - Helen Crandall Responsible Status

Nothing to report

14.1
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely Grants Team Apply for grant

14.2 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.3 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds.  MICHAEL advised that Contractors need to dump their ashpalt somewhere; if no Grant, ring around these people Grants Team Apply for grant

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status

15.1

COMMUNITY CLAY IDEA:  Hold an open time of 3 hours on a Friday for Non-Key Holder Members.

A group of Key Holding Members to do the opening and closing on a Friday; hours to be thought out.   
I know of a couple of people who want to do this already as the process of becoming a key holder is daunting.  This would allow Members to trial the 
space without a Teacher and then be guided to the next stage of becoming a Key Holder.  No teaching would be required as it's an open space for
creating and working on your projects whilst in the company of other Potters.
 
If there is a small charge per non-key holding person either for the term or casually then we could pay Key Holding Member (I envisage a $25 casual fee)
(Key holders would not be charged but still allowed to utilise the space as a member during this time).

Key Holder Members - anyone 
interested?

15.2
NEW KILN FIRING HIRE FEES:  (see attached proposal)
It is proposed that once this has been voted on during the May 2022 general meeting, cost increases will be implemented directly after that meeting. 
Any current bookings in the pipeline will be honoured at the price they were when booked and paid for but new bookings will be at the increased costs.

15.3 A Gmail dedicated to Teachers as a group to access for all documents needed Merrilyn to set up and email
Completed 
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

15.4
We have an abundance of new Members wanting to volunteer.  The Volunteer tab under Committee Members Sheet has been growing.  Merrilyn is liasing 
with potential volunteers and steering them in the right direction to hopefully utilise their skills.  Some of these wonderful Members will be with us tonight.
Any Committee Members that are looking to expand their Teams, kindly put your hand up now. Merrilyn In progess
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15.5

With new Volunteers putting their hands up we ask if anyone is able to help put our Library for Benowa and then the Library for Mudgeeraba up into the
cloud, onto our Google Drive?  This would entail:
1. Transferring the data in our hard-copy Catalogue and placing into a Google Sheet
2. Researching the Book title online and taking a screenshot of the front cover & loading into the sheet
3. Researching the Book and copying the front cover (see next column) and adding to sheet
4. Researching the Book and copying the 'Review' and adding to the sheet
Once this completed, any books that we have doubles of could be donated to the..................................(flood impacted) Asking for volunteers?

15.6
Merrilyn is unavailable for the Committee meeting in the month of June.  I need someone to step up and send out the Agenda as well as take the 
minutes for that Meeting.  Everything is in order and up to date, so I see no problem with someone standing in.  Volunteers please? Have asked Deb Morris

15.7

FUND RAISING CALENDAR:  A risque calendar of Males & Females to be ready by the Spring Market.  
50% to be donated to Ovarian Cancer and 50% to Prostate cancer.  We have the backing of Councillor Brooke Patterson.  
We need a small group of Volunteers to help with the project. 
Cate to approach printing place for a quote.  Porsche to organise photographer. | Open to all Members Cate

15.8 Can we set a date for a Kiln Workshop?  New Members are starting to ask about doing the Workshop so they can book kiln/ become a Keyholder.  Merrilyn
12th June and end of July - Porsche to facilitate Porsche

15.9
Gallery back room needs sorting out so that access can be cleared and used through the Ambulent Access Door.  Volunteers for this please?
Di to pick a Sunday date.  Need around 4 Volunteers to help move things around.
Suggestion to swap fridges around - any objections?  This will give us more room; potentially 3-5 more members exhibiting in the back room. Di to set date

16.0 NEXT MEETING DATES -

71.0 Meeting closed at   7:10pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
GENERAL MEETING MINUTES 

SUNDAY April 10th 2022
VENUE: Benowa Studio

  TIME: 5:30pm 
   

Date: 10.04.2022 Time: 17:30 Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Merrilyn Townhill
Merrilyn Townhill

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies

Attendees: Cate White, Merrilyn Townhill, Juliet Van Oirschot, Michael Jones, Toni Prinsse

Via Zoom: Nil

Apologies:  Dani, Jacci & Jo

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted: Cate
Seconded: Juliet

3.0 INWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

Inward 1:  Councillor Patterson and both Councillor Reps wishes to meet the Committee Members during the visit to the Mothers Day Market at 9:30am

Social Media Content to be sent to Council 
Meeting Minutes to be sent to 1) Council 2) Kirstin Farr to put up on Website and 3) Sculptors President.

Cate to Send email
address to Toni &
Merrilyn
Toni to sent to Council
Merrilyn for Minutes

OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

Outward 1: 

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1 SURVEY RESULTS TO BE PROVIDED AFTER FINAL DATE OF SUBMISSION IS REACHED: for Teachers Meeting on Tuesday 3rd May
28 responses received. Merrilyn

Emailed to Teachers for their
Meeting on 3rd May
Emailed to Committee members

4.2 Jo unscrewed it, emptied it and a lot of build up of plaque.  Use steel wool to remove. Pugmill needs to be  working before reclaim can happen 
It is emptied and operational. It is corroded.  
Current slops can not be re-cycled due to unkown vitrification point (ie Coln 6 & Cone 10 being mixed).  Can only be used as land fill.  Juliet to take it away.

Remove from next Agenda if
the slops have been collected
for land fill.

4.3

TEACHER HIRING PROCESS:
1. We gree that it's imperitive that Teachers are at a high standard and that we are recognised as the premier provider of great lessons.  
2. Teachers need to be prepared to fill the gaps when other Teachers need help to fill the gap when they are unable to Teach a class.
3. Be more inclusive of current Teachers regarding the hiring of new Teachers.
4. APPLY FOR A GRANT for an apprentiship - Grant for Volunteers to do an apprenticeship to become a Teacher
5. New Teachers Pack: to be compiled with existing information and any new collaboration from both Teachers' Reps
OUTCOME:  Load last years Teachers' Duties into Google Sheets to be shared with Teachers Reps to be updated.
                       Code of Conduct to be created. Merrilyn to create doc and share

4. Grants Team

5. Cate/ Juliet
    Teachers Reps

Merrilyn to load 
Teachers Pack into
Google Doc and share

Teachers meeting dates to be added
to the Events Calendar

Next Teachers Meeting on Tuesday 
3rd May

4.4 Glaze Workshop:  Send link out to all Financial Members for access.
Garden Stack Workshop: Send link out to all Financial Members for access Jaccii

Go out in next newsletter
TONI

4.5 Clay prices to be reviewed and new Pricing Sheet to be placed up, once agreed
Voted in YES: Unanimous   PRINT OUT FOR APRIL MEETING

Juliet for pricing
Merrilyn for document

Completed - remove from
the Minutes
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4.6

Letter from GCCC advising that an additional water metre sevicing the Potters leased area has not been loaded onto our 
organisations account. An on-site inspection has confirmed that meter no. 05B843857 (located: RHS G.COAST POTTERS BUILDING) 
services your facility.  Effective 24th August 2021, water consumption for this meter will commence being charged to
the Gold Coast Potters Association Inc (account number 8  2727286  4).

To assist with budgeting, the last 12months consumption on this meter was 11KL which equates to $47.83 (based on 2021/22 rates and charges).
Should you have any further queries please do not hesitate to contact me.
Juliet to check if this is for the Sculptors or the Potters.  
Answer:  Juliet has been out and sourced 7 water meters (at Mudgeeraba).  Needs 2 people to work out which water metre belongs to where Juliet

Remove from Agenda once
Juliet has completed the check

April: In progress

4.7

From the Ceramics Arts Congress (online school)
I hope you're well!

My name's Natalie, and I would love to send Gold Coast Potters Association a free VIP Ticket & free promo-pack for our upcoming 
Australian Ceramics Congress :)

Our Free promo-pack includes:
1 Free VIP ticket for you to enjoy the whole 5-day online event for free. 
A Free collection of Ceramics Congress Posters, Stickers & Flyers,

Plus, you will also get a discounted rate for an online Expo Booth to promote your business at the event - should you be interested.
I was hoping to send this out to you today. What is the best recipient name, contact number and address please?

Natalie
Marketing Manager
The Ceramics Congress Cate

Cate to email a reply to ask
how to do the online Expo
Booth

4.8
Juliet noted that Facebook & Instagram campaigns needs to be reveiwed.  The role of paid advertising for workshops and classes?  $30 per week.  
This was brought up during Teachers meeting and discussed.
OUTCOME:  We wouldn't be doing paid advertising except for Special Events.                                       Remove from next Agenda

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status

Thank you to all the volunteers and teachers for the word of mouth in regards to becoming a Member.  This has really paid off and we are seeing an influx
of Member applications which is leading to more volunteers coming on board.
Due to influx of Members we are doing the following: 1) streamlining the application process (see point 15.1)    
                                                                                                 2) We need more demos locked in; Teachers
to kindly send Jaccii their preferred Month and what Demo they will be doing. 

The Teachers BIOs look amazing that have gone up on the Website; thank you to the Teachers that have completed the template give to them by
the Secretary.  Thank you Kirsten for doing all the updates and constant request that are sent through to her.  Kirsten is doing an amazing job, along with
monitoring the Website emails and phone messages from our new number in place.

It's been a great start to the year.

Let's keep this going with the change of Culture and mind-set that the new Committee have brought to the Association with their tireless efforts to keep
the spaces running.
We now have the Credit Cards organised and this is also reducing time spent in each role.
Flyers on 'How to become a Member' are now in place to produce more Members; so lets lock in those Workshops and Demos and Exhibitions that are
the reason why Students become Members.

Keep Muddy
Cate

Michael/ John
Jo

All Teachers to send their Month of
preference into Jaccii to do their
Demo

Teachers BIOs must be by end
of this Wednesday 13th April so they
can be loaded onto Website PRIOR
to Easter.
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5.1

Mudgeeraba members kiln hire use Kiln 1 and 3 if teachers not using it, particularly while waiting for kiln 3 repairs. 
Also cost out as they are both larger than mini and maxi at Benowa.  Half full kiln (half for member at bottom + half for teacher).  Follow
the same process to book the kilns. Cate advised that this would mean more work for teachers. Juliet to write up a schedule to be 
looked at at the next meeting. Could students bring in their own work - NO.
Answer:   Kiln 3 was out of order, now back in order.  Can students share kiln with teachers (students seeing a lag in firing as not enough work
going through).  Julite to complete.  APRIL: Jo wants to do a firing schedule and is going to consult with Nicci and Kyong to create a schedule.

Juliet

In progess
Juliet has written the proposal
Jo needs to give feedback
1. Use the school kilns at 
Mudgeeraba if useable
2. Share the school kilns if
teachers want to get work thru
more quickly
Waiting for Jo's feedback

5.2

THE MUDGEERABA STREET PARTY: We should have a stall?  This is to advertise the association.  Offer Gallery members a place.  Gives exposure.
Teachers to do Roster.  Yes.  Looking for Volunteers Gate opens at 8. 8-10 for set up | 10-2 on the stall | 2-4 for pack down
Sunday 15th May - Stall to be sprooking for the classes, rather than selling pottery.  Gift vouchers for Gallery and Gift Voucher for Classes.
Students/Members can sell their products if they volunteer their time for a 2hour shift.  Members to bring their own pottery and take when their shift ends.
Michael to do 10:00-12:00 a didgeridoo demo Toni

Cate has booked & paid for Stall

Toni to send email re: Volunteers
needed

5.3
AUCTION OF MEGAN PUL'S bottle: to be donated to the flood victims
Donate monies to the Lismore High school ceramics programme. $150 raised
Motion to match $150 for total of $300 to donate   Unanimous

Juliet

Cate to find the 
Teacher to send to

Juliet to send donation
3.04.22: Have to find name of the 
CeramicsTeacher as can not donate 
directlyt o Lisomre High School Ceramics
Programme or change the place to 
where GCPA is donating to?

5.4

Studio Technician. Re-think the title of the role; change the Committee Role of Facilities & Maintenance to GRANTS or WORKPLACE HEALTH & SAFETY.  
Look at either a part-time basis in charge of Facilities & Maintenance & OH&S Role.
These are 2 key roles that can't be filled.  Does not need to be a Committee Member.  Could be a Grants Role so they are across the Budget.
A BUDGET NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED BY END OF TERM 1 for Facilities & Maintenance and Work Place Health & Safety 
Outcome: We need an external person (such as a property management) but that depends on funding.
Juliet moved a motion: Facilities & Maintenance Role to be changed to the Grants Officer Role. Seconded by: Cate  Unanimous - Motion passed 
Continued investigation of financial opportunities to hire a facilities & maintenance to be replaced with a grants officer.
Tender to be written for property management.  Advised that this is part of the Teachers role.  Juliet to advise
(Still looking for a volunteer.  Working out a budget for a Facilities & Maintenance Officer)                                                  

3.04.2022: 
Changes have been made

In progress

5.5

Thursday class – either approach past teacher to do 1-2 workshop type master classes .  Spoke with Amy on Sunday.
OUTCOME:  Currntly have no Teacher.  send out expression of interest on social media and a list of other places.
                       Term 2 there is no Thursday night classes.  Advise Sandy that Thursday nights are now open for Members times.
                       Cate to advise Amy's students on the last Thursday night 14th April

Merrilyn to advise
Sandy
Merrilyn advised by
email 11.04.2022 Remove from next Agenda

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - 30th MARCH 2022 Responsible Status

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at December 2021 $85,704.91 $85,704.91

Plus Credits $10,625.50 $10,625.50

Less Debits $4,211.42 -$4,211.42

Plus interest (FYTD $51.69)

Balance as per bank statement at 30 January 2022 $92,118.99 $92,118.99

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at November 28th 2021 $17,822.61

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $4.46)

Balance as per bank statement at $17,822.61 $17,822.61
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Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17th July 2021 $89,627.23 $89,627.23

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest $180.73 $180.73

Balance as per bank statement at 17th July 2021 $89,807.96 $89,807.96
Total Funds at December 31st 2021 $199,749.56 $199,749.56

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) $107,500.00 -$107,500.00
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels)

Available capital $92,249.56 $92,249.56

Bank statements are available on request.

6.1
Contacting Treasury: accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
Copies of all Invoices: xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

6.2
The month of March sees the payment of all teachers rental payment for Term 1 and a resumption of normal income and expenditure. 
The income of $10,625.50 was comprised of kiln hire of $564 including a $200 deposit, teachers rent of $3035, a $3000 payment for begineers clay and the 
remaining income from card sales either at the gallery or in class.                

6.3 Our expenditure of $4,211 was made up predominantly of repairs and maintenance of $820, Materials from Picasso’s $744, Expense claims $109, 
Gallery sales $703 and utilities of $1200                

6.4

DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2022.
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer. Juliet

Waiting on Events & Markets budget
Waiting on Gallery budget - Jaccii

6.5
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed 
by the President, Secretary and/or Treasurer.                

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Responsible Status

7.1

Asbestos inspection arranged via GCCC, existing report did not show asbestos except in toilet area, however new inspector insisted surfaces be retested. 
Currently awaiting formal report, however he did inform me that there were multiple sheets of asbestos intermixed with Masonite. 
I have taken photographs of the indicated areas to place signage.
Juliet to make signs to warn of asbestos; to be glued on, not nailed in. Juliet

Remove from Agenda
once Juliet completes.
Juliet waiting on report from
Council to put up signs

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

We currently have 129 members as follows:

10 Lifetime Members
119 Financial Members

We have 7 new Members to vote in:

8.1 Donna Grifo: Does classes with Kyong. Wants to hire kiln, do workshops & VOLUNTEER Voted in

8.2
David Kill: saw a members post on facebook.  Wants a jump start to rekindle artistic urges.  Diploma of Visual Arts (Ceramics) 10 years ago
Wants to exhibit in gallery & at markets, keyholder, kiln hire, VOLUNTEER Voted in

8.3 Jacqui Mather: currently doing class with Kyong: wants to do workshops, exhibit in gallery & at markets, be a keyholder, volunteer Voted in
8.4 Helen Alker; wants to become a member but doesn't do classes.  Wants to gain access to workshops, volunteer, keyholder Exhibit at Gallery and Markets, Hire Kiln See email Voted in
8.5 Shannon Nay; currently doing classes with John.  Wants to do workshops, VOLUNTEER, Hire a Kiln, become a keyholder John to sign form Voted in
8.6 Tanya Lord:Currenlty doing classes with Kyong.  Wants to gain access to workshops Voted in
8.7 Alison Dittman; currently does classes with Jo. Wants to become a keyholder to use studio & hire kiln Voted in

8.8 Karen Ross - Classes with Kyong for 2 years. To become a keyholder Voted in

8.9 Send all new members (4 months into membership)  receive how to become a keyholoder so the process is started earlier Dani
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8.10 Send all new students (within 1 month of starting class) a Student Pack Teachers to send out prior to Term start

8.11

Table for members consideration rise in membership fees reflective of CPI and general running cost of association.   
Currently $60 per annum.  Committe wishes to increase the membership and increase by 5% per annum.  
Motion to increase to $80 as of next year and then by 5% each annum. Stay as Financial Year.  
Motion moved by Cate,  Seconded by Jaccii  
1 abstained.  Motioned passed.

Danielle

Juliet to create wording to go onto
Membership Invoicing to add the
price increase is covered.
COMPLETED - REMOVE FROM
NEXT AGENDA

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

First and most importantly, a massive thank you to Jo Mcfaul who has worked hard every year organising Market day’s for our association and our 
community. Jo has decided to resign from this role. Both from a committee as a whole and personally, a heartfelt thank you for the passion and dedication 
committed in making sure each person who had a stall would do well and also that the community enjoyed each and every market. 
Our next market is the Mother’s day market on Sunday 24th April at Benowa from 8am - 1pm.

During the month of March we had our free members demonstration from Porsche on glaze making for our members. This available for people who 
pre booked and also supported by a live Zoom link for those who couldn’t be there in person. Positive feedback was received from the Zoom participants
was which is great to hear. The zoom option will be offered for each of our Members Demonstrations coming up. 
The next one will be “Garden Stacks” by Juliet on 10th April. Bookings via trybooking and for those wanting to join by zoom can email 
events@goldcoastpotters.com to have the link sent to them.

The next workshop will be on 29th May with Anne Mossman - “How to colour clay bodies and their application” bookings will be open from this 
week and offered via email. Keep an eye out on your email, this workshop will sell out quickly and is offered as priority to our members then at a later date 
opened up to our community.
 
I organised a group order for Diamondcore tools which was an opportunity we shared via our newsletter which is sent out via email. 
Thank you to our Media person Toni who works tirelessly in her volunteer role, not only to collate this wonderful newsletter full of all the information
 to keep us in the loop. But so many many more things she puts her hand to and does in the background both seen and unseen. 
If you missed out on the newsletter please check your junk email. You won’t want to miss anymore! A great response was received for the Diamoncore tools 
order and 14 people have jumped on board to order these amazing tools. 

If all goes well, I may offer a group order again later in the year, if your interested please let me know.

9.1
MEMBERS' DEMO:  
12th June 4:00pm - 5:30pm with Anne Mossman on Nerikomi.  
                                     Zoom should also be offered on this Demo

9.2

ELEMENT REPLACEMENT quote never came through from Peter in Brisbane, much to my persistence.
Quote finally through from AA Kils for Minnie's full element replacements at $525.60 plus $38 freight.
Seek the Committes's approval to order these through the Signal chat - ALL AGREED
Jaccii advising a time frame in today's meeting Not covered - add to next meeting"                                                              

Jaccii

9.3

WORKSHOP:
Sunday 29th May 9:00am to 3:00pm -  1 day workshop with Anne Mossman "How to colour clay bodies and their applications"
                                                                       a hands-on workshop demonstrating how to colour clay bodies, develop patterning and 
                                                                       use the patterns in thrown, hand built and slip cast vessels.

Jaccii

This needs to go under Workshops
on the website and have the ability
to book prior to Easter.
Also needs to be MailChimped

10.0 School Representative Benowa - Jo MacKenzie Responsible Status

No report provided

11.0 Gallery Report  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

Gallery website domain has been registered and currently working with Kirstin Farr to check what requirements, options and costs with upgrading the 
gallery site. Toni has the information on this.
 
The gallery has a few more volunteers for Market Day and looking forward to the event.
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11.1

Nicole Barrett requests the committee approval to proceed with investigating opportunity of obtaining QLD Community Sustainability Action Grant 
($50,000) which is applicable for the protection and restoration of heritage buildings that create community environments - Gallery fits the criteria. 
This could be used for maintenance issues in the gallery.
OUTCOME: Nicole to investigate and do proposal and present to Grants committee   

The council & heritage board must be
in agreeance with any restoration
works, due to the historic nature
of the bulding

12.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

Karin Adams has been busy scheduling our Mothers Day Art Market and Gallery Posts, thank you Karin. I have Boosted the Mothers Day Post on 
Facebook and Instagram up till the day before the Market. I have been sharing our posts to Instagram Storeys. 
If you see one of our posts please share it to your storey.

Merrilyn has set up our new phone number answering message, thank you. The phone number is  07 5621 2230. 
Kirstin is updating our website with the number and Di Neumann and I now need to find all the websites where we are listed with an 
incorrect phone number and get it amended.

Di & Toni - in progress

12.1

www.postofficegallery.weebly.com - if no one is maintaining this website, it should be shut down. Get in touch with Lyn Rogers to shut down.

Outcome: Keep the Gallery website to increase the SEO of both.  Back link each website to each other to increase rankings.  It was voted 
at a previous meeting to delete this website.  16.02.2022 via Signal chat it was agreed to keep the website and that the Gallery Manager 
and the Publicity Co-ordinator & Website Officer will ensure that it is maintained.        Next Agenda - to purchase Domain Names  -  purchased                                          Toni

Domain name now purchased
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

12.2 Di Neumann has organised a new phone number for the association. It just needs the answering message to be set up. 
Next steps will be for Di and I to find all the websites where we are listed with an incorrect phone number and have it amended"                                 Di & Toni

replace all existing numbers
on all platforms with the new one

12.3 Should all the General as well as the AGM minutes be added to the website, we only have the last AGM on there.  ANSWER: Yes Merrilyn to forward Minutes to Kirstin

12.4 E-News. Please send me any items or reports for the next Newsletter by Sunday 17th April. 

12.5 I will not be on the next Market Committee

12.6 WIX - move Gallery Website to Wix - YES
Kirstin Farr & 
Di Neuman To be completed

13.0 Teachers Representative - Michael Jones Responsible Status

Nothing to Report.

13.1
The Ashmore Rd side door to the kiln room is now able to be opened for cross ventilation as it gets very hot with out air flow .
There is a lock on the steel door as back up security , it does not need to be opened to access the solid door.   Lock code is on the wall next to door.

14.0 Grants Team Report - Helen Crandall Responsible Status

No report provided

14.4
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely Grants Team Apply for grant

14.5 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.6 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds.  MICHAEL advised that Contractors need to dump their ashpalt somewhere; if no Grant ring around these people Grants Team Apply for grant

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status

15.1

When someone joins a class that they receive a 'Welcome Pack' that has the following included:
1. Membership form COMPLETED
2. Why become a member + benefits + how to COMPLETED
3. Why become a key holder + how to COMPLETED
4. Events Calendar UPDATED
5. Volunteer form - positions vacant + how to TO BE COMPLETED
These sheets can either be downloaded as PDFs and emailed to member OR printed and hand given.
Add in rules:  how to have fun in a happy community space.  Yes, this is to be set up. 
Studio Guidelines and Studio Check List has also been completed - to be given out in Term 2

Dani / Merrilyn /
Cate

5. Volunteer Form - Merrilyn to complete
6. Rules - Teachers sent form that 
they use: Completed

REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA
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15.2
Domain Name: Find where it lives and the log in details.  Emails need fixing.  Need to buy Domain Names.
ANSWER: doteasy has the registered name of goldcoastpottery.com 

Cate/ Merrilyn Gallery website needs to be 
completed by Di & Toni
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

15.3
A template email needs to be written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Puls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc.  Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member.  They then be asked to exhibit in the 
Gallery.  Similar letter to be drafted by Gallery Convenor to invite prominent members to Exhibit.

Cate/Juliet

Di Neuman

Draft template email

Draft invitation letter

15.4

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Outcome: How much money needs to be put aside for necessary repairs/maintenance.  Sinking fund should be set up both across Sculptors and
GCPA; if Sculptors move away -there needs to be money set aside.  We need to change from bank accounts and re-name accounts and formally
write to sculptors to do an annual contribution $25,000 each for 2022 & 2023.  50%/50% to be responsible for every building. 
They have agreed that they will pay for the repairs of the ramp.  Vote on the sinking fund to be used as ongoing maintenance fund. Building, services,
metal roof, skylights, electrical, ashphalt, gardens, tree lopping; not day to day maintenance.
Motion to change current account at .4% and change to a Sinking fund account.  Seconded by Cate.  Unanimous
Council advised to re-do sinking fund report as the expenses have increased by 30% so this can be taken to Sculptors.  Also suggested was the fund to be
calendarised so that the maintenance can be planned.

Juliet / Cate

Juliet to notify Sculptors of their
responsibilities in the
sinking fund 

Still waiting on council

15.6 We do alternate meetings.  Future Benowa meetings can not be held on a Monday night during in School Term dates.
 Ask for a key to Benowa Sculpture Studio Jaccii Jaccii emailing to ask for key

15.7
Midge from Sculptors Society has asked to provided with access for Elgas

Juliet

Juliet to give access
COMPLETED
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

15.8

REMINDER: Teachers would like Students to pay the Associate member fee which is $20 per term via eftpos on first day of term? 
Merrilyn to update Enrolment form - completed
Membership Forms have been printed out and left at each Studio so if a Student prefers to pay for a Financial Membership instead of the Associate
membership of $20 per Term.  Pro Rata for Financial membership is $5 per month for April and May.  
Then from June Membership has been increased to $80 per year or pro rata of $6.67 per month

All teachers Yes, teachers can
REMOVE FROM NEXT AGENDA

15.9
SUNDAY - High Tea for $39 per head for volunteers - in agreeance.  Invite Jo McFaul as well.
DATE NEEDS TO BE SET: Waiting on Committee members to provide availability - SUNDAY 12th JUNE HAS BEEN PROPOSED.

All Committee To be booked by Cate

15.10 Members to no longer needed to be voted in; Key Holders definitely need to be voted in. Add into General meeting to change in
the constitution

15.11
Teachers would like Students to pay the Associate member fee which is $20 per term via eftpos on first day of term?
Merrilyn sees this as an opportunity.  If Students are given the option to become a financial member instead of an associate member?  
Have the Membership forms ready at each studio - so Students can sign up immediately and pay on the spot?

Merrilyn has printed out enough
forms for both studios

15.12 MOTION MOVED to publish and book workshops and demos up to 12 months in advance.  Seconded: Juliet  Unaminous.  Motioned passed. Jaccii to provide all info for workshops to be
added onto website under workshops

15.30 Next Meeting date changed because of Easter and Anzac days: Now Monday May 23rd at Mudgeeraba at 5:30pm

16.0 NEXT MEETING DATES - General meeting on May 23rd and Committee meeting on June 20th

71.0 Meeting closed at  6:58pm

SIGNED BY PRESIDENT: Dated: SIGNED BY TREASURER: Dated:
Catherine White Juliet Van Oirschot
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
GENERAL MEETING AGENDA 

SUNDAY April 10th 2022
VENUE: Benowa Studio

               TIME: 5:30pm 
   

Date: Time: Chair:
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies

Attendees: 

Via Zoom: 

Apologies:  

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted:
Seconded: 

3.0 INWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

Inward 1:  Councillor wishes to meet the Committee Members during the visit to the Mothers Day Market at 9:30am

OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

Outward 1: 

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1

SURVEY RESULTS
28 responses to date.

Merrilyn

4.2

What to do with recycling Student reclaim - do we offer to members | do we re-cycle and use for a fundraiser | do we re-cycle & sell; given the clay 
shortage at the moment.  Jo coming in to clean out Pug Mill.  Re-cycled clay to go to Liz & Helen - Liz to provide a proposal.
Send out a Mailchimp to ask for someone to re-claim - they are to receive 50% and 50% to go to the fundraiser.  REMOVE FROM FUTURE MINUTES
Jo unscrewed it, emptied it and a lot of build up of plaque.  Use steel wool to remove. Pugmill needs to be  working before reclaim can happen 
It is emptied and operational. It is corroded.  Current slops can not be re-cycled due to unkown vitrification point (ie Colne 6 & Cone10 being mixed)
 Can only be used as land fill.

Liz/ Helen

Toni

Remove from next Agenda if
the slops have been collected
for land fill.

4.3

TEACHER HIRING PROCESS:
1. We gree that it's imperitive that Teachers are at a high standard and that we are recognised as the premier provider of great lessons.  
2. Teachers need to be prepared to fill the gaps when other Teachers need help to fill the gap when they are unable to Teach a class.
3. Be more inclusive of current Teachers regarding the hiring of new Teachers.
4. APPLY FOR A GRANT for an apprentiship - Grant for Volunteers to do an apprenticeship to become a Teacher
5. New Teachers Pack: to be compiled with existing information and any new collaboration from both Teachers' Reps

4. Grants Team

5. Cate/ Juliet
    Teachers Reps

4.4
Glaze Workshop:  Send link out to all Financial Members for access. Jaccii

Go out in next newsletter
TONI

4.5 Clay prices to be reviewed and new Pricing Sheet to be placed up, once agreed
Voted in YES: Unanimous   PRINT OUT FOR APRIL MEETING

Juliet for pricing
Merrilyn for document

Completed - remove from
the Minutes
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4.6

Letter from GCCC advising that an additional water metre sevicing the Potters leased area has not been loaded onto our 
organisations account. An on-site inspection has confirmed that meter no. 05B843857 (located: RHS G.COAST POTTERS BUILDING) 
services your facility.  Effective 24th August 2021, water consumption for this meter will commence being charged to
the Gold Coast Potters Association Inc (account number 8  2727286  4).

To assist with budgeting, the last 12months consumption on this meter was 11KL which equates to $47.83 (based on 2021/22 rates and charges).
Should you have any further queries please do not hesitate to contact me.
Juliet to check if this is for the Sculptors or the Potters.  
Answer:  Juliet has been out and sourced 7 water meters (at Mudgeeraba).  Needs 2 people to work out which water metre belongs to where Juliet

Remove from Agenda once
Juliet has completed the check

4.7

From the Ceramics Arts Congress (online school)
I hope you're well!

My name's Natalie, and I would love to send Gold Coast Potters Association a free VIP Ticket & free promo-pack for our upcoming 
Australian Ceramics Congress :)

Our Free promo-pack includes:
1 Free VIP ticket for you to enjoy the whole 5-day online event for free. 
A Free collection of Ceramics Congress Posters, Stickers & Flyers,

Plus, you will also get a discounted rate for an online Expo Booth to promote your business at the event - should you be interested.
I was hoping to send this out to you today. What is the best recipient name, contact number and address please?

Natalie
Marketing Manager
The Ceramics Congress Cate

Cate to email a reply to ask
how to do the online Expo
Booth

4.8 In collaboration with Teacher’s reps start on teachers pack and handover to do list for new teachers. 
Cate
Teachers Reps

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status

5.1

Mudgeeraba members kiln hire use Kiln 1 and 3 if teachers not using it, particularly while waiting for kiln 3 repairs. 
Also cost out as they are both larger than mini and maxi at Benowa.  Half full kiln (half for member at bottom + half for teacher).  Follow
the same process to book the kilns. Cate advised that this would mean more work for teachers. Juliet to write up a schedule to be 
looked at at the next meeting. Could students bring in their own work - NO.
Answer:   Kiln 3 was out of order, now back in order.  Can students share kiln with teachers (students seeing a lag in firing as not enough work
going through).  Julite to complete

Juliet

In progess
Juliet has written the proposal
Jo needs to give feedback
1. Use the school kilns at 
Mudgeeraba if useable
2. Share the school kilns if
teachers want to get work thru
more quickly
Waiting for Jo's feedback

5.2 THE MUDGEERABA STREET PARTY: We should have a stall?  This is to advertise the association.  Offer Gallery members a place.  Gives exposure.
Teachers to do Roster.  Yes Cate Cate to book stall

5.3
AUCTION OF MEGAN PULL'S bottle: to be donated to the flood victims
Donate monies to the Lismore High school ceramics programme. $150 raised
Motion to match $150 for total of $300 to donate   Unanimous

Juliet

Juliet to send donation
3.04.22: Have to find name of the 
CeramicsTeacher as can not donate 
directlyt o Lisomre High School Ceramics
Programme or change the place to 
where GCPA is donating to?
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5.4

Studio Technician. Re-think the title of the role; change the Committee Role of Facilities & Maintenance to GRANTS or WORKPLACE HEALTH & SAFETY.  
Look at either a part-time basis in charge of Facilities & Maintenance & OH&S Role.
These are 2 key roles that can't be filled.  Does not need to be a Committee Member.  Could be a Grants Role so they are across the Budget.
A BUDGET NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED BY END OF TERM 1 for Facilities & Maintenance and Work Place Health & Safety 
Outcome: We need an external person (such as a property management) but that depends on funding.
Juliet moved a motion: Facilities & Maintenance Role to be changed to the Grants Officer Role. Seconded by: Cate  Unanimous - Motion passed 
Continued investigation of financial opportunities to hire a facilities & maintenance to be replaced with a grants officer.
Tender to be written for property management.  Advised that this is part of the Teachers role.  Juliet to advise
(Still looking for a volunteer.  Working out a budget for a Facilities & Maintenance Officer)                                                  

3.04.2022: Changes have been made
In progress

5.5
Thursday class – either approach past teacher to do 1-2 workshop type master classes .  Spoke with Amy on Sunday.
OUTCOME:  Currntly have no Teacher.  send out expression of interest on social media and a list of other places. Cate In progress

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - 31st JANUARY 2022 Responsible Status

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at December 2021

Plus Credits

Less Debits

Plus interest (FYTD $51.69)

Balance as per bank statement at 30 January 2022

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at November 28th 2021

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $4.46)

Balance as per bank statement at 

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17th July 2021

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest

Balance as per bank statement at 17th July 2021

Total Funds at December 31st 2021

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building)
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels)

Available capital $0.00

Bank statements are available on request.
6.2
6.3

6.4

DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2022.
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer. Juliet

Waiting on Events & Markets budget
Waiting on Gallery budget - Jaccii

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Responsible Status
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7.1

Asbestos inspection arranged via GCCC, existing report did not show asbestos except in toilet area, however new inspector insisted surfaces be retested. 
Currently awaiting formal report, however he did inform me that there were multiple sheets of asbestos intermixed with Masonite. 
I have taken photographs of the indicated areas to place signage.
Juliet to make signs to warn of asbestos; to be glued on, not nailed in. Juliet

Remove from Agenda
once Juliet completes.
Juliet waiting on report from
Council to put up signs

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

We currently have 129 members as follows:

10 Lifetime Members
119 Financial Members

We have 6 new Members to vote in:

8.1 Donna Grifo: Does classes with Kyong. Wants to hire kiln, do workshops & VOLUNTEER

8.2
David Kill: saw a members post on facebook.  Wants a jump start to rekindle artistic urges.  Diploma of Visual Arts (Ceramics) 10 years ago
Wants to exhibit in gallery & at markets, keyholder, kiln hire, VOLUNTEER

8.3 Jacqui Mather: currently doing class with Kyong: wants to do workshops, exhibit in gallery & at markets, be a keyholder, volunteer
8.4 Helen Alker; wants to become a member but doesn't do classes.  Wants to gain access to workshops, volunteer, keyholder Exhibit at Gallery and Markets, Hire Kiln See email
8.5 Shannon Nay; currently doing classes with John.  Wants to do workshops, VOLUNTEER, Hire a Kiln, become a keyholder John to sign form
8.6 Tanya Lord:Currenlty doing classes with Kyong.  Wants to gain access to workshops

8.5 Send all new members (4 months into membership)  receive how to become a keyholoder so the process is started earlier Dani

8.6 Send all new students (within 1 month of starting class) a Student Pack Teachers

8.7

Table for members consideration rise in membership fees reflective of CPI and general running cost of association.   
Currently $60 per annum.  Committe wishes to increase the membership and increase by 5% per annum.  
Motion to increase to $80 as of next year and then by 5% each annum. Stay as Financial Year.  
Motion moved by Cate,  Seconded by Jaccii  
1 abstained.  Motioned passed.

Danielle Juliet to create wording to go onto
Membership Invoicing to add the
price increase is covered.

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

9.1

MEMBERS' DEMO:  
12th June 4:00pm - 5:30pm with Anne Mossman on Nerikomi.  
                                     Zoom should also be offered on this Demo

9.2

ELEMENT REPLACEMENT quote never came through from Peter in Brisbane, much to my persistence.
Quote finally through from AA Kils for Minnie's full element replacements at $525.60 plus $38 freight.
Seek the Committes's approval to order these through the Signal chat - ALL AGREED
Jaccii advising a time frame in today's meeting Not covered - add to next meeting"                                                              Jaccii

9.3

WORKSHOP:
Sunday 29th May 9:00am to 3:00pm -  1 day workshop with Anne Mossman "How to colour clay bodies and their applications"
                                                                       a hands-on workshop demonstrating how to colour clay bodies, develop patterning and 
                                                                       use the patterns in thrown, hand built and slip cast vessels.

10.0 School Representative Benowa - Jo MacKenzie Responsible Status

11.0 Gallery Report  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

Gallery website domain has been registered and currently working with Kirstin Farr to check what requirements, options and costs with upgrading the 
gallery site. Toni has the information on this.
 
The gallery has a few more volunteers for Market Day and looking forward to the event.
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11.1

Nicole Barrett requests the committee approval to proceed with investigating opportunity of obtaining QLD Community Sustainability Action Grant 
($50,000) which is applicable for the protection and restoration of heritage buildings that create community environments - Gallery fits the criteria. 
This could be used for maintenance issues in the gallery.
OUTCOME: Nicole to investigate and do proposal and present to Grants committee   

The council & heritage board must be
in agreeance with any restoration
works, due to the historic nature
of the bulding

12.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

Karin Adams has been busy scheduling our Mothers Day Art Market and Gallery Posts, thank you Karin. I have Boosted the Mothers Day Post on 
Facebook and Instagram up till the day before the Market. I have been sharing our posts to Instagram Storeys. 
If you see one of our posts please share it to your storey.

Merrilyn has set up our new phone number answering message, thank you. The phone number is  07 5621 2230. 
Kirstin is updating our website with the number and Di Neumann and I now need to find all the websites where we are listed with an 
incorrect phone number and get it amended. Di & Toni - in progress

12.1

www.postofficegallery.weebly.com - if no one is maintaining this website, it should be shut down. Get in touch with Lyn Rogers to shut down.

Outcome: Keep the Gallery website to increase the SEO of both.  Back link each website to each other to increase rankings.  It was voted 
at a previous meeting to delete this website.  16.02.2022 via Signal chat it was agreed to keep the website and that the Gallery Manager 
and the Publicity Co-ordinator & Website Officer will ensure that it is maintained.        Next Agenda - to purchase Domain Names                                                Toni

Domain names need to be
purchased

12.2
Di Neumann has organised a new phone number for the association. It just needs the answering message to be set up. 
Next steps will be for Di and I to find all the websites where we are listed with an incorrect phone number and have it amended"                                 

replace all existing numbers
on all platforms with the new one

12.3 Should all the General as well as the AGM minutes be added to the website, we only have the last AGM on there.

12.4 E-News. Please send me any items or reports for the next Newsletter by Sunday 17th April. 

12.5 I will not be on the next Market Committee

13.0 Teachers Representative - Michael Jones Responsible Status

13.1
The Ashmore Rd side door to the kiln room is now able to be opened for cross ventilation as it gets very hot with out air flow .
There is a lock on the steel door as back up security , it does not need to be opened to access the solid door.   Lock code is on the wall next to door.

14.0 Grants Team Report - Helen Crandall Responsible Status

14.4
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely Grants Team Apply for grant

14.5 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.6 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds Grants Team Apply for grant

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status

15.1

When someone joins a class that they receive a 'Welcome Pack' that has the following included:
1. Membership form COMPLETED
2. Why become a member + benefits + how to COMPLETED
3. Why become a key holder + how to COMPLETED
4. Events Calendar UPDATED
5. Volunteer form - positions vacant + how to TO BE COMPLETED
These sheets can either be downloaded as PDFs and emailed to member OR printed and hand given.
Add in rules:  how to have fun in a happy community space.  Yes, this is to be set up. 
Studio Guidelines and Studio Check List has also been completed - to be given out in Term 2

Dani / Merrilyn /
Cate

5. Volunteer Form - Merrilyn to complete
6. Rules - Teachers sent form that 
they use: Completed

15.2 Domain Name: Find where it lives and the log in details.  Emails need fixing.  Need to buy Domain Names.
ANSWER: doteasy has the registered name of goldcoastpottery.com Cate/ Merrilyn

Gallery website needs to be 
completed by Di & Toni

https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
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15.3
A template email needs to be written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Pulls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc.  Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member.  They then be asked to exhibit in the 
Gallery.  Similar letter to be drafted by Gallery Convenor to invite prominent members to Exhibit.

Cate/Juliet

Di Neuman

Draft template email

Draft invitation letter

15.4

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Outcome: How much money needs to be put aside for necessary repairs/maintenance.  Sinking fund should be set up both across Sculptors and
GCPA; if Sculptors move away -there needs to be money set aside.  We need to change from bank accounts and re-name accounts and formally
write to sculptors to do an annual contribution $25,000 each for 2022 & 2023.  50%/50% to be responsible for every building. 
They have agreed that they will pay for the repairs of the ramp.  Vote on the sinking fund to be used as ongoing maintenance fund. Building, services,
metal roof, skylights, electrical, ashphalt, gardens, tree lopping; not day to day maintenance.
Motion to change current account at .4% and change to a Sinking fund account.  Seconded by Cate.  Unanimous Juliet / Cate

Juliet to notify Sculptors of their
responsibilities in the
sinking fund 

Still waiting on council

15.6 We do alternate meetings.  Future Benowa meetings can not be held on a Monday night during in School Term dates.
 Ask for a key to Benowa Sculpture Studio Jaccii Jaccii emailing to ask for key

15.7 Midge from Sculptors Society has asked to provided with access for Elgas Juliet Juliet to give access

15.8
REMINDER: Teachers would like Students to pay the Associate member fee which is $20 per term via eftpos on first day of term? 
Merrilyn to update Enrolment form - completed All teachers

Yes, teachers can

15.9 SUNDAY - High Tea for $39 per head for volunteers - in agreeance.  Invite Jo McFaul as well. Cate To be booked

15.10 Members to no longer needed to be voted in; Key Holders definitely need to be voted in.

16.0 NEXT GENERAL MEETING DATES

71.0 Meeting closed at 
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GOLD COAST POTTERS ASSOCIATION GALLERY MEETING MINUTES 
 26 March 2022

Date of Meeting 26/03/22 Chair Di Neumann
Time of Meeting 13:00 Secretary Nicole Barrett

1.0 In Attendance Di, Nicole, Jennie, Nan, Juliet
1.1 Apologies Kirstin F, Jaccii, Helen, Sandy, Judy, Kirsten H and Toni

2.0
Acceptance of 

previous minutes
Minutes Accepted: Nan
Seconded: Accepted

No AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTION

3.0 Business arising from previous meeting:

3.1 Pricing minimum Agreed to set minimum pricing at $20 
4.0 Gallery Operation

4.1

Gallery Operation:
 · Di Neumann became gallery manager 1st of January.
 · Assistant Manager role was created - Nicole Barrett has taken 
    this position and very welcomed her help.

4.2

Mothers Day Shifts SUNDAY 24th April 2022

Need two persons on for the day. Can be spilt up into smaller shifts.

8:00am - 12noon - Nicole
7.30am till close - Di
10:00am till close - Nan

We can have trestle tables on the veranda with more items 
from the members on these. Will require those extra persons 
to staff this too.

 
NOTE: if gallery members plan to bring any extra work outside 
    tables, there will need to be extra people to man the verandah.

ACTIONS:
 · Kirsten rostered the day before – please give the place a dust / 
    once over before market day
 · Juliet - donate a new mat so we can throw the old one out
 · Individual artists may wish to bring in some foliage or extra 
   décor to showcase pieces.

4.3 Gallery Roster: Gap in roster from Danielle
 Backfill Roster for 7/5/22 
 · Jennie can fill Danielle’s roster but a request for another 
    member to support if possible.

4.4 Fathers Day Market Date has yet to be set for Fathers Day Market.  28th August
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4.5

Christmas market has been moved to Mudgeeraba. 

Gallery members could set up a stall collectively as the 
post office gallery or possibly use the studio space. 
This will have to be done by the members who aren’t 
stall holders.

Gallery members concerns:
1. Christmas market has a history at Benowa – potential loss of good 
     will and high frequency visitors.

2. Missed opportunity for Gallery – it is the biggest day for sales 
    as well as promotes the Gallery’s presence.   

Christmas Market (Juliet updated members):
 · Application put in with Mudgeeraba Council to have the market 
   there – room for 80 stalls.
 · Sub-committee (marketing and events) has floated ideas 
    e.g., wanting it to expand as an ‘art market’ and partner with 
    the arts society. 
 · Haven’t fleshed out the details. 
  
 ACTIONS:
 · Individual Gallery members to submit, by email, any 
    concerns to Jacci. 
 · Suggest to the committee that the association could do a twilight 
     market at Mudgeeraba on alternative day - e.g., Australia Day.

4.6

Some still using the old emails for two members, Kirsten Hague and 
Jacci Turnbull – please can everyone check their contact lists and 
update.

Updated Email List  · A reminder to all members that the most up to 
date emails for gallery members is found in the google sheets for the 
Roster 

5.0 EXHIBITIONS

5.1

Student exhibition will be organized by the teachers as a 
group for in September. Date has yet to be finalized.

Currently there are no other planned exhibits. 
Hope to get more of the promotion infrastructure done prior to 
having established artists.

Student exhibition 
Committee decision is that the exhibition is led and managed 
by the teachers.
    

5.2

Members Exhibition
Nan has a history of what’s been done and required in the past.
General agreement about the volume of work time required in planning
Proposed first quarter of next year so that there is time to do necessary 
planning and PR.
Excitement about the opportunity of re-establishing this event in the 
community
Potential to partner and leverage other ‘artist’ / ‘community associations 
  e.g., Bonsai exhibition in Sculptures gallery
Purposeful marketing and PR plan – community radio, social medial…

ACTION:
Within the next 6-8 weeks, have a dedicated gallery members meeting 
after the Mother’s Day market to generate ideas, map out requirements 
and timeline

5.3

Guest Exhibitors / Established Artists
Question of receipts for established artist work for provenance. 
Has this been done in the past?

Discussion about whether the Gallery needs to provide receipts or 
certificate of provenance.

ACTION:
Agreed action to create a 1-page statement of offering which outlines 
to potential guest artists can and can’t do e.g., insurance.
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6.0 Advertising, Publicity, Social Media

6.1 Gallery website:  · On the agenda for next committee meeting.

ACTION - Promotion through Insta and FB
Di and Toni – to create a one-page ‘how to’ guide for making links for 
different social media platforms.

6.2

New website address and SEO. 
Plenty of listings on different platforms will happen once 
this new web address is done.

ACTION:
Di waiting for website to be up and running so that we can have links 
and enhance SEO Why not link now - it takes months to obtain Grant and 
then build new site
Juliet to provide receipt of public liability to support application process

6.3 New business cards - just waiting on web address.

6.4

QR barcode so that visitors can check-in. 
Registered customers can then receive direct marketing, news and 
events etc. 

You need permission to add them to a mailing list (must be on register
that they are giving permission) WHO IS TO ADD THIS ON?
Why not put sign at front door with the check in QR Code to make easy
for Visitors

6.5
Trip Advisor: A reminder for all to do the trip advisor review, 
encourage friends and visitors to the gallery to do the same.

ACTION: Di will re-send the email link.    
Why not put sign at front door with the check in QR Code to make easy
for Visitors

6.6  Destination Gold Coast Agreed to register with Destination Gold Coast to try out 
(free for first year if registered by 30/6/2022) WHO TO ACTION?

6.7 Gallery has it's own email address now New email is: 

Membership

7.0
Danielle Clark is having so much success at markets with her 
work she is unable to maintain her stock in the gallery and sadly 
no longer a member of the gallery.

Agreement that new gallery members are to be encouraged –
open to all financial members

7.1

New members – existing process of judging what is 
acceptable or not.

Create community and support transition from student to seller.
Disband the historical process of a ‘subjective’ review of work prior 
to approval.
Agreement about the need to set some minimum standards 
e.g., no cracks/chips, clean bottoms, food safe, functional etc.
ACTION:
Develop a 1-page 'how to' flyer listing the basic criteria to be meet, 
including quality of work and requirement to volunteer.     

ADDITIONAL BUSINESS DISCUSSED:

8.0
Building Maintenance: 
Nicole raised issue of balustrade, electrics and gutters: 
all present a risk.
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8.1

Looked into potential grants
There is a QLD Community Sustainability Action Grant ($50,000) 
which is applicable for the protection and restoration of heritage
buildings that create community environments - Gallery fits the criteria.
Priority grants go to NFP’s where there is a volunteer workforce 
that support the restoration project – in-kind.
Nan advised Council would need to approve our intent to apply. 
 Potential funding could be used for: 
 o Timber floors.
 o Under deck foundation.
 o Fix and Paint Balustrade.
 o Painting the front (potentially all of outside depending on quotes)
 o Guttering 
 o Electrical power points (hazard)

ACTION: Juliet to raise with committee and socialize idea with 
Council rep Anna Young. Obtain Committee approval proceed with 
investigating opportunity

Nicole will consult with Nan about what steps we need to take with Council.

Nicole to research the grant requirements and limitations and 
summarise what we would need to progress.

9.0 Next meeting: 21st May 2022

10.0
  
 Meeting Closed at: 2:09 pm 26th March, 2022
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
GENERAL MEETING MINUTES Monday March 28th 2022

VENUE: Benowa Studio
               

   

Date: 28.03.2022 Time: 17:36 Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Merrilyn Townhill
Merrilyn Townhill

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies

Attendees: 
Cate White Juliet Van Oirschot, Merrilyn Townhill, , John Musgrave
Via Zoom: Toni Prinsee, Jaccii Turnbull.  

Apologies:  Danielle Clarke,Di Newman, Tobina Sharp

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted: Cate White
Seconded: Juliet Van Oirschot

3.0 INWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

3.1

Inward 1: Email from John Musgrave regarding teachers appointments.  John is concerned that the due process for teachers appointments is not
being followed. My concern is that there has been NO liaising between the committee and teachers or teacher representatives. 
It is existing teachers who will need to work with new appointments and so should have some input into their selection. 
It is also the association's responsibility to ensure that teaching standards are maintained and that the vetting process is robust enough to ensure this.
ANSWER: 
Teachers Facilities and Admin services agreement has the following clause:
 
School Representative Only
- developing sub-committee reports for Association committee meetings for inclusion on the agendas;
- attending monthly committee meetings as representatives of each school sub-committee;
- being the point of contact for all studio matters;
- support the committee in the hiring of teachers including advertising and organising interviews;
- organising teachers’ meetings and be responsible for recording the meeting; and

John is concerned that we need to keep the standard of Teachers up to a high standard.    John suggests that Teachers do a TAFE course; and be funded.  
That would mean that the Teacher/s would have to go to Lismore to complete the course - not viable.
Plan B: Upcoming Teacher to be an apprentice.
Acknowledged that Diana had applied in the last recruitment and that Jill Cuthbertson had endorsed her application.
OUTCOME:
1. We gree that it's imperitive that Teachers are at a high standard and that we are recognised as the premier provider of great lessons.  
2. Teachers need to be prepared to fill the gaps when other Teachers need help to fill the gap when they are unable to Teach a class.
3. Be more inclusive of current Teachers regarding the hiring of new Teachers.
4. APPLY FOR A GRANT for an apprentiship - Grant for Volunteers to do an apprenticeship to become a Teacher
5. New Teachers Pack: to be compiled with existing information and any new collaboration from both Teachers' Reps

5. Grants Team

6. Cate/ Juliet
    Teachers Reps
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3.1

Inward 2: Liz Thatcher: email regarding List for Grants documents needed. 
Full Members numbers - DANI
Associate Members numbers - DANI
Teacher Numbers - CATE
Class Numbers - DANI
Newsletter numbers - TONI
Full Mailing List - TONI
Enquiry's numbers (any records kept) - ??
Volunteer Benefits list - MERRILYN
Audit for last 3 years - JULIET
Brief for scope of work - JULIET / CATE (from last website quote)
Quotes - JULIET / CATE (from last website quote)

Dani
Dani
Cate
Dani
Toni
Toni
??
Merrilyn
Juliet
Cate/ Juliet 
Cate/ Juliet

Grant completed and lodged
by Cate - remove from next
Agenda

Inward 3:  Verbally from Paula (Benowa Librarian)
Glaze Workshop: Hit the 'ATTEND BY ZOOM' button - but didn't receive anything.  This was for 2 different people with 2 different
email addresses.  Could this be a glitch?  Maybe it's something to do with the emails.
Can we upload to website to be able to access as members. Jaccii

Go out in next newsletter
TONI

Inward 4: Clay prices to be reviewed and new Pricing Sheet to be placed up, once agreed
Voted in YES: Unanimous

Juliet for pricing
Merrilyn for document In progress

Inward 5: Letter from GCCC advising that an additional water metre sevicing the Potters leased area has not been loaded onto our 
organisations account. An on-site inspection has confirmed that meter no. 05B843857 (located: RHS G.COAST POTTERS BUILDING) 
services your facility.  Effective 24th August 2021, water consumption for this meter will commence being charged to
the Gold Coast Potters Association Inc (account number 8  2727286  4).

To assist with budgeting, the last 12months consumption on this meter was 11KL which equates to $47.83 (based on 2021/22 rates and charges).
Should you have any further queries please do not hesitate to contact me.
Juliet to check if this is for the Sculptors or the Potters.  
Answer:  Juliet has been out and sourced 7 water meters (at Mudgeeraba).  Needs 2 people to work out which water metre belongs to where Juliet

Remove from Agenda once
Juliet has completed the check

Inward 6: Email from 'Connecting Up' an Australian charity committed to building stronger communites through technology.
Register your organisation with us and find your eligibility to receive up to 92% off RRP on brands such as Microsoft, Adobe, Amazon, 
Zoom and Dell, along with access to weekly webinars and workshops designed for people working in the charity sector.
Answer: We already pay for Zoom.  Juliet to respond.
21.03.2022: Juliet signed GCPA up with Connecting Up which is predominantly IT related discounts for NFPs
Zoom has a discounted rate and all sorts of other things that is worth a look - kindly look at their website: www.connectingup.org Juliet

Remove from Agenda after
March meeting
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Inward 7: From the Ceramics Arts Congress (online school)
I hope you're well!

My name's Natalie, and I would love to send Gold Coast Potters Association a free VIP Ticket & free promo-pack for our upcoming 
Australian Ceramics Congress :)

Our Free promo-pack includes:
1 Free VIP ticket for you to enjoy the whole 5-day online event for free. 
A Free collection of Ceramics Congress Posters, Stickers & Flyers,

Plus, you will also get a discounted rate for an online Expo Booth to promote your business at the event - should you be interested.
I was hoping to send this out to you today. What is the best recipient name, contact number and address please?

Natalie
Marketing Manager
The Ceramics Congress Cate

Cate to email a reply to ask
how to do the online Expo
Booth

Inward 8: Janeen Davidson query her membership enrolment email sent copy of class enrolment – forward to Dani to follow up
                  Tobina provided a copy of her membership form via email Dani Completed - remove from next agenda
OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

3.2

Cate emailed Nicci Morgan Same above for 2022.  Nicci will respond and has indicated that she will be doing a class in Term 2
OUTCOME: Nicci emailed: confirm my intention to run a 5 week course at the start of term 2 on Wednesday day-time at the Mudgeeraba campus of GCPA. 
Starting 20 April until 18 May (time tbc). If it goes well and the students want to continue, I will extend for another 5 weeks. Please let me know what you need
from me and send through any updated documents I need to review and complete.               
See Nicci's class up on the website: http://www.goldcoastpotters.com/classes-days--times.html  

Nicci has signed her contract
5 week class | 1 week off 

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1

SURVEY was sent out
Some students haven't received.  This needs to be investigated.  Teachers sent out link and now 28 responses to date.

WE HAVE SOME GREAT POSITIVE FEEDBACK: will email the complete survey out once it is closed.  
Below are the constructive critisms that may need addresssing:

1. Takes too long for membership to be approved.
2. A clay trap at Mudgeeraba would be awesome to stop getting g bitten each time we have to go outside to empty our water. 
   Just a suggestion though I k ow it’s a large piece of work to put that in.
3. The new cone 6 glazes are mostly uninspiring.Many of the colours are too one dimensional eg the black is very flat & lifeless compared to the previous black . 
    Many are just shiny without any interesting textural highlights
4. I'm happy with everything except the glaze...we should get more variety especially for the gas firing.
5. Would like to see more workshops and demonstrations or specialised short courses.
    Option to participate in regular alternative firings like raku/pit/etc.
   Glazes available for members (used to be a couple, is this still offered? Could there be some arrangement for use of a wider variety on fee for use?).
   Need more variety of glaze test tiles examples at Mudgeeraba. Need better stools for the wheels at Mudgeeraba.
   Use Mudgeeraba location for some of the demonstrations/workshops/meetings to make attendance easier for southern based members.
   Gallery - is there an alternative location that would improve patronage or an option for collaboration to place works in a more prominent location or have pop-up site? 
   Online promotion is helping, will this be sufficient?
UNDER MEMBERSHIP QUESTION of is membership of value to you:
1. Completed the website form about joining membership and then received nothing further
2. Hardly use now, we could stay longer right after the class but not anymore. It is very disappointed to change Merrilyn

4.2

What to do with recycling Student reclaim - do we offer to members | do we re-cycle and use for a fundraiser | do we re-cycle & sell; given the clay 
shortage at the moment.  Jo coming in to clean out Pug Mill.  Re-cycled clay to go to Liz & Helen - Liz to provide a proposal.
Send out a Mailchimp to ask for someone to re-claim - they are to receive 50% and 50% to go to the fundraiser.  REMOVE FROM FUTURE MINUTES
Jo unscrewed it, emptied it and a lot of build up of plaque.  Use steel wool to remove. Pugmill needs to be  working before reclaim can happen 
It is emptied and operational. It is corroded.  Current slops can not be re-cycled due to unkown vitrification point (ie Colne 6 & Cone10 being mixed)
 Can only be used as land fill.

Liz/ Helen

Toni

Remove from next Agenda if
the slops have been collected
for land fill.
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4.3
Cate motioned to pay per month for the Grants Hub so we can view Nationally and Internationally. Juliet seconded | Motioned passed.  
Has this been implemented? 

Juliet signed up 31.03.2022
Remove from next Agenda

4.50

Gold Coast Sculptures Association: Pindara sign to be discussed (as monies were received from Pindara for electricity).  
Cate to follow up at meeting on Friday 21st January with Sculptures Society        
Outcome:   Met with new Sculptors committee.  They were not aware of the sign.  They will follow up with Pindara.  Sculptures are in a bit of strife.
                     only have 2 teachers and the new committee members have not been to Mudgeeraba             
                        Agreement may be with Nan

Juliet to chase up
with Nan if there
is an agreement in
writing

Juliet has the paperwork.
Sculptors have this on their
bill.  

Remove from next Agenda.
5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status

5.1

Well, everyone is busy as usual doing multiple roles. 
Thank you to the teachers and Nicci Morgan for helping Kyong out when she broke her leg. Kyong tells me its healing well and she will be ready 
to start in term2. 
Rental charge negotiations with teacher went well and everyone is keen for the rest of the year. 
We say goodbye to Amy who will be missed good luck in your new adventures. 
Welcome back to Nicci Morgan, pleasure as always to have you on the teaching team.

The Market Day planning committee had a shakeup with Jo resigning after many years hard work and commitment coordinating most of it on her own, 
she will be missed I’m sure. This has led to other committee members jumping in so this regular festivity can continue for our members and wider 
arts community. Let’s see what the year brings. 
Community clay Sundays are off to a flying start thanks to Helen and Liz, I look forward to popping in. 

Keep Muddy Cate 

5.2

Mudgeeraba members kiln hire use Kiln 1 and 3 if teachers not using it, particularly while waiting for kiln 3 repairs. 
Also cost out as they are both larger than mini and maxi at Benowa.  Half full kiln (half for member at bottom + half for teacher).  Follow
the same process to book the kilns. Cate advised that this would mean more work for teachers. Juliet to write up a schedule to be 
looked at at the next meeting. Could students bring in their own work - NO.
Answer:   Kiln 3 was out of order, now back in order.  Can students share kiln with teachers (students seeing a lag in firing as not enough work
going through).  Julite to complete

Juliet

In progess
Juliet has written the proposal
Jo needs to give feedback
1. Use the school kilns at 
Mudgeeraba if useable
2. Share the school kilns if
teachers want to get work thru
more quickly
Waiting for Jo's feedback

5.3 THE MUDGEERABA STREET PARTY: We should have a stall?  This is to advertise the association.  Offer Gallery members a place.  Gives exposure.
Teachers to do Roster.  Yes Cate Cate to book stall

5.4
AUCTION OF MEGAN PULL'S bottle: to be donated to the flood victims
Donate monies to the Lismore High school ceramics programme. $150 raised
Motion to match $150 for total of $300 to donate   Unanimous

Juliet

Juliet to send donation
3.04.22: Have to find name of the 
CeramicsTeacher as can not donate 
directlyto Lisomre High School Ceramics
Programme or change the place to 
where GCPA is donating to?

5.8

Studio Technician. Re-think the title of the role; change the Committee Role of Facilities & Maintenance to GRANTS or WORKPLACE HEALTH & SAFETY.  
Look at either a part-time basis in charge of Facilities & Maintenance & OH&S Role.
These are 2 key roles that can't be filled.  Does not need to be a Committee Member.  Could be a Grants Role so they are across the Budget.
A BUDGET NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED BY END OF TERM 1 for Facilities & Maintenance and Work Place Health & Safety 
Outcome: We need an external person (such as a property management) but that depends on funding.
Juliet moved a motion: Facilities & Maintenance Role to be changed to the Grants Officer Role. Seconded by: Cate  Unanimous - Motion passed 
Continued investigation of financial opportunities to hire a facilities & maintenance to be replaced with a grants officer.
Tender to be written for property management.  Advised that this is part of the Teachers role.  Juliet to advise
(Still looking for a volunteer.  Working out a budget for a Facilities & Maintenance Officer)                                                  

3.04.2022: Changes have been made
In progress

5.9
Thursday class – either approach past teacher to do 1-2 workshop type master classes .  Spoke with Amy on Sunday.
OUTCOME:  Currntly have no Teacher.  send out expression of interest on social media and a list of other places. Cate In progress

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - 31st JANUARY 2022 Responsible Status
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Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at December 2021 $81,822.63 $81,822.63

Plus Credits $7,930.09 $7,930.09

Less Debits $4,047.81 -$4,047.81

Plus interest (FYTD $51.69)

Balance as per bank statement at 30 January 2022 $85,704.91 $85,704.91

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at November 28th 2021 $17,820.43 $17,820.43

Plus Credits $0.75 $0.75

Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $4.46)

Balance as per bank statement at $17,821.18 $17,821.18

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17th July 2021 $89,627.23 $89,627.23

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest $180.73 $180.73

Balance as per bank statement at 17th July 2021 $89,807.96 $89,807.96
Total Funds at December 31st 2021 $193,334.05 $193,334.05

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) $107,500.00 -107,500.00
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels)

Available capital $85,834.05 $85,834.05

Bank statements are available on request.

6.2

The month of February sees the commencement of Term 1 and a resumption of normal income and expenditure. 
The income of $7,930 was comprised of kiln hire of $650, teachers rent of $$3776 and the remaining income from
 card sales either at the gallery or in class.                

6.3
Our expenditure of $4,048 was made up predominantly of repairs and maintenance of $1400, Materials from Picasso’s $902, Expense claims $550, 
Wheel hire refunds $300, Kiln Hire refund of $200, rates of $630                

6.4

DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2022.
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer. Juliet

Waiting on Events & Markets budget
Waiting on Gallery budget - Jaccii

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Responsible Status

7.1

Asbestos inspection arranged via GCCC, existing report did not show asbestos except in toilet area, however new inspector insisted surfaces be retested. 
Currently awaiting formal report, however he did inform me that there were multiple sheets of asbestos intermixed with Masonite. 
I have taken photographs of the indicated areas to place signage.
Juliet to make signs to warn of asbestos; to be glued on, not nailed in. Juliet

Remove from Agenda
once Juliet completes
Juliet waiting on report from
Council to put up signs

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status
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We currently have 125 members as follows:

10 Lifetime Members
115 Financial Members

We have 3 new students to vote in plus 3 more applications were received during the meeting:

8.1
Debby Morris applied to become a member: Potter classes with Jo Mackenzie for 6 weeks. Wants to Exhibit in Gallery, at Markets, become a keyholder,
hire the Kiln, volunteer, gain access to workshops Voted in

8.2
Aleesha Darke applied to become a member: Pottery classes with Jo Mackenzie for 7 months.  Wants to exhibit at a market, become a keyholder, Hire a kiln,
gain access to workshops Voted in

8.3 Judy Taubner-Ragg applied to become a member: Voted in

8.4
Jeni Maxwell - Attending Jo's classes.  Been potting for 5 years. Wants to Exhibit in Gallery, at Markets, become a keyholder,
hire the Kiln, volunteer, gain access to workshops Voted in

8.5 Janeen Davidson - Jo's class - this one was lost Voted in

8.6
Ingrid Firmin - Kyong's class for Term 1. Wants to Exhibit in Gallery, at Markets, become a keyholder,
hire the Kiln, volunteer, gain access to workshops Voted in

8.5 Send all new members (4 months into membership)  receive how to become a keyholoder so the process is started earlier Dani

8.6 Send all new students (within 1 month of starting class) a Student Pack Teachers

8.7

Table for members consideration rise in membership fees reflective of CPI and general running cost of association.   
Currently $60 per annum.  Committe wishes to increase the membership and increase by 5% per annum.  
Motion to increase to $80 as of next year and then by 5% each annum. Stay as Financial Year.  
Motion moved by Cate,  Seconded by Jaccii  
1 abstained.  Motioned passed.

Danielle Juliet to create wording to go onto
Membership Invoicing to add the
price increase is covered.

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

Copied from last Minutes as no updates.

Members Demonstrations
These demonstrations are free as one of the benefits of being a GCPA member.  
Our member's demonstrations are scheduled to be the first Sunday afternoon from February 2022 through to our last one in November 2022.
Depending on the demonstrator's availability these date's may slightly change but these are the days each month we are aiming for.

Workshops
There is a lot in the pipe line so be sure to keep reading the Mailchimp emails being sent to you so you don't miss out!
We already have March and May set up; see below point 9.3
Ahead for the rest of the year with dates to be confirmed....

"Sculpting the Human Form" with Lyndall Bensley, a well known Ceramic Sculptor.
 
"Wheel Throwing Clinic" workshop with Michaela Kloeckner, known for her work, as a past President and Teacher of the GCPA

"2 Day Sumptuous Surfaces" workshop with Shannon Garson 

Jaccii

9.1

MEMBERS' DEMO: 
April 10th 4:00pm-5:30pm Our hardworking committee member,  Juliet Van Oirschot will be providing a demonstration on "Garden Stacks" 
                                               check out her "Trout Ceramics" for a sneak peak on her beautiful work: 
                                               https://instagram.com/trout_ceramics?utm_medium=copy_link
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9.2

MEMBERS' DEMO:  
12th June 4:00pm - 5:30pm with Anne Mossman on Nerikomi.  
                                     Zoom should also be offered on this Demo

9.3

WORKSHOP:
Sunday 29th May 9:00am to 3:00pm -  1 day workshop with Anne Mossman "How to colour clay bodies and their applications"
                                                                       a hands-on workshop demonstrating how to colour clay bodies, develop patterning and 
                                                                       use the patterns in thrown, hand built and slip cast vessels.

10.0 School Representative Benowa - Jo MacKenzie Responsible Status

NO REPORT

11.0 Gallery Report  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

11.3

For February and March the sales in the gallery was total of $1079.    Majority of that being in February.
The Gallery does not currently have a ‘Student of the month’ work and ask the teachers to please coordinate to provide some student work.
 
Gallery members have agree that no “subjective” assessment of new members work to the gallery. 
We would like to strongly encourage any financial member of the association to exhibit and become a member of the gallery. 
Those interested to email postofficegallery@goldcoastpotters.com to obtain further information.
 
The members of the gallery also request the reconsideration of the Christmas markets being at Benowa as this market has established good will in the 
community and is the biggest sales day in the gallery. We suggest any new markets at Mudgeeraba be in addition to the Christmas markets at Benowa. 
We would like the continued exposure for the post office gallery that the market creates.
 
Nicole Barrett requests the committee approval to proceed with investigating opportunity of obtaining QLD Community Sustainability Action Grant 
($50,000) which is applicable for the protection and restoration of heritage buildings that create community environments - Gallery fits the criteria. 
This could be used for maintenance issues in the gallery.

Nicole to investigate and do
proposal and present to 
Grants committee 

The council & heritage board must be
in agreeance with any restoration
works, due to the historic nature
of the bulding

12.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

With Juliet, Jaccii and Karin I am currently preparing for and promoting the Mother’s Day Art Market. 
Next I will be looking at teachers requirements for Advertising classes for Karin to post to Social Media. 
Then I will be creating the next newsletter so if you have any items for that please forward them to me asap.

12.1

www.postofficegallery.weebly.com - if no one is maintaining this website, it should be shut down. Get in touch with Lyn Rogers to shut down.

Outcome: Keep the Gallery website to increase the SEO of both.  Back link each website to each other to increase rankings.  It was voted 
at a previous meeting to delete this website.  16.02.2022 via Signal chat it was agreed to keep the website and that the Gallery Manager 
and the Publicity Co-ordinator & Website Officer will ensure that it is maintained.        Next Agenda - to purchase Domain Names                                                Toni

Domain names need to be
purchased

Di Neumann has organised a new phone number for the association. It just needs the answering message to be set up. 
Next steps will be for Di and I to find all the websites where we are listed with an incorrect phone number and have it amended"                                 

replace all existing numbers
on all platforms with the new one

13.0 Teachers Representative - Michael Jones Responsible Status

Classes are running smoothly given Kyong Hee's circumstances.
Kiln firings are on schedule and work is being processed at an acceptable rate.
I have replaced the pyrometer on Maxi as it was showing ware and tare.
The Ashmore Rd side door to the kiln room is now able to be opened for cross ventilation as it gets very hot with out air flow .
There is a lock on the steel door as back up security , it does not need to be opened to access the solid door .
Lock code is on the wall next to door.

14.0 Grants Team Report - Helen Crandall Responsible Status

https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
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14.2

To proceed with drafting application for Website funding, copies of the following information is required: 

1. Website brief given to tenders
2. Quotes received
3. Full membership numbers for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
4. Teacher numbers for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
5. Class timetables for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
6. Student numbers for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
7. Any data available regarding enquiries for the years 2019, 2020 and 2021.
8. Anything else that will assist in affirming the benefit to members of the new website. Danielle To provide listed documents

14.3

Gambling Community Benefit Fund (GCBF)
The website proposal fits eligibility criteria. 
Round 113 will open 21 February 2022 and close midnight 31 March 2022.
If GCPA has received more than $15,000 from the GCBF within the last 2 years then we would be considered a low priority. 
The other closing dates for 2022 will be: 
31 May 2022
31 August 2022
31 October 2022

Passcode to be received from Shirley Battack - Toni to email

Move a motion that the association committs a portion of the quote for the website that we receive for the grant.  The assoc committ to paying a
max of $10K towards the 38K.   Go for middle quote and be a co-funded to a maximum of $10K with the Grant application for the Gambling Fund 
(Website)  Unanimous Grants Team

Grant completed and lodged.  
Remove from next agenda

14.4
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely Grants Team Apply for grant

14.5 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

14.6 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds Grants Team Apply for grant

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status

15.1 In collaboration with Teacher’s reps start on teachers pack and handover to do list for new teachers. 

15.2

When someone joins a class that they receive a 'Welcome Pack' that has the following included:
1. Membership form COMPLETED
2. Why become a member + benefits + how to COMPLETED
3. Why become a key holder + how to COMPLETED
4. Events Calendar UPDATED
5. Volunteer form - positions vacant + how to TO BE COMPLETED
These sheets can either be downloaded as PDFs and emailed to member OR printed and hand given.
Add in rules:  how to have fun in a happy community space.  Yes, this is to be set up. To be given out in Term 2

Dani / Merrilyn /
Cate

5. Volunteer Form - Merrilyn to complete
6. Rules - Teachers sent form that 
they use: Tobina to complete

15.3 Domain Name: Find where it lives and the log in details.  Emails need fixing.  Need to buy Domain Names. Cate/ Merrilyn

doteasy has the registered name
of goldcoastpottery.com
Gallery website needs to be 
completed by Di & Toni

15.4

A template email needs to be written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Pulls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc.  Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member.  They then be asked to exhibit in the 
Gallery.  Similar letter to be drafted by Gallery Convenor to invite prominent members to Exhibit.

Cate/Juliet

Di Neuman

Draft template email

Draft invitation letter
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15.7

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Outcome: How much money needs to be put aside for necessary repairs/maintenance.  Sinking fund should be set up both across Sculptors and
GCPA; if Sculptors move away -there needs to be money set aside.  We need to change from bank accounts and re-name accounts and formally
write to sculptors to do an annual contribution $25,000 each for 2022 & 2023.  50%/50% to be responsible for every building. 
They have agreed that they will pay for the repairs of the ramp.  Vote on the sinking fund to be used as ongoing maintenance fund. Building, services,
metal roof, skylights, electrical, ashphalt, gardens, tree lopping; not day to day maintenance.
Motion to change current account at .4% and change to a Sinking fund account.  Seconded by Cate.  Unanimous Juliet / Cate

Juliet to notify Sculptors of their
responsibilities in the
sinking fund 

Still waiting on council

15.8 We do alternate meetings.  Future Benowa meetings can not be held on a Monday night.  Ask for a key to Benowa Sculpture Studio Jaccii Jaccii emailing to ask for key

15.9 Midge from Sculptors Society has asked to provided with access for Elgas Juliet Juliet to give access

15.10 Teachers would like Students to pay the Associate member fee which is $20 per term via eftpos on first day of term? All teachers Yes, teachers can

15.11 SUNDAY - High Tea for $39 per head for volunteers - in agreeance.  Invite Jo McFaul as well. Cate To be booked

16.0 NEXT GENERAL MEETING DATES

71.0 Meeting closed at 7:26pm

SIGNED BY PRESIDENT: Dated:
Catherine White

SIGNED BY TREASURER: Dated:
Juliet Van Oirschot
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
GENERAL MEETING AGENDA Monday March 28th 2022

VENUE: Benowa Studio
               

   

Date: Time: Chair:
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies

Attendees: 
Cate White Juliet Van Oirschot, Merrilyn Townhill, , John Musgrave
Via Zoom: Toni, Jaccii Turnbull.  

Apologies:  Danielle Clarke,Di Tobina Sharp

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes
Accepted: Cate White
Seconded: Juliet Van 

3.0 INWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

3.1

toInward 1: Email from John Musgrave regarding teachers appointments.  John is concerned that the due process for teachers appointments is not
being followed. My concern is that there has been NO liaising between the committee and teachers or teacher representatives. 
It is existing teachers who will need to work with new appointments and so should have some input into their selection. 
It is also the association's responsibility to ensure that teaching standards are maintained and that the vetting process is 
robust enough to ensure this.
ANSWER: 
Teachers Facilities and Admin services agreement has the following clause:
 
School Representative Only
- developing sub-committee reports for Association committee meetings for inclusion on the agendas;
- attending monthly committee meetings as representatives of each school sub-committee;
- being the point of contact for all studio matters;
- support the committee in the hiring of teachers including advertising and organising interviews;
- organising teachers’ meetings and be responsible for recording the meeting; and

John is concerned that we need to keep the standard of Teachers up to a high standard.    John suggests that Teachers do a TAFE course; and be funded.  
That would mean that the Teacher/s would have to go to Lismore to complete the course - not viable.
Plan B: Upcoming Teacher to be an apprentice.
OUTCOME:
1. We gree that it's imperitive that Teachers are at a high standard and that we are recognised as the premier provider of great lessons.  
2. Teachers need to be prepared to fill the gaps when other Teachers need help to fill the gap when they are unable to Teach a class.
3. Be more inclusive of current Teachers regarding the hiring of new Teachers.
4. APPLY FOR A GRANT for an apprentiship - Grant for Volunteers to do an apprentiship to become a Teacher

New Teachers Pack: to be compiled with existing information and any new collaboration from both Teachers' Reps

Grants Team

Cate/ Juliet
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3.1

Inward 2: Liz Thatcher: email regarding List for Grants documents needed. 
Full Members numbers - DANI
Associate Members numbers - DANI
Teacher Numbers - CATE
Class Numbers - DANI
Newsletter numbers - TONI
Full Mailing List - TONI
Enquiry's numbers (any records kept) - ??
Volunteer Benefits list - MERRILYN
Audit for last 3 years - JULIET
Brief for scope of work - JULIET / CATE (from last website quote)
Quotes - JULIET / CATE (from last website quote)

Dani
Dani
Cate
Dani
Toni
Toni
??
Merrilyn
Juliet
Cate/ Juliet 
Cate/ Juliet

In progress

Inward 3:  Verbally from Paula (Benowa Librarian)
Glaze Workshop: Hit the 'ATTEND BY ZOOM' button - but didn't receive anything.  This was for 2 different people with 2 different
email addresses.  Could this be a glitch?  Maybe it's something to do with the emails.
Can we upload to website to be able to access as members. Jaccii

Inward 4: Clay prices to be reviewed and new Pricing Sheet to be placed up, once agreed
Voted in YES: Unanimous

Juliet for pricing
Merrilyn for document

In progress
Remove from agenda once
completed

Inward 5: Letter from GCCC advising that an additional water metre sevicing the Potters leased area has not been loaded onto our 
organisations account. An on-site inspection has confirmed that meter no. 05B843857 (located: RHS G.COAST POTTERS BUILDING) 
services your facility.  Effective 24th August 2021, water consumption for this meter will commence being charged to
the Gold Coast Potters Association Inc (account number 8  2727286  4).

To assist with budgeting, the last 12months consumption on this meter was 11KL which equates to $47.83 (based on 2021/22 rates and charges).
Should you have any further queries please do not hesitate to contact me.
Juliette to check if this is for the Sculptors or the Potters.  
Answer:  Juliet has been out and sourced 7 water meters (at Mudgeeraba).  Needs 2 people to work out which water metre belongs to where Juliet

Remove from Agenda once
Juliet has completed the check

Inward 6: Email from 'Connecting Up' an Australian charity committed to building stronger communites through technology.
Register your organisation with us and find your eligibility to receive up to 92% off RRP on brands such as Microsoft, Adobe, Amazon, 
Zoom and Dell, along with access to weekly webinars and workshops designed for people working in the charity sector.
Answer: We already pay for Zoom.  Juliet to respond.
21.03.2022: Juliet signed GCPA up with Connecting Up which is predominantly IT related discounts for NFPs
Zoom has a discounted rate and all sorts of other things that is worth a look - kindly look at their website: www.connectingup.org Juliet

Remove from Agenda after
March meeting
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Inward 7: From the Ceramics Arts Congress (online school)
I hope you're well!

My name's Natalie, and I would love to send Gold Coast Potters Association a free VIP Ticket & free promo-pack for our upcoming 
Australian Ceramics Congress :)

Our Free promo-pack includes:
1 Free VIP ticket for you to enjoy the whole 5-day online event for free. 
A Free collection of Ceramics Congress Posters, Stickers & Flyers,

Plus, you will also get a discounted rate for an online Expo Booth to promote your business at the event - should you be interested.
I was hoping to send this out to you today. What is the best recipient name, contact number and address please?

Natalie
Marketing Manager
The Ceramics Congress

Inward 8: Janeen Davidson query her membership enrolment email sent copy of class enrolment – forward to Dani to follow up
                  Tobina provided a copy of her membership form via email Dani
OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

3.2

Cate emailed Nicci Morgan Same above for 2022.  Niccii will respond and has indicated that she will be doing a class in Term 2
OUTCOME: Nicci emailed: confirm my intention to run a 5 week course at the start of term 2 on Wednesday day-time at the Mudgeeraba campus of GCPA. 
Starting 20 April until 18 May (time tbc). If it goes well and the students want to continue, I will extend for another 5 weeks. Please let me know what you need
from me and send through any updated documents I need to review and complete.                 

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1

SURVEY was sent out
Some students haven't received.  This needs to be investigated.  Teachers sent out link and now 28 responses to date.

WE HAVE SOME GREAT POSITIVE FEEDBACK: will email the complete survey out once it is closed.  
Below are the constructive critisms that may need addresssing:

1. Takes too long for membership to be approved.
2. A clay trap at Mudgeeraba would be awesome to stop getting g bitten each time we have to go outside to empty our water. 
   Just a suggestion though I k ow it’s a large piece of work to put that in.
3. The new cone 6 glazes are mostly uninspiring.Many of the colours are too one dimensional eg the black is very flat & lifeless compared to the previous black . 
    Many are just shiny without any interesting textural highlights
4. I'm happy with everything except the glaze...we should get more variety especially for the gas firing.
5. Would like to see more workshops and demonstrations or specialised short courses.
    Option to participate in regular alternative firings like raku/pit/etc.
   Glazes available for members (used to be a couple, is this still offered? Could there be some arrangement for use of a wider variety on fee for use?).
   Need more variety of glaze test tiles examples at Mudgeeraba. Need better stools for the wheels at Mudgeeraba.
   Use Mudgeeraba location for some of the demonstrations/workshops/meetings to make attendance easier for southern based members.
   Gallery - is there an alternative location that would improve patronage or an option for collaboration to place works in a more prominent location or have pop-up site? 
   Online promotion is helping, will this be sufficient?
UNDER MEMBERSHIP QUESTION of is membership of value to you:
1. Completed the website form about joining membership and then received nothing further
2. Hardly use now, we could stay longer right after the class but not anymore. It is very disappointed to change Merrilyn

4.2

What to do with recycling Student reclaim - do we offer to members | do we re-cycle and use for a fundraiser | do we re-cycle & sell; given the clay 
shortage at the moment.  Jo coming in to clean out Pug Mill.  Re-cycled clay to go to Liz & Helen - Liz to provide a proposal.
Send out a Mailchimp to ask for someone to re-claim - they are to receive 50% and 50% to go to the fundraiser.  REMOVE FROM FUTURE MINUTES
Jo unscrewed it, emptied it and a lot of build up of plaque.  Use steel wool to remove. Pugmill needs to be  working before reclaim can happen 
It is emptied and operational. It is corroded.  

Liz/ Helen

Toni
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4.3
Cate motioned to pay $15 per month for the Grants Hub so we can view Nationally and Internationally. Juliet seconded | Motioned passed.  
Has this been implemented? 

4.50

Gold Coast Sculptures Association: Pindara sign to be discussed (as monies were received from Pindara for electricity).  
Cate to follow up at meeting on Friday 21st January with Sculptures Society        
Outcome:   Met with new Sculptors committee.  They were not aware of the sign.  They will follow up with Pindara.  Sculptures are in a bit of strife.
                     only have 2 teachers and the new committee members have not been to Mudgeeraba             
                        Agreement may be with Nan

Juliet to chase up
with Nan if there
is an agreement in
writing

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status

5.1

Well, everyone is busy as usual doing multiple roles. 
Thank you to the teachers and Nicci Morgan for helping Kyong out when she broke her leg. Kyong tells me its healing well and she will be ready 
to start in term2. 
Rental charge negotiations with teacher went well and everyone is keen for the rest of the year. 
We say goodbye to Amy who will be missed good luck in your new adventures. 
Welcome back to Nicci Morgan, pleasure as always to have you on the teaching team.

The Market Day planning committee had a shakeup with Jo resigning after many years hard work and commitment coordinating most of it on her own, 
she will be missed I’m sure. This has led to other committee members jumping in so this regular festivity can continue for our members and wider 
arts community. Let’s see what the year brings. 
Community clay Sundays are off to a flying start thanks to Helen and Liz, I look forward to popping in. 

Keep Muddy Cate 

5.2

Mudgeeraba members kiln hire use Kiln 1 and 3 if teachers not using it, particularly while waiting for kiln 3 repairs. 
Also cost out as they are both larger than mini and maxi at Benowa.  Half full kiln (half for member at bottom + half for teacher).  Follow
the same process to book the kilns. Cate advised that this would mean more work for teachers. Juliet to write up a schedule to be 
looked at at the next meeting. Could students bring in their own work - NO.
Answer:   Kiln 3 was out of order, now back in order.  Can students share kiln with teachers (students seeing a lag in firing as not enough work
going through).  Julite to complete Juliet

Juliet has written the proposal
Jo needs to give feedback
1. Use the school kilns at 
Mudgeeraba if useable
2. Share the school kilns if
teachers want to get work thru
more quickly

5.3
THE MUDGEERABA STREET PARTY: We should have a stall?  This is to advertise the association.  Offer Gallery members a place.  Gives exposure.
Teachers to do Roster.  Yes

5.4

AUCTION OF MEGAN PULL'S bottle: to be donated to the flood victims
Donate monies to the Lismore High school ceramics programme. $150 raised
Motion to match $150 for total of $300 to donate   Unanimous

5.8

Studio Technician. Re-think the title of the role; change the Committee Role of Facilities & Maintenance to GRANTS or WORKPLACE HEALTH & SAFETY.  
Look at either a part-time basis in charge of Facilities & Maintenance & OH&S Role.
These are 2 key roles that can't be filled.  Does not need to be a Committee Member.  Could be a Grants Role so they are across the Budget.
A BUDGET NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED BY END OF TERM 1 for Facilities & Maintenance and Work Place Health & Safety 
Outcome: We need an external person (such as a property management) but that depends on funding.
Juliet moved a motion: Facilities & Maintenance Role to be changed to the Grants Officer Role. Seconded by: Cate  Unanimous - Motion passed 
Continued investigation of financial opportunities to hire a facilities & maintenance to be replaced with a grants officer.
Tender to be written for property management.  Advised that this is part of the Teachers role.  Juliet to advise
(Still looking for a volunteer.  Working out a budget for a Facilities & Maintenance Officer)                                                  

Juliet
to change
constitution

5.9
Thursday class – either approach past teacher to do 1-2 workshop type master classes .  Spoke with Amy on Sunday.
OUTCOME: Cate

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - 31st JANUARY 2022 Responsible Status

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at December 2021 $81,822.63 $81,822.63
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Plus Credits $7,930.09 $7,930.09

Less Debits $4,047.81 -$4,047.81

Plus interest (FYTD $51.69)

Balance as per bank statement at 30 January 2022 $85,704.91 $85,704.91

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at November 28th 2021 $17,820.43 $17,820.43

Plus Credits $0.75 $0.75

Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $4.46)

Balance as per bank statement at $17,821.18 $17,821.18

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17th July 2021 $89,627.23 $89,627.23

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest $180.73 $180.73

Balance as per bank statement at 17th July 2021 $89,807.96 $89,807.96
Total Funds at December 31st 2021 $193,334.05 $193,334.05

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) $107,500.00 -107,500.00
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels)

Available capital $85,834.05 $85,834.05

Bank statements are available on request.

6.2

The month of February sees the commencement of Term 1 and a resumption of normal income and expenditure. 
The income of $7,930 was comprised of kiln hire of $650, teachers rent of $$3776 and the remaining income from
 card sales either at the gallery or in class.                

6.3
Our expenditure of $4,048 was made up predominantly of repairs and maintenance of $1400, Materials from Picasso’s $902, Expense claims $550, 
Wheel hire refunds $300, Kiln Hire refund of $200, rates of $630                

6.4

DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2022.
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer. Juliet

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Responsible Status

7.1

Asbestos inspection arranged via GCCC, existing report did not show asbestos except in toilet area, however new inspector insisted surfaces be retested. 
Currently awaiting formal report, however he did inform me that there were multiple sheets of asbestos intermixed with Masonite. 
I have taken photographs of the indicated areas to place signage.
Juliet to make signs to warn of asbestos; to be glued on, not nailed in.

Remove from Agenda
once Juliet completes

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status
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We currently have 125 members as follows:

10 Lifetime Members
115 Financial Members

We have 4 new students to vote in plus 2 more applications were received during the meeting:

8.1
Debby Morris applied to become a member: Potter classes with Jo Mackenzie for 6 weeks. Wants to Exhibit in Gallery, at Markets, become a keyholder,
hire the Kiln, volunteer, gain access to workshops

8.2
Aleesha Darke applied to become a member: Pottery classes with Jo Mackenzie for 7 months.  Wants to exhibit at a market, become a keyholder, Hire a kiln,
gain access to workshops

8.3 Judy Taubner-Ragg applied to become a member:

8.4
Jeni Maxwell - Attending Jo's classes.  Been potting for 5 years. Wants to Exhibit in Gallery, at Markets, become a keyholder,
hire the Kiln, volunteer, gain access to workshops

8.5 Janeen Davidson - Jo's class - this one was lost

8.6
Ingrid Firmin - Kyong's class for Term 1. Wants to Exhibit in Gallery, at Markets, become a keyholder,
hire the Kiln, volunteer, gain access to workshops

8.5 Send all new members (4 months into membership)  receive how to become a keyholoder so the process is started earlier Dani

8.6 Send all new students (within 1 month of starting class) a Student Pack Dani

8.7

Table for members consideration rise in membership fees reflective of CPI and general running cost of association.   
Currently $60 per annum.  Committe wishes to increase the membership and increase by 5% per annum.  
Motion to increase to $80 as of next year and then by 5% each annum. Stay as Financial Year.  
Motion moved by Cate,  Seconded by Jaccii  
1 abstained.  Motioned passed.

Danielle

Juliet to word an email
to be sent out with the
renewal invoice in May

need to do an email 
with the financial 
justification prior to the end of
2021/22 financial year

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

Copied from last Minutes as no updates.

Members Demonstrations

These demonstrations are free as one of the benefits of being a GCPA member.  

Our member's demonstrations are scheduled to be the first Sunday afternoon from February 2022 through to our last one in November 2022.
Depending on the demonstrator's availability these date's may slightly change but these are the days each month we are aiming for.

Workshops

There is a lot in the pipe line so be sure to keep reading the Mailchimp emails being sent to you so you don't miss out!
We already have March and May set up; see below point 9.3

Ahead for the rest of the year with dates to be confirmed....

"Sculpting the Human Form" with Lyndall Bensley, a well known Ceramic Sculptor.
 
"Wheel Throwing Clinic" workshop with Michaela Kloeckner, known for her work, as a past President and Teacher of the GCPA

"2 Day Sumptuous Surfaces" workshop with Shannon Garson 

Jaccii
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9.1

MEMBERS' DEMO: 
April 3rd 4:00pm-5:30pm Our hardworking committee member,  Juliet Van Oirschot will be providing a demonstration on "Garden Stacks" 
                                               check out her "Trout Ceramics" for a sneak peak on her beautiful work: 
                                               https://instagram.com/trout_ceramics?utm_medium=copy_link

9.2

MEMBERS' DEMO:  
12th June 4:00pm - 5:30pm with Anne Mossman on Nerikomi.  
                                     Zoom should also be offered on this Demo

9.3

WORKSHOP:
Sunday 29th May 9:00am to 3:00pm -  1 day workshop with Anne Mossman "How to colour clay bodies and their applications"
                                                                       a hands-on workshop demonstrating how to colour clay bodies, develop patterning and 
                                                                       use the patterns in thrown, hand built and slip cast vessels.

10.0 School Representative Benowa - Jo MacKenzie Responsible Status

NO REPORT

11.0 Gallery Report  -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

11.3

For February and March the sales in the gallery was total of $1079.    Majority of that being in February.
The Gallery does not currently have a ‘Student of the month’ work and ask the teachers to please coordinate to provide some student work.
 
Gallery members have agree that no “subjective” assessment of new members work to the gallery. 
We would like to strongly encourage any financial member of the association to exhibit and become a member of the gallery. 
Those interested to email postofficegallery@goldcoastpotters.com to obtain further information.
 
The members of the gallery also request the reconsideration of the Christmas markets being at Benowa as this market has established good will in the 
community and is the biggest sales day in the gallery. We suggest any new markets at Mudgeeraba be in addition to the Christmas markets at Benowa. 
We would like the continued exposure for the post office gallery that the market creates.
 
Nicole Barrett requests the committee approval to proceed with investigating opportunity of obtaining QLD Community Sustainability Action Grant 
($50,000) which is applicable for the protection and restoration of heritage buildings that create community environments - Gallery fits the criteria. 
This could be used for maintenance issues in the gallery. Nicole

12.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

12.1

With Juliet, Jaccii and Karin I am currently preparing for and promoting the Mother’s Day Art Market. 
Next I will be looking at teachers requirements for Advertising classes for Karin to post to Social Media. 
Then I will be creating the next newsletter so if you have any items for that please forward them to me asap.

Di Neumann has organised a new phone number for the association. It just needs the answering message to be set up. 
Next steps will be for Di and I to find all the websites where we are listed with an incorrect phone number and have it amended

12.2

www.postofficegallery.weebly.com - if no one is maintaining this website, it should be shut down. Get in touch with Lyn Rogers to shut down.

Outcome: Keep the Gallery website to increase the SEO of both.  Back link each website to each other to increase rankings.  It was voted 
at a previous meeting to delete this website.  16.02.2022 via Signal chat it was agreed to keep the website and that the Gallery Manager 
and the Publicity Co-ordinator & Website Officer will ensure that it is maintained.        Next Agenda - to purchase Domain Names                                                Toni

Domain names need to be
purchased

13.0 Teachers Representative - Michael Jones Responsible Status

https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
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Classes are running smoothly given Kyong Hee's circumstances.
Kiln firings are on schedule and work is being processed at an acceptable rate.
I have replaced the pyrometer on Maxi as it was showing ware and tare.
The Ashmore Rd side door to the kiln room is now able to be opened for cross ventilation as it gets very hot with out air flow .
There is a lock on the steel door as back up security , it does not need to be opened to access the solid door .
Lock code is on the wall next to door.

14.0 Grants Team Report - Helan Crandall Responsible Status

14.2

To proceed with drafting application for Website funding, copies of the following information is required: 

1. Website brief given to tenders
2. Quotes received
3. Full membership numbers for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
4. Teacher numbers for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
5. Class timetables for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
6. Student numbers for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
7. Any data available regarding enquiries for the years 2019, 2020 and 2021.
8. Anything else that will assist in affirming the benefit to members of the new website. Danielle To provide listed documents

14.3

Gambling Community Benefit Fund (GCBF)
The website proposal fits eligibility criteria. 
Round 113 will open 21 February 2022 and close midnight 31 March 2022.
If GCPA has received more than $15,000 from the GCBF within the last 2 years then we would be considered a low priority. 
The other closing dates for 2022 will be: 
31 May 2022
31 August 2022
31 October 2022

Passcode to be received from Shirley Battack - Toni to email

Move a motion that the association committs a portion of the quote for the website that we receive for the grant.  The assoc committ to paying a
max of $10K towards the 38K.   Go for middle quote and be a co-funded to a maximum of $10K with the Grant application for the Gambling Fund 
(Website)  Unanimous Grants Team Apply for grant

14.4
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely Grants Team

14.5 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team

14.6 Grant for sealing of driveway and grounds Grants Team

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status

15.1 In collaboration with Teacher’s reps start on teachers pack and handover do for new teachers. 

15.2

When someone joins a class that they receive a 'Welcome Pack' that has the following included:
1. Membership form COMPLETED
2. Why become a member + benefits + how to COMPLETED
3. Why become a key holder + how to COMPLETED
4. Events Calendar UPDATED
5. Volunteer form - positions vacant + how to TO BE COMPLETED
These sheets can either be downloaded as PDFs and emailed to member OR printed and hand given.
Add in rules:  how to have fun in a happy community space.  Yes, this is to be set up. To be given out in Term 2

Dani / Merrilyn /
Cate

6. Rules - Teachers sent form that 
they send out
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15.3 Domain Name: Find where it lives and the log in details.  Emails need fixing.  Need to buy Domain Names. Cate/ Merrilyn

doteasy has the registered name
of goldcoastpottery.com

15.4

A template email needs to be written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Pulls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc.  Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member.  They then be asked to exhibit in the 
Gallery.  Similar letter to be drafted by Gallery Convenor to invite prominent members to Exhibit.

Cate/Juliet

Di Neuman

Draft template email

Draft invitation letter

15.7

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Outcome: How much money needs to be put aside for necessary repairs/maintenance.  Sinking fund should be set up both across Sculptors and
GCPA; if Sculptors move away -there needs to be money set aside.  We need to change from bank accounts and re-name accounts and formally
write to sculptors to do an annual contribution $25,000 each for 2022 & 2023.  50%/50% to be responsible for every building. 
They have agreed that they will pay for the repairs of the ramp.  Vote on the sinking fund to be used as ongoing maintenance fund. Building, services,
metal roof, skylights, electrical, ashphalt, gardens, tree lopping; not day to day maintenance.
Motion to change current account at .4% and change to a Sinking fund account.  Seconded by Cate.  Unanimous Juliet / Cate

Juliet to notify Sculptors of their
responsibilities in the
sinking fund 

15.8 We do alternate meetings.  Future Benowa meetings can not be held on a Monday night.  Ask for a key to Benowa Sculpture Studio Jaccii

15.9 Midge has asked to provide access for Elgas Juliet

15.10 Pay the Associate member fee which is $20 per term via eftpos on first day of term - yes they can All teachers

15.11 SUNDAY - High Tea for $39 per head for volunteers - in agreeance.  Invite Jo McFaul as well. Cate

16.0 NEXT GENERAL MEETING DATES

71.0 Meeting closed at 7:26pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
GENERAL MEETING MIUTES Monday February 21st 2022

VENUE: Benowa Studio
               

   

Date: 21.02.2022 Time: 17:38 Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Merrilyn Townhill
Merrilyn Townhill/ Tobina Sharp

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies

Attendees: Jo Mackenzie, Di Neuman, Michael Jones, Helan, Liz Thatcher, Karin Adams, 
Cate White Juliet Van Voischert, Merrilyn Townhill, Tobina Sharp, Jaccii Turnbull.  
Via Zoom: Toni 

Apologies: Nan, Danielle Clarke, Kirstin Farr

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes
Accepted: Cate White
Seconded: Juliet Van Voischert

3.0 INWARD Correspondence (including emails) Responsible Status

3.1

Inward 1: Council - being plastic free.  all organisations are encouraged to be plastic free.  No more plastic plates, forks & knives during a function.  
                   Get a recycle bin and a bin for soft plastics  - Resolved Remove from next Agenda
Inward 2: Resignation from Amy to finish at end of Term 1. Resignation accepted. Currently looking for a teacher to take over Term 1 Class 2022. 
OUTCOME:   Resolved Remove from next Agenda
Inward 3: Email from Sarah regarding Vaccinations and non-Vaccinations (see attached)
Cate moved a motion that all members and non-members do not have to be mandatorily vaccinated.  Second: Jo MacKenzie Voted in unamiously
Cate moved a motion that at the teachers discretion may have vaccinated or non-vacinated student within their own classes.  
1 x objection,  11 for - Motion passed Remove from next Agenda
Inward 4: Email from Kirstin Farr re: purchasing Bill Reid piece for GCPA Collection.  Legally blind; worthy to have his work.  Do we have a process to
add to our collection.  Up to the Committee.  We are open to donations but  not open to purchasing.  
Outcome:  Draft a letter of reply to accept a donation etc Juliet

Draft a letter of reply to 
accept a donation

Inward 5: Email from Liz to have an update on the finances including fee increases for students and the long terms financial plan
ANSWER: Fee increases have not yet been agreed upon and will be completed by end of term 1
                  and long term financial plans are being completed as per last minutes Remove from next Agenda
Inward 6: Email from Liz - That a fee for members access to the studio be reinstated to cover the cost of using the space and in preparation 
                 for a contribution to the cost of a secure access system and cameras.  
ANSWER: Key holders are already charged $50 per year.  Remove from next Agenda
At Meeting:  Liz asked if fees will be going up.  Answer:  Funds are slowly dwindling; how do we sustain our current bills etc.  To have more classes
will give more turn over (the only way to contribute to bottom line).  there are some members that feel we have too many classes; as this blocks
members from using the studios.  There are all sorts of ways to do more classes; different deliveries, different days/ times.  We need to increase
the member base through classes.  Have Liz's questions have been answered - Liz agrees, yes they have Remove from next Agenda
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3.1

Inward 7: Letter from GCCC advising that an additional water metre sevicing the Potters leased area has not been loaded onto our 
organisations account. An on-site inspection has confirmed that meter no. 05B843857 (located: RHS G.COAST POTTERS BUILDING) 
services your facility.  Effective 24th August 2021, water consumption for this meter will commence being charged to
the Gold Coast Potters Association Inc (account number 8  2727286  4).

To assist with budgeting, the last 12months consumption on this meter was 11KL which equates to $47.83 (based on 2021/22 rates and charges).
Should you have any further queries please do not hesitate to contact me.
Juliette to check if this is for the Sculptors or the Potters.  
Answer:  Juliet has been out and sourced 7 water meters (at Mudgeeraba).  Needs 2 people to work out which water metre belongs to where Juliet

Inward 8: Termite Report for Benowa has been received (attached)
Outcome:  Everything is good Remove from next Agenda
Inward 9: Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commision: Emailed our submission for 2020 Annual Information Statement
Charity Name: the gold Coast Potters Association Inc
ABN: 33 451 807 869
Reference Number: CAS-974472-M5V0S5      Remove from next Agenda
Inward 10:  Email from GCCC (Cr Glenn Tozer) asking if we have any recent changes or additions to our Committee
Answer: Send Committe list Cate send copy of Committee sheet

Inward 11: Email from 'Connecting Up' an Australian charity committed to building stronger communites through technology.
Register your organisation with us and find your eligibility to receive up to 92% off RRP on brands such as Microsoft, Adobe, Amazon, 
Zoom and Dell, along with access to weekly webinars and workshops designed for people working in the charity sector.
Answer: We already pay for Zoom.  Juliet to respond. Juliet

Inward 12: TAFE Qld New Robina Campus is about to open.  Help raise awareness - like & follow on facebook.
Answer: Committee not doing anything about this.  This is up to each individual to participate in following.  Remove from next Agenda
OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

3.2

1) Cate sent Peter Biddulph a copy of Teachers Agreement, Teachers Costings  and Teachers 2022 proposal letter.  
     Peter will be intouch late Jan with avaliability after term 1. 
   Outcome: 21.02: waiting for replies

2) Cate emailed Niccii Morgan Same above for 2022.  Niccii will respond and has indicated that she will be doing a class in Term 2
    Outcome: 21.02: waiting for replies Cate Cate to re-email

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1
A teachers statement to be provided and what students will be learnt in the term.
SURVEY QUESTIONS to be submitted by end of January.  Teachers to update their 2022 Student Lists.

Jo

Teachers to supply
Student Lists

Cate to send survey
Waiting on Kyong
Student list

4.2
Nan will be archiving and present a visual talk of our history and collection later on in the year.
Nan needs volunteers to help. Keep the Newsletters going out to help out Nan. Put on hold - no newsletters to go out Nan/ Toni

Remove from future Agendas 
until Nan is ready to resume

4.3

Liz proposed a member trip up to Made in Australia . Liz to send through proposal through to Jaccii.
Jaccii contacting Anna Marie and to advise.  Cate spoken with Kate at Made in Australia.  We can go to a Saga Firing for the GCPA only.  A date to be finalised.
Email Kate and ask a date to then organise a bus.  A newsletter to go out and ask for interest and then it can be costed out.
If you want to go Commercial; she is the lady to talk to. Liz sent through proposal. Liz/ Jaccii Remove from next Agenda
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4.4

What to do with recycling Student reclaim - do we offer to members | do we re-cycle and use for a fundraiser | do we re-cycle & sell; given the clay 
shortage at the moment.  Jo coming in to clean out Pug Mill.  Re-cycled clay to go to Liz & Helen - Liz to provide a proposal.
Send out a Mailchimp to ask for someone to re-claim - they are to receive 50% and 50% to go to the fundraiser.  REMOVE FROM FUTURE MINUTES
Jo unscrewed it, emptied it and a lot of build up of plaque.  Use steel wool to remove. Pugmill needs to be  working before reclaim can happen 
It is emptied and operational. 

Liz/ Helen

Toni
To be actioned within 
next Agenda

4.5

Helen Crandall, Melissa Durand, Liz Thatcher & Jo Rackman have agreed to be the Grants Team. They will nominate a head for the group.  
Cate motioned to pay $15 per month for the Grants Hub so we can view Nationally and Internationally. Juliet seconded | Motioned passed.  
Has this been implemented? 
OUTCOME: Waiting on Credit card to apply for Grants Hub.  We need a list of what we want the grant money to be ussed for.  Understanding is
that currently we want money for the website.  Paid volunteers to be applied for, for Workplace Health & Safety.  
A grant for Policies & Procedures Manual to be completed by Alliance?  
Cate to email Brent to ask what info they need to scope for a quote to check if we need a grant.
Melissa Durand has resigned on 14.01.2022 Remove from next Agenda

4.6

A credit card to be available for the use of the committee ie annual subscriptions, maintenance etc
GCPA to apply for 2 x Business Visa debit cards with a limit of $500 per day per card
1. Treasurer: Juliet Van Oirschot
2. Events & Workshops: Jaccii Turnbull 
Motioned by Juliet | Seconded by Cate | Unaminous - motion passed
President: Catherine White
Treasurer: Juliet Van Oirschot
Secretary: Merrilyn Townhill

Subscriptions to Mail Chimp, Grants Hub & Survey Monkey to be paid for.  BOQ forms to be filled out and signed   Completed

Cate  & Dani to apply

Merrilyn print minutesRemove from next Agenda

4.7

Jo Mackenzie is to be the Sub Committee for Web Development. Acknowledged - Where is Jo up to with this? 
OUTCOME: Jo has just received entry to the backend. Any updates needed on the website - kindly email to Kirstin. 
Jaccii to email Kirstin with Calendar of events.
Juliet and Jo met up and discussed how to use the weebly website.                                                                       Jaccii Remove from next Agenda

4.8

Amend clause 18. Membership of management committee (2) A further two Teacher Members shall be appointed to attend and participate in Management 
Committee meetings and are eligible to vote, unless it is a conflict of interest. The two positions shall be 
8. School representative – Benowa 
9. School representative – Mudgeeraba 
Cate moved to motion the Teachers rep to be voted in at the start of Term 1 instead of at the AGM.  Cate motioned, Liz seconded. Voted as unaminous.

Cate send editable
consititution to Juliet

Juliet to edit and 
supply update

4.9

A Google account will be set up for each Committee Member and Volunteer.   
All forms can be stored under this access point so when a new committe member comes on 
board it's a simple handover and transparent for all to see.  EMAILS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED AND SENT TO EACH COMMITTEE MEMBER
A Google Sheet learning meeting will be run to hand-over all tools and knowledge so everyone understands the system.  
Merrilyn to send list of what is needed to be handed over.  No-one has expressed interest to attend. Merrilyn Remove from next Agenda

4.10

"Covid - moving forward to have all teachers and students being vaccinated.
Maybe hold non-vaccinated classes and vaccinated classes.
A state health directive has been given that places of community gatherings as of 17th December have to be double vacc'd.
Under the banner of Sports & Health. 
Vote for students to be double vacc'd Voted 3 for and 2 against and 1 abstaining.  Motion passed
Cate is to send to Sandy and Porcshe and a Members Mailchimp to advise of vaccination position.
Sandy is the only person for bookings for both studios.  Porsche is for Kiln bookings for both studios.
(It is up to each Teacher regarding the stance on vaccinations; not the association.)
A form called 'STUDENTS RESPONSIBILITIES DURING COVID 19 PERIOD, TERM 1 2022 has been produced by Toni.  
This has been attached to the Enrolment Form and is the responsibility of each Teacher to hand out.        Merrilyn Share doc with Teachers
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4.11

Also hold Twighlight Market at Mudgeeraba at some point as well as Twighlight Market at the Gallery.  Managed by the Gallery Conveynor.  
Come up as order of business at next Gallery meeting.  Juliet to handover to Di
Outcome: There wasn't enough foot traffic through to make it viable.  Leave till next Summer.  

Juliet
Di

Remove from next Agenda

4.12

Gold Coast Sculptures Association: Pindara sign to be discussed (as monies were received from Pindara for electricity).  
Cate to follow up at meeting on Friday 21st January with Sculptures Society        
Outcome:   Met with new Sculptors committee.  They were not aware of the sign.  They will follow up with Pindara.  Sculptures are in a bit of strife.
                     only have 2 teachers and the new committee members have not been to Mudgeeraba             
                        Agreement may be with Nan

Juliet to chase up
with Nan if there
is an agreement in
writing

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status
5.1 Welcome, to our new volunteers in your supporting roles you enable the longevity of the association.  

I would like to thank all of our committee members for their support and the tireless work they put in to ensure GCPA keeps running smoothly. 
We've had a great start to the year and I look forward to some exciting workshops and members nights. 
I will be stepping down from the president's role at the AGM  as per our constitution and look forward to supporting our new president
in handing over this rewarding opportunity. 
Cate

5.3

Mudgeeraba members kiln hire use Kiln 1 and 3 if teachers not using it, particularly while waiting for kiln 3 repairs. 
Also cost out as they are both larger than mini and maxi at Benowa.  Half full kiln (half for member at bottom + half for teacher).  Follow
the same process to book the kilns. Cate advised that this would mean more work for teachers. Juliet to write up a schedule to be 
looked at at the next meeting. Could students bring in their own work - NO.
Answer:   Kiln 3 was out of order, now back in order.  Can students share kiln with teachers (students seeing a lag in firing as not enough work
going through).  Julite to complete Juliet In progess

5.4
STUDENT ENROLEMENT FORMS: Need to be edited to Include vaccination | disclaimer for refund policy (includes less admin fee).  
To be updated by Merrilyn by end of Term 1.  Vaccination motioned it is at the Teachers discretion All in agreeance. Motion passed                Cate/ Merrilyn Remove from next Agenda

5.6

These two representatives shall be appointed for a one (1) year period with the timing aligning with each Annual General Meeting and 
shall be eligible for a re-appointment-from constitution for teachers rep to be voted in at before the start of term 1 as 
Facilities and service agreement is the school year and AGM is a financial year.  
Outcome: in the constitution the teachers reps get voted in at the AGM.  Contracts go from Jan - Dec.  Tabled and passed so that the teachers reps
are for the calendar year. 

To be changed in
Constitution
Juliet has editable
version - Juliet to
change

5.7

Table for members consideration possible hiring studio manager part-time for both sites including facility maintenance management. 
Would need to consider what that involves?  Some of the jobs being taken away from the Teachers so the teachers are to pay for this from
their rent.   Take to a Teachers meeting once the parameters have been set. see 5.8 Juliet In progress

5.8

"TEACHERS: Don't agree with a Studio Technician. Re-think the title of the role; change the Committee Role of Facilities & Maintenance to
GRANTS or WORKPLACE HEALTH & SAFETY.  Look at either a part-time basis in charge of Facilities & Maintenance & OH&S Role.
These are 2 key roles that can't be filled.  Does not need to be a Committee Member.  Could be a Grants Role so they are across the Budget.
A BUDGET NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED BY END OF TERM 1 for Facilities & Maintenance and Work Place Health & Safety 
Outcome: We need an external person (such as a property management) but that depends on funding.
Juliet moved a motion: Facilities & Maintenance Role to be changed to the Grants Officer Role. Seconded by: Cate  Unanimous - Motion passed 
Continued investigation of financial opportunities to hire a facilities & maintenance to be replaced with a grants officer.
Tender to be written for property management

Juliet
to change
constitution In progress
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5.9

Cate to step down from President position at the next AGM.  Cate may be able to do another role.
Intention to put to the members base that it's in their best interest to put more than 1 hand up for the position and have a Vice President 
role that isn't a voting role.
A clear understanding that the people currently sitting in these seats won't be there for ever. A calendar of dates - regarding the AGM to plan for 
the positions needing to be filled.  Time line created & shared.          Cate/ Merrilyn Remove from next Agenda

5.10 All ops manuals for each position to be completed for the (include time line) committee meeting prior to the AGM - 18th July 2022 All Committee MembersRemove from next Agenda
5.11 Succession plan for committee: Time line to be created so this can be Orchestrated  Time line created & shared. Merrilyn Remove from next Agenda
6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - 31st JANUARY 2022 Responsible Status

6.1
The month of January is always a fairly quiet one with no class income and little activity in the Gallery. 
The income of $1732.07 was comprised of kiln hire and some residual card sales reciepts.

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at December 2021 $86,039.73 $86,039.73

Plus Credits $1,732.27 $1,732.27

Less Debits $5,949.37 -5,949.37

Plus interest (FYTD $51.69)

Balance as per bank statement at 30 January 2022 $81,822.63 $81,822.63

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at November 28th 2021 $17,820.43 $17,820.43

Plus Credits $0.75 $0.75

Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $4.46)

Balance as per bank statement at $17,821.18 $17,821.18

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17th July 2021 $89,627.23 $89,627.23

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest $180.73 $180.73

Balance as per bank statement at 17th July 2021

(Term Deposit due for renewal Jan 1 2022 - .4% interest)

Total Funds at December 31st 2021 $89,807.96 $189,451.77 $89,807.96

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) -$107,500.00 -107,500.00
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels)

Available capital $81,951.77 $81,951.77

Bank statements are available on request.

6.2
The month of January is always a fairly quiet one with no class income and little activity in the Gallery. 
The income of $1732.07 was comprised of kiln hire and some residual card sales reciepts.
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6.3

DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2022.
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer. Juliet

6.4

Our expenditure of $5,949.37 was made up predominantly of Card Fees of $305, Utilities (Power and Gas) $960,  Materials from Picasso’s $620, 
Key and kiln hire refunds $400.00, Gallery Sales of $1260, and expense reimbursements $1070, 
with an additional repair to drainage at Mudgeeraba of $980.                 

6.5
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $200 must be supported 
by an approval signed by the President, Secretary and/or Treasurer.                

6.6 Contacting Treasury = accounts@goldcoastpotters.com

6.7 Copies of all invoices to xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

6.8 Need re-inbursements every month; by the end of each month so that a cashflow can be completed and transparent

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Juliet Van Oirschot - January 2022 Responsible Status
7.1 Benowa - gardening done for December/January, with extra work to Prepare for markets. 

7.2 Quote prepared for repair of sculptors ramp. Will forward to sculptors as they will need to pay 100%,  gutters scheduled for cleaning ASAP.

7.3
Monitor and cords dropped off for security system to allow permanent access for viewing. At present you need to bring a laptop in to view recordings. 
Will need to install purpose single use power point as the power keeps getting turned off to system.

7.4

Pest inspection and treatment completed early February, with no reported issues. No access available to Sculptors end of building. 
Cate and I met with the President, Secretary and Vice President of Sculptors to discuss lease arrangements and to get to know the key people. 
They currently are only running a single class with Eric the 87 year old tutor at Benowa.

7.5

Mudgeeraba garden done for December, January. 
Reports of the zip electric water heater not getting up to temperature after the lightening strike took out much of the 
power a couple of months ago. Power was restored with some fuses behind the fuse board being blown. 
Zip will be monitored to ensure it produces hot water (currently reaches 68degrees). 

7.6

Asbestos inspection arranged via GCCC, existing report did not show asbestos except in toilet area, however new inspector insisted surfaces be retested. 
Currently awaiting formal report, however he did inform me that there were multiple sheets of asbestos intermixed with Masonite. 
I have taken photographs of the indicated areas to place signage.
Juliet to make signs to warn of asbestos; to be glued on, not nailed in.

7.7
Drain installed behind retaining wall under building to divert water from the wall beside the glaze area. In heavy downpours this 
area was susceptible to flooding.

7.8 Still looking for a volunteer.  Working out a budget for a Facilities & Maintenance Officer

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

8.1
Rebecca Pullen (12 mths in Porsche classes) Like to learn more from member workshops & be able to hire the kiln in the future. 
Like to volunteer.  Voted in via Signal Chat

8.2 Idiko Gaspar (6 mths in Kyong classes) Like the opportunity to learn more and have access to classes and events Voted in via Signal Chat

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status
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We have an exciting year ahead.

Members Demonstrations

These demonstrations are free as one of the benefits of being a GCPA member.  

Our member's demonstrations are scheduled to be the first Sunday afternoon from February 2022 through to our last one in November 2022.
Depending on the demonstrator's availability these date's may slightly change but these are the days each month we are aiming for.

Our first Members' Demo this year has been offered via the Mailchimp sent out on 15.02.2022 to our members;
and those who can't make it in person, a Zoom link will be created so no one misses out on this opportunity. 
This will be a first time we have Zoom'd a Demo!

The link will connect you live into this demonstration and to also be a part of the 2nd half, which will be a Q & A.
Be sure to click the Bookings button or the Zoom Link in the MailChimp sent out.
However if you can't watch it live, we will be aiming to have this recording saved so our members can access it later or even multiple times.

Workshops

There is a lot in the pipe line so be sure to keep reading the Mailchimp emails being sent to you so you don't miss out!
We already have March and May set up; see below points 9.4 and 9.5

Ahead for the rest of the year with dates to be confirmed....

"Sculpting the Human Form" with Lyndall Bensley, a well known Ceramic Sculptor.
 
"Wheel Throwing Clinic" workshop with Michaela Kloeckner, known for her work, as a past President and Teacher of the GCPA

"2 Day Sumptuous Surfaces" workshop with Shannon Garson 

Jaccii

9.1

MEMBERS' DEMO: 
Sunday 27th February 4:00pm - 5:30pm at our Benowa studio - Glaze making demonstration and tips with Porsche and John. 
Moved to 6th March due to flooding.
The added bonus is we are trying out for the very first time - LIVE ZOOM! 
Our first member's demo this year is offered to our member's (who can't make it in person) a Zoom link so no one misses out on this opportunity. 
We are providing a link to connect into this demonstration live and also be part of the 2nd half which will be Q & A.

However if they can't watch it live, we will be aiming to have this recording saved so our members can access it later or even multiple times.

9.2

MEMBERS' DEMO: 
April 3rd 4:00pm-5:30pm Our hardworking committee member,  Juliet Van Oirschot will be providing a demonstration on "Garden Stacks" 
                                               check out her "Trout Ceramics" for a sneak peak on her beautiful work: 
                                               https://instagram.com/trout_ceramics?utm_medium=copy_link

https://instagram.com/trout_ceramics?utm_medium=copy_link
https://instagram.com/trout_ceramics?utm_medium=copy_link
https://instagram.com/trout_ceramics?utm_medium=copy_link
https://instagram.com/trout_ceramics?utm_medium=copy_link
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9.3

MEMBERS' DEMO:  
12th June 4:00pm - 5:30pm with Anne Mossman on Nerikomi.  
                                       Also hoping Zoom will be offered again if it goes well for February's demonstration.

9.4

WORKSHOP:
March - "Intro to Pottery" 2 day workshop with our very own Teachers, Porsche Bagg and Jo Mackenzie.
                This workshop is aimed at beginners, with this workshop to be offered at both our Benowa AND Mudgeeraba studios this year. 

9.5

WORKSHOP:
Sunday 29th May 9:00am to 3:00pm -  1 day workshop with Anne Mossman "How to colour clay bodies and their applications"
                                                                       a hands-on workshop demonstrating how to colour clay bodies, develop patterning and 
                                                                       use the patterns in thrown, hand built and slip cast vessels.

9.6

Diamond Core tools from USA: I am currently taking orders from our members who would like some of their wonderful tools in their hot little hands.   
I have personally had the joy and I mean joy, of using a few and am totally hooked! 
For those who would like to take advantage of this offer, we will be placing 1 order collectively, be sharing the cost of freight
(which is too expensive alone but shared will make it really cheap).
Diamond Core have guaranteed a discount depending on the size of the order. 

Interested? Then check out their range online @ https://diamondcoretools.com/ 
and then send me an email to events@goldcoastpotters.com Jaccii

Taking orders now - last date 
for orders being 25th March

10.0 School Representative Benowa - Jo MacKenzie Responsible Status

A couple of teachers lost students because of the Covid vaccinated criteria.
A few new students added during first couple of weeks of this year - a good start.

11.0 Gallery Report -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

11.1

Gallery twilight markets were launched in December. 
Unfortunately poor weather, covid, and members unavailability stopped the twilight markets in January. 
Hopefully this event can recommence for next summer.

Remove from next Agenda.
Add back into Agenda in Nov

11.3 Gallery visitor numbers have been low in January. There are a number of possible contributing factors – Covid, post-Christmas financial worries etc.

11.4

Digital footprint of the Gallery is being expanded. 
Gallery now listed on Trip Advisor as a destination.   If everyone could go on and do review, it would help alot!
Listings on tourist guides, online noticeboards and various Gold Coast directories in discussion with Toni. Everyone Remove from next Agenda

12.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

https://diamondcoretools.com/
https://diamondcoretools.com/
https://diamondcoretools.com/
https://diamondcoretools.com/
https://diamondcoretools.com/
https://diamondcoretools.com/
https://diamondcoretools.com/
https://diamondcoretools.com/
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The Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Assistant is no longer vacant! Karin Adams has accepted this role which is fantastic, thanks Karin. 
Karin and I had a zoom meeting and is pretty keen. I have been creating timelines and procedures to make the hand over easier. 
I have created a Publicity Time line and a separate Social Media Timeline in Google sheets. 
I have been consulting with Di Neumann regarding gallery promotion and Di has some great ideas. which we will continue to discuss and implement. 
I have been liaising with Kirstin Farr the Website Maintenance Officer.   Kirstin has been been updating the website with new gallery photos.
Di Neumann has taken and other updates that were needed. 
Please advise Kirstin and I of anything you see that is not working or needs tweaking on the website. 

I have checked Mailchimp against Dani’s Financial Member’s sheet to ensure Members are correctly segmented as Financial or Non Financial. 
I have also added tags to all 1st term students for each Teacher. e.g. Student John. 
I have tagged last year’s students as Student, for the Student Survey. 
Class advertising went well this year and I think most places were filled. 
I am currently creating the Newsletter which will go out end of February beginning of March. 
I have created a publicity budget for 2022/2023 which is attached.

Jaccii to look at
time line shared
on google sheets

12.1
The Mudgeeraba Members Kiln needs to be moved to its own switch. Currently it is on the same switch as one of the student kilns. 
If they are turned on at the same time it can short the fuse.  Can not be actioned as if different switch; will still be on same circuit.  remove from next Agenda

12.3

Business Cards at the Gallery especially during events such as Markets and Exhibitions.  
Liz suggested to use both sides; one for gallery & one for GCPA
Artwork was sent through and Committee Voted.   Outcome:  Completed Cate/ Juliet Remove from next Agenda

12.4

www.postofficegallery.weebly.com - if no one is maintaining this website, it should be shut down. Get in touch with Lyn Rogers to shut down.

Outcome: Keep the Gallery website to increase the SEO of both.  Back link each website to each other to increase rankings.  It was voted 
at a previous meeting to delete this website.  16.02.2022 via Signal chat it was agreed to keep the website and that the Gallery Manager 
and the Publicity Co-ordinator & Website Officer will ensure that it is maintained.        Next Agenda - to purchase Domain Names                                                Toni

Domain names need to be
purchased

12.5

A Voip number goes to a recording that then the mess One off set up fee $55 then $7.70 per month 1 phone number for the Association 
so no private numbers are used.  Motion moved to get this number up and running.  Seconded by Toni.  1 objection 11 for - motion passed
Di to set up and replace all current numbers on ALL platforms with new number. Di

Set up Voip number and 
replace all existing numbers
on all platforms with the new one

13.0 Teachers Representative - Michael Jones Responsible Status

All teachers are happy - no problems.  No reporting.  No next meeting date set.
Some of Michaels students won't handle price increase.  What can students bare - what was proposed is in the middle ground.
Historically the teachers used to pick up the pieces by doing maintenance etc to help with the running of the Association.
These jobs need to be documented so that the jobs can be spread out and not the volunteers' do all the work.
To do the jump over three terms would be accepted opposed to in one hit.
Flip that around and we charge a rental fee for the facility and not per student.
The changes of fee structures two years ago were done by the Committee.
Around 3 years ago; Committee changed the fees (halved the Mudgeeraba fees) as there was less opportunities at Mudgeeraba.
Why would Mudgeeraba pay less rent than Benowa?  

Jobs need to be done
to be placed into a
sheet so that Teachers
are aware of what is
to be done

14.0 Grants Team Report - Helan Crandall Responsible Status

https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
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The team has come together over the past month by Liz sending an introductory email to the Grants Group members, 
Toni emailing information required such as links and past grant applications.  Merrilyn sent Google drive link and GMail access 
so everyone has access to the email and drive.
There have been several meetings; via Zoom, over phone and in person.
What was noticed is that the there is an email issue coming from the GCPA email platform.  
Below is a list of what is needed to move forward to draft an application.

The Grants Team

14.1 10/12/21 Jo emailed to nominate herself to be the typist for the team.

14.2

To proceed with drafting application for Website funding, copies of the following information is required: 

1. Website brief given to tenders
2. Quotes received
3. Full membership numbers for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
4. Teacher numbers for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
5. Class timetables for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
6. Student numbers for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
7. Any data available regarding enquiries for the years 2019, 2020 and 2021.
8. Anything else that will assist in affirming the benefit to members of the new website. Danielle To provide listed documents

14.3

Gambling Community Benefit Fund (GCBF)
The website proposal fits eligibility criteria. 
Round 113 will open 21 February 2022 and close midnight 31 March 2022.
If GCPA has received more than $15,000 from the GCBF within the last 2 years then we would be considered a low priority. 
The other closing dates for 2022 will be: 
31 May 2022
31 August 2022
31 October 2022

Passcode to be received from Shirley Battack - Toni to email Grants Team Apply for grant

14.4
How we could fund getting in an artist - would the committee be open to apply for someone to come and do a couple of workshops
Outcome: Yes, absolutely Grants Team Apply for grant

14.5 Solar panels could be a grant - The school roof would be ideal to place solar panels.  Outcome:  Yes, go ahead Grants Team Apply for grant

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status

15.1

We have some new additions to some Roles in the GCPA:
1. Veronica Gaughan: Workplace Health & Safety Assessment Officer - all emails/forms have been handed over to Veronica
2. Tobina Sharp: Assistant Secretary - all emails/ forms have been handed over to Tobina
3. Nicole Barrett: Assistant Gallery Manager
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15.2

When someone joins a class that they receive a 'Welcome Pack' that has the following included:
1. Membership form COMPLETED
2. Why become a member + benefits + how to COMPLETED
3. Why become a key holder + how to COMPLETED
4. Events Calendar UPDATED
5. Volunteer form - positions vacant + how to TO BE COMPLETED
These sheets can either be downloaded as PDFs and emailed to member OR printed and hand given.
Add in rules:  how to have fun in a happy community space.  Yes, this is to be set up. Add into next Agenda - to be given out in Term 2

Dani / Merrilyn /
Cate

6. Rules - Teachers sent form that 
they send out Merrilyn to 
complete

15.3
Porsche proposed to buy a light box so students could take photos of their own work.  Porsche to supply where these are purchased from.
Suggestion: Porsche to hold Members Workshop 'How to make a photo box & photograph your work'  Jaccii suggested giving her lightbox to Porsche Porsche Remove from next Agenda

15.4 Domain Name: Find where it lives and the log in details.  Emails need fixing.  Need to buy Domain Names. Cate/ Merrilyn Add to next Agenda

15.5

A template email needs to be written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Pulls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc.  Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member.  They then be asked to exhibit in the 
Gallery.  Similar letter to be drafted by Gallery Convenor to invite prominent members to Exhibit.

Cate/Juliet

Di Neuman

Draft template email

Draft invitation letter

15.6

GCPA Role Descriptions & critical paths - does anyone want to bring up any changes to their roles?   This needs to be done at a General Meeting
TREASURER ROLE: Remove *The Treasurer will be supplied with a returnable Association laptop with the required software and log in details to 
Xero and any other platforms
FACILITIES & MAINTENANCE ROLE: No changes required
MEDIA: Add in Newsletter.  Add in Mailchimp (which position is responsible for what in Mailchimp)
MARKET CONVENOR: Update 2 Markets to 3 Markets per year
SECRETARY: All members tasks to be transferred to Members Role
EVENTS: Still to be advised if any changes needed
PRESIDENT: No changes needed

Jaccii to advise of any
Events Role updates
or if none

All GCPA rolls to be physically
updated by AGM

15.7

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.
Outcome: How much money needs to be put aside for necessary repairs/maintenance.  Sinking fund should be set up both across Sculptors and
GCPA; if Sculptors move away -there needs to be money set aside.  We need to change from bank accounts and re-name accounts and formally
write to sculptors to do an annual contribution $25,000 each for 2022 & 2023.  50%/50% to be responsible for every building. 
They have agreed that they will pay for the repairs of the ramp.  Vote on the sinking fund to be used as ongoing maintenance fund. Building, services,
metal roof, skylights, electrical, ashphalt, gardens, tree lopping; not day to day maintenance.
Motion to change current account at .4% and change to a Sinking fund account.  Seconded by Cate.  Unanimous Juliet / Cate

Juliet to notify Sculptors of their
responsibilities in the
sinking fund 

15.8
April Committee Meeting date is during Easter.  Proposal to move to 11th April as the following Monday is Anzac Day. 
All agreed to this via Signal correspondence on 15th January

All Sheets have date
changed - MT Remove from next Agenda

16.0 NEXT GENERAL MEETING DATES -  Committee is 21st March | General is 16th May

71.0 Meeting closed at 7:40pm

SIGNED BY PRESIDENT: Dated:
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Catherine White

SIGNED BY TREASURER: Dated:
Juliet Van Oirschot
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
GENERAL MEETING AGENDA Monday February 21st 2022

VENUE: Benowa Studio
               

   

Date: 21.02.2022 Time: Chair:
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies

Attendees: 

Apologies: 

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes
Accepted: 
Seconded: 

3.0 INWARD Correspondence (including emails)

3.1

Inward 1: Council - being plastic free.  all organisations are encouraged to be plastic free.  No more plastic plates, forks & knives during a function.  
                   We could get a recycle bin and a bin for soft plastics

Inward 2: Resignation from Amy to finish at end of Term 1. Resignation accepted. Currently looking for a teacher to take over Term 1 Class 2022. 
OUTCOME:

Inward 3: Email from Sarah regarding Vaccinations and non-Vaccinations (see attached)

Inward 4: Email from Kirstin Farr re: purchasing Bill Reid piece for GCPA Collection
Outcome:

Inward 5: Email from Liz to have an update on the finances including fee increases for students and the long terms financial plan
ANSWER: Fee increases have not yet been agreed upon and long term financial plans are being completed as per last minutes

Inward 6: Email from Liz - That a fee for members access to the studio be reinstated to cover the cost of using the space and in preparation 
                 for a contribution to the cost of a secure access system and cameras.  ANSWER: Key holders are already charged $50 per year.

Inward 7: Letter from GCCC advising that an additional water metre sevicing the Potters leased area has not been loaded onto our 
organisations account. An on-site inspection has confirmed that meter no. 05B843857 (located: RHS G.COAST POTTERS BUILDING) 
services your facility.  Effective 24th August 2021, water consumption for this meter will commence being charged to
the Gold Coast Potters Association Inc (account number 8  2727286  4).

To assist with budgeting, the last 12months consumption on this meter was 11KL which equates to $47.83 (based on 2021/22 rates and charges).
Should you have any further queries please do not hesitate to contact me.
Juliette to check if this is for the Sculptors or the Potters.  

Inward 8: Termite Report for Benowa has been received (attached)
Outcome:
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3.1

Inward 9: Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commision: Emailed our submission for 2020 Annual Information Statement
Charity Name: the gold Coast Potters Association Inc
ABN: 33 451 807 869
Reference Number: CAS-974472-M5V0S5       

Inward 10:  Email from GCCC (Cr Glenn Tozer) askig if we have any recent changes or additions to our Committee
Answer:

Inward 11: Email from 'Connecting Up' an Australian charity committed to building stronger communites through technology.
Register your organisation with us and find your eligibility to receive up to 92% off RRP on brands such as Microsoft, Adobe, Amazon, Zoom and Dell, 
along with access to weekly webinars and workshops designed for people working in the charity sector.
Answer: 

Inward 12: TAFE Qld New Robina Campus is about to open.  Help raise awareness - like & follow on facebook. Toni to like & follow Merrilyn to send link
OUTWARD correspondence (including emails)

3.2

1) Cate sent Peter Biddulph a copy of Teachers Agreement, Teachers Costings  and Teachers 2022 proposal letter.  
     Peter will be intouch late Jan with avaliability after term 1. 
   Outcome:

2) Cate emailed Niccii Morgan Same above for 2022.  Niccii will respond and has indicated that she will be doing a class in Term 2
    Outcome:
  

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1
A teachers statement to be provided and what students will be learnt in the term.
SURVEY QUESTIONS to be submitted by end of January.  Teachers to update their 2022 Student Lists.

Jo

Teachers to supply
Student Lists

Cate to send survey
Check with Toni if student list
is ready in Mailchimp

4.2
Nan will be archiving and present a visual talk of our history and collection later on in the year.
Nan needs volunteers to help. Keep the Newsletters going out to help out Nan. Nan/ Toni

4.3

Liz proposed a member trip up to Made in Australia . Liz to send through proposal through to Jaccii.
Jaccii contacting Anna Marie and to advise.  Cate spoken with Kate at Made in Australia.  We can go to a Saga Firing for the GCPA only.  A date to be finalised.
Email Kate and ask a date to then organise a bus.  A newsletter to go out and ask for interest and then it can be costed out.
If you want to go Commercial; she is the lady to talk to. SWAP TO COMMITTEE AGENDA Liz/ Jaccii

Liz to send through
proposal to Jaccii

4.4

What to do with recycling Student reclaim - do we offer to members | do we re-cycle and use for a fundraiser | do we re-cycle & sell; given the clay 
shortage at the moment.  Jo coming in to clean out Pug Mill.  Re-cycled clay to go to Liz & Helen - Liz to provide a proposal.
Send out a Mailchimp to ask for someone to re-claim - they are to receive 50% and 50% to go to the fundraiser.

Liz/ Helen

Toni
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4.5

Helen Crandall, Melissa Durand, Liz Thatcher & Jo Rackman have agreed to be the Grants Team. They will nominate a head for the group.  
Cate motioned to pay $15 per month for the Grants Hub so we can view Nationally and Internationally. Juliet seconded | Motioned passed.  
Has this been implemented? 
OUTCOME: Waiting on Credit card to apply for Grants Hub.  We need a list of what we want the grant money to be ussed for.  Understanding is
that currently we want money for the website.  Paid volunteers to be applied for, for Workplace Health & Safety.  A grant for Policies & Procedures Manual to be
completed by Alliance?  Cate to email Brent to ask what info they need to scope for a quote to check if we need a grant.
Melissa Durand has resigned on 14.01.2022

4.6

A credit card to be available for the use of the committee ie annual subscriptions, maintenance etc
GCPA to apply for 2 x Business Visa debit cards with a limit of $500 per day per card
1. Treasurer: Juliet Van Oirschot
2. Events & Workshops: Jaccii Turnbull 
Motioned by Juliet | Seconded by Cate | Unaminous - motion passed
President: Catherine White
Treasurer: Juliet Van Oirschot
Secretary: Merrilyn Townhill

Subscriptions to Mail Chimp, Grants Hub & Survey Monkey to be paid for.  BOQ forms to be filled out and signed

Cate  & Dani to apply

Merrilyn print minutes

4.7

Jo Mackenzie is to be the Sub Committee for Web Development. Acknowledged - Where is Jo up to with this? 
OUTCOME: Jo has just received entry to the backend. Any updates needed on the website - kindly email to Kirstin. 
Jaccii to email Kirstin with Calendar of events.

4.8

Amend clause 18. Membership of management committee (2) A further two Teacher Members shall be appointed to attend and participate in Management 
Committee meetings and are eligible to vote, unless it is a conflict of interest. The two positions shall be 
8. School representative – Benowa 
9. School representative – Mudgeeraba 
We don't want to change the constitution to vote at the begining of the school year instead of at the AGM. 
Cate moved to motion the Teachers rep to be voted in at the start of Term 1 instead of at the AGM.  Cate motioned, Liz seconded. Voted as unaminous.

Cate send editable
consititution to Juliet

Juliet to edit and 
supply update

4.9

A Google account will be set up for each Committee Member and Volunteer.   
All forms can be stored under this access point so when a new committe member comes on 
board it's a simple handover and transparent for all to see.  EMAILS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED AND SENT TO EACH COMMITTEE MEMBER
A Google Sheet learning meeting will be run to hand-over all tools and knowledge so everyone understands the system.  
Merrilyn to send list of what is needed to be handed over List completed

List sent by Merrilyn
Waiting on replies to
set up meeting date

4.10

"Covid - moving forward to have all teachers and students being vaccinated.
Maybe hold non-vaccinated classes and vaccinated classes.
A state health directive has been given that places of comminity gatherings as of 17th December have to be double vacc'd.
Under the banner of Sports & Health. 
Vote for students to be double vacc'd Voted 3 for and 2 against and 1 abstaining.  Motion passed
Cate is to send to Sandy and Porcshe and a Members Mailchimp to advise of vaccination position.
Sandy is the only person for bookings for both studios.  Porsche is for Kiln bookings for both studios.

A form called 'STUDENTS RESPONSIBILITIES DURING COVID 19 PERIOD, TERM 1 2022 has been produced by Toni.  When does this get sent out?                                        "
Merrilyn to make amendment
sent through via email

4.11
Also hold Twighlight Market at Mudgeeraba at some point as well as Twighlight Market at the Gallery.  Managed by the Gallery Conveynor.  
Come up as order of business at next Gallery meeting.  Juliet to handover to Di

Juliet
Di
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4.12

Gold Coast Sculptures Association: Pindara sign to be discussed (as monies were received from Pindara for electricity).  
Cate to follow up at meeting on Friday 21st January with Sculptures Society        
Outcome:                                 

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status
5.1 REPORT: To be supplied by Cate

5.2

Gallery Manager EOI Di Newman stepped up, thank you Di, and EOI needs to be sent out. 

Moving forward could members potentially display work without volunteering if they are unable to? 
Currently the gallery takes 20% commission and members must volunteer their time. 
We could have a capped number of members who are unable to volunteer and take a 40% commission. 
Capped at 5 in previous meeting to be non-volunteer. Juliet Finalised and closed

5.3

Mudgeeraba members kiln hire use Kiln 1 and 3 if teachers not using it, particularly while waiting for kiln 3 repairs. 
Also cost out as they are both larger than mini and maxi at Benowa.  Half full kiln (half for member at bottom + half for teacher).  Follow
the same process to book the kilns. Cate advised that this would mean more work for teachers. Juliet to write up a schedule to be 
looked at at the next meeting. Could students bring in their own work - NO. Juliet

5.4
STUDENT ENROLEMENT FORMS: Need to be edited to Include vaccination | disclaimer for refund policy (includes less admin fee).  
To be updated by Merrilyn by end of Term 1 Cate/ Merrilyn In progress

5.5

Amend clause 18. Membership of management committee (2) A further two Teacher Members shall be appointed to attend and 
participate in Management Committee meetings and are eligible to vote, unless it is a conflict of interest. 
The two positions shall be 8. School representative – Benowa 9. School representative – Mudgeeraba
We don't want to change the constitution to vote at the begining of the school year instead of at the AGM.  Cate moved to motion
the Teachers rep to be voted in at the start of Term 1 instead of at the AGM.  Cate motioned, Liz seconded.  Voted as unaminous.
PUT INTO COMMITTEE AGENDA

Treasurer: 
Juliet

5.6

These two representatives shall be appointed for a one (1) year period with the timing aligning with each Annual General Meeting and 
shall be eligible for a re-appointment-from constitution for teachers rep to be voted in at before the start of term 1 as 
Facilities and service agreement is the school year and AGM is a financial year.  

5.7

Table for members consideration possible hiring studio manager part-time for both sites including facility maintenance management. 
Would need to consider what that involves?  Some of the jobs being taken away from the Teachers so the teachers are to pay for this from
their rent.   Take to a Teachers meeting once the parameters have been set. Juliet

5.8

"TEACHERS: Don't agree with a Studio Technician. Re-think the title of the role; change the Committee Role of Facilities & Maintenance to
GRANTS or WORKPLACE HEALTH & SAFETY.  Look at either a part-time basis in charge of Facilities & Maintenance & OH&S Role.
These are 2 key roles that can't be filled.  Does not need to be a Committee Member.  Could be a Grants Role so they are accross the Budget.
A BUDGET NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED BY END OF TERM 1 for Facilities & Maintenance and Work Place Health & Safety                                      Juliet

5.9

Cate to step down from President position at the next AGM.  Cate may be able to do another role.
Intention to put to the members base that it's in their best interest to put more than 1 hand up for the position and have a Vice President 
role that isn't a voting role.
A clear understanding that the people currently sitting in these seats won't be there for ever. A calendar of dates - regarding the AGM to plan for 
the positions needing to be filled                                    Cate/ Merrilyn

Merrilyn completed the
Secretary Timeline
and shared with Committee

5.10 All ops manuals for each position to be completed for the (include time line) committee meeting prior to the AGM - 18th July 2022 All Committee Members
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5.11 Succession plan for committee: Time line to be created so this can be Orchestrated Merrilyn Time line created & shared

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - 31st JANUARY 2022 Responsible Status

6.1
The month of January is always a fairly quiet one with no class income and little activity in the Gallery. 
The income of $1732.07 was comprised of kiln hire and some residual card sales reciepts.

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account) 
No 10242370 Balance at December 2021 $86,039.73 $86,039.73

Plus Credits $1,732.27 $1,732.27

Less Debits $5,949.37 -5,949.37

Plus interest (FYTD $51.69)

Balance as per bank statement at 30 January 2022 $81,822.63 $81,822.63

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at November 28th 2021 $17,820.43 $17,820.43

Plus Credits $0.75 $0.75

Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $4.46)

Balance as per bank statement at $17,821.18 $17,821.18

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17th July 2021 $89,627.23 $89,627.23

Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest $180.73 $180.73

Balance as per bank statement at 17th July 2021

(Term Deposit due for renewal Jan 1 2022 - .4% interest) Juliet Has this been renewed?
Total Funds at December 31st 2021 $89,807.96 $89,807.96

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) -$107,500.00 -107,500.00
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels)

Available capital $81,951.77 $81,951.77

Bank statements are available on request.

6.2
The month of January is always a fairly quiet one with no class income and little activity in the Gallery. 
The income of $1732.07 was comprised of kiln hire and some residual card sales reciepts.
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6.3

DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2022.
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer. Juliet

6.4

Our expenditure of $5,949.37 was made up predominantly of Card Fees of $305, Utilities (Power and Gas) $960,  Materials from Picasso’s $620, 
Key and kiln hire refunds $400.00, Gallery Sales of $1260, and expense reimbursements $1070, 
with an additional repair to drainage at Mudgeeraba of $980.                 

6.5
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $200 must be supported by an approval 
signed by the President, Secretary and/or Treasurer.                

6.6 Contacting Treasury = accounts@goldcoastpotters.com

6.7 Copies of all invoices to xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com        

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Juliet Van Oirschot - January 2022 Responsible Status
7.1 Benowa - gardening done for December/January, with extra work to Prepare for markets. 

7.2  Quote prepared for repair of sculptors ramp. Will forward to sculptors as they will need to pay 100%,  gutters scheduled for cleaning ASAP.

7.3
Monitor and cords dropped off for security system to allow permanent access for viewing. At present you need to bring a laptop in to view recordings. 
Will need to install purpose single use power point as the power keeps getting turned off to system.

7.4

Pest inspection and treatment completed early February, with no reported issues. No access available to Sculptors end of building. 
Cate and I met with the President, Secretary and Vice President of Sculptors to discuss lease arrangements and to get to know the key people. 
They currently are only running a single class with Eric the 87 year old tutor at Benowa.

7.5

Mudgeeraba garden done for December, January. 
Reports of the zip electric water heater not getting up to temperature after the lightening strike took out much of the 
power a couple of months ago. Power was restored with some fuses behind the fuse board being blown. 
Zip will be monitored to ensure it produces hot water (currently reaches 68degrees). 

7.6

Asbestos inspection arranged via GCCC, existing report did not show asbestos except in toilet area, however new inspector insisted surfaces be retested. 
Currently awaiting formal report, however he did inform me that there were multiple sheets of asbestos intermixed with Masonite. 
I have taken photographs of the indicated areas to place signage.

7.7 Drain installed behind retaining wall under building to divert water from the wall beside the glaze area. In heavy downpours this area was susceptible to flooding.

7.8 Still looking for a volunteer.  Working out a budget for a Facilities & Maintenance Officer

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

REPORT: Danielle to supply separately

8.1

8.2 Send all new members (4 months into membership)  receive how to become a keyholoder so the process is started earlier Danielle

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

REPORT:  Jaccii supplying separately

9.1

ELEMENT REPLACEMENT quote neve came through from Peter in Brisbane, much to my persistence.
Quote finally through from AA Kils for Minnie's full element replacements at $525.60 plus $38 freight.
Seek the Committes's approval to order these through the Signal chat - ALL AGREED
Jaccii advising a time frame in today's meeting Jaccii
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WORKSHOPS & MEMBERS NIGHT: Jaccii to supply the Events Calendar. Jaccii to email Events Calendar to go up on Website                                       Jaccii

9.3

Teacher's wanting to use studio outside allocated teaching time and dates needs to be brought to committee for approval in same 
process as events and workshops. This is members time and needs approval. Needs to go into teachers’ duties document. 
A minimum of 4 weeks notice and go to a committee meeting.  Raise at next Teacher's meeting.
"they were notified middle of last term. Need to up date teachers duties and also do a Code of conduct for next year. "

Cate/
Merrilyn

9.5

Events Calendar for 2022: Jaccii presenting draft copy
Members demonstrations = 10 (the second Sunday of each month)
Committee meetings = every 3rd week Jaccii

10.0 School Representative Benowa - Jill Cuthbertson Responsible Status

Last two reports have not been received to the Secretary's email to date: 20.02.2022

11.0 Gallery Report -  Di Neumann Responsible Status

11.1

Gallery twilight markets were launched in December. 
Unfortunately poor weather, covid, and members unavailability stopped the twilight markets in January. 
Hopefully this event can recommence for next summer.

11.3 Gallery visitor numbers have been low in January. There are a number of possible contributing factors – Covid, post-Christmas financial worries etc.

11.4

Digital footprint of the Gallery is being expanded. 
Gallery now listed on Trip Advisor as a destination.   If everyone could go on and do review, it would help alot!
Listings on tourist guides, online noticeboards and various Gold Coast directories in discussion with Toni. Everyone

12.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

The Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Assistant is no longer vacant! Karin Adams has accepted this role which is fantastic, thanks Karin. 
Karin and I had a zoom meeting and is pretty keen. I have been creating timelines and procedures to make the hand over easier. 
I have created a Publicity Time line and a separate Social Media Timeline in Google sheets. 
I have been consulting with Di Neumann regarding gallery promotion and Di has some great ideas. which we will continue to discuss and implement. 
I have been liaising with Kirstin Farr the Website Maintenance Officer.   Kirstin has been been updating the website with new gallery photos.
Di Neumann has taken and other updates that were needed. 
Please advise Kirstin and I of anything you see that is not working or needs tweaking on the website. 

I have checked Mailchimp against Dani’s Financial Member’s sheet to ensure Members are correctly segmented as Financial or Non Financial. 
I have also added tags to all 1st term students for each Teacher. e.g. Student John. 
I have tagged last year’s students as Student, for the Student Survey. 
Class advertising went well this year and I think most places were filled. 
I am currently creating the Newsletter which will go out end of February beginning of March. 
I have created a publicity budget for 2022/2023 which is attached.

12.1

Regarding Members Joining gallery: For financial members, email go out and posts to social media? 
What are members responsibilities and benefits? 
Juliet will liase.   Update please: Juliet

12.3
The Mudgeeraba Members Kiln needs to be moved to its own switch. Currently it is on the same switch as one of the student kilns. 
If they are turned on at the same time it can short the fuse.  Is this being done?

12.4 Covid Plan Revision
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12.5

Business Cards at the Gallery especially during events such as Markets and Exhibitions.  
Liz suggested to use both sides; one for gallery & one for GCPA
Artwork was sent through and Committee Voted.   Outcome: Cate/ Juliet

12.6

www.postofficegallery.weebly.com - if no one is maintaining this website, it should be shut down. Get in touch with Lyn Rogers to shut down.

Outcome: Keep the Gallery website to increase the SEO of both.  Back link each website to each other to increase rankings.  It was voted at a previous 
meeting to delete this website.  16.02.2022 via Signal chat it was agreed to keep the website and that the Gallery Manager and the Publicity 
Co-ordinator & Website Officer will ensure that it is maintained. Toni

13.0 Teachers Representative - Michael Jones Responsible Status

Report:  Michael is supplying separately

14.0 Grants Team Report - Helan Crandall Responsible Status

The team has come together over the past month by Liz sending an introductory email to the Grants Group members, 
Toni emailing information required such as links and past grant applications.  Merrilyn sent Google drive link and GMail access 
so everyone has access to the email and drive.
There have been several meetings; via Zoom, over phone and in person.
What was noticed is that the there is an email issue coming from the GCPA email platform.  
Below is a list of what is needed to move forward to draft an application.

The Grants Team

14.1 10/12/21 Jo emailed to nominate herself to be the typist for the team.

14.2

To proceed with drafting application for Website funding, copies of the following information is required: 

1. Website brief given to tenders
2. Quotes received
3. Full membership numbers for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
4. Teacher numbers for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
5. Class timetables for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
6. Student numbers for years 2019, 2020 and 2021
7. Any data available regarding enquiries for the years 2019, 2020 and 2021.
8. Anything else that will assist in affirming the benefit to members of the new website. 

14.3

Gambling Community Benefit Fund (GCBF)
The website proposal fits eligibility criteria. 
Round 113 will open 21 February 2022 and close midnight 31 March 2022.
If GCPA has received more than $15,000 from the GCBF within the last 2 years then we would be considered a low priority. 
The other closing dates for 2022 will be: 
31 May 2022
31 August 2022
31 October 2022

15.0 New General Business Responsible Status

https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
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15.1

We have some new additions to some Roles in the GCPA:
1. Veronica Gaughan: Workplace Health & Safety Assessment Officer - all emails/forms have been handed over to Veronica
2. Tobina Sharp: Assistant Secretary - all emails/ forms have been handed over to Tobina
3. Nicole Barrett: Assistant Gallery Manager

15.2

When someone joins a class that they receive a 'Welcome Pack' that has the following included:
1. Membership form
2. Why become a member + benefits + how to
3. Why become a key holder + how to
4. Events Calendar
5. Volunteer form - positions vacant + how to
These sheets can either be downloaded as PDFs and emailed to member OR printed and hand given.
Add in rules:  how to have fun in a happy community space.  Yes, this is to be set up. 

Dani / Merrilyn /
Cate

1. Membership form 
COMPLETED
2. Why become a member + 
benefits + how toCOMPLETED
3. Why become a key holder + 
how to COMPLETED
4. Events Calendar WAITING
5. Volunteer form - positions vacant + 
how to WAITING
6. Rules - Teachers sent form that 
they send out WAITING

15.3
Porsche proposed to buy a light box so students could take photos of their own work.  Porsche to supply where these are purchased from.
Suggestion: Porsche to hold Members Workshop 'How to make a photo box & photograph your work' Porsche

15.4 Domain Name: Find where it lives and the log in details.  Emails need fixing Cate/ Merrilyn

15.5
A template email needs to be written to invite prominent Members to Exhibit in the Gallery (Samy Lynton-Jones, Megan Pulls, Jo Norton,
Larissa Warren, Bill Powers, etc.  Also invite Anne-Marie from Made of Australia etc to become a Member

15.6

GCPA Role Descriptions & critical paths - does anyone want to bring up any changes to their roles?   This needs to be done at a General Meeting
TREASURER ROLE: Remove *The Treasurer will be supplied with a returnable Association laptop with the required software and log in details to 
Xero and any other platforms
FACILITIES & MAINTENANCE ROLE: No changes required
MEDIA: Add in Newsletter.  Add in Mailchimp (which position is responsible for what in Mailchimp)
MARKET CONVENOR: Update 2 Markets to 3 Markets per year
SECRETARY: still to be advised if any changes needed
EVENTS: Still to be advised if any changes needed
PRESIDENT: Still to be advised if any changes needed

15.7

SINKING FUND: Juliet prepared report
Page 4 Clause 4 (g) The licensee will be responsible for it's proportionate share of maintenance for the Common Area. In the absence of any other 
agreement the Licensee will be responsible for 50% of these costs. 
Evidence of each account is to be provided by the Licensor with a request for payment.

15.8
April Committee Meeting date is during Easter.  Proposal to move to 11th April as the following Monday is Anzac Day. 
All agreed to this via Signal correspondence on 15th January

All Sheets have date
changed - MT

16.0 NEXT GENERAL MEETING DATES -  Committee is 21st March | General is 16th May

17.0 Meeting closed at 
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE  MINUTES Saturday 8th January 2022

VENUE: Punch Equipment Meeting Room | 29 Cenral Drive, Burleigh Heads 4220
   

Date: 8.01.2022 Time: 12:30 Chair: Cate White
Secretary:       Merrilyn Townhill
Minute Taker:  Merrilyn Townhill

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies
Attendees: Cate White, Merrilyn Townhill, Juliet Van Oirschot, Danielle Clarke | Via Zoom: Jaccii Turnbull, Toni Prinsse
Apologies:  Jo Mackenzie, John Musgrave, Michael Jones

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted: Cate White
Seconded: Jaccii Turnball Responsible Status

3.0
Correspondence 
(including e-mail correspondence)

Inward:
1) Resignation from Amy to finish at end of Term 1. Resignation accepted. Currently looking for a teacher to take over Term 1 Class 2022.
 

2) Resignation from Jill.  Resignation accepted.  Currently looking for a teacher for this class to start Term 1 2022.
   John is taking over Jill's class for Term 1.
   John Biddulph has been approached for teaching  (see point 10.6 for full notes)

3) Letter from Teachers regarding the 2022 proposal to change pricing.  Cate replied on 14th December.  

Expecting a time line and proposal from the Teachers to be completed at their next meeting on January 18th
Juliet to forward last years end of financial audit so revenue streams are transparent.  Moving forward last minutes for
last 18 months and financial audit is on the website as Jo now has access to back end of website.

All discussions are resolved by week 5 of term 1 to incloude a student survey so that the contract can be ratified.
A teachers statement to be provided and what students will be learnt in the term.
SURVEY QUESTIONS to be submitted by end of January.  Teachers to update their 2022 Student Lists.

Jo

Teachers to supply
Student Lists

Cate to send survey
Waiting on Kyong
Student list

4) Letter from GCCC advising that an additional water metre sevicing the Potters leased area has not been
loaded onto our organisations account. 
An on-site inspection has confirmed that meter no. 05B843857 (located: RHS G.COAST POTTERS BUILDING) 
services your facility.
Effective 24th August 2021, water consumption for this meter will commence being charged to the Gold Coast 
Potters Association Inc (account number 8  2727286  4).

To assist with budgeting, the last 12months consumption on this meter was 11KL which equates to 
$47.83 (based on 2021/22 rates and charges).
Should you have any further queries please do not hesitate to contact me.
Juliette to check if this is for the Sculptors or the Potters. Juliet

5) Porsche emailed and asked access to all minutes from the meetings for 2021.  

Is this for Committee or Teachers or both?

3.0
Correspondence 
(including e-mail correspondence)

Outward: 
1) Cate sent Peter Biddulph a copy of Teachers Agreement, Teachers Costings  and Teachers 2022 proposal letter. 

  Peter will be intouch late Jan with avaliability after term 1. 
 
2) Cate emailed Niccii Morgan Same above for 2022.  Niccii will respond and has indicated that she will be doing a class in Term 2
  

Cate
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4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1

4.2

Grants team to sit in under Cate (President) and Toni (Media)
Helen Crandall, Melissa Durand, Liz Thatcher & Jo Rackman have agreed to be the Grants Team. They will nominate a head for the group.
Cate motioned to pay $15 per month for the Grants Hub so we can view Nationally and Internationally. Juliet seconded | Motioned passed.  
Has this been implemented? 
OUTCOME: Waiting on Credit card to apply for Grants Hub.  We need a list of what we want the grant money to be ussed for.  Understanding is
that currently we want money for the website.  Paid volunteers to be applied for, for Workplace Health & Safety.  A grant for Policies & Procedures Manual to be
completed by Alliance?  Cate to email Brent to ask what info they need to scope for a quote to check if we need a grant.

Jo Mackenzie is to be the Sub Committee for Web Development. Acknowledged - Where is Jo up to with this?  
OUTCOME: Jo has just received entry to the backend.  Any updates needed on the website - kindly email to Kirstin.   Jaccii to email Kirstin with Calendar of events.

Cate

Toni

Cate

All Teachers
All Committee members
Jaccii

4.3

A credit card to be available for the use of the committee ie annual subscriptions, maintenance etc
GCPA to apply for 2 x Business Visa debit cards with a limit of $500 per day per card
1. Treasurer: Juliet Van Oirschot
2. Events & Workshops: Jaccii Turnbull 
Motioned by Juliet | Seconded by Cate | Unaminous - motion passed
President: Catherine White
Treasurer: Juliet Van Oirschot
Secretary: Merrilyn Townhill

Subscriptions to Mail Chimp, Grants Hub & Survey Monkey to be paid for.  BOQ forms to be filled out and signed

Cate  & Dani to apply

Merrilyn print minutes

4.4

Merrilyn would like to see that all forms that are used on a regular basis are to be added into the Google Sheets for easy access - such as 
Member forms, Key Holder Forms, Gallery Member Forms etc 
A Google account will be set up for each Committee Member.  All forms can be stored under this access point so when a new committe member comes on 
board it's a simple handover and transparent for all to see.  EMAILS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED AND SENT TO EACH COMMITTEE MEMBER
A Google Sheet learning meeting will be run to hand-over all tools and knowledge so everyone understands the system.  Merrilyn to send list of what is needed to be handed over

Merrilyn List sent by Merrilyn
Waiting on replies to
set up meeting date

4.5

Covid - moving forward to have all teachers and students being vaccinated.
Maybe hold non-vaccinated classes and vaccinated classes.
A state health directive has been given that places of comminity gatherings as of 17th December have to be double vacc'd.
Under the banner of Sports & Health. 
Vote for students to be double vacc'd Voted 3 for and 2 against and 1 abstaining.  Motion passed

Cate is to send to Sandy and Porcshe and a Members Mailchimp to advise of vaccination position.
Sandy is the only person for bookings for both studios.  Porsche is for Kiln bookings for both studios.

Cate

4.6
Hold Christmas Day Market 2022 at Mudgeeraba.  Cate to approach Councillor Tozer to icorporate the Heritage Village and the other Leasees 
(get contact details so that a proposal can be sent tp them to become a community Christmas Market). 
Aware that we need to meet with Jo to have a sub-committee to support her.  A List - members only B List to be commercial.  Christmas Market to move to Mudgeeraba.

Cate

4.7
Also hold Twighlight Market at Mudgeeraba at some point as well as Twighlight Market at the Gallery.  Managed by the Gallery Conveynor.  Come up as order of business at next
Gallery meeting.  Juliet to handover to Di

Juliet
Di

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status

5.1 It was great to see the Members mingling and moving and shaking athe Christmas Party event - it was a great venue.  
Some Members said that this was the best Christmas Party they have ever been to!
Thanks to Jaccii for organising the whole event.

I look forward to the New Year and everything that it brings to the GCPA

Keep Muddy
Cate

5.2 STUDENT ENROLEMENT FORMS: Need to be edited to Include vaccination | disclaimer for refund policy (includes less admin fee).  To be updated by Merrilyn by end of Term 1 Cate/ Merrilyn

5.3 TEACHERS: Don't agree with a Studio Technician. Re-think the title of the role.  Look at either a part-time basis in charge of Facilities & Maintenance & OH&S Role,
These are 2 key roles that can't be filled.  Does not need to be a Committee Member.  Could be a Grants Role so they are accross the Budget.
A BUDGET NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED BY END OF TERM 1 for Facilities & Maintenance.

Juliet
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5.4
Cate to step down from President position at the next AGM.  Cate may be able to do another role.
Intention to put to the members base that it's in their best interest to put more than 1 hand up for the position and have a Vice President role that isn't a voting role.
A clear understanding that the people currently sitting in these seats won't be there for ever. A calendar of dates - regarding the AGM to plan for the positions needing to be filled Cate/ Merrilyn

5.5 All ops manuals for each position to be completed for the (include time line) committee meeting prior to the AGM - 18th July 2022 All Committee Members

5.6 Succession plan for committee: Time line to be created so this can be Orchestrated Merrilyn

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - November 30th 2021 Balance Status

6.1

Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account)
 No 10242370 Balance at November 30 2021 $76,378.44 $76,378.44

Plus Credits $12,246.49 $12,246.49

Plus Credits

Less Debits -$2,585.20 -$2,585.20

Plus Interst (July $0)

Balance as per bank statement at 31 December 221 $86,039.73 $86,039.73 $0.00

(Cross-check) (difference)

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at  November 28th 2021 $17,819.70 $17,819.70

Plus Credits 0.73 0.73

Less Debits

Plus Interst FYTD (.73)

Balance as per bank statement at 28 December 2021 $17,820.43 $17,820.43 $0.00

(Cross-check) (difference)

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17 July 2021                         $89,361.35 $89,361.35

Plus Credits

Less Debits

Plus Interst FYTD (.73) $265.88 265.88

Balance as per bank statement at
(Latest Statement) July 17 2021 $89,627.23 $89,627.23 $0.00

(Term Deposit due for renewal Jan 1 2022 - .4% interest)

(Cross-check) (difference)

Total Funds at $193,486.96 $193,487.39 -$0.43

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) -$107,445.45 -$107,445.45

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels) 0 0.00

Available capital $76,379.92 $86,041.94 -$9,662.02

(Cross-check) (difference)

6.2 Bank statements are available on request.

6.3
Contacting Treasury The email address to send anything to the Treasurer is accounts@goldcoastpotters.com 
All requests for payment or invoices should be sent here.

6.4

Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed by the 
President, Secretary and/or Treasurer are to be emailed to the following: 
xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com

Juliet moved a motion to renew Term deposit for .4%.  Seconded by Cate.  Unanimous  Actioned Juliet

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Juliet Van Oirschot Responsible Status

7.1 Still looking for a volunteer.  Working out a budget for a Facilities & Maintenance Officer Juliet
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8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

8.1 Tobina Sharp -  has agreed to be Assistant Secretary.  Voted in

8.2 Send all new members (4 months into membership)  receive how to become a keyholoder so the process is started earlier Danielle
9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

9.1 WORKSHOPS & MEMBERS NIGHT: Jaccii is still structuring the Events Calendar. Jaccii to email Events Calendar to go up on Website                                       Jaccii

9.2 Can't replace kiln elements to date.  Jaccii to keep trying. Jaccii

10.0 School Representative Benowa Report– Jill Cuthbertson NOVEMBER 30TH 2021 @ 2:30PM Responsible Status

10.1 Attendance and Apologies:  Jill, John Michael Porsche Amy Kyong Jo Juliett

10.2 Acceptance of Meeting Minutes from Previous Meeting:   Minutes accepted

10.3 Finalising use of cone 10 glazes : 

I left a note in the diary last Tuesday allocating the last of the glazes to be transferred so by the time of the meeting all glazes should be in 5 l buckets. 
These will now be $35 rather than $45
Michael and Porsche will transfer more glazes to 5L buckets in time for the market. Kyong does not want to sell tomato red glaze as it does not come out red, 
more of a brown/red. Jill and Porsche acknowledge that the glaze is supposed to look like that, more like a dark tomato red than a bright red, 
especially over darker clays. 

No decisions were made regarding glaze access at this meeting, to prevent the glazes from becoming so watery. 

Juliet will get HDMI cord to view camera footage, and we will cross reference the cameras with the sign in sheet to see if there are discrepancies,
as a starting point. Glazes are visible in the camera’s scope. Michael wants to know where the blind spots are. John and Porsche will arrange to meet members
and have a demo of how to make glazes, and members will be able to use the storage space where the cone 9/10 reduction glazes used to be, to store 3 glazes
we make up on the demo day. Moving forward, the members who wish to use these glazes will be responsible for making up new batches. We need to remind 
students to make accompanying setters for their pieces, especially with glazes that are brought into the studio from outside, and may not be predictable. 
Satin clear studio glaze is designed for white clay body only, over underglaze. Please inform your students. 

School gas firing is going to be held on Tues, Nov. 30th. 

10.4 Rent payments -  payment of all casual rents

10.5

Student work in gallery: It is Porsche’s turn to arrange one of her students to put work in the gallery. 
Lisa T. Is keen and will decide which pieces in the last week of term 4. 
The work will stay until January, after that it will be John’s turn. 

Display of the student work. Please select the appropriate work for a cohesive display.

Porsche

10.6

Signing of teachers contracts: Everyone will be offered contracts, and need to respond. New fees for term 1 2022: Juliet provided financial breakdowns of total costs 
per student per class, and these figures are being used to suggest a substantial increase in class costs and rent fees. Teachers are asked to review the letter/financials 
provided and provide feedback to Juliet ASAP. Juliet will also provide 3 spreadsheets with different fee/ payment tiers, and teachers are asked to look over the different 
options and decide how we want to proceed for 2022. There was some discussion around hiring a kiln technician as well. Kiln flow this past term has been great, 
with no backups, and the general consensus is that we have been managing this past term fine without the need to hire a kiln technician. 
Teachers will continue to have this discussion though, and make a final decision ASAP. 

Teachers meeting on 18th January to give an answer to the proposal by giving a counter proposal to be given by 1st March 2022 (5th week of Term 1)
Cate to put forward a timeline and email to teachers.

Cate
Teachers

10.7 Student surveys
John wants to know when results for student surveys will come out. Juliet says the surveys will go out next week. 

Teachers to fill out
Student Lists
Toni to load student list
into MailChimp
Cate to send Survey

Merrilyn sent Student List
Sheet 11.01.2021
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10.8

Batts – cleaning of the batts thoroughly before returning to the bat cave. Teacher’s should be responsible for this when signing back in
Batts: Kyong will check/clean the dirty bats that were put away dirty. Students are to be charged $12/bat if they go missing. 
The sign out book seems to be working. 

10.9

Clay and material orders. 
Clay and Material Orders: No more M.F. No. 6 is to be ordered. Michael tested Superior White Porcelain and White Earthenware, and found both to be suitable 
replacements, with a good glaze fit. Juliet recommends Toast as well, and John is happy with Raku T.
A bulk order for Benowa will be placed ASAP and stored at Mudgeeraba in the clay shed, which can hold at least 40 blocks of extra clay. 
Porsche to order 2 x full and 2 x half shelves from Picassos for Rhodey. 

No more paper towel in the hand dispenser and we will take it down. Michael will continue to bring in rolls of paper towel as Juliet says we are no longer 
to buy paper towel.

10.10

End of year clean up
Cleanup day is set: Tues 18th January, 2022. 9 a.m. Teachers, ask students to come and help
End of year cleanup: Everyone is happy with Tues Jan. 18th, 9 a.m.        

10.11
Clay slops: Zander can come and take the clay from the recycled bins outside, so that we can have a fresh start with those buckets, and eventually recycle the clay 
ourselves. Jo is going to take apart the pug mill over the holidays and clean it out so we can use it.

10.12 Teachers need up to date WH&S by the beginning of term 1

10.13

Any other points for discussion

Send all student email addresses to the secretary Merrilyn ASAP secretary@goldcoastpotters.com

Student welcome pack ideas Merrilyn will put gather a welcome pack fo new students. Send ideas for the welcome pack to her ASAP 

Jo will design flyers for front door. 

Do we need to add privacy statement to enrolment form? We should have one. More investigation is needed into how private information is stored, 
we will earmark this for another time, as the meeting is dragging on. 

Xero receipts: Please figure out how to rename photo of receipts when emailing Xero, to include date, name and amount. 
Reimbursements: the reimbursement form has to to to both accounts@goldcoastpotters email AND xero email WITH RECEIPTS to receive reimbursement. 
Jo asked what permission is needed to spend money for the association: anything up to $100 we can go ahead and buy as the association needs it. 
Above $100, it needs committee approval first. 

Teacher work in gallery: Not compulsory, but Juliet feels it is a good idea to promote ourselves

COVID sign in: Members still need to book in for covid sign in and to use the space. Teachers need to book in the space if they are going to have a makeup class. 

Other firing costs Pit firing: $7.50 /KG members, $8.5/KG Non-members. 

Merrilyn

Jo

10.14 TEACHERS Meeting Closed at 4:20pm

11 Media Report -  Toni Prinse Responsible Status
11.1 Can we update the volunteer benefits as per previous meeting. Completed the update during meetng 8.01.2022 Committee Completed
11.2 Are we having a working bee before class returns, if so can gallery be included?  Teachers working bee on 18th Jan for Benowa and 22nd for Mudgeeraba Teachers In progress

11.3 What should I send out regarding Double Vaccination being required.  Covered in Point 4.5 & 5.2.  Needs to be on Website also.  Cate to send to Kirsten to add to website Cate
Cate sent wording for
Booking sheet 11.01.2021

11.4 Would you like the next Newsletter to go out beginning of February or March?   Send out in March.  Toni & Cate to send out Covid newsletter prior. Toni/ Cate
12 New General Business Responsible Status

12.1 SIGNAL DISCUSSIONS - to be urgent matters that must be minuted.  Set up second thread as a group chat.  Add in a Teachers group.  

Merrilyn added
Committee Group Chat
Cate added Teachers Completed
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12.2

Discuss the tenancee of Sculpture Society at Benowa to become part of the Potters Association as an extra room with Kiln to hold workshops etc at the same time as
classes are being run.  This also allows access to only what is needed for the duration of the workshop or event - would make a great event room.
Fully functioning kitchen within the room.  Pindara sign to be discussed (as monies were received from Pindara for electricity).  
Cate to follow up at meeting on Friday 21st January with Sculptures Society                                        

Cate
Juliete

12.3 SURVEY:  Needs to go out.  Questions need to be sent to Cate to complete the survey by end of January/ February All Committee Members
All Teachers

13.0 NEXT MEETING DATES - GENERAL on 21st February & COMMITTEE on 21st March
14.0 Meeting closed at 2:17pm

SIGNED BY PRESIDENT: Dated:
Catherine White

SIGNED BY TREASURER: Dated:
Juliet Van Oirschot
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE PLANNING MINUTES Saturday 8th January 2022

VENUE: Punch Equipment Meeting Room | 29 Cenral Drive, Burleigh Heads 4220
   

Date: 8.01.2022 Time: 09:23 Chair: Cate White
Secretary:       Merrilyn Townhill
Minute Taker:  Merrilyn Townhill

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS

1.0 Attendance and Apologies
Attendees: Cate White, Merrilyn Townhill, Juliet Van Oirschot, Danielle Clarke | Via Zoom: Jaccii Turnbull, Toni Prinsse
Apologies:  Jo Mackenzie, John Musgrave, Michael Jones

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted: Cate White
Seconded: Jaccii Turnball Responsible Status

3.0 POWER POINT PRESENTATION Responsible Status

3.1 MISSION STATEMENT: Promote Pottery as a traditional craft and art form through teaching, demonstrations and exhibitions for students,
hobbyists, professionals and the wider community.
Is everyone ok with this?
Add in Members | remove traditional |remove hobbyists (included in the wider community)

UPDATED MISSION STATEMENT: Promote Pottery as a craft and art form through teaching, demonstrations and exhibitions for members, students, professionals 
                                                           and the wider community.

3.2.0

GOAL 1: Sustainable governance and adminstration 

GOVERNANCE: Have all procedures in the one place | Place all documents onto one (or two platforms) for transparency
                            An effective management structure with clear and appropriate rules, policies and procedures. Responsible Status

3.2.1 STRONG LEADERSHIP THAT MAKES EFFECTIVE DECISIONS is progressive and meets expectations of members.

3.2.2
FORWARD PLANNING SESSIONS BIANNUALLY.  This in line with biannual roles of President and Secretary.  
Need to ensure committee reviews planning documents on an annual basis to ensure remaining on track and record progress.

3.2.3

EMPOWERED SUB-COMMITTEES WITH BUDGET AND AUTONOMY:  Budgets are currently kept via the email system.  
All budgets to be sent to Secretary to be put into Google Sheets
We have a policy that you can't spend more that $100, without approval, however if a budget is approved the subcommittee should have some automony.  
It was decided that there has been considerable movement in costs over time and the dollar value of approvals should increase to $200. 
Spending still requires the approval of the Executive (President, Secretary and Treasurer), however if in budget this is more for informational 
purposes than approval.  Anything between $200-$500 goes to an exective, anything over $500 goes to the Committee.

Juliet/
Merrilyn

Juliet to create Budgets
Merrilyn to create Google Sheet
with running balance

3.2.4
MAINTENANCE: Needs to be part of the submitted budget.  Kiln repairs are more expensive so increase the amount needing Executive approval to $1000.
TO BE DONE: Place all budgets into sheets so all is transparent

Juliet

3.2.5

ROLES & RESPONSIBILITES OF STUDENTS: Ensure there is more consistent information provided to students to encourage accountability.  
Members Benefits | Key Holder/Studio User |  Members Packs  |  Student Pack
To be completed by end of Term 1.
Set up Teachers Gmail Account to have clay register and similar documents. Toni & Merrilyn

Cate to email Toni & Merrilyn
Teachers roles & responsibilities
and Teachers Rep

3.2.6 Review website to see if we can do payments etc Jo MacKenzie

3.3.0 GOAL 2: Provision of a quality learning experience and environment to express oneself through pottery.  FOCUS AREAS: ACTIVITIES Responsible Status

3.3.1

TEACHERS Whilst it is acknowledged that teachers have complete control of their curriculum, it would be helpful for students and potential students to be able to 
see what wil be covered during term. Suggested that teachers prepare a curriculum of what is going to be covered during term to be posted on website. 
Teachers to put this info into their proposals.  It was suggested that this include details of particular skills that will be covered, as it is anticipated that teachers 
will have some unique skills or interests that guide their offerings to students. All Teachers

Teachers to update their proposals with 
Struture of the Term (can be just one task 
to complete ie Teapot or can be more)

3.3.2 GOAL 3: Provision of facilities that are fit for purpose, well managed and maintained.   FOCUS AREAS: FACILITIES & EQUIPMENT | VOLUNTEERS & CULTURE Responsible Status

3.3.3

Functional facilities and equipment that are well maintained and operated.  
Currently we have a list of our assets, not an asset management plan. 
Teacher Reps to work with the Treasurer to develop a full asset management plan
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3.3.4
FACILITY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT PLAN:  To be developed by the committee in conjuction with the Teachers Reps, this is anticipated to be a more long term document 
that looks at larger scale development of the sites to be able to discuss with Council and plan for finances.

3.3.5

REPORTS TO GO TO COUNCIL:  Keep Council in the loop by inviting them to the AGM & General Meetings as well a Committee Meeting and to any Opening Exhibitions.   
Formalise this: Cate proposes that Cr Brooke Patterson and Cr Glenn Tozer to be kept in the loop - send all reporting to them as well as Parks & Recs.
To be invited to the AGM & Committee Meetings.
This can then help with:

A) Grants being applied for
B) Glen Tozer (Mudgeeraba) is very arts focused - Christmas Market at Heritage Village.  Glen can advertise and get in touch with other Leasees.   Also look at
     Twighlight Market moving forward.

Juliet

Cate 

Cate to get in contact with 
Glen Tozer
Juliet to get in contact with 
Brooke Patterson

3.3.6

Celebrate success, share benefits of membership:
Teachers to manage the student exhibitions as a collective. Members exhibition needs to be worked on by a broader subcommittee.
Approach members to exhibit - sales opportunity.    GCCC Head Office previously has held our exhibitions in their foyers - revisit that.

Juliet to help Di to liaise with teachers.  Encourage participation within the student exhibition - have an information evening on how to exhibit.  
(A sheet to be done on how to)
Teachers to be reminded of 'Student of the Month' and 'Student Exhibition'.

Cate

Juliet / Di Toni to create 'How to' sheet

3.3.7

VOLUNTEERS & CULTURE:  Create a sense of belonging - a positive culture that fosters participation and fun.

Fridays at Benowa with Life Members & Mugs for Members. Liz to supply a proposal 2 weeks out  from next committee meeting.

Empty Bowls: Every student produce a bowl for 'EMPTY BOWLS'  Approach Jo in what capacity can GCPA support Empty Bowls - Juliet to do

Liz Thatcher

Juliet
Juliet handed over to Jaccii to complete 
27.01.2022

3.3.7 MORE SOCIAL EVENTS: To be added to the calendar Jaccii

3.3.8

Conversion of students to members: Teachers to ensure students receive information regarding membership and encourage sign up. 
Associate membership is currently $10 per term, increase to $20 per term, which over a full year is the same as full membership. 
Membership then becomes a very attractive option, with all the benefits and discounts available to members. All Teachers

Merrilyn to provide
information packs

3.4.0 GOAL 4: Financially secure organisatiuon that provides value for fees   FOCUS AREAS:  FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Responsible Status

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT: Healthy Finances facilitate high quality experiences for members, guests, students and teachers

3.4.1 ASSETS need to be maintained and available for activities; a natural outcome from a detailed asset management plan

3.4.2

There was much discussion regarding the annual contribution to the sinking fund, with little detail as the the quantum or method agreed by previous committee. 
Additional information is required and a search of records to find any information. The development of a detailed asset management plan will allow better planning and financial managment,
with annual amounts being earmarked for more costly repairs, maintenance and replacement. There was also much discussion regarding the many charges that are curently being placed on 
members personal credit cards, this is seen as unsustainable and a risk to the association. 
It was agreed that we apply for 3 debit/credit cards for President, Treasurer, Events & Workshops committe Roles to enable regular costs to be covered. 
This includes things like monthly subscriptions for our accounting package, website, zoom meetings, etc, etc. 
We also discussed current member numbers and it was felt that we need to demonstrate that members are recieving value for their investment in the association. 
A more active social and events calendar should assist with this and better information provided to new students with an increase in associate membership should see 
more full financial membership.

3.4.3 Sculptors room: when can their committee meet with our committe.  Financials to be discussed as well as maintenance issues that haven't been reported.

3.4.4 Subcommittee Grant Group underway.  Pay for grants with credit card once received.

3.4.5 KILN HIRE to be reviewed and potentially increased.

4.0 NEXT MEETING DATES - GENERAL on 21st February & COMMITTEE on 21st March
5.0 Meeting closed at 12:20pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE PLANNING AGENDA Saturday 8th January 2022

VENUE: Punch Equipment Meeting Room | 29 Cenral Drive, Burleigh Heads 4220
   

Date: Time: Chair:
Secretary:       Merrilyn Townhill
Minute Taker:  Merrilyn Townhill

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies
Attendees: 
Apologies:  

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted: 
Seconded: Responsible Status
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3.0
Correspondence 
(including e-mail correspondence)

Inward: 
1) Resignation from Amy to finish at end of Term 1.  Resignation accepted.  Currently looking for a teacher to take over Term 1 Class 2022.

2) Resignation from Jill.  Resignation accepted.  Currently looking for a teacher for this class to start Term 1 2022.

3) Letter from Teachers regarding the 2022 proposal to change pricing.  Cate replied on 14th December.  
Expecting a time line and proposal from the Teachers moving

4) Letter from GCCC advising that an additional water metre sevicing the Potters leased area has not been
loaded onto our organisations account. 
An on-site inspection has confirmed that meter no. 05B843857 (located: RHS G.COAST POTTERS BUILDING) 
services your facility.
Effective 24th August 2021, water consumption for this meter will commence being charged to the Gold Coast 
Potters Association Inc (account number 8  2727286  4).
To assist with budgeting, the last 12months consumption on this meter was 11KL which equates to 
$47.83 (based on 2021/22 rates and charges).
Should you have any further queries please do not hesitate to contact me.
Juliette to check if this is for the Sculptors or the Potters.

5) Porsche emailed and asked access to all minutes from the meetings for 2021.  Is this for Committee or 
Teachers or both?

Outward: 
1) Cate sent Peter Biddulph a copy of Teachers Agreement, Teachers Costings  and Teachers 2022 proposal letter. 
He will be intouch late Jan with avaliability after term 1. 
     Cate emailed Niccii Morgan Same above for 2022. 
  
NOTE: Committee will discuss with Mudgerebara talks to teachers for members hiring Kiln 3 as 
well as kiln 1.
  
Toni raised why do Mudgerabara have to book for the kilns. Need to put QR card must be at 
Mudgerabara – Cate has the sign. Jaccii raised that members are not booking in through the sheets 
and doing check in for Studio use. It was also noted that Teachers have to ask students to do the check 
in codes. This to be brought up at Teachers meeting tomorrow night. To be discussed in January
  
NOTE: Standard practice to change the codes on both lock boxes (Benowa & Mudgeraba) every month
at committee meetings.

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1

4.2

Grants team to sit in under Cate (President) and Toni (Media)
Helen Crandall, Melissa Durand, Liz Thatcher & Jo Rackman have agreed to be the Grants Team. They will nominate a head for the group.
Cate motioned to pay $15 per month for the Grants Hub so we can view Nationally and Internationally. Juliet seconded | Motioned passed.  
Has this been implemented?

Jo Mackenzie is to be the Sub Committee for Web Development. Acknowledged - Where is Jo up to with this?

Cate

4.3
A credit card to be available for the use of the committee ie annual subscriptions etc - Motioned by Juliet | Seconded by Cate | Unaminous - motion passed
Where are we up to with this.  Subscriptions to Mail Chimp, Grants Hub & Survey Monkey to be paid for.

4.4

Merrilyn would like to see that all forms that are used on a regular basis are to be added into the Google Sheets for easy access - such as 
Member forms, Key Holder Forms, Gallery Member Forms etc
A Google account will be set up for each Committee Member.  All forms can be stored under this access point so when a new committe member comes on 
board it's a simple handover and transparent for all to see.
A Google Sheet learning meeting will be run to hand-over all tools and knowledge so everyone understands the system.

Merrilyn
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4.5

Covid - moving forward to have all teachers and students being vaccinated.
Maybe hold non-vaccinated classes and vaccinated classes.
A state health directive has been given that places of comminity gatherings as of 17th December have to be double vacc'd.
Under the banner of Sports & Health. 
Vote for students to be double vacc'd Voted 3 for and 2 against and 1 abstaining.  Motion passed

4.6
Hold Christmas Day Market 2022 at Mudgeeraba.  Cate to approach Councillor Tozer to icorporate the Heritage Village and the other Leasees (get ontact details so that
a proposal can be sent tp them to becom a community Christmas Market). 

Cate

4.7 Also hold Twighlight Market at Mudgeeraba at some point as well as Twighlight Market at the Gallery.
5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status

5.1 It was great to see the Members mingling and moving and shaking athe Christmas Party event - it was a great venue.  
Some Members said that this was the best Christmas Party they have ever been to!
Thanks to Jaccii for organising the whole event.

I look forward to the New Year and everything that it brings to the GCPA

Keep Muddy
Cate

5.2

5.3

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet  - November 30th 2021 ATTACHED Responsible Status

6.1
Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account)
 No 10242370 Balance at 

Plus Credits

Plus Credits

Less Debits

Plus Interst (July $0)

Balance as per bank statement at $0.00 $0.00

(Cross-check) (difference)

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at 

Plus Credits

Less Debits

Plus Interst FYTD (.73)

Balance as per bank statement at $0.00 $0.00

(Cross-check) (difference)

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at                      

Plus Credits

Less Debits

Plus Interst FYTD (.73)

Balance as per bank statement at
(Latest Statement) $0.00 $0.00

(Term Deposit due for renewal Jan 1 2022 - .4% interest)

(Cross-check) (difference)
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Total Funds at $0.00 $0.00

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building)

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels) 0.00 $0.00

Available capital $0.00 $0.00

(Cross-check) (difference)

6.2 Bank statements are available on request.

6.3
Contacting Treasury The email address to send anything to the Treasurer is accounts@goldcoastpotters.com 
All requests for payment or invoices should be sent here.

6.4
Copies of all invoices, reimbursement requests and daily teacher entries are to be emailed to the following: 
xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Juliet Van Oirschot Responsible Status

7.1

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

8.1 Karen Ross - Student with Kyong for 2+ years - has agreed to be Assistant Secretary 

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

10.0 School Representative Benowa Report– Jill Cuthbertson NOVEMBER 30TH 2021 @ 2:30PM Responsible Status

10.1 Attendance and Apologies:  Jill, John Michael Porsche Amy Kyong Jo Juliett

10.2 Acceptance of Meeting Minutes from Previous Meeting:   Minutes accepted

10.3 Finalising use of cone 10 glazes : 

I left a note in the diary last Tuesday allocating the last of the glazes to be transferred so by the time of the meeting all glazes should be in 5 l buckets. 
These will now be $35 rather than $45
Michael and Porsche will transfer more glazes to 5L buckets in time for the market. Kyong does not want to sell tomato red glaze as it does not come out red, 
more of a brown/red. Jill and Porsche acknowledge that the glaze is supposed to look like that, more like a dark tomato red than a bright red, 
especially over darker clays. 

No decisions were made regarding glaze access at this meeting, to prevent the glazes from becoming so watery. 

Juliet will get HDMI cord to view camera footage, and we will cross reference the cameras with the sign in sheet to see if there are discrepancies,
as a starting point. Glazes are visible in the camera’s scope. Michael wants to know where the blind spots are. John and Porsche will arrange to meet members
and have a demo of how to make glazes, and members will be able to use the storage space where the cone 9/10 reduction glazes used to be, to store 3 glazes
we make up on the demo day. Moving forward, the members who wish to use these glazes will be responsible for making up new batches. We need to remind 
students to make accompanying setters for their pieces, especially with glazes that are brought into the studio from outside, and may not be predictable. 
Satin clear studio glaze is designed for white clay body only, over underglaze. Please inform your students. 

School gas firing is going to be held on Tues, Nov. 30th. 

10.4 Rent payments -  payment of all casual rents

10.5

Student work in gallery: It is Porsche’s turn to arrange one of her students to put work in the gallery. 
Lisa T. Is keen and will decide which pieces in the last week of term 4. 
The work will stay until January, after that it will be John’s turn. 

Display of the student work. Please select the appropriate work for a cohesive display.

Porsche
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10.6

Signing of teachers contracts: Everyone will be offered contracts, and need to respond. New fees for term 1 2022: Juliet provided financial breakdowns of total costs 
per student per class, and these figures are being used to suggest a substantial increase in class costs and rent fees. Teachers are asked to review the letter/financials 
provided and provide feedback to Juliet ASAP. Juliet will also provide 3 spreadsheets with different fee/ payment tiers, and teachers are asked to look over the different 
options and decide how we want to proceed for 2022. There was some discussion around hiring a kiln technician as well. Kiln flow this past term has been great, 
with no backups, and the general consensus is that we have been managing this past term fine without the need to hire a kiln technician. 
Teachers will continue to have this discussion though, and make a final decision ASAP. 

10.7
Student surveys
John wants to know when results for student surveys will come out. Juliet says the surveys will go out next week. 

10.8

Batts – cleaning of the batts thoroughly before returning to the bat cave. Teacher’s should be responsible for this when signing back in
Batts: Kyong will check/clean the dirty bats that were put away dirty. Students are to be charged $12/bat if they go missing. 
The sign out book seems to be working. 

10.9

Clay and material orders. 
Clay and Material Orders: No more M.F. No. 6 is to be ordered. Michael tested Superior White Porcelain and White Earthenware, and found both to be suitable 
replacements, with a good glaze fit. Juliet recommends Toast as well, and John is happy with Raku T.
A bulk order for Benowa will be placed ASAP and stored at Mudgeeraba in the clay shed, which can hold at least 40 blocks of extra clay. 
Porsche to order 2 x full and 2 x half shelves from Picassos for Rhodey. 

No more paper towel in the hand dispenser and we will take it down. Michael will continue to bring in rolls of paper towel as Juliet says we are no longer 
to buy paper towel.

10.10

End of year clean up
Cleanup day is set: Tues 18th January, 2022. 9 a.m. Teachers, ask students to come and help
End of year cleanup: Everyone is happy with Tues Jan. 18th, 9 a.m.        

10.11
Clay slops: Zander can come and take the clay from the recycled bins outside, so that we can have a fresh start with those buckets, and eventually recycle the clay 
ourselves. Jo is going to take apart the pug mill over the holidays and clean it out so we can use it.

10.12 Teachers need up to date WH&S by the beginning of term 1

10.13

Any other points for discussion

Send all student email addresses to the secretary Merrilyn ASAP secretary@goldcoastpotters.com

Student welcome pack ideas Merrilyn will put gather a welcome pack fo new students. Send ideas for the welcome pack to her ASAP 

Jo will design flyers for front door. 

Do we need to add privacy statement to enrolment form? We should have one. More investigation is needed into how private information is stored, 
we will earmark this for another time, as the meeting is dragging on. 

Xero receipts: Please figure out how to rename photo of receipts when emailing Xero, to include date, name and amount. 
Reimbursements: the reimbursement form has to to to both accounts@goldcoastpotters email AND xero email WITH RECEIPTS to receive reimbursement. 
Jo asked what permission is needed to spend money for the association: anything up to $100 we can go ahead and buy as the association needs it. 
Above $100, it needs committee approval first. 

Teacher work in gallery: Not compulsory, but Juliet feels it is a good idea to promote ourselves

COVID sign in: Members still need to book in for covid sign in and to use the space. Teachers need to book in the space if they are going to have a makeup class. 

Other firing costs Pit firing: $7.50 /KG members, $8.5/KG Non-members. 

10.14 Meeting Closed at 4:20pm

11 Media Report -  Toni Prinse Responsible Status
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11.1 Can we update the volunteer benefits as per previous meeting.
11.2 Are we having a working bee before class returns, if so can gallery be included?
11.3 What should I send out regarding Double Vaccination being required.
11.4 Would you like the next Newsletter to go out beginning of February or March?
12 New General Business Responsible Status

12.1 SIGNAL DISCUSSIONS - to be urgent matters that must be minuted.  Set up second thread as a group chat.

12.2 Discuss the tenancee of Sculpture Society at Benowa to become part of the Potters Association as an extra room with Kiln to hold workshops etc at the same time as
classes are being run.  This also allows access to only what is needed for the duration of the workshop or event - would make a great event room (just saying)

12.3
12.4
13.0 NEXT MEETING DATES - 
14.0 Meeting closed at 
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE AGENDA December 13th 2021

VENUE: Parkwood Tavern, PARKWOOD
   

Date: 13.12.2021 Time: 17:30 Chair: Cate White
Secretary:       Merrilyn Townhill
Minute Taker:  Merrilyn Townhill

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies
Attendees: Cate, Juliet, Dani, Toni, Merrilyn, Jaccii,Jo M( for teachers)
Apologies:  Jill

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes Accepted: Cate
Seconded: Juliet

3.0 Correspondence 
(including e-mail correspondence)

Inward: Kiln Email discussing kiln misuse from Porsche
Unresolved student handling of work, email sent by Kyong   To be discussed in January 

Outward: To be discussed in January
  
NOTE: Committee will discuss with Mudgerebara talks to teachers for members hiring Kiln 3 as 
well as kiln 1. To be discussed in January
  
Toni raised why do Mudgerabara have to book for the kilns. Need to put QR card must be at 
Mudgerabara – Cate has the sign. Jaccii raised that members are not booking in through the sheets 
and doing check in for Studio use. It was also noted that Teachers have to ask students to do the check 
in codes. This to be brought up at Teachers meeting tomorrow night. To be discussed in January  
  
NOTE: Standard practice to change the codes on both lock boxes (Benowa & Mudgeraba) every month
at committee meetings.

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status
4.1

4.2

Motioned to move to put together the Grants Group and vote them in by Cate - all voted in. no vote need Acknowledged 
Helen Crandall, Melissa Durand, Liz Thatcher & Jo Rackman have agreed to be the Grants Team. Grants team to sit in under Cate (President)
Cate motioned to pay $15 per month for the Grants Hub so we can view Nationally and Internationally. Juliet seconded | Motioned passed.

Jo Mackenzie is to be the Sub Committee for Web Development. Acknowledged

Cate

5.0 President's Report - Cate White
5.1

5.2

5.3

Great turnout for the Xmas market. Thank you, Jo, and your volunteers for again making it a success, your contribution to the 
association over many years is appreciated. Looking forward to next year let hope you have a few more hands-on deck as the 
markets get bigger.  Thank you to the volunteers who have put their hands up to form a grants 
sub committee' insert names here".
 

I hope everyone has a muddy Christmas break, I know I plan to. I look forward to what the new year brings for the association. 
 
in all things muddy and messy Cate 

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet  - November 30th 2021 ATTACHED

6.1
Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account)
 No 10242370 Balance at September 30th 2021 $77,622.37 $77,622.37

Plus Credits $10,566.65 $10,566.65

Plus Credits

Less Debits -$11,810.58 -$11,810.58

Plus Interst (July $0)

Balance as per bank statement at November 30th 2021 $76,378.44 $76,378.44 $0.00

(Cross-check) (difference)
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Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at September 30th 2021 $17,818.95 $17,818.95

Plus Credits

Less Debits

Plus Interst FYTD (.73) 0.75 0.75

Balance as per bank statement at 28 November 2021 $17,819.70 $17,819.70 $0.00

(Cross-check) (difference)

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17 July 2021                         $89,361.35 $89,361.35

Plus Credits

Less Debits

Plus Interst FYTD (.73) 265.88 265.88

Balance as per bank statement at July 17 2021 
(Latest Statement) 89,627.23 $89,627.23 $0.00

(Term Deposit due for renewal Jan 1 2022 - .4% interest)

(Cross-check) (difference)

Total Funds at November 30 2021 $183,825.37 $183,825.37 $0.00

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) -$107,445.45 $107,445.45

Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels) 0.00

Available capital $76,379.92 $76,379.92 $0.00

(Cross-check) (difference)

6.2 Bank statements are available on request.

6.3
Contacting Treasury The email address to send anything to the Treasurer is accounts@goldcoastpotters.com 
All requests for payment or invoices should be sent here.

6.4
Copies of all invoices, reimbursement requests and daily teacher entries are to be emailed to the following: 
xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com

6.5

This month our income of $10,566.65 was made up predominantly of income from cards $4,056.95 via classes and Gallery, Workshop bookings $4825.00, 
and Kiln hire of $1072.00. Our expenditure of $11,810.58 was made up predominantly of Materials from Picasso’s $5994.10, 
Workshop provision $1440.00, Key refunds $350.00, Gas and Electric $1731.41 and expense reimbursements $486.60. 

6.6
Please remember that all expenditure claims must be supported by receipts and any expenditure over $100 must be supported by an approval signed by the President, 
Secretary and/or Treasurer.

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Juliet Van Oirschot
7.1 Nothing to report for this month
8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke

8.1

Alli Woods - Student with Jo Mackenzie - wants to gain more experience & knowledge from other members - voted in
Clare Sheard - Student with Kyong -  I look forward to being more actively involved as a newbie. - voted in
Nataliea Mullen - Not a student, home studio, self-taught - wanting to meet like minded people and learn more - voted in
Phoenix Woods - Student with Jo Mackenzie - voted in
Seiko Maruyama - Student with Kyong - past student with Megan Puls and Anne Mossman - used to be a member for years - voted in

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status
Discuss at January planning meeting

12 New General Business Responsible Status
12.1 A credit card to be available for the use of the committee ie annual subscriptions etc - Motioned by Juliet | Seconded by Cate | Unaminous - motion passed

12.2

Merrilyn would like to see that all forms that are used on a regular basis are to be added into the Google Sheets for easy access - such as 
Member forms, Key Holder Forms, Gallery Member Forms etc
A Google account will be set up for each Committee Member.  All forms can be stored under this access point so when a new committe member comes on 
board it's a simple handover and transparent for all to see.
A Google Sheet learning meeting will be run to hand-over all tools and knowledge so everyone understands the system. Merrilyn

12.3

Covid - moving forward to have all teachers and students being vaccinated.
Maybe hold non-vaccinated classes and vaccinated classes.
A state health directive has been given that places of comminity gatherings as of 17th December have to be double vacc'd.
Under the banner of Sports & Health. 
Vote for students to be double vacc'd Voted 3 for and 2 against and 1 abstaining.  Motion passed

12.4 Have planning committee meeting on Saturday 8th January at Punch Equipment | 29 Central Drive, Burleigh Heads 4220
12.5 Hold Christmas Day Market at Mudgeeraba.  Also hold Twighlight Market at Mudgeeraba as well as at Benowa Gallery
13.0 NEXT MEETING DATES - Saturday 8.01.2021 Planning and Committee Meeting 9:00am - after lunch (bring a plate to share) at Punch Equipment.
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14.0 Meeting closed at 6:05pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE AGENDA December 13th 2021

VENUE: Parkwood Tavern, PARKWOOD
   

Date: 13.12.2021 Time: Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies
Attendees: Cate, Juliet, Dani, Toni, Merrilyn, Jaccii
Apologies:  Jill

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes
Accepted: Cate
Seconded: Juliet

3.0 Correspondence 
(including e-mail correspondence)

Inward: Kiln Email discussing kiln misuse from Porsche
Unresolved student handling of work, email sent by Kyong

Outward: As committee members must lead by example and book in through the sheets. Juliete to not do that again
  
Have a quote for $1,800 and waiting for a second quote to fix the members kiln. Jaccii moved a motion if we can go ahead to fix 
(whichever is cheaper) Seconded by Cate. Vote was unanimous.
  
NOTE: Committee will discuss with Mudgerebara talks to teachers for members hiring Kiln 3 as well as kiln 1.
  
Toni raised why do Mudgerabara have to book for the kilns. Need to put QR card must be at Mudgerabara – Cate has the sign.
Jaccii raised that members are not booking in through the sheets and doing check in for Studio use. It was also noted that 
Teachers have to ask students to do the check in codes. This to be brought up at Teachers meeting tomorrow night. 
  
NOTE: Standard practice to change the codes on both lock boxes (Benowa & Mudgeraba) every month at committee meetings.

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status
4.1

4.2

4.3

Motioned to move to put together the Grants Group and vote them in by Cate
Helen Crandall, Melissa Durand, Liz Thatcher & Jo Rackman have agreed to be the Grants Team. Grants team to sit in under Cate (President)
Motioned to pay $15 per month for the Grants Hub so we can view Nationally and Internationally. Juliet seconded | Motioned passed.

Jo Mackenzie is to be the Sub Committee for Web Development. 

5.0 President's Report - Cate White
5.1

5.2

5.3

Great turnout for the Xmas market. thank you, Jo, and your volunteers for again making it a success, your contribution to the 
association over many years is appreciated. Looking forward to next year let hope you have a few more hands-on deck as the 
markets get bigger.  Thank you to the volunteers who have put their hands up to form a grants 
sub committee' insert names here".
 

I hope everyone has a muddy Christmas break, I know I plan to. I look forward to what the new year brings for the association. 
 
in all things muddy and messy Cate 

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - November 30th 2021 ATTACHED
7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Juliet Van Oirschot
7.1 Nothing to report for this month
8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke
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8.1

Alli Woods - voted in
Clare Sheard - voted in
Nataliea Mullen - voted in
Phoenix Woods - voted in

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status
Planning meeting in January

12 New General Business Responsible Status
12.1 A credit card to be available for the use of the committee ie annual subscriptions etc - Motioned by Juliet | Seconded by Cate | Unaminous - motion passed

12.2

Merrilyn would like to see that all forms that are used on a regular basis are to be added into the Google Sheets for easy access - such as 
Member forms, Key Holder Forms, Gallery Member Forms etc
A Google account will be set up for each Committee Member.  All forms can be stored under this access point so when a new committe member comes on 
board it's a simple handover and transparent for all to see.

Merrilyn

12.3

Covid - moving forward to have all teachers and students being vaccinated.
Maybe hold non-vaccinated classes and vaccinated classes.
A state health directive has been given that places of comminity gatherings as of 17th December have to be double vacc'd.
Under the banner of Sports & Health. 
Vote for students to be double vacc'd Voted 3 for and 2 against and 1 abstaining.  Motion passed

12.4 Have planning committee meeting on Saturday 8th January at Punch Equipment | 29 Central Drive, Burleigh Heads 4220
12.5 Hold Christmas Day Market at Mudgeeraba.  Also hold Twighlight Market at Mudgeeraba
13.0 NEXT MEETING DATES - Saturday 8.01.2021 Planning and Committee Meeting 9:00am - after lunch (bring your own lunch) at Punch Equipment.
14.0 Meeting closed at 6:05pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
GENERAL MEETING MINUTES Monday November 15th 2021

VENUE: Benowa Studio
               

   

Date: 15.11.2021 Time: 5:34pm Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Merrilyn Townhill
Merrilyn Townhill

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies

Attendees: Toni Prinsse, Juliet Van Oirschot, Helen Crandall, Cate White, John Musgrave, 
Porsche Bagg, Karen Hutchinson, Merrilyn Townhill, Natalea Mullen, Jo Rackham, Liz Tatcher,
Melissa Durand, Jaccii Turnbull, Jo Mackenzie

Apologies: Nan, Jill Cuthbertson, Danielle Clarke

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes
Accepted: Cate
Seconded: Toni

3.0
Correspondence 
(including e-mail correspondence)

Inward: Council - being plastic free.  all organisations are encouraged to be plastic
                               free.  No more plastic plates, forks & knives during a function.  We could
                               get a recycle bin and a bin for soft plastics
Outward: Alwin Jordan at Tweed City Shopping Centre: offering a pottery shop pop up - 
is anyone interested and even doing classes.  Add to the next Newsletter to all members.
Also transportable insurance to be noted Toni

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1

Website – Are we still looking at quotes? Pending. 
All too expensive - our current Website would be ok if we had someone to run it and update it on a regular basis.  
To purchase a $22,000 website could be attained by writing a Grant, these are running out so if someone wants to write a Grant? 
Website (budget at $35 per hour per volunteer) would enable a members portal where you could log in and make
payments and book into workshops etc.  We need a sub-comittee member team to report to the committee member to be able to write
the Grant.  Helen Crandall, Melissa Durand, Liz Thatcher & Jo Rackman have agreed to be the Grants Team.
Jo Mackenzie is to be the Sub Committee for Web Development.

Helen Crandall
Melissa Durand
Liz Thatcher
Jo Rackman

President: Cate
to oversee team

Waiting for Grant 
Team to lodge
a Grant.  

4.2
Nan will be archiving and present a visual talk of our history and collection later on in the year.
Nan needs volunteers to help. Keep the Newsletters going out to help out Nan. Nan/ Toni

4.3

Liz proposed a member trip up to Made in Australia . Liz to send through proposal through to Jaccii.
Jaccii contacting Anna Marie and to advise.  Cate spoken with Kate at Made in Australia.  We can go to a Saga Firing for the GCPA only.  A date to be finalised.
Email Kate and ask a date to then organise a bus.  A newsletter to go out and ask for interest and then it can be costed out.
If you want to go Commercial; she is the lady to talk to. Liz/ Jaccii

Liz to send through
proposal to Jaccii

4.4

What to do with recycling Student reclaim - do we offer to members | do we re-cycle and use for a fundraiser | do we re-cycle & sell; given the clay 
shortage at the moment.  Jo coming in to clean out Pug Mill.  Re-cycled clay to go to Liz & Helen - Liz to provide a proposal.
Send out a Mailchimp to ask for someone to re-claim - they are to receive 50% and 50% to go to the fundraiser.

Liz/ Helen

Toni
5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible
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5.1 Well, thank you members for trusting me to be your president for another year. 

We also welcome Juliet as Treasurer and Merrilyn as Secretary. 
We say goodbye to Kirsten who was our Treasurer for many years and Paige our Secretary for the previous year. 
Thank you Ladies for your Hard work. 
We welcome Toni Prinsse to the committee as publicity co-ordinator, Toni has been doing our marketing; so happy that she is taking on 
this more officially.  
With Juliet taking up the role of Treasurer we need a general committee member to fill her previous role as Facilities and 
Maintenace coordinator.

Fantastic Fathers market by the tireless Jo McFaul . Jo is looking for volunteers for the Xmas market which is getting bigger every year. 
Please contact Jo on -joeimac@bigpond.com.  

Jo Mackenzie is now teaching Monday morning hand building at Mudgeeraba and Porche has taken over from Amy on Tuesday nights;
lovely to have you both. 

Lovely to see Anne Mossman's work in our gallery for those of us that couldn't get to the Tweed Gallery due to border closure. 
If you have a body of work you were unable to exhibit due to border closures get in touch. 
We have some surprises up our sleeve so keep your eye out for those.
 
Thank you to Jill for organizing the student exhibition and the volunteers that turned up to help on opening night. 
It was lovely to see some surprised faces from the winners as we all underestimate the quality of our work.  
 
Until next time I'm off to play in the Mud. 
Cate

5.2

Teachers Duties, see attached document Tweak teacher’s payment and how they pay. Kirsten to set up. Completed.  
One issue is how the credit card machine is being processed during classes as this isn't reconciling with Xero.  To be raised at next
teachers meeting Kirsten

5.3

Gallery Manager EOI Juliet stepped up, thank you Juliet, and EOI needs to be sent out. 

Moving forward could members potentially display work without volunteering if they are unable to? 
Currently the gallery takes 20% commission and members must volunteer their time. 
We could have a capped number of members who are unable to volunteer and take a 40% commission. 
Capped at 5 in previous meeting to be non-volunteer.

Teachers work NEEDS to be in the gallery.
Motion: Capped amount of gallery members who are unable to volunteer can 
display their work with 40% commission. Volunteer members only have 20% commission. 
Trial for 6months and look back at it then. 
Cate motioned. Dani seconded. 14 in favor. 2 Abstaining. Motion approved. Juliet

5.4 Nominate and vote Jaccii in for events and workshops - Cate motioned,  Liz Thatcher Seconded.  Unanimous. Motion approved.
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5.5

Mudgeeraba members kiln hire use Kiln 1 and 3 if teachers not using it, particularly while waiting for kiln 3 repairs. 
Also cost out as they are both larger than mini and maxi at Benowa.  Half full kiln (half for member at bottom + half for teacher).  Follow
the same process to book the kilns. Cate advised that this would mean more work for teachers. Juliet to write up a schedule to be 
looked at at the next meeting. Could students bring in their own work - NO. Juliet

5.6

Members Mentor days - see attached this to be considered. Capped numbers for mentor sessions, committee
or subcommittee to be there at each session. If people would like to attend, they must complete workplace 
health and safety and the mentor will be in charge of identifying risks and do an induction with each mentee. 
A person can only rebook in once the mentor session is over, similar to kiln bookings. 
It is something that sounds great but more needs to be ironed out before it goes ahead. 
If anyone has any more ideas email Cate so it can be considered.

Members' community clay days finalise - run by Liz and others on a roster system. Weekly on a Friday 10 members + 2 mentors.  
Standard member access to 3 glazes. Firing to be done as per member hire requirements. Members shelf available in studio to keep 
work if required. The aim of this is to engage in social pottery creating a sense of community and giving new members access to 
long-term members learn about the history of the association and share skills. 

10 members can book the space (Covid rules).  Bring your own clay.  Members glazes to use.  Firing work - hire the kiln as a group.
A social space for members to be marketed.  Same rules apply as individuals. The glaze materials are the members products.
We don't want to have to lock everything up.  John suggested having a workshop with John & Porsche to teach how to make glaze
for the members.  Proposal to do a Members demo.  Jaccii to add to 2022 Calendar.

Cate & Liz to 
write plan for
January
implementation

Jaccii add to 
Jan 2022
Event calendar

John &
Porsche

5.7

Amend clause 18. Membership of management committee (2) A further two Teacher Members shall be appointed to attend and 
participate in Management Committee meetings and are eligible to vote, unless it is a conflict of interest. 
The two positions shall be 8. School representative – Benowa 9. School representative – Mudgeeraba
We don't want to change the constitution to vote at the begining of the school year instead of at the AGM.  Cate moved to motion
the Teachers rep to be voted in at the start of Term 1 instead of at the AGM.  Cate motioned, Liz seconded.  Voted as unaminous.

Treasurer: 
Juliet

5.8

These two representatives shall be appointed for a one (1) year period with the timing aligning with each Annual General Meeting and 
shall be eligible for a re-appointment-from constitution for teachers rep to be voted in at before the start of term 1 as 
Facilities and service agreement is the school year and AGM is a financial year.  

5.9

Table for members consideration rise in membership fees reflective of CPI and general running cost of association.   
Currently $60 per annum.  Committe wishes to increase the membership and increase by 5% per annum.  
Motion to increase to $80 as of next year and then by 5% each annum. Stay as Financial Year.  
Motion moved by Cate,  Seconded by Jaccii  
1 abstained.  Motioned passed. Danielle

need to do and email 
with the financial 
justification next year 
put it on agenda for 
january meeting for 
who is to action ect

5.10

Table for members consideration possible hiring studio manager part-time for both sites including facility maintenance management. 
Would need to consider what that involves?  Some of the jobs being taken away from the Teachers so the teachers are to pay for this from
their rent.   Take to a Teachers meeting once the parameters have been set. Juliet

5.11

Members kiln and firing others work- given there is a deposit paid, it is the hirer's responsibility also 1 bisc and 2 glaze hires per month;
when did "your work only" rules come into place?
Only members can fire their work.  Keep the amount of times per month as is.  Re-visit if there is a problem

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet Van Oirschot - October 30th 2021 Responsible Status
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6.1  $70,028.16 $70,028.16
Plus Credits 15457.49 15457.49
Plus Credits
Less Debits -7863.28 -7863.28
Plus Interest (FYTD $24.03) Interest paid 1.05.2021 0
Balance as per bank statement at 30th October 2021 $77,622.37 $77,622.37

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at 30th September 2021 $17,818.22 $17,818.22
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $2.23) 0.73 0.73
Balance as per bank statement at 30th October 2021 $17,818.95 $17,818.95

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17th July 2021 $89,361.35 $89,361.35
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest 265.88 265.88
Balance as per bank statement at 17th July 2021 $89,627.23 $89,627.23
(Term Deposit due for renewal Jan 1 2022 - .4% interest) TBA by Dec Meeting
Total Funds at August 31st 2021 $185,145.55 $185,145.55
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) -107,445.45 -107,445.45
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels) 0.00
Available capital $77,700.10 $77,700.10
Bank statements are available on request.

6.2

OCTOBER ACTIVITY This month our income of $15,457.49 was made up of Rent paid by Teachers $7,471.00, 
Market Day payments $1,300.00, Kiln Hire $764.00, income from cards via classes and Gallery $5,179.00. 
Our expenditure of $7,863.28 was made up predominantly of workshop fees $1,300.20, Maintenance of $590.00, 
utilities $819.55, return of key and kiln deposits $650.00, purchase of Materials $1,245.55 and Gallery sales $645.00.

6.3

DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2021. 
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer. Juliet
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6.4

Volunteers – WH & S We have welcomed Nicole Barrett and Veronica Gaughan to the WH&S subcommittee. 
We are extremely thankful to Nicole whose expertise has updated the WH&S safety assessment documents. 
As WH&S is such a big role we have divided the responsibilities: Nicole’s focus is to help us update other necessary 
documents and processes. Veronica is managing the member’s assessments. 
Nicole declined the position via email.  Role is vacant.

6.5
Contacting Treasury The email address to send anything to the Treasurer is accounts@goldcoastpotters.com 
All requests for payment or invoices should be sent here.

6.6

Community Grants Program Round 2 - grant application for a defibrillator for Benowa – Unsuccessful. 
Paige to look for grant in Secretary computer.  Finalised Paige

Merrilyn to follow up
once access to 
laptop is received

6.7

Benowa's members kilns are Maxi and Minnie. We need distinct names for Mudgeeraba kilns - what can we call them? 
Once decided the name of the kiln being hired needs to be clearly written on the deposit subject along with the member's name.
Can we make sure Porsche gets this info so she can update hiring processes. 
Porsche to send booking sheets to Tina.   Porsche to put forward in the next Teacher's meeting Porsche

6.8

Reimbursement process and Teacher/gallery banking - It is really important that anyone wanting reimbursement and also 
teacher's daily banking and gallery banking all follow the same processes. 
Reimbursement: Expense form and receipt are emailed to both 
xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
 and accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
 In the subject line of the email put Expense Request and the date.

6.9

Teachers banking - must send a clear photo of the daily banking and the EFT settlement docket to 
 xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
 In the subject line of the email put Teacher Takings and the date
 In the transition to having everything electronic this is the new process. If anyone has any issues, please get in contact.
If the settlement document goes to xero it gets audited and the treasure and association does not have to worry. 
Tina to write up document of process to go with teacher’s duties. Tina

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Juliet Van Oirschot Responsible Status

The month of October was quiet with no reported maintenance issues except for an electrical outage at Mudgeeraba. 
The electrician was called and restored power to lights due to a fault in the wiring within the power board. 
It appears that the electric water heater has also had its digital display fried due to a potential lightening strike. 
This has not impacted on heating water however the display is now not working. 
Please exercise care as there is no visual display temperature - please assume water is at boiling point at all times to ensure
 there are no accidental burns.

7.1

Benowa has had the security cameras installed and these cameras are fully operational. There is a hard drive for storage of images and
the cameras cover the studio, kiln room and external area from the large pines to the Gallery. 
Next stage for security is to purchase a monitor and hdmi cable that will remain at Benowa to allow immediate play back. Juliet

7.2

Activities at Mudgeeraba
Requested quote to repair beam under building. 
          This would mean all urgent works identified in Engineer’s report have been actioned. Juliet to send quote to sculptors. 
          Needs to happen asap.  Completed Juliet

Completed last
year

mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
http://xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com/
http://xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com/
http://xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com/
http://xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com/
http://xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com/
http://xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com/
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7.4
Agenda Items
Discussion of 2020-2023 Business Plan and discussion of proposed 2021-2022 Facilities and Maintenance Budget.

Add to January's
meeting agenda

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

The following 5 applications have been received to become members + 1 application at meeting

8.1 Romy Berjot (second term with Jo McKenzie) - voted in

8.2 Lynette Neilson (currently enrolled at Mudgeeraba) - voted in

8.3 Karin Adams (Enrolled for 1 year; currently with Porsche - help out in the committee and attend workshops + become a key holder) voted in

8.4 Roselaine Billings (Wants to enroll into a class once membership has been approved. Would like to volunteer & sell wares at Markets) voted in

8.5 Tobina Sharp (Enrolled for 2 terms, currently with Jo MacKenzie. Be involved with committee & planning meetings) voted in

8.6 Karen Morphett (Enrolled with Kyong-doing for 8 months) was given at General meeting -  voted in

8.7

A request from Melissa Willoughby.  Desperately wants to become a key holder and asks to gain access early:
Me again! Just wanting to enquire further, As I had actually submitted my original application 12 April, but then with Kyong signature 
on 26 May but it actually wasn't processed for a month. Are we able to take this into consideration for me to apply to
become keyholder/hire kiln before 22 December please as I really was wanting to have gifts to give for Christmas.
Please let me know if that would be a possibility. I'd really appreciate it.

Melissa is eligible for access on the 22nd of December. I let her know that this is not a decision I can make on my own. Could we give 
her access a couple of weeks early? Is this a precedence we would like to make? We also have to take into consideration that if we gave 
her early access, then Porsche would have to be available to do the first 2 firings with her and the kilns would have to be free for her 
to use. She has already done a kiln workshop and is doing her OH&S. She would probably need access a month early to be able 
to get her work through.

As there was no exception to be made, Juliet offered Melissa to do a bisque firing with herself so Mel could get some work through.  
Melissa accepted. Juliet

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status
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In the month of October we had a workshop for an organisation called Mates4Mates who are one of the country’s leading charities providing 
physical, psychological and social support services to the Defence community. They contacted us a few months ago to see if we could help offer 
a workshop for the community they support. This was a really positive workshop, we received some wonderful feedback from the participants 
on the day and it was a great opportunity to show our support to our community through this workshop. 
Thank you Porsche for facilitating this successful day.

We had the wonderful opportunity with Peter Biddulph who travelled from Brisbane to the Benowa studio for comprehensive 2 day workshop 
on how to create a range of beautiful glazes. This workshop was loaded with technical information, hands on and participant involved 
demonstrations with a variety of test tiles completed with the glazes made. The participants were exhausted from this intensive workshop, 
in a good way! 
Thank you to those committee members who not only give of their time in their own volunteer roles in our association, but on these 2 days, 
also gave of their own time and skills again to set up the space and pack down and even include morning tea for everyone there. Thank you!

We had hoped we would be able to reschedule Anne Mossman’s members demo but unfortunately that just wasn’t possible. 
Not for a lack of trying on Anne’s behalf, but don’t fret - she has said she will be able to offer this next year which will be wonderful.

No further members demonstrations for this year, we have had wonderful opportunity’s this year for our members to enjoy these events 
as part of their membership. Once the dates are released the spots available for people to book in get snapped up quite quickly and the feedback
 each time has been so positive. Needless to say, it is very obvious these events have been a highlight and we look forward to continuing these
opportunity’s for our member’s next year.

To get you excited for a few workshop we have planned for next year, we have Michaela Kloeckner coming for a wheel throwing workshop, 
Wendy Hatfield-Witt who will be doing a Teapot workshop, a multiple layer water etching workshop and more yet to be confirmed along with 
the dates for these workshops!

Please make sure you keep an eye out for the emails from our association for the upcoming workshops for next year, and also, our members 
demonstration events. Do you have an idea for workshops you would like to be offered or a demonstration you would like to see at our 
members night?    Please email events@goldcoastpotters.com

Lastly please book for the upcoming GCPA Christmas Party to celebrate the end of a wonderful year. We look forward to enjoying this time together.

9.1
Booking a school firing using our member's kiln with Porsche needs to come from the teacher’s rep only. 
Agreed, put in the teacher’s document. Paige to add in.  Completed

9.2
Covid bookings for studio. Still needed or not? The limit still exists. Yes, booking sheets to still happen. Review at a later date.  
Contact Council regarding vaccinations.  To be advised at Teachers meeting before contracts are signed. Juliet

9.3

Teacher's wanting to use studio outside allocated teaching time and dates needs to be brought to committee for approval in same 
process as events and workshops. This is members time and needs approval. Needs to go into teachers’ duties document. 
Paige to add in.  A minimum of 4 weeks notice and go to a committee meeting.  Raise at next Teacher's meeting.
"they were notified middle of last term. Need to up date teachers duties and also do a Code of conduct for next year. "

Cate/
Merrilyn

9.4
Christmas Party Date:  13th December not 15th December
A new updated Mailchimp to be sent out with correct date Jaccii
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9.5

Events Calendar for 2022: Jaccii presenting draft copy
Members demonstrations = 10 (the second Sunday of each month)
Committee meetings = every 3rd week Jaccii

10.0 School Representative Benowa - Jill Cuthbertson Responsible Status

Date: 19.10.2021 Time: 15:30 Chair: Jill & John
Secretary:
Minute Taker:Porche

10.1
Attendance: Cate, Juliet, John, Michael, Jill, Jo, Porsche, Kyong
Apology: Amy

10.2 Acceptance of Meeting Minutes from Previous Meeting:
10.3 Student exhibition: This was a success.  Thank you to all

10.4

Finalising use of cone 10 glazes: The last cone 10 firing has been done.  Pieces keep turning up for cone 10 firing??? 

4 to 3 x pieces glazed in cone 10 glazes are to be washed and reglazed with cone 6 glazes. 
IF they belong to Liz Thatcher, she can contact John and he will fire them for her in his kiln

The remainder of the Cone 10 reduction glazes need to be transferred to the 5 L buckets. Let’s look at load and see who needs to 
share in doing this. This need s to be finished and ready for the Xmas market. 

Sale of cone 10 glazes: John has volunteered to sell the 5L buckets of cone 10 glazes at the Christmas market. 
Michael will follow up reduction glazes, and we will discard ruined glazes. -John will move all 5L buckets of glaze to the gas kiln
once they have been made up

Members and the use of Cone 6 glazes: Members will be allocated 3 glazes to use and these will be in the large buckets and stored 
under the sink bench and clearly marked as ‘For members use’ . The 3 glazes will be clear, white and Turquoise.

Will from now on look at doing a reduction firing for the school once per term using cone 6 glazes. 
The reduction firing will then be to 1220. 

School gas firing is going to be held on Tues, Nov. 23rd. It will be a cone 5/6 firing. All student work from both studios is welcome, 
and will need to be in the gas shed by Mon. Nov. 22nd. Please do not use crystal magic on the outside of any pots, and crystal waterfall 
and black velvet need to be applied carefully and far away from the bottom. All work please made with a matching setter, as we will be 
testing the cone 6 glazes.

Empty buckets: Spare buckets at Benowa will be stacked, sorted, and shared with Mudgeeraba - 3 w/lids to Mudgeeraba

John

John/Michael

Porsche

10.5 Rent Payment: Have these all been paid?    Still some outstanding Everyone

10.6

Teacher’s work in the gallery: Information and application forms have been sent to all. 
As the gallery is being set up again after the Student exhibition we need to revisit this obligation. 
Everyone needs to supply work, complete the paperwork etc. Everyone
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10.7

Student work in the gallery: Jill currently has a student’s work in the gallery, and it will be Porsche’s turn to have a student’s work from 
Tuesday night in a month’s time. After that it will be John’s turn

Display of the student work. Please select the appropriate work for a cohesive display.

10.8

Attendance at teacher’s meetings:  If a teacher misses 2 consecutive teachers’ meetings, they will need a good written reason to miss a third
Reading of the minutes from the meeting. Everyone to read minutes as they are distributed so everyone is on the same page.

Minutes from committee meetings: Mailchimp will send the committee minutes to all teachers. Read the minutes please.
This is the teacher’s opportunity to know what is happening at the meetings so they can raise any points at the teacher meetings.

Everyone

10.9

Batts: what is the process for usage?
The new bats at Benowa are to be loaned to students, not sold. 
There will be a notebook students need to sign out for each numbered bat at the start of class, and this is how we will track and bats and 
ensure they are not taken off the premises. 

Porsche will get a notebook for signout.

Committee will arrange to buy another $100 bats from tempered masonite to sell. Price is tentatively set at $10 per batt
but may be higher to provide a profit to the association

Everyone

Porsche

Committe 
member

10.9

Clay and material orders. It is important that everyone is responsible to check off the delivery docket against the delivery if it arrives or is there 
when arriving at the studio.  Clay and materials to be put away.
Photo of delivery docket to go to the treasurer and xero
Amy has started a folder for the delivery dockets which in the teachers box. 

New Clay: Michael is not happy with Keane’s M.F. No. 6, and will test Walkers White Earthenware, which fires to cone 6/7
and Superior White Porcelain with the new cone 6 glazes. PB103, and JB3 are also acceptable replacements.

Everyone

Michael

10.10

Clay order: Jaccii and Porsche are going to assess clay consumption from the first term of this year using the clay register, and plan a large order
to be placed with Picassos ASAP. The plan is to stockpile at least half a term’s worth of clay for both locations at Mudgeeraba as a precaution due
to current supply issues. Porsche will bring clay from Mudgeeraba to Benowa on Tuesdays as needed during the term. 
Some flexibility may be necessary regarding clay types. 
Jo suggest that we create an electronic google sheet for the clay register. 
John would like to cover the clay with a tarp to prevent drying out

10.11 Props – 3 and 4 inch? These have arrived

10.12
Firing costs: Firing costs is now $9/KG for members, and $10/KG for non-members. 
Students can only buy clay bag - by -bag, or as they can use it during class. No stockpiling.
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10.13

Any other points for discussion
a) End of year clean up: Cleanup day is set: Tues 18th January, 2022. 9 a.m. Teachers, ask students to come and help
b) End of term firing: To be decided towards the end of term
c) Tuesday 26.10.21 (jill) Jill doing a workshop in Cunamulla so is unavailable for the 26.10.21. A make-up class has been agreed to for the 14.12.21
d) Job List:  As per last term
e) Making glazes:  The glazes are being made too thin or possibly over flocculated which defloculates them. 
                                Is it possible that someone is taking some glaze and replacing it with water.  There seems to be a crazing incompatibility with 
                                turquoise and snowy white when used over each other. Has anyone else noticed this? Possibly too thick an application

f) Be sure to turn off  the small jewel balance. 
g) Cleaning of equipment .....extruder and glaze sieve etc. Must be checked after classes.
h) A reminder of student /member access. Student/member access of studio during class times. 1 hour before and 2 hours after classes 
     are teacher's times unless requested. Students should have permission to collect any work during another teachers class
i) Shelves need to be ordered for Rhode. 2 x full, and 2 x half shelves
j) Ordering ....everyone to be more conscientious about ordering after using glaze materials etc.  

k) Toilet Paper: Porsche will order toilet paper for the studio from Who Gives a Crap. (It is now done)

10.14

Jo
•        Signage
•        custom cars meet: 
•        and safety sign in

Juliet has said she will look after signage at Mudgeeraba and I can follow up with her to see how I can help. 
John sent me the eVersion of the safety sign in sheet so that’s all good. 

10.15 Mudgeeraba clean up date: Kyong and I just need to discuss and set the date Kyong & Jill

10.16

Teachers Rep Position:  Constitution will be amended so that teacher’s rep is voted in at the start of the year, in line with the start of each teacher’s 
contract. It is hoped that this will allow someone to take on the role who will be able to hold it for the duration of the year.

Teachers need up to date WH&S by the beginning of term 1

Meeting closed at 5:30pm

11.0 Gallery Report - – Juliet Van Oirschot Responsible Status
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11.1

Juliet is taking this up temporarily. Thank you, Juliet.  
The early part of October had the Students Exhibition running. This exhibition was a real credit to our students and we received 
many comments around the professionalism of the work and display. 
Thank you to Jill Cuthbertson and Katie van Braun who did a great job pulling this together. 
It is only by the dedicated work of many volunteers that these wonderful events occur. 
I'd also like to thank all the students who volunteered their time to contribute to the opening night and then manning the exhibition 
over the time it was open. 

Since the return of the Gallery to usual operation we have had several new members join the team, several of them students 
who are ready to move on the next stage of their making and selling journey. The Gallery is also trialing a couple of new initiatives. 
We have set aside Gallery 2 for the display of invited artists work.

11.2

We currently have a subset of the talented Anne Mossman's latest work fresh from display at the Tweed Regional Gallery. 
Many of you would not have had a chance to see Anne's work on display due to border closures, however I would urge you to come 
and see her works closer to home. They are simply awesome.

Juliet to liaise
with Toni

11.2

The other new feature that we are commencing on Friday 10 December is the Gallery Twilight Market - from 5.30 to 7.30pm 
each Friday over the summer period  (ie December to end of February) we will have any Gallery members who feel the urge 
coming along with a table of their work, set up in the area in front of the Gallery we will have a little music, perhaps a beverage
and a chance to see our wares, talk clay and pottery and in general connect with our community. 
We look forward to seeing you and yours there. 

12.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

Publicity has been busy the last 6 - 8 weeks with social media advertising for the Student Exhibition, Classes, new Members Gallery work, 
preparing social media and scheduling for the Christmas Market and preparing the newsletter. 
I have also been creating Mailchimp templates to make things look consistent for the association and making it easier for 
the Committee to use.

12.1

Regarding Members Joining gallery: For financial members, email go out and posts to social media? 
What are members responsibilities and benefits? 
Juliet will liase. Juliet

12.2
Cate and I updated the Committee List to reflect the Volunteer Benefits Table titles and discovered the 
Volunteer Benefits need updating in the table.  This still needs to be done in the Google Sheet Toni

12.3
The Mudgeeraba Members Kiln needs to be moved to its own switch. Currently it is on the same switch as one of the student kilns. 
If they are turned on at the same time it can short the fuse.

12.4

Members, Teachers & Students - Posts for social media: please send me (to media@goldcoastpotters.com) class photos, 
photos of your work, ceramic exhibition advertisements, ceramic tips or interesting styles you have discovered for me to post. 
It makes it a bit more interesting.

12.5
Business Cards at the Gallery especially during events such as Markets and Exhibitions.  
Liz suggested to use both sides; one for gallery & one for GCPA Cate/ Juliet

12.6 www.postofficegallery.weebly.com - if no one is maintaining this website, it should be shut down. Get in touch with Lyn Rogers to shut down.Toni

13.0 Teachers Representative - John Musgrave Responsible Status

13.1 Studio glazes for use by members.  3 are currently available.  Do a workshop for members to make their own glazes

https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
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13.2 Feedback forms for students.  These will be sent out on Survey Monkey.  Students emails are to be supplied.  Mailing lists to be sent to MerrilynMerrilyn

13.3 Sale of cone ten glazes.  John motioned to drop the price and sell 5litre at $35 at the next Markets.  Seconded by Cate.  Motioned moved.

13.4 Are 3 quotes being obtained for work carried out?  Yes, 3 quotes are obtained.

13.5 When will teacher contracts be coming out?  To be discussed at the next Teacher's meeting on Tuesday 30th November.

14.0 New General Business Responsible Status

14.1

Proposal by Nanette Hall 
Money used to purchase gifts for services rendered by Assoc Members,Dignitaries or designated others to come from Association funds, 
recorded in the minutes and presented where possible at a General Meeting.  Voted as yes in previous meeting.  Finalised.

14.2

Merrilyn would like to table that when someone joins a class that they receive a 'Welcome Pack' that has a couple of different forms in it:
1. Membership form
2. Why become a member + benefits + how to
3. Why become a key holder + how to
4. Events Calendar
5. Volunteer form - positions vacant + how to
Several students I approached about being a member/keyholder were unaware of the process and were keen to get theirs in for tonight's meeting; 
a simple flyer (done in Google Sheets) would be the answer so the most up to date and correct info is given.
These sheets can either be downloaded as PDFs and emailed to member OR printed and hand given.
Add in rules:  how to have fun in a happy community space.  Yes, this is to be set up.

Dani / Merrilyn /
Cate

14.3 Check on the deposit for key holders and annual $ charged. Juliet / Dani

14.4 Porsche proposed to buy a light box so students could take photos of their own work.  Porsche to supply where these are purchased from. Porsche
15.0 NEXT GENERAL MEETING DATES - 21ST  February 2022

16.0 Meeting closed at  7:45pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
GENERAL MEETING AGENDA Monday November 15th 2021

VENUE: Benowa Studio
               

   

Date: 15.11.2021 Time: 5:30 pm Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Merrilyn Townhill
Merrilyn Townhill

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies

Attendees: 

Apologies: 

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes
Accepted: 
Seconded: 

3.0
Correspondence 
(including e-mail correspondence)

Inward: 
Outward: 

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1 Website – Are we still looking at quotes? Pending.

4.2
Nan will be archiving and present a visual talk of our history and collection later on in the year.
Nan needs volunteers to help. Nan

4.3
Liz proposed a member trip up to Made in Australia . Liz to send through proposal through to Jaccii.
Jaccii contacting Anna Marie and to advise. Liz/ Jaccii

4.4
What to do with recycling Student reclaim - do we offer to members | do we re-cycle and use for a fundraiser | do we re-cycle & sell; given the clay 
shortage at the moment

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status
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5.1 Well, thank you members for trusting me to be your president for another year. 

We also welcome Juliet as Treasurer and Merrilyn as Secretary. 
We say goodbye to Kirsten who was our Treasurer for many years and Paige our Secretary for the previous year. 
Thank you Ladies for your Hard work. 
We welcome Toni Prinsse to the committee as publicity coordinator, Toni has been doing our marketing; so happy that she is taking on 
this more officially.  
With Juliet taking up the role of Treasurer we need a general committee member to fill her previous role as Facilities and 
Maintenace coordinator.

Fantastic Fathers market by the tireless Jo McFaul . Jo is looking for volunteers for the Xmas market which is getting bigger every year. 
Please contact Jo on -joeimac@bigpond.com. 

Jo Mackenzie is now teaching Monday morning hand building at Mudgeeraba and Porche has taken over from Amy on Tuesday nights;
lovely to have you both. 

Lovely to see Anne Mossman's work in our gallery for those of us that couldn't get to the Tweed Gallery due to border closure. 
If you have a body of work you were unable to exhibit due to border closures get in touch. 
We have some surprises up our sleeve so keep your eye out for those.
 
Thank you to Jill for organizing the student exhibition and the volunteers that turned up to help on opening night. 
It was lovely to see some surprised faces from the winners as we all underestimate the quality of our work.  
 
Until next time I'm off to play in the Mud. 
Cate

5.2 Teachers Duties, see attached document Tweak teacher’s payment and how they pay. Kirsten to set up. Kirsten

5.3

Gallery Manager EOI Juliet stepped up, thank you Juliet, and EOI needs to be sent out. 

Moving forward could members potentially display work without volunteering if they are unable to? 
Currently the gallery takes 20% commission and members must volunteer their time. 
We could have a capped number of members who are unable to volunteer and take a 40% commission. 

Teachers work NEEDS to be in the gallery.
Motion: Capped amount of gallery members who are unable to volunteer can 
display their work with 40% commission. Volunteer members only have 20% commission. 
Trial for 6months and look back at it then. 
Cate motioned. Dani seconded. 14 in favor. 2 Abstaining. Motion approved. Juliet

5.4 Nominate and vote Jaccii in for events and workshops

5.5
Mudgeeraba members kiln hire use Kiln 1 and 3 if teachers not using it, particularly while waiting for kiln 3 repairs. 
Also cost out as they are both larger than mini and maxi at Benowa.
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5.6

Members Mentor days - see attached this to be considered. Capped numbers for mentor sessions, committee
or subcommittee to be there at each session. If people would like to attend, they must complete workplace 
health and safety and the mentor will be in charge of identifying risks and do an induction with each mentee. 
A person can only rebook in once the mentor session is over, similar to kiln bookings. 
It is something that sounds great but more needs to be ironed out before it goes ahead. 
If anyone has any more ideas email Cate so it can be considered.

Members' community clay days finalise - run by Liz and others on a roster system. Weekly on a Friday 10 members + 2 mentors.  
Standard member access to 3 glazes. Firing to be done as per member hire requirements. Members shelf available in studio to keep 
work if required. The aim of this is to engage in social pottery creating a sense of community and giving new members access to 
long-term members learn about the history of the association and share skills. 

5.7

Amend clause 18. Membership of management committee (2) A further two Teacher Members shall be appointed to attend and 
participate in Management Committee meetings and are eligible to vote, unless it is a conflict of interest. 
The two positions shall be 8. School representative – Benowa 9. School representative – Mudgeeraba

5.8

These two representatives shall be appointed for a one (1) year period with the timing aligning with each Annual General Meeting and 
shall be eligible for a re-appointment-from constitution for teachers rep to be voted in at before the start of term 1 as 
Facilities and service agreement is the school year and AGM is a financial year.

5.9 Table for members consideration rise in membership fees reflective of CPI and general running cost of association

5.10
Table for members consideration possible hiring studio manager part-time for both sites including facility maintenance management. 
Would need to consider what that involves?

5.11
Members kiln and firing others work- given there is a deposit paid, it is the hirer's responsibility also 1 bisc and 2 glaze hires per month;
when did "your work only" rules come into place?

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Juliet van Oirschot - October 30th 2021 Responsible Status

6.1
Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account)
 No 10242370 Balance at 30th September 2021 $70,028.16 $70,028.16
Plus Credits 15457.49 15457.49
Plus Credits
Less Debits -7863.28 -7863.28
Plus Interest (FYTD $24.03) Interest paid 1.05.2021 0
Balance as per bank statement at 30th October 2021 $77,622.37 $77,622.37

Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at 30th September 2021 $17,818.22 $17,818.22
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (FYTD $2.23) 0.73 0.73
Balance as per bank statement at 30th October 2021 $17,818.95 $17,818.95
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Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Balance at 17th July 2021 $89,361.35 $89,361.35
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interest 265.88 265.88
Balance as per bank statement at 17th July 2021 $89,627.23 $89,627.23
(Term Deposit due for renewal Jan 1 2022 - .4% interest) TBA by Dec Meeting
Total Funds at August 31st 2021 $185,145.55 $185,145.55
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) -107,445.45 -107,445.45
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels) 0.00
Available capital $77,700.10 $77,700.10
Bank statements are available on request.

6.2

OCTOBER ACTIVITY This month our income of $15,457.49 was made up of Rent paid by Teachers $7,471.00, 
Market Day payments $1,300.00, Kiln Hire $764.00, income from cards via classes and Gallery $5,179.00. 
Our expenditure of $7,863.28 was made up predominantly of workshop fees $1,300.20, Maintenance of $590.00, 
utilities $819.55, return of key and kiln deposits $650.00, purchase of Materials $1,245.55 and Gallery sales $645.00.

6.3

DEPARTMENT BUDGETS As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2021. 
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer.

6.4

Volunteers – WH & S We have welcomed Nicole Barrett and Veronica Gaughan to the WH&S subcommittee. 
We are extremely thankful to Nicole whose expertise has updated the WH&S safety assessment documents. 
As WH&S is such a big role we have divided the responsibilities: Nicole’s focus is to help us update other necessary 
documents and processes. Veronica is managing the member’s assessments. 
Nicole declined the position via email

6.5
Contacting Treasury The email address to send anything to the Treasurer is accounts@goldcoastpotters.com 
All requests for payment or invoices should be sent here.

6.6

Community Grants Program Round 2 - grant application for a defibrillator for Benowa – Unsuccessful. 
Paige to look for grant in Secretary computer. Paige

Merrilyn to follow up
once access to 
laptop is received

6.7

Benowa's members kilns are Maxi and Minnie. We need distinct names for Mudgeeraba kilns - what can we call them? 
Once decided the name of the kiln being hired needs to be clearly written on the deposit subject along with the member's name.
Can we make sure Porsche gets this info so she can update hiring processes. 
Porsche to send booking sheets to Tina. Porsche
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6.8

Reimbursement process and Teacher/gallery banking - It is really important that anyone wanting reimbursement and also 
teacher's daily banking and gallery banking all follow the same processes. 
Reimbursement: Expense form and receipt are emailed to both 
xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
 and accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
 In the subject line of the email put Expense Request and the date.

6.9

Teachers banking - must send a clear photo of the daily banking and the EFT settlement docket to 
 xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
 In the subject line of the email put Teacher Takings and the date
 In the transition to having everything electronic this is the new process. If anyone has any issues, please get in contact.
If the settlement document goes to xero it gets audited and the treasure and association does not have to worry. 
Tina to write up document of process to go with teacher’s duties. Tina

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Juliet Van Oirschot Responsible Status

The month of October was quiet with no reported maintenance issues except for an electrical outage at Mudgeeraba. 
The electrician was called and restored power to lights due to a fault in the wiring within the power board. 
It appears that the electric water heater has also had its digital display fried due to a potential lightening strike. 
This has not impacted on heating water however the display is now not working. 
Please exercise care as there is no visual display temperature - please assume water is at boiling point at all times to ensure
 there are no accidental burns.

7.1

Benowa has had the security cameras installed and these cameras are fully operational. There is a hard drive for storage of images and
the cameras cover the studio, kiln room and external area from the large pines to the Gallery. 
Next stage for security is to purchase a monitor and hdmi cable that will remain at Benowa to allow immediate play back.

7.2

Activities at Mudgeeraba
Requested quote to repair beam under building. 
          This would mean all urgent works identified in Engineer’s report have been actioned. Juliet to send quote to sculptors. 
          Needs to happen asap. Juliet

7.4
Agenda Items
Discussion of 2020-2023 Business Plan and discussion of proposed 2021-2022 Facilities and Maintenance Budget.

Add to next
meeting agenda

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

The following 5 applications have been received to become members:

8.1 Romy Berjot (second term with Jo McKenzie) 

8.2 Lynette Neilson (currently enrolled at Mudgeeraba) 

8.3 Karin Adams (Enrolled for 1 year; currently with Porsche - help out in the committee and attend workshops + become a key holder) 

8.4 Roselaine Billings (Wants to enroll into a class once membership has been approved. Would like to volunteer & sell wares at Markets)

8.5 Tobina Sharp (Enrolled for 2 terms, currently with Jo MacKenzie. Be involved with committee & planning meetings)

mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
http://xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com/
http://xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com/
http://xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com/
http://xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com/
http://xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com/
http://xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com/
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8.6

A request from Melissa Willoughby.  Desperately wants to become a key holder and asks to gain access early:
Me again! Just wanting to enquire further, As I had actually submitted my original application 12 April, but then with Kyong signature 
on 26 May but it actually wasn't processed for a month. Are we able to take this into consideration for me to apply to
become keyholder/hire kiln before 22 December please as I really was wanting to have gifts to give for Christmas.
Please let me know if that would be a possibility. I'd really appreciate it.

Melissa is eligible for access on the 22nd of December. I let her know that this is not a decision I can make on my own. Could we give 
her access a couple of weeks early? Is this a precedence we would like to make? We also have to take into consideration that if we gave 
her early access, then Porsche would have to be available to do the first 2 firings with her and the kilns would have to be free for her 
to use. She has already done a kiln workshop and is doing her OH&S. She would probably need access a month early to be able 
to get her work through.

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status
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In the month of October we had a workshop for an organisation called Mates4Mates who are one of the country’s leading charities providing 
physical, psychological and social support services to the Defence community. They contacted us a few months ago to see if we could help offer 
a workshop for the community they support. This was a really positive workshop, we received some wonderful feedback from the participants 
on the day and it was a great opportunity to show our support to our community through this workshop. 
Thank you Porsche for facilitating this successful day.

We had the wonderful opportunity with Peter Biddulph who travelled from Brisbane to the Benowa studio for comprehensive 2 day workshop 
on how to create a range of beautiful glazes. This workshop was loaded with technical information, hands on and participant involved 
demonstrations with a variety of test tiles completed with the glazes made. The participants were exhausted from this intensive workshop, 
in a good way! 
Thank you to those committee members who not only give of their time in their own volunteer roles in our association, but on these 2 days, 
also gave of their own time and skills again to set up the space and pack down and even include morning tea for everyone there. Thank you!

We had hoped we would be able to reschedule Anne Mossman’s members demo but unfortunately that just wasn’t possible. 
Not for a lack of trying on Anne’s behalf, but don’t fret - she has said she will be able to offer this next year which will be wonderful.

No further members demonstrations for this year, we have had wonderful opportunity’s this year for our members to enjoy these events 
as part of their membership. Once the dates are released the spots available for people to book in get snapped up quite quickly and the feedback
 each time has been so positive. Needless to say, it is very obvious these events have been a highlight and we look forward to continuing these
opportunity’s for our member’s next year.

To get you excited for a few workshop we have planned for next year, we have Michaela Kloeckner coming for a wheel throwing workshop, 
Wendy Hatfield-Witt who will be doing a Teapot workshop, a multiple layer water etching workshop and more yet to be confirmed along with 
the dates for these workshops!

Please make sure you keep an eye out for the emails from our association for the upcoming workshops for next year, and also, our members 
demonstration events. Do you have an idea for workshops you would like to be offered or a demonstration you would like to see at our 
members night?    Please email events@goldcoastpotters.com

Lastly please book for the upcoming GCPA Christmas Party to celebrate the end of a wonderful year. We look forward to enjoying this time together.

9.1
Booking a school firing using our member's kiln with Porsche needs to come from the teacher’s rep only. 
Agreed, put in the teacher’s document. Paige to add in. Paige Merrilyn to follow up

9.2 Covid bookings for studio. Still needed or not? The limit still exists. Yes, booking sheets to still happen. Review at a later date. Leave in for follow up

9.3

Teacher's wanting to use studio outside allocated teaching time and dates needs to be brought to committee for approval in same 
process as events and workshops. This is members time and needs approval. Needs to go into teachers’ duties document. 
Paige to add in. Paige Merrilyn to follow up

9.4 Christmas Party Date:  13th December not 15th December

9.5 Events Calendar for 2022: Jaccii presenting draft copy Jaccii

10.0 School Representative Benowa - Jill Cuthbertson Responsible Status
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Date: 19.10.2021 Time: 15:30 Chair: Jill & John
Secretary:
Minute Taker:Porche

10.1
Attendance: Cate, Juliet, John, Michael, Jill, Jo, Porsche, Kyong
Apology: Amy

10.2 Acceptance of Meeting Minutes from Previous Meeting:
10.3 Student exhibition: This was a success.  Thank you to all

10.4

Finalising use of cone 10 glazes: The last cone 10 firing has been done.  Pieces keep turning up for cone 10 firing??? 

4 to 3 x pieces glazed in cone 10 glazes are to be washed and reglazed with cone 6 glazes. 
IF they belong to Liz Thatcher, she can contact John and he will fire them for her in his kiln

The remainder of the Cone 10 reduction glazes need to be transferred to the 5 L buckets. Let’s look at load and see who needs to 
share in doing this. This need s to be finished and ready for the Xmas market. 

Sale of cone 10 glazes: John has volunteered to sell the 5L buckets of cone 10 glazes at the Christmas market. 
Michael will follow up reduction glazes, and we will discard ruined glazes. -John will move all 5L buckets of glaze to the gas kiln
once they have been made up

Members and the use of Cone 6 glazes: Members will be allocated 3 glazes to use and these will be in the large buckets and stored 
under the sink bench and clearly marked as ‘For members use’ . The 3 glazes will be clear, white and Turquoise.

Will from now on look at doing a reduction firing for the school once per term using cone 6 glazes. 
The reduction firing will then be to 1220. 

School gas firing is going to be held on Tues, Nov. 23rd. It will be a cone 5/6 firing. All student work from both studios is welcome, 
and will need to be in the gas shed by Mon. Nov. 22nd. Please do not use crystal magic on the outside of any pots, and crystal waterfall 
and black velvet need to be applied carefully and far away from the bottom. All work please made with a matching setter, as we will be 
testing the cone 6 glazes.

Empty buckets: Spare buckets at Benowa will be stacked, sorted, and shared with Mudgeeraba - 3 w/lids to Mudgeeraba

John

John/Michael

Porsche

10.5 Rent Payment: Have these all been paid?    Still some outstanding Everyone

10.6

Teacher’s work in the gallery: Information and application forms have been sent to all. 
As the gallery is being set up again after the Student exhibition we need to revisit this obligation. 
Everyone needs to supply work, complete the paperwork etc. Everyone

10.7

Student work in the gallery: Jill currently has a student’s work in the gallery, and it will be Porsche’s turn to have a student’s work from 
Tuesday night in a month’s time. After that it will be John’s turn

Display of the student work. Please select the appropriate work for a cohesive display.
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10.8

Attendance at teacher’s meetings:  If a teacher misses 2 consecutive teachers’ meetings, they will need a good written reason to miss a third
Reading of the minutes from the meeting. Everyone to read minutes as they are distributed so everyone is on the same page.

Minutes from committee meetings: Mailchimp will send the committee minutes to all teachers. Read the minutes please.
This is the teacher’s opportunity to know what is happening at the meetings so they can raise any points at the teacher meetings.

Everyone

10.9

Batts: what is the process for usage?
The new bats at Benowa are to be loaned to students, not sold. 
There will be a notebook students need to sign out for each numbered bat at the start of class, and this is how we will track and bats and 
ensure they are not taken off the premises. 

Porsche will get a notebook for signout.

Committee will arrange to buy another $100 bats from tempered masonite to sell. Price is tentatively set at $10 per batt
but may be higher to provide a profit to the association

Everyone

Porsche

Committe 
member

10.9

Clay and material orders. It is important that everyone is responsible to check off the delivery docket against the delivery if it arrives or is there 
when arriving at the studio.  Clay and materials to be put away.
Photo of delivery docket to go to the treasurer and xero
Amy has started a folder for the delivery dockets which in the teachers box. 

New Clay: Michael is not happy with Keane’s M.F. No. 6, and will test Walkers White Earthenware, which fires to cone 6/7
and Superior White Porcelain with the new cone 6 glazes. PB103, and JB3 are also acceptable replacements.

Everyone

Michael

10.10

Clay order: Jaccii and Porsche are going to assess clay consumption from the first term of this year using the clay register, and plan a large order
to be placed with Picassos ASAP. The plan is to stockpile at least half a term’s worth of clay for both locations at Mudgeeraba as a precaution due
to current supply issues. Porsche will bring clay from Mudgeeraba to Benowa on Tuesdays as needed during the term. 
Some flexibility may be necessary regarding clay types. 
Jo suggest that we create an electronic google sheet for the clay register. 
John would like to cover the clay with a tarp to prevent drying out

10.11 Props – 3 and 4 inch? These have arrived

10.12
Firing costs: Firing costs is now $9/KG for members, and $10/KG for non-members. 
Students can only buy clay bag - by -bag, or as they can use it during class. No stockpiling.
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10.13

Any other points for discussion
a) End of year clean up: Cleanup day is set: Tues 18th January, 2022. 9 a.m. Teachers, ask students to come and help
b) End of term firing: To be decided towards the end of term
c) Tuesday 26.10.21 (jill) Jill doing a workshop in Cunamulla so is unavailable for the 26.10.21. A make-up class has been agreed to for the 14.12.21
d) Job List:  As per last term
e) Making glazes:  The glazes are being made too thin or possibly over flocculated which defloculates them. 
                                Is it possible that someone is taking some glaze and replacing it with water.  There seems to be a crazing incompatibility with 
                                turquoise and snowy white when used over each other. Has anyone else noticed this? Possibly too thick an application

f) Be sure to turn off  the small jewel balance. 
g) Cleaning of equipment .....extruder and glaze sieve etc. Must be checked after classes.
h) A reminder of student /member access. Student/member access of studio during class times. 1 hour before and 2 hours after classes 
     are teacher's times unless requested. Students should have permission to collect any work during another teachers class
i) Shelves need to be ordered for Rhode. 2 x full, and 2 x half shelves
j) Ordering ....everyone to be more conscientious about ordering after using glaze materials etc.  

k) Toilet Paper: Porsche will order toilet paper for the studio from Who Gives a Crap. (It is now done)

10.14

Jo
•        Signage
•        custom cars meet: 
•        and safety sign in

Juliet has said she will look after signage at Mudgeeraba and I can follow up with her to see how I can help. 
John sent me the eVersion of the safety sign in sheet so that’s all good. 

10.15 Mudgeeraba clean up date: Kyong and I just need to discuss and set the date Kyong & Jill

10.16

Teachers Rep Position:  Constitution will be amended so that teacher’s rep is voted in at the start of the year, in line with the start of each teacher’s 
contract. It is hoped that this will allow someone to take on the role who will be able to hold it for the duration of the year.

Teachers need up to date WH&S by the beginning of term 1

Meeting closed at 5:30pm

11.0 Gallery Report - – Juliet Van Oirschot Responsible Status
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11.1

Juliet is taking this up temporarily. Thank you, Juliet.  
The early part of October had the Students Exhibition running. This exhibition was a real credit to our students and we received 
many comments around the professionalism of the work and display. 
Thank you to Jill Cuthbertson and Katie van Braun who did a great job pulling this together. 
It is only by the dedicated work of many volunteers that these wonderful events occur. 
I'd also like to thank all the students who volunteered their time to contribute to the opening night and then manning the exhibition 
over the time it was open. 

Since the return of the Gallery to usual operation we have had several new members join the team, several of them students 
who are ready to move on the next stage of their making and selling journey. The Gallery is also trialing a couple of new initiatives. 
We have set aside Gallery 2 for the display of invited artists work.

11.2

We currently have a subset of the talented Anne Mossman's latest work fresh from display at the Tweed Regional Gallery. 
Many of you would not have had a chance to see Anne's work on display due to border closures, however I would urge you to come 
and see her works closer to home. They are simply awesome.

11.2

The other new feature that we are commencing on Friday 10 December is the Gallery Twilight Market - from 5.30 to 7.30pm 
each Friday over the summer period  (ie December to end of February) we will have any Gallery members who feel the urge 
coming along with a table of their work, set up in the area in front of the Gallery we will have a little music, perhaps a beverage
and a chance to see our wares, talk clay and pottery and in general connect with our community. 
We look forward to seeing you and yours there. 

12.0 Publicity, Advertising and Social Media Report - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

Publicity has been busy the last 6 - 8 weeks with social media advertising for the Student Exhibition, Classes, new Members Gallery work, 
preparing social media and scheduling for the Christmas Market and preparing the newsletter. 
I have also been creating Mailchimp templates to make things look consistent for the association and making it easier for 
the Committee to use.

12.1

Regarding Members Joining gallery: For financial members, email go out and posts to social media? 
What are members responsibilities and benefits? 
Juliet will liase. Juliet

12.2
Cate and I updated the Committee List to reflect the Volunteer Benefits Table titles and discovered the 
Volunteer Benefits need updating in the table.

12.3
The Mudgeeraba Members Kiln needs to be moved to its own switch. Currently it is on the same switch as one of the student kilns. 
If they are turned on at the same time it can short the fuse.

12.4

Members, Teachers & Students - Posts for social media: please send me (to media@goldcoastpotters.com) class photos, 
photos of your work, ceramic exhibition advertisements, ceramic tips or interesting styles you have discovered for me to post. 
It makes it a bit more interesting.

12.5 Business Cards at the Gallery especially during events such as Markets and Exhibitions

12.6 www.postofficegallery.weebly.com - if no one is maintaining this website, it should be shut down. 

13.0 Teachers Representative - John Musgrave Responsible Status

13.1 Studio glazes for use by members.

https://postofficegallery.weebly.com/
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13.2 Feedback forms for students.

13.3 Sale of cone ten glazes.

13.4 Are 3 quotes being obtained for work carried out?

13.5 When will teacher contracts be coming out?

14.0 New General Business Responsible Status

14.1

Proposal by Nanette Hall 
Money used to purchase gifts for services rendered by Assoc Members,Dignitaries or designated others to come from Association funds, 
recorded in the minutes and presented where possible at a General Meeting 

14.2

Merrilyn would like to table that when someone joins a class that they receive a 'Welcome Pack' that has a couple of different forms in it:
1. Membership form
2. Why become a member + benefits + how to
3. Why become a key holder + how to
4. Events Calendar
5. Volunteer form - positions vacant + how to
Several students I approached about being a member/keyholder were unaware of the process and were keen to get theirs in for tonight's meeting; 
a simple flyer (done in Google Sheets) would be the answer so the most up to date and correct info is given.
These sheets can either be downloaded as PDFs and emailed to member OR printed and hand given.

15.0 NEXT MEETING DATES

16.0 Meeting closed at  
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING MINUTES September 27th 2021

VENUE: Board Room, Office of Rob Molhoek MP
               175 Ferry Rd, Southport

   

Date: Time: Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies
Attendees: Cate, Jaccii, Toni, Dani, Juliete, Merrilyn, Jill
Apologies:

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes
Accepted: Cate White
Seconded: Paige Turnbull

3.0 Correspondence 
(including e-mail correspondence)

Inward: Kiln Email discussing kiln misuse from Porsche
Unresolved student handling of work, email sent by Kyong
Outward: As committee members must lead by example and book in through the sheets. Juliete to not do that again
  
Have a quote for $1,800 and waiting for a second quote to fix the members kiln. Jaccii moved a motion if we can go ahead to fix 
(whichever is cheaper) Seconded by Cate. Vote was unanimous.
  
NOTE: Committee will discuss with Mudgerebara talks to teachers for members hiring Kiln 3 as well as kiln 1.
  
Toni raised why do Mudgerabara have to book for the kilns. Need to put QR card must be at Mudgerabara – Cate has the sign.
Jaccii raised that members are not booking in through the sheets and doing check in for Studio use. It was also noted that 
Teachers have to ask students to do the check in codes. This to be brought up at Teachers meeting tomorrow night. 
  
NOTE: Standard practice to change the codes on both lock boxes (Benowa & Mudgeraba) every month at committee meetings.

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status
4.1

4.2

4.3

Juliet setting up security cameras. Where are we up to with this process?  Cameras are installed.  
Waiting on a monitor and HDMI cable.  Keeps 7 days of data.  Suggested to lengthen the process. 

Need second person to be collecting mail from mailbox.  Getting mail re-directed to Cate’s house.  
Jaccii to liaise with Cate.

Accept Jaccii’s resignation of Secretary.  I would like to move a motion to nominate Merrilyn. 
Seconded by Juliet.  Unanimous.
                

All teachers
5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status
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5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

Kyong letter. Acknowledged letter and to discuss. Committee has discussed and would like to have a meeting with Jill, Kyong & 
committee to put this to rest and come to a mutual agreement. Meeting put aside to be discussed at a later date
Price for sale of bats. Each studio got 23 bats each and there was an extra 23 bats left over. Teachers have asked if we are going to 
sell them? Cost per bat is $5.70. Do we want to sell bats to the students as an ongoing process? 
Motioned by Cate to keep the extra bats for the studios and purchase more bats to sell to the students as an income stream. 
Seconded by Toni
Classes next year - how are we doing it and prices do we send students a survey asking what they want. Bring this up at 
next teachers’ meeting (not tomorrow night). More info on times and days – more night classes would fill. 
Juliet motioned to survey the students (using survey monkey). 
Cate can set up, just need the questions. Should students take a ‘introduction to pottery’ prior to joining classes. 
This is already in place. Each committee member to give 4 questions each and email to Cate to put the survey together. 
Markets. Had meeting with Jo on Saturday – Christmas Market remains the same. After market, debrief and have a conversation 
regarding next year’s committee. Put together a sub committee in January for future markets.
Date setting for recurring events. General meeting to be at Benowa on 15th November. Have by the December meeting set all 
recurring dates so that these can be sent out.
Vacant roles advertising in news letter. Cate and Toni to have a meeting regarding vacant roles prior to next meeting.

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Kirsten Hague - AUGUST 31st 2021 Responsible Status

6.1
Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account)
 No 10242370 Balance at July 31st 2021 $64,193.71 $64,193.71
Plus Credits 860.96 860.96
Plus Credits 12.00 12.00
Less Debits -7214.93 -7214.93
Plus Interst (July $0) 7.54 7.54
Balance as per bank statement at August 31st 2021 $69,839.74 $69,839.74 $57,859.28 -$11,980.46

(Cross-check) (difference)
Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at July 31st 2021 1 $17,816.72 $17,816.72
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (.73) 0.75 0.75
Balance as per bank statement at August 31st 2021 $17,817.47 $17,817.47 $17,817.47 $0.00

(Cross-check) (difference)
Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203 $89,361.35 $89,361.35
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (.73) 265.88 265.88
Balance as per bank statement at August 31st 2021 $89,627.23 $89,627.23 $89,627.23 $0.00
(Term Deposit due for renewal Jan 1 2022 - .4% interest)

(Cross-check) (difference)
Total Funds at August 31st 2021 $177,284.44 $165,303.98 -$11,980.46
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) -106,786.89 -107,444.70 -657.81
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels) 0.00 -$12,638.27
Available capital $70,497.55 $57,859.28 -$12,638.27

(Cross-check) (difference)

Bank statements are available on request.
Contacting Treasury The email address to send anything to the Treasurer is accounts@goldcoastpotters.com 
All requests for payment or invoices should be sent here.
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Copies of all invoices, reimbursement requests and daily teacher entries are to be emailed to the following: 
xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com

This month we received teacher fees, membership renewals and student exhibition entries. Our main expenses were Picassos, Council bills and Alinta Energy.
7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Juliet Van Oirschot Responsible Status

7.1

At Benowa we have had the three security cameras installed with a hard drive to record activity. 
The next step is to purchase a cheap laptop or even monitor to enable authorised personnel to view activity. 
The cameras record the studio space, the internal view of the kiln room and a wide angle of the exterior of the building. 
This should allow us to further understand who is responsible for any unauthorised activity

7.2
Can I take this opportunity to remind members that they must not give their key or kiln room access code to anyone else to use, and ask that you remember to sign in 
to the studio. Please also remember to book the studio when you wish to use it.

7.3

At Mudgeeraba the major works completed were a full overhaul of our gas systems. 
Initially this commenced as a way to be able to fire the raku kiln, however it soon became a more major issue as the licensed gas fitter pointed our several issues of 
non-compliance with the code. Since the initial assessment we have rectified the issues by having a new regulator fitted (the old one leaked), having all gas lines 
separated from the galvanised frame of the external building. (Apparently copper is prone to reaction when placed directly next to galvanised surfaces. 
(This can lead to compromise of the gas lines). Finally, a pressure valve and fitting to enable us to utilise the raku kiln was fitted.

This work required 3 visits by the gas fitter and 2 visits by my husband to complete the required works (installing no entry signs, and
placing safety tape, fitting thermocouple to raku kiln). Since then, there have been several successful raku firings held at
Mudgeeraba, and there is much more confidence that the kiln is operating more safely.

7.4 Juliet to get HDMI Cable to finish setting up security cameras. Juliet to gather all invoices from Mudgeeraba to prove we have the work done.
8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status
8.1 Nicole Phillips - Approved
9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

9.1
We currently have the upcoming AGM covid trybooking at 11 with a remaining 30 spots left. 
Remember this will be held at the same location as last year - Rob Mohleok's conference room, 175 Ferry Rd, Southport.

9.2
The upcoming workshop with Peter Biddulph on glaze making is fully booked. 
These workshops are a benefit for our members to have access to book into

9.3
Anne Mossman's demonstration afternoon on 26th September has 4 spots left after some members who went to her workshop generously gave up their spot 
to give room for other members to come along and take advantage of. Cancelled.

9.4
No member's demonstration has been booked for October or November yet. 
If one is confirmed, information will be sent out by email giving our member's the opportunity to come along.

9.5
A planning meeting is set to take place within the week alongside with our wonderful Market organiser, Jo Mcfaul. 
We are all looking forward to our upcoming Christmas market to be our best yet and help support Jo with all the roles she has that has made our markets so successful!

9.6

Committee talked about the Saturday morning class taking up members time, as Liz has raised an issue, however that class is always fully booked with a waiting list
 as some students can only do class on the weekend. 
The committee believes that this is a valuable class for our community and association. 
Juliet to send an email in response. Juliet
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Gold Coast Potters Association
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING MINUTES September 27th 2021

VENUE: Board Room, Office of Rob Molhoek MP
175 Ferry Rd, Southport

Date: 27.09.21 Time: 5.11pm Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Paige Turnbull
Paige Turnbull

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies
Attendees: Juliet, Jill, Kirsten, Danielle, Jaccii, Paige, Cate
Apologies:

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes
Accepted: Cate White
Seconded: Paige Turnbull

3.0
Correspondence 
(including e-mail correspondence)

Inward: Informal meeting to discuss Michael teaching term 4, which was voted on and motion 
was passed. Voted on getting committee emails looked at and fixed. Motion passed. 
Discussed an issue with a member accessing the kiln at the wrong time. 
Outward:

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1

Benowa furniture change (Glaze cage, library moving etc.) 
Cate was to speak with John and organize plan. 
All teachers are going to work together to arrange the space and move tables around. All teachers

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status
5.1 What a year, I would like to thank the Members, students, teachers, current and past committee for your support in the last 10 months. 

It started with a learning curve for most of the committee, however we embraced the challenge and hit the ground running. 
Often dodging and weaving our way through obstacles and sometimes climbing what seemed insurmountable mountains to come through the other 
side stronger with a clear vision, and solutions focused approach. 
I’m aware that to change what can be perceived as a negative culture is long walk not a short sprint. However, with the support of our Members, 
Students and Teachers we are well on the way to creating the positive, community, learning space you’ve been asking for. 
The Member’s Gallery is currently set up with our student exhibition and when set up for our members work it always receives positive feedback. 
Thank you to the Members who help run this community enterprise. 
We have 2 new teachers Jo and Porsche which we welcome, and students are enjoying the skill specific classes in Mudgeeraba. 
Our markets went well this year even with restrictions thank you Jo for your tireless efforts in creating these. We welcome any support from our 
members for our sub committees and thank those that have stepped up and participated when we have put the call out. We say goodbye to our 
tireless Treasurer this year Kirsten has held the role for several years and is now stepping down to pursue personal goals. 
We thank her for her integrity and honesty in maintaining this role and often being the voice of reason in many of our committee debates.

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Kirsten Hague - AUGUST 31st 2021 Responsible Status

6.1
Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account)
 No 10242370 Balance at July 31st 2021 $64,193.71 $64,193.71
Plus Credits 860.96 860.96
Plus Credits 12.00 12.00
Less Debits -7214.93 -7214.93
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Plus Interst (July $0) 7.54 7.54
Balance as per bank statement at August 31st 2021 $69,839.74 $69,839.74 $57,859.28 -$11,980.46

(Cross-check) (difference)
Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at July 31st 2021 1 $17,816.72 $17,816.72
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (.73) 0.75 0.75
Balance as per bank statement at August 31st 2021 $17,817.47 $17,817.47 $17,817.47 $0.00

(Cross-check) (difference)
Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203 $89,361.35 $89,361.35
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (.73) 265.88 265.88
Balance as per bank statement at August 31st 2021 $89,627.23 $89,627.23 $89,627.23 $0.00
(Term Deposit due for renewal Jan 1 2022 - .4% interest)

(Cross-check) (difference)
Total Funds at August 31st 2021 $177,284.44 $165,303.98 -$11,980.46
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) -106,786.89 -107,444.70 -657.81
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels) 0.00 -$12,638.27
Available capital $70,497.55 $57,859.28 -$12,638.27

(Cross-check) (difference)

Bank statements are available on request.
Contacting Treasury The email address to send anything to the Treasurer is accounts@goldcoastpotters.com 
All requests for payment or invoices should be sent here.
Copies of all invoices, reimbursement requests and daily teacher entries are to be emailed to the following: 
xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com

This month we received teacher fees, membership renewals and student exhibition entries. Our main expenses were Picassos, Council bills and Alinta Energy.
7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Juliet Van Oirschot Responsible Status

7.1

At Benowa we have had the three security cameras installed with a hard drive to record activity. 
The next step is to purchase a cheap laptop or even monitor to enable authorised personnel to view activity. 
The cameras record the studio space, the internal view of the kiln room and a wide angle of the exterior of the building. 
This should allow us to further understand who is responsible for any unauthorised activity

7.2
Can I take this opportunity to remind members that they must not give their key or kiln room access code to anyone else to use, and ask that you remember to sign in 
to the studio. Please also remember to book the studio when you wish to use it.
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7.3

At Mudgeeraba the major works completed were a full overhaul of our gas systems. 
Initially this commenced as a way to be able to fire the raku kiln, however it soon became a more major issue as the licensed gas fitter pointed our several issues of 
non-compliance with the code. Since the initial assessment we have rectified the issues by having a new regulator fitted (the old one leaked), having all gas lines 
separated from the galvanised frame of the external building. (Apparently copper is prone to reaction when placed directly next to galvanised surfaces. 
(This can lead to compromise of the gas lines). Finally, a pressure valve and fitting to enable us to utilise the raku kiln was fitted.

This work required 3 visits by the gas fitter and 2 visits by my husband to complete the required works (installing no entry signs, and
placing safety tape, fitting thermocouple to raku kiln). Since then, there have been several successful raku firings held at
Mudgeeraba, and there is much more confidence that the kiln is operating more safely.

7.4 Juliet to get HDMI Cable to finish setting up security cameras. Juliet to gather all invoices from Mudgeeraba to prove we have the work done.
8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status
8.1 Nicole Phillips - Approved
9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

9.1
We currently have the upcoming AGM covid trybooking at 11 with a remaining 30 spots left. 
Remember this will be held at the same location as last year - Rob Mohleok's conference room, 175 Ferry Rd, Southport.

9.2
The upcoming workshop with Peter Biddulph on glaze making is fully booked. 
These workshops are a benefit for our members to have access to book into

9.3
Anne Mossman's demonstration afternoon on 26th September has 4 spots left after some members who went to her workshop generously gave up their spot 
to give room for other members to come along and take advantage of. Cancelled.

9.4
No member's demonstration has been booked for October or November yet. 
If one is confirmed, information will be sent out by email giving our member's the opportunity to come along.

9.5
A planning meeting is set to take place within the week alongside with our wonderful Market organiser, Jo Mcfaul. 
We are all looking forward to our upcoming Christmas market to be our best yet and help support Jo with all the roles she has that has made our markets so successful!

9.6

Committee talked about the Saturday morning class taking up members time, as Liz has raised an issue, however that class is always fully booked with a waiting list
 as some students can only do class on the weekend. 
The committee believes that this is a valuable class for our community and association. 
Juliet to send an email in response. Juliet

10.0 School Representative Benowa Report– Jill Cuthbertson AUGUST 24th 2021 Responsible Status

10.1
Attendance: Cate John, Jill, Amy, Michael, Jo
Not in attendance: Kyong 

10.2 Acceptance of Meeting Minutes from Previous Meeting:

10.3

Student exhibition: Reminder of all things to do. Volunteers etc. 
Email invites to the students so they can send on to friends and family. John doing close on exhibition night.
Jo Requested a beginner’s plinth for the new Mudgeeraba students Everyone

10.4

Finalising use of cone 10 glazes: The last cone 10 firing was loaded today so the students should not be using the cone 10 glazes anymore. 
Teachers need to share the load of putting the glazes into the 5 L buckets. This includes the reduction glazes. Jill will do some of the reduction glazes. 
Will from now on look at doing a reduction firing for the school once per month using cone 6 glazes. 
The reduction firing will then be to 1220 Everyone

10.5

Class make up for the lockdown due to COVID. Amy adding hours to each week until the time is made up | Jill doing a day on the holidays
Michael doing a refund or a makeup class | John doing a make up class | Kyong doing a make up class 
Everyone to notify Jaccii of the times if doing it during member ‘s access time Everyone

10.6 Rent payments - Have these all been paid? Jill sent everyone her version of the spreadsheet for recording students and rent payable Everyone

10.7
Teacher’s work in the gallery – Information and application forms have been sent to all but only John has supplied work. 
Still waiting for Kyong, Amy and now Porsche

Kyong,
Amy,
Porsche

10.8 Student work in the gallery: Who's next? Everyone
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10.9
NDIS Students. This point discussed and the potential difficulties with some of us already having Ndis students and carers as part of the class. 
It was decided that as the teachers manage their own student enrolments etc that it would be up to the individual teachers to make the decision. Everyone

10.10

Clay and material orders. It is important that everyone is responsible to check off the delivery docket against the delivery if it arrives or is there when 
arriving at the studio. 
Clay and materials to be put away. 
Photo of delivery docket to go to the treasurer and xero 
Amy has started a folder for the delivery dockets which in the teachers box Everyone

10.11

Wheel arrangements to 8. Michael and John have 8 people needing a wheel and due to COVID the space only allows for 6 wheels. 
John and Michael to do up a plan for reorganizing the studio later in the year. 
For now, it was agreed that if needed they would pull out the extra wheels for Wednesdays only. 
This would mean moving the hand building table to accommodate this.

Michael,
John

10.12
10.13
10.14

10.15

Any other points for discussion 
Slops disposal: Students are not to empty any slops in the grounds. 
Glaze tabletop: Michael had secured this by the beginning of the meeting 
Glazes need to be made in larger quantities. This was brought up as I had made 5 litres of crystal magic instead of a large bucket. This was done as it is a special 
effects glaze and only small amounts of this glaze is to be used on pots. It is very reactive and causes many glazes to run. 
The bucket is to be marked – ‘To be used under supervision only’ and kept out the back.
Locking the roller door: All teachers to check that the roller door is locked before
leaving. The lines on the lock need to line up.

10.18
Minutes sent to all teachers 11.9.21 asking for any change’s alterations required. Responses from Michael and Amy
ALL MINUTES TO BE SENT TO ALL TEACHERS FROM NOW ON ???

11.0 Gallery Report – Juliet Van Oirschot Responsible Status
11.1 Sales for the month of August were $524.00 with $104.80 commission paid to the association.

11.2
Much recent activity has been in regard to the Students Exhibition with painting of plinths being conducted Sunday 19 September
 and all existing members work being collected on Saturday 18 September.

11.3
The Gallery also recently lost one of our more prolific and well selling artists with Pauline Bladin heading off to Port Douglas to be nearer some of her family. 
Thank you, Pauline, for your professionalism and guidance over the years. Perhaps you will be back in coming years.

11.4
After the Student Exhibition we would like to see additional members of the Gallery and are pleased to announce both 
Jaccii Turnbull and Paige will be selling their lovely pottery

12 New General Business Responsible Status
12.1 We need two people from the committee to take over checking the mailbox at Bundall. Jaccii to take over for now. Jaccii
13.0 NEXT MEETING DATES 18.10.21 Committee Meeting
14.0 Meeting closed at 5:50pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES August 16th 2021

VENUE: Benowa Studio
               

   

Date: Time: Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies
Attendees: 
Apologies:

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes
Accepted: Cate White
Seconded: 

3.0
Correspondence 
(including e-mail correspondence)

Inward: 
Outward:

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status
4.1 All teachers
5.0 President's Report - Cate White
5.1

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Kirsten Hague - AUGUST 31st 2021

6.1
Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account)
 No 10242370 Balance at July 31st 2021
Plus Credits
Plus Credits
Less Debits
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Plus Interst (July $0)
Balance as per bank statement at August 31st 2021

(Cross-check) (difference)
Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at July 31st 2021 1
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (.73)
Balance as per bank statement at August 31st 2021

(Cross-check) (difference)
Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (.73)
Balance as per bank statement at August 31st 2021

(Term Deposit due for renewal Jan 1 2022 - .4% interest)
(Cross-check) (difference)

Total Funds at August 31st 2021
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building)
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels)
Available capital 0 $0.00

(Cross-check) (difference)

Bank statements are available on request.
Contacting Treasury The email address to send anything to the Treasurer is accounts@goldcoastpotters.com 
All requests for payment or invoices should be sent here.
Copies of all invoices, reimbursement requests and daily teacher entries are to be emailed to the following: 
xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com

This month we received teacher fees, membership renewals and student exhibition entries. Our main expenses were Picassos, Council bills and Alinta Energy.
7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Juliet Van Oirschot
7.1
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7.2
7.3
7.4
8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke
8.1
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
GENERAL MEETING MINUTES July 19th 2021

VENUE: Mudgeeraba Studio
               

   

Date: Time: Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies
Attendees: Cate, Juliet, Nicole, Danielle, Paige, Merrilyn, Kirsten, Jaccii, Jill via zoom
Apologies: Nil

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes
Accepted: Cate White
Seconded: Juliet

3.0
Correspondence 
(including e-mail correspondence)

Inward: Paige’s Resignation from Secretary sent via email to committee
“Hi all,
I am emailing you all as I am needing to resign from my committee position as Secretary. As much as I would like to stay, I have been offered a job over in New Zealand and cannot perform my duties over there. I can still do the agenda and minutes for the next meeting but will have to finish after that. I thank you all for your support and time you take to volunteer in your roles. I wish only the best for the committee and the association, and I am grateful to have been a part of it.”

Outward: Nil
4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1

Website Upgrade- Nicole
Nicole on behalf of the committee approached 5, of which 2 were considered meeting the brief. 
One supplier Thrive, who has been spoken to in the past by Ann Mossman quoted $28, 000. They use word press which is a positive however they 
quoted an additional $3,000 to import our existing data. 
Telexity $22,500, set up entire system with minimal tweaking, works directly with the bank, less 3rd parties. We would need to clarify if BOQ 
has a gateway with the website. This decision will need to move to the members for it to be voted on. Hold information night for all members, 
like the constitution info night, and then vote on it at the next general meeting. 
Next steps: Organise website presentation with Telexity to inform members, ask Drew to come and explain. To happen after the AGM. 

Security – New Lockbox procedure
Update it with Jaccii’s feedback and then it will be installed. Juliet to look for lockbox in the power box. 

Quotes from the bats? Where is the payment at? 
Kirsten Hague to pay 50% for order to be commenced, final 50% after completion.

5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status
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5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.8

5.9

5.10

A thank you to Sabina from Mt Tambourine, who donated a selection of molds to the association. 
We are very appreciative and a huge thank you to Sabina.
  
Thank you, Merrilyn for coming and sitting with Paige and contemplating being secretary. 
  
With Kirsten stepping down from her role after 5 years, which has been an incredible amount of work she has volunteered 
for and not been paid, with no one else stepping up we may need to look at hiring a bookkeeper since the association cannot 
run without a treasurer. With the hope the new website passes and gets updated, that will take a massive load of not just
the treasurer role but also everyone else’s role, making them all look a lot more attractive to volunteer. 

Juliet announced she would be happy to nominate for the treasurer role, with hopes that someone will step up and take on the 
facilities role. Potentially the managers at the school can be the person who let the committee know of any maintenance or 
issues need done at each studio, therefore we may not need someone in that role. 

Gallery coffee machine, Juliet to get one and action it.

Secretary- Merrilyn to take on role until AGM

School manager – both sites do we engage a part time studio hand for both sites?

Fee’s – increase membership, class, and teachers. We need to re look at this as we are potentially losing money. 
This needs to happen asap and be ongoing. 

Specialist firings to be done at Mudgeeraba.  Motion: All major specialist firing, e.g. raku firing, pit firing, to happen at Mudgeeraba 
and only at Mudgeeraba as it can be fired 7 days a week, unlike Benowa which can only be fired on Sundays. Minor specialist firings 
can happen on both sites.
Cate Motioned.
Jaccii Seconded. 
6 in favor. 
1 against. 

Workshops for Mudgeeraba
Jaccii has been really trying to book for Mudgeeraba. Only 10 people can do a workshop which is less then Benowa and that’s 
not attractive for people wanting to hold workshops. We need members nights at Mudgeeraba as well as Benowa. 
Intro to pottery workshop moving to a regular class. Currently we are going to do another workshop but next year 
starting it as a class. 
Some teachers have asked to hold workshops of their own and hire out the space however as per our lease being a non for 
profit organization we must ensure there is clear alignment with our Association goals of encouraging ceramics in the community 
and we are not just hiring out the space for someone’s personal profit. Plus, each person going to a class or workshop would 
need to pay the fee to be an associate member according to our lease agreements. 
Potentially we can have a look at the structure of our Benowa classes, to have more classes to meet the demand of interest. 
        

        

Juliet

who

who

who
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6.0 Treasurer's Report - Kirsten Hague - JUNE 30th 2021

6.1
Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account)
 No 10242370 Balance at May 31st 2021 $63,188.54 $63,188.54
Plus Credits 11 11
Plus Credits
Less Debits -609.98 -609.98
Plus Interst (June $8.18) 71.31 71.31
Balance as per bank statement at June 31st 2021 $69,970.12 $62,660.87 -$7,309.25

(Cross-check) (difference)
Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at May 31st 2021 $17,815.24 $17,815.24
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (.73) 0.75 0.75
Balance as per bank statement at June 31st 2021 $17,815.99 $17,815.99 $0.00

(Cross-check) (difference)
Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203 $88,980.08 $88,980.08
Plus Credits 381.27 381.27
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (.73)
Balance as per bank statement at August 31st 2021 $89,361.35 $89,361.35 $0.00
(Term Deposit due for renewal Jan 1 2022 - .4% interest)

(Cross-check) (difference)
Total Funds at August 31st 2021 $177,147.46 $177,147.46
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) -106,786.89 -107,177.34 107177.34
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels) 0.00
Available capital $70,360.57 $69,970.12 -$390.45

(Cross-check) (difference)

6.2 Bank statements are available on request.

6.3
Contacting Treasury The email address to send anything to the Treasurer is accounts@goldcoastpotters.com 
All requests for payment or invoices should be sent here.
Copies of all invoices, reimbursement requests and daily teacher entries are to be emailed to the following: 
xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
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6.4 The Term deposit will be reinvested for another 6 months. The last interest figure I received is .04%

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Juliet Van Oirschot Responsible Status
7.1 No formal Report, minor works completed as necessary.

7.2 Still need a gardener.

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

8.1

Min Jung Gambling – voted as a member
 Julie O’deg – voted as a member
 Lisa Atkins – voted as a member

8.2

Nanette asked for a discounted price for her key as she is doing archived work. As per the constitution life members must pay all fees. 
Motion went to committee.
Committee declined her request as per the constitution.

8.3
Jill to teach Danielle the fire safety so when a new member who hasn’t been in a class before gets the fire safety walk through of the 
studio so they can get their oh&s signed off. Get people who have last done their oh&s last in 2019 will be sent the worksheet again. Jill

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status

9.1

Mates4mates reached out by email correspondence to us last month with the following "We work with current and ex serving members 
who have been wounded or affected by their service. The reason for my email is that we are currently looking to engage with veterans 
in the Gold Coast region and were wondering if you hosted any “intro to pottery” style classes or anything similar that
would get people involved in pottery and also into a social connection style activity" 
Porsche is offering a 4hr workshop for 8th August 9 - 1pm with collection of the work made at Father's Day Market.
Porsche is in communication and now waiting to confirm if this opportunity will be agreed on with Mates4Mates.

9.2

After a waiting list has been growing, Porsche will be running the 2-day pottery course for beginners at Benowa studio on 
19th Sept and 3rd October. The cost pp is $195 for the 2 days. 
The feedback Porsche has received has all been positive and the people on the wait list really keen for the opportunity. Porsche

9.3

9.4

Good news! Anne Mossman's workshop was sent out to our members and within hours was fully booked! 
What a wonderful opportunity for our members to enjoy Anne's magic of nerikomi knowledge and skill! 
Our workshops are something to really get a buzz about.

This month’s workshop with Michaela Kloeckner has just been cancelled a week out due to it being half booked and also for 
travel reasons relating to covid being difficult to predict unfortunately. 
Participants have had the opportunity for a possible reschedule or a refund. Jaccii

9.5 The next workshop after this will be with Wendy Hatchfield for her Teapot workshop on 5th and 12th September as a 2-day workshop. Jaccii

9.6
Then have Peter Biddulph's 2 day "Make your own Ceramic Glazes" workshop booked in for 31st October and 7th November. 
Promoting soon for booking once Peter sends more information. Jaccii

9.7 and lastly, working on a date for "Multiple Layer Water Etching" with Narumi and might look at this workshop being held early next year. Jaccii
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9.8

Events
Our member's demo afternoons and evenings have been a huge success and fully booked. 
It is great indicator from our member's which we, as a committee have been dedicated to see provided as one of the 
benefits of their membership.

9.9

Our recent demonstration with the lovely Porsche Bagg had everyone present in awe, as she demonstrated 2 wedging techniques 
with large lumps of clay and then centered the multiple pieces on the wheel to create a large vessel, all the while with knowledgeable, 
effortless communication throughout the process. Porsche did well given this was all done while wearing a mask! 
Well done, Porsche. 

9.10
Our next demonstration is with Anne Mossman on Sunday 1st of August 4:30pm - 6pm at Benowa. 
I am anticipating this will be fully booked and we can't wait! Jaccii

9.11 September, October, and November yet to be decided for Member's demo nights. Jaccii

10.0 School Representativ, Benowa - Jill Cuthbertson Responsible Status
10.1 Benowa School Report June 2021

 We have just returned from the midyear break so not much to report at this time. 
Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday 20.7.21. 
 The main agenda items will include:
 ·  John’s resignation from the position as Benowa school manager and 
 · Distribution of John’s jobs
 · Distribution of usual job roles
 · Class numbers and filing of related paperwork
 · Removal of Reduction glazes to the kiln shed
 · Selling of cone 10 glazes
 · Teacher’s work in the gallery. 
 · Show case of ‘Emerging Artist’ - students
 · Update of Student Exhibition
 · Welcoming Porsche to the Benowa teaching team
  
 Prepared by Jill Cuthbertson

11.0 Gallery Report - Juliet Van Oirschot Responsible Status

11.1

 Minutes of last meeting
 Minutes Gallery meeting 13.7.21
 4.00pm 
 Attended: Jill, Cate, Ali, Nicole, Pauline, Nan
 Apologies: Juliet van Oirschot
 Topics provided for the agenda
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11.2

Gathering customer for direct marketing
Visitors book to be returned to its original use.- Visitor sign in and comments. 
Going back through the book today, people have often left their email address with their comments.  
It has been suggested that separate slips be provided for people wishing to leave their contact details for information on upcoming 
events etc. Must explain to the customer what would be happening with their details.
Mailchimp to be updated.Please read Nicole’s email dated 14.7.21 for further information.

11.3

Managing COVID Responsibilities:
Nicole has brought in contact tracing sheets this morning (for those that do not have their phone or the QR App). 
These are in a folder near the jug. Nicole also provided and put up safe distancing information and will bring another 
QR register for inside the gallery.
The contact tracing sheet information should be disposed of after 56 days. 
Fines apply if a person is allowed in without registering

11.4
New rostering system:
Everyone happy with this
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11.5

Student Exhibition:

1. Gallery members to remove their work on Saturday 18. 9.21. Preferably after lunch.
2. Plinth painting to be on Sunday 19.9.21 between 10 and 2. Hope people can spare some time to help out. 
     Students will also be asked to volunteer.
3. Set Up Probably Tuesday/ Wednesday 21st and 22nd September
  
 Members to do Roster with students during the exhibition dates please
 24.9.21 – OPENING
 SAT 25.9.21
 SUN 26.9.21
 SAT 2.10.21
 SUN 3.10.21
 SAT 9.10.21
Students to drop off work on
18.9.21
19.9.21
Between 10 and 2
Invitation
I have asked Kirstin Farr. It was recommended that she liaise with Toni Prisse so that all promotional information and invites are cohesive in design
Need
Invites
Flyers
Posters
Will use an image of the winner’s work from the 2018 Student Exhibition

Catering for the opening
Budget
$250 for drink and food
Food to be served on individual small plates (possibly bamboo)
Hopefully Pauline will be here. I will also look for student volunteers. Maybe another gallery member can offer to help.
Veranda needs to be set up, drinks etc.

Clean up after opening
As I will be there most of the day I do not wish to clean up also. Calling for volunteers for this also. Nicole Barrett has offered so far.

RSVP via mailchimp. Up to Wednesday 22.9.21

Gallery roster in sheets has been updated
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12.0 New General Business Responsible Status

12.1 Kirsten is stepping down from Treasurer role. A call needs to go out to interested members to enquire about the role.

12.2

Is there still a need at Mudgeeraba to repair the 2 downstairs tables?
A quote was received from Steve Morgan and he is requesting an update. 
One table has been turned into a wedging table and the other table will be renovated by the committee, so no need for a repair.

13
NEXT MEETING DATES
Committee Meeting 16.08.21 5pm at Benowa Studio

13.1 AGM 16.08.21 6pm at Benowa Studio

14 Meeting closed at 7:33pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
GENERAL MEETING MINUTES Monday May 17th 2021
VENUE: Mudgeeraba Studio
               
   

Date: Time: Chair: Cate White
Secretary:
Minute Taker:

Paige Turnbull
Paige Turnbull

Acknowledgment of traditional owners: I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and pay 
my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN
No. AGENDA ITEM COMMENTS & ACTIONS Responsible Status

1.0 Attendance and Apoligies

Attendees: Jaccii, Danielle, Juliet, Nan, John, Kyong, Kirsten, Amy, Liz,
Cate, Paige, Toni, Jill, Porsche, Nanette
Apologies: Kirstin Farr, Veronica

2.0
Acceptance of Previous Meeting 
Minutes

Minutes
Accepted: Cate White
Seconded: Juliet

3.0

Correspondence 
(including e-mail correspondence)

Inward: Nil
Outward: Email sent to sculptors about finances
                 Email sent to Midge about raku firing

4.0 Business arising from previous meeting Responsible Status

4.1 Website – Are we still looking at quotes? Pending. Nicole

4.2 Security - John handed to Juliet. See attached quotes. Pending. Juliet
5.0 President's Report - Cate White Responsible Status
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5.1 Hi Members & committee 
  
We have had another busy month with the start of term 2. This has included our first term of classes at 
Mudgeeraba, and our feedback is positive from the students and they are enjoying having skill-specific classes. 
Sadly, Michael has decided to resign at the end of term 2. It has been a big 18 months for everyone, with lots 
of changes and Michael has decided to have a break and focus on his private work and we look forward 
to hearing from him in the future. 

Jill has stepped down from her role as Gallery Manager to focus on teaching, being teacher’s rep, and 
organising our student exhibition. This leaves a vacancy that Juliet is temporally filling, more news on 
this after the General Meeting. Jennie hosted a fantastic members info night. 

The committee are busy working on new projects for you and as they progress, we will let you know. 
We have had replies to our EOI for teachers and workshops so more announcements to come. 
We only have 2 more meetings until the AGM on the second of August. There are still several 
volunteer roles still unfilled. 
We had a fantastic turnout for the Mother’s Day stall, thank you Jo, and her merry band of volunteers 
that always pull together a great market and we were lucky with the weather holding off. 
  
Have a good month and keep an eye out for the newsletter.

5.2 Teachers Duties, see attached document Tweak teacher’s payment and how they pay. Kirsten to set up. Kirsten

5.3

Gallery Manager EOI Juliet stepped up, thank you Juliet, and EOI needs to be sent out. 

Moving forward could members potentially display work without volunteering if they are unable to? 
Currently the gallery takes 20% commission and members must volunteer their time. 
We could have a capped number of members who are unable to volunteer and take a 40% commission. 

Teachers work NEEDS to be in the gallery.
Motion: Capped amount of gallery members who are unable to volunteer can 
display their work with 40% commission. Volunteer members only have 20% commission. 
Trial for 6months and look back at it then. 
Cate motioned. Dani seconded. 14 in favor. 2 Abstaining. Motion approved. Juliet

5.4 Gallery membership/commission 
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5.5

Student exhibition - Katie to admin for Jill - job list to come out soon and EOI for the subcommittee. 
We need new prizes for skill specific work and potentially those prizes are donated by Picassos. 
We also need to go out and find other prizes to give away. The Ruth prize, encouragement award, is a year’s 
subscription to Ceramics Australia. 
Jill would like to move a motion for new prize prices. 
Motion: $250 for the first prize given by GCPA, $150 for the second prize given by GCPA, 
$75 for the third prize given by GCPA and all other prizes will be donated. 
Entry fee for all students will be $20 dollars with 3 pieces entered. 
Cate motioned, Jaccii seconded. 16 in favor. Motion passed. 
Jill to get Kirsten a budget for the exhibition. 
Cate to talk with Katie as well.

5.6  Michael resignation - John to do his am class for 1 term TBC. John is happy to do morning class. 

5.7 Still, to have teachers' feedback meeting with John and Kyong. 

5.8
Compilation of feedback forms
I will go to Michaels's am class and get them completed, can anyone do his PM? 

5.9

Members Mentor days - see attached this to be considered. Capped numbers for mentor sessions, committee
or subcommittee to be there at each session. If people would like to attend, they must complete workplace 
health and safety and the mentor will be in charge of identifying risks and do an induction with each mentee. 
A person can only rebook in once the mentor session is over, similar to kiln bookings. 
It is something that sounds great but more needs to be ironed out before it goes ahead. 
If anyone has any more ideas email Cate so it can be considered.

6.0 Treasurer's Report - Kirsten Hague - April 30th 2021 Responsible Status

6.1
Business Cheque Account (GCPA Working Account)
 No 10242370 Balance at March 31st 2021 $66,859.39 $66,859.39
Plus Credits 288.67 288.67
Plus Credits
Less Debits -672.08 -672.08
Plus Interst (April 8.01)) 55.08 55.08
Balance as per bank statement at April 31st 2021 $69,970.12 $66,531.06 -$3,439.06

(Cross-check) (difference)
Gold Coast Potters Assoc Inc. Business Web Account 
(Sinking Fund Working Account) No 21500229 
Balance at May 31st 2021 $17,813.76 $17,813.76
Plus Credits
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (.73) 0.75 0.75
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Balance as per bank statement at April 31st 2021 $17,814.35 $17,814.51 $0.00
(Cross-check) (difference)

Gold Coast Potters Term Deposit 
(Sinking Fund Fixed Deposit) No 22065203 $88,980.08 $88,980.08
Plus Credits 381.27 381.27
Less Debits
Plus Interst FYTD (.73)
Balance as per bank statement at January 17th 2021 $89,361.35 $89,361.35 $0.00
(Term Deposit due for renewal Jan 1 2022 - .4% interest)

(Cross-check) (difference)
Total Funds at August 31st 2021 $177,147.46 $177,147.46
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Building) -106,786.89 -107,177.34 -390.45
Less Sinking Fund allocation (Kilns and wheels) 0.00
Available capital $66,864.95 $69,970.12 $3,105.17
Bank statements are available on request. (Cross-check) (difference)

6.2

April Activity Received Insurance payment for recent theft ($2271.78 to sculptors and $682.77 to John Musgrave). 
Kiln hire deposits are coming in. Michaela Kloekner workshop raised $636 profit.
Payments to Picasso for approx. $3500 to set up Mudgeeraba and purchase Cone 6 clays and glaze materials. 
Teachers were reimbursed the cost of their First Aid training.

6.3

Department Budgets. As part of our forward planning, we are going to allocate annual budgets to each department within 
the association. It will be the responsibility of each subcommittee to provide their budget. 
We would like this all to be finalised ready for our new financial year June 1 2021. 
Please get in touch with any queries. This is a repeat message as the deadline is getting closer.

6.4

Volunteers – WH & S We have welcomed Nicole Barrett and Veronica Gaughan to the WH&S subcommittee. 
We are extremely thankful to Nicole whose expertise has updated the WH&S safety assessment documents. 
As WH&S is such a big role we have divided the responsibilities: Nicole’s focus is to help us update other necessary 
documents and processes. Veronica is managing the member’s assessments. 

6.5

Receiving Reimbursement There are still ongoing issues with misunderstandings around the processes necessary 
for teacher banking and member reimbursements. This is placing additional burden on the treasury subcommittee. 
Please make sure you send your reimbursement request form and receipts to both the following email addresses. 
Teachers and gallery deposits must include the EFT settlement transaction and a copy of the daily takings.

6.6
Contacting Treasury The email address to send anything to the Treasurer is accounts@goldcoastpotters.com 
All requests for payment or invoices should be sent here.

6.7
Community Grants Program Round 2 - grant application for a defibrillator for Benowa – Unsuccessful. 
Paige to look for grant in Secretary computer. Paige
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6.8

Su Brown conducted a recent member's night and didn't want the $150 payment. 
Can we pay $150 to her Go Fund me in lieu. 
Cate motioned. Liz seconded. All in favor. Motion passed. Kirsten

6.9

Defibrillator issue - Mudgeeraba defib has a safety recall. Has this been investigated? Juliet has fixed that. 
Juliet has sent off the paperwork and it is all good at the moment. 
It needs to be checked monthly, needs a sheet to sign off. Cate to take to the teachers meeting. Cate

6.10

Benowa's members kilns are Maxi and Minnie. We need distinct names for Mudgeeraba kilns - what can we call them? 
Once decided the name of the kiln being hired needs to be clearly written on the deposit subject along with the member's name.
Can we make sure Porsche gets this info so she can update hiring processes. 
Porsche to send booking sheets to Tina. Porsche

6.11

Reimbursement process and Teacher/gallery banking - It is really important that anyone wanting reimbursement and also 
teacher's daily banking and gallery banking all follow the same processes. 
Reimbursement: Expense form and receipt are emailed to both 
xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
 and accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
 In the subject line of the email put Expense Request and the date.

6.12

Teachers banking - must send a clear photo of the daily banking and the EFT settlement docket to 
 xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
 In the subject line of the email put Teacher Takings and the date
 In the transition to having everything electronic this is the new process. If anyone has any issues, please get in contact.
If the settlement document goes to xero it gets audited and the treasure and association does not have to worry. 
Tina to write up document of process to go with teacher’s duties. Tina

7.0 Facilities and Maintenance Report – Juliet Van Oirschot Responsible Status

7.1

In the last month with extended rainfall, it has been very busy in regard to maintenance.
Activities at Benowa have included
•        Thorough cleaning of toilets for Mother Day Market, thank you to Amanda 
•        Water blasting of concrete around toilets to ensure no slip hazard for markets and student use 
•        Current arrangement for gardening terminated due to lack of flexibility, and complaint regarding Mother’s Day tidy up
•        Contacted 2 landscaper to arrange inspections and quotes
•        Still awaiting quote of fence, despite repeated requests. Have asked Adam Clarke to review. 
          He believes it may be able to be repaired and not replaced.

mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
mailto:xero.inbox.5rh8c.qjjbdnb2xcnpxcnd@xerofiles.com
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7.2

Activities at Mudgeeraba have included arranged repair of downstairs door to kiln room
•        attended for quotes from Gold Coast Screens ($2200) regarding glazing cage, quote much too expensive and lower priced option 
         ($1200) not suitable. Kirsten Hague arranged Steve to complete job which was done extremely quickly and exactly what was required. 
         Thank you, Kirsten,
•        work completed to repair ramp. Thank you, Adam Clarke. Also requested quote to repair beam under building. 
          This would mean all urgent works identified in Engineer’s report have been actioned. Juliet to send quote to sculptors. 
          Needs to happen asap.

Juliet

7.3

Other activities have included tidy of grounds for Mother’s Day market, weed spraying, Folders for MSDS have been completed for 
both Mudgeeraba and Benowa. 
For Mudgeeraba I have arranged installation of VentMaster vent with Noel kiln electrician and consulted regarding best way to 
anchor shelves so and to ensure stability.
    
 Thank you to all that have assisted in and advised me of work that needed to be addressed. Hoping for a much drier autumn and winter.

7.4
Agenda Items
Discussion of 2020-2023 Business Plan and discussion of proposed 2021-2022 Facilities and Maintenance Budget.

Add to next
meeting agenda

8.0 Membership Report – Danielle Clarke Responsible Status

We are currently 134 members, and we have 4 new applications for memberships:

8.1 Sarah Devine, Approved as a member.

8.2 Gloria Cassani. Gloria doesn’t know anyone in the association. Approved as a member and encourage her to become involved.

8.3 Joanne Mackenzie. Joanne has been endorsed by Larissa Warren and has also been in contact with Juliet. Approved as a member. Jill

8.4 Alex and Martin Chalmers who are both students in Amy’s Tuesday evening class. Approved as a member.

8.5 Sue Issher, ex member. Approved as a member.

8.6

We have had an email exchange with Nasser Kaviani which I would like to touch on. Encourage him to enroll in Anne and Porsches class. 
  
 I have 2 people waiting for a key, but no keys.
 How are we going with the installation of keypads?
  
 I am preparing an email to be sent out to inform all members that the memberships are up for renewal in June. 
Juliet to “massage” the wording. Juliet

9.0 Workshops and Events - Jaccii Turnbull Responsible Status
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9.1

Member's Benefits:
  
 We had a wonderful free member's demonstration night during April by our very own teacher from both studio locations, Kyong. 
This was fully booked, and many came to enjoy this benefit as part of their Gold Coast Potter's membership.
 This month, our free member's demonstration night was from our own knowledgeable member, Jennie Lisha. 
This too was a wonderful night, and we hope to see more members at our next one on Monday night 14th June. 
Thank you to both Kyong and Jennie for a fantastic evening.

9.2

Kiln Hire
Please remember the only change that commenced this term, when hiring a member kiln, the $200 deposit will need to be paid upon 
confirmation of your booking with Porsche. Included in this is a photo of once you load sent to Porsche, then before unloading
 another photo taken and sent to Porsche.
An exciting change! Currently any key holding member wanting to hire a member's kiln at either location may only use a kiln at the 
location with which they completed their workshop. 
Now our members can hire and use the member's kilns at both sites regardless of where you have completed the kiln workshop 
as long as the first 2 loads at both sites are completed under supervision, w/ John or Porsche. If more information is needed, 
please text or phone Porsche. Porsche

9.3

Events and Workshops:
 We have some exciting workshops in the planning, and these will be released via our newsletter in the coming weeks. 
Please keep your eye out for this coming to your inbox!
  
 Agenda:

9.4
Booking a school firing using our member's kiln with Porsche needs to come from the teacher’s rep only. 
Agreed, put in the teacher’s document. Paige to add in. Paige

9.5 Covid bookings for studio. Still needed or not? The limit still exists. Yes, booking sheets to still happen. Review at a later date.

9.6 Membership & Key requirements - waiting for documented process.

9.7

Teacher's wanting to use studio outside allocated teaching time and dates needs to be brought to committee for approval in same 
process as events and workshops. This is members time and needs approval. Needs to go into teachers’ duties document. 
Paige to add in. Paige

9.8 Reminder to be sent advising member's access to studio or kilns not allowed 1 hour before and 2 hours after classes.

9.9 Date for Porsche and Anne to start their class at Benowa? Actioned

9.10
Workshop proposals to consider (being brought in paper form for all to view)
John to do another Kiln Workshop, Max. 8 people. They must email John if they are coming. Actioned

10.0 School Representative Benowa - Jill Cuthbertson Responsible Status

10.1
Attendance: Cate, Juliet, John, Michael, Jill, Jo, Porsche, Kyong
Apology: Amy

10.2 Acceptance of Meeting Minutes from Previous Meeting:
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10.3 Student exhibition: This was a success.  Thank you to all
10.4 Finalising use of cone 10 glazes: The last cone 10 firing has been done.  Pieces keep turning up for cone 10 firing??? 

4 to 3 x pieces glazed in cone 10 glazes are to be washed and reglazed with cone 6 glazes. 
IF they belong to Liz Thatcher, she can contact John and he will fire them for her in his kiln

The remainder of the Cone 10 reduction glazes need to be transferred to the 5 L buckets. Let’s look at load and see who needs to 
share in doing this. This need s to be finished and ready for the Xmas market. 

Sale of cone 10 glazes: John has volunteered to sell the 5L buckets of cone 10 glazes at the Christmas market. 
Michael will follow up reduction glazes, and we will discard ruined glazes. -John will move all 5L buckets of glaze to the gas kiln
once they have been made up

Members and the use of Cone 6 glazes: Members will be allocated 3 glazes to use and these will be in the large buckets and stored 
under the sink bench and clearly marked as ‘For members use’ . The 3 glazes will be clear, white and Turquoise.

Will from now on look at doing a reduction firing for the school once per term using cone 6 glazes. 
The reduction firing will then be to 1220. 

School gas firing is going to be held on Tues, Nov. 23rd. It will be a cone 5/6 firing. All student work from both studios is welcome, 
and will need to be in the gas shed by Mon. Nov. 22nd. Please do not use crystal magic on the outside of any pots, and crystal waterfall 
and black velvet need to be applied carefully and far away from the bottom. All work please made with a matching setter, as we will be 
testing the cone 6 glazes.

Empty buckets: Spare buckets at Benowa will be stacked, sorted, and shared with Mudgeeraba - 3 w/lids to Mudgeeraba

John

John/Michael

Porsche

10.5 Rent Payment: Have these all been paid?    Still some outstanding Everyone

10.6

Teacher’s work in the gallery: Information and application forms have been sent to all. 
As the gallery is being set up again after the Student exhibition we need to revisit this obligation. 
Everyone needs to supply work, complete the paperwork etc. Everyone

10.7

Student work in the gallery: Jill currently has a student’s work in the gallery, and it will be Porsche’s turn to have a student’s work from 
Tuesday night in a month’s time. After that it will be John’s turn

Display of the student work. Please select the appropriate work for a cohesive display.

10.8

Attendance at teacher’s meetings:  If a teacher misses 2 consecutive teachers’ meetings, they will need a good written reason to miss a third
Reading of the minutes from the meeting. Everyone to read minutes as they are distributed so everyone is on the same page.

Minutes from committee meetings: Mailchimp will send the committee minutes to all teachers. Read the minutes please.
This is the teacher’s opportunity to know what is happening at the meetings so they can raise any points at the teacher meetings.

Everyone
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10.9

Batts: what is the process for usage?
The new bats at Benowa are to be loaned to students, not sold. 
There will be a notebook students need to sign out for each numbered bat at the start of class, and this is how we will track and bats and 
ensure they are not taken off the premises. 

Porsche will get a notebook for signout.

Committee will arrange to buy another $100 bats from tempered masonite to sell. Price is tentatively set at $10 per batt
but may be higher to provide a profit to the association

Everyone

Porsche

10.9

Clay and material orders. It is important that everyone is responsible to check off the delivery docket against the delivery if it arrives or is there 
when arriving at the studio.  Clay and materials to be put away.
Photo of delivery docket to go to the treasurer and xero
Amy has started a folder for the delivery dockets which in the teachers box. 

New Clay: Michael is not happy with Keane’s M.F. No. 6, and will test Walkers White Earthenware, which fires to cone 6/7
and Superior White Porcelain with the new cone 6 glazes. PB103, and JB3 are also acceptable replacements.

Everyone

Michael

10.10

Clay order: Jaccii and Porsche are going to assess clay consumption from the first term of this year using the clay register, and plan a large order
to be placed with Picassos ASAP. The plan is to stockpile at least half a term’s worth of clay for both locations at Mudgeeraba as a precaution due
to current supply issues. Porsche will bring clay from Mudgeeraba to Benowa on Tuesdays as needed during the term. 
Some flexibility may be necessary regarding clay types. 
Jo suggest that we create an electronic google sheet for the clay register. 
John would like to cover the clay with a tarp to prevent drying out

10.11 Props – 3 and 4 inch? These have arrived

10.12
Firing costs: Firing costs is now $9/KG for members, and $10/KG for non-members. 
Students can only buy clay bag - by -bag, or as they can use it during class. No stockpiling.

10.13

Any other points for discussion
a) End of year clean up: Cleanup day is set: Tues 18th January, 2022. 9 a.m. Teachers, ask students to come and help
b) End of term firing: To be decided towards the end of term
c) Tuesday 26.10.21 (jill) Jill doing a workshop in Cunamulla so is unavailable for the 26.10.21. A make-up class has been agreed to for the 14.12.21
d) Job List:  As per last term
e) Making glazes:  The glazes are being made too thin or possibly over flocculated which defloculates them. 
                                Is it possible that someone is taking some glaze and replacing it with water.  There seems to be a crazing incompatibility with 
                                turquoise and snowy white when used over each other. Has anyone else noticed this? Possibly too thick an application

f) Be sure to turn off  the small jewel balance. 
g) Cleaning of equipment .....extruder and glaze sieve etc. Must be checked after classes.
h) A reminder of student /member access. Student/member access of studio during class times. 1 hour before and 2 hours after classes 
     are teacher's times unless requested. Students should have permission to collect any work during another teachers class
i) Shelves need to be ordered for Rhode. 2 x full, and 2 x half shelves
j) Ordering ....everyone to be more conscientious about ordering after using glaze materials etc.  

k) Toilet Paper: Porsche will order toilet paper for the studio from Who Gives a Crap. (It is now done)
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10.14

Jo

•        Signage
•        custom cars meet: 
•        and safety sign in

Juliet has said she will look after signage at Mudgeeraba and I can follow up with her to see how I can help. 
John sent me the eVersion of the safety sign in sheet so that’s all good. 

10.15 Mudgeeraba clean up date: Kyong and I just need to discuss and set the date Kyong & Jill

10.16

Teachers Rep Position:  Constitution will be amended so that teacher’s rep is voted in at the start of the year, in line with the start of each teacher’s 
contract. It is hoped that this will allow someone to take on the role who will be able to hold it for the duration of the year.

Teachers need up to date WH&S by the beginning of term 1
Meeting closed at 5:30pm

11.0 Gallery Report - Jill Cuthbertson Responsible Status

11.1

Gallery Report April 2021
The total sales for April 2021 were $453 with $90.60 going to the Association.
We have a new member, Nicole Barrett. Welcome Nicole. 
Ali Rudling and Kirsten Hague have returned. Welcome back!! 
Our numbers are on the rise again which is great. 
I have stepped down from the position as gallery coordinator and Juliet is taking this up temporarily. Thank you, Juliet.  
I am happy to provide any assistance required for Juliet and anyone else who may step into the position. 
I would also like to thank all of the gallery members and the committee for all of the support during my 3 years as gallery coordinator. 
It is a great role!!!!

11.2
The gallery has the following exhibitions planned for 2021
Father’s Day – ‘Mancave’ To coincide with the Father’s Day Market on 22.8.21

11.3
Student Exhibition - Opening night 24th September 2021
Guest Artists – Possibilities – Monte Lupo and perhaps a felt artist

12.0 Publicity Co-Ordinator - Toni Prinsse Responsible Status

12.1

Regarding Members Joining gallery: For financial members, email go out and posts to social media? 
What are members responsibilities and benefits? 
Juliet will liase. Juliet

E-Newsletter to go regarding:

12.2 Mother’s Day Market stall success Toni

12.3

Asking Stall holders to book their Father’s Day stall. What information to be included.
Does anyone have any other information they want included? 
Send an email to all members if they would like to contribute to the newsletter, (volunteer roles, workshops).

Toni
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13.0 New General Business Responsible Status

13.1

Items from Nanette:
Proposal- That the Gold Coast Potters Association support Su Brown`s 2021 "Go Fund Me campaign".
Teaching her skills and knowledge of pottery has created huge opportunities in many remote Indigenous Communities of the NT so although s
ome members support as individuals, I believe the Assoc `s contribution should be there as well. 
Motion to donate $200 in 2021 to Su Browns Go fund me page. Booth seconded. All in favor. Motion passed. 
Jaccii to send Sue an email and Toni to include in newsletter. Jaccii/ Toni

13.2

GCPA responsibilities as Leaseholders: 
Benowa: Maintain the whole site including fences, workrooms and toilets. 
Costs shared equally with Sculptors. Dispute resolution by Council can only be undertaken as a last resort consequently, if accounts are not being paid 
this should be firmly discussed between both parties as per the Licence Agreement. 
Sculptors have a 5-year Licence Agreement to the Potters and the further 5 years will be in jeopardy if this financial angst isn`t resolved.

13.3

Schoolhouse- Sculptors are totally responsible for maintenance and Insurance and Council gives them support. 
Post Office - total responsibility of the Heritage Dept/Council including the poor choice of remedial work beside the paved area. 
Nan will chat with Juliet about plant issues and property next door now Adro is no longer employed. Nan/ Juliet

13.4
Mudgeeraba: Maintain to the footprint of the bldg. Asbestos in Mudgeeraba toilets are the sole area of concern and checked as part 
of Councils Building Insp. 2020 check- leave in situ unless sheet/s are broken.

13.5 Nan will be archiving and present a visual talk of our history and collection later on in the year. Nan
13.6 Liz proposed a member trip up to Made in Australia . Liz to send through proposal through to Jaccii. Liz/ Jaccii

14.0
NEXT MEETING DATES
21st June at Benowa Studio

15.0
Meeting closed at  
 7:56pm
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Gold Coast Potters Association  
COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES Monday 16th 2020

VENUE: Benowa Studio
               

   

Date 15.3.2020 Time 05:30 Chair Nicci Parry-Jones Secretary Katie Braun van Burck

Acknowledgment of traditional owners:  I respectfully acknowledge the Yugambeh People, the traditional owners of the land on which we meet, and pay my respects to their elders past and present, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples here today.

**** Please remember to sign in ****

No. Agenda Item Comments and Actions

1 Attendance and Apologies Committee Members: Nicci Parry Jones, Katie Braun van Burck, Kirsten Hague, John Musgrave, Shirley Battrick, Kirsten Farr, Art Shulman, Bill Powell, Michael Jones, Joanne McFaul, Jaccii Turnbull
  
 General members: Samantha Hawthorne, Kerry McCue
 Apologies: Liz Thatcher, Glenice Ramsbotham, Anne Mossman, Paula Fox, Kyonghee Kim, Jill Cuthbertson, Helen Austin, Cate White, Pauline Bladin, Nanette Hall, Amy Coleman, Colleen Bowden
 New attendees: Nil 
  
 Unfortunately the following business was unable to proceed as the minimum number of committee participants was not met (Quorum is 50% of members elected to committee as outlined in GCPA constitution). The following notes outline the informal discussion on the evening with view to hold an ‘online meeting’ to progress with GCPA business in light of current COVID- 19 crisis. The minutes will be sent to all committee once approved, with the view to conduct business by way of email to ensure all members have their say on important issues. Please review your emails regularly for updates and opportunities to express your opinions and preferences.

2 Acceptance of Previous Meeting Minutes Minutes had been circulated electronically prior to the meeting. 
 Accepted: Kirsten Hague
 Carried by: Sam Hawthorne

3 Correspondence (including e-mail correspondence) Inward: Land valuations, Credit from Rates. 
 Outward: Nil

No. Agenda Item Comments and Actions Responsible Status

4 Business Arising from Previous Meetings

20.6
 8.19

Gas shed cover Investigating cover for gas shed. Cost of around $1200-1800 to extend roof on gas shed to path. Needs approvals from heritage and engineers report. Ongoing
 Ø Nil to update

John OPEN

20.7
 8.19

Private groups Proposal for consideration and review. 
 Discussion at December meeting re. GCPA guidelines for management of Private Groups: 
 Two options suggested: 
 1) Flat fee proposed by Bill (e.g. Benowa $200 / day; Mudgeeraba $160 / day). This would be paid to association regardless of number of participants (participants capped as per OHS recommendations) or 
 2) Per student rate in line with current class agreement – risk to association if small booking. 
 Bill Powell offered to draft a final proposal and bring to Feb meeting.
  
 Ø Bill has had no email currently and apologized for lack of correspondence. 
 Final proposal: GCPA will charge a flat fee for studio hire with respect to Private Group Bookings. This fee will be charged at $200 for Benowa studio and $160 for Mudgeeraba studio. This fee applies regardless of the number of participants. Participant number will be capped as per general class guidelines (e.g. 12 students for Benowa, 10 students for Mudgeeraba as per current OH& S recommendations).

All / Bill OPEN

10.0
 2.20

Student and member exhibition dates 2021Discussion and proposal for alternating years for gallery use between Exhibition and Gallery Members around Christmas market day (commencing 2021). 
 Propose that Student and Member exhibition to be planned for earlier in year (e.g. September / October) so that Gallery Members are able to use the Gallery at the market day 2021. 
 Ø This business is on hold as Jill was not in attendance to discuss.

Jill OPEN

5 Presidents Report  (Provided by Liz Thatcher)
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Meeting at Mudgeeraba Tim Widderson, Nan Hall, Lainie Cooper, and Pete Denison See Nan’s report 
  
 Work Cover: there has been a question – are teachers covered by our work cover policy – my understanding is the answer would be no as we do not pay teachers. Teachers pay us for space per student and are responsible for their own insurance.
 4/3/20 We have been contacted by work cover about Lyn’s accident. They will get back to me after checking with Lyn. 
  
 Ø Shirley advised that she had previously sought a quite for personal insurance which was around $2500 – as this is somewhat cost prohibitive, historically work cover had been taken out to cover teachers.
 Ø Sam received correspondence from Work cover outlining that if teachers are employees – they are covered, but if teachers are contractors, they would not be covered by this policy. 
 Ø Action from here: we need to investigate with Work Cover whether medical expenses for Lyn will be covered. Glenice the correspondent on the invoice. Katie happy to support enquiry 
 Ø Discussion: teachers contract – this is not clear in terms of outlining responsibility. 
 Ø Teachers are divided in opinion of whether they are contractors (hiring space), or employees.  
 Ø The injury acquired by Lyn is not considered a public liability issue but instead Work Cover or personal insurance issue depending on advice as to how to proceed. 
 Ø All agreed that contract needs to be tightened and thorough. When discussing historical understanding there may be a difference with what has been agreed upon, and what is legally binding. 
 Ø Suggestion by Sam that we may need to develop a future agreement under legal advice. 
 Ø Kirsten stated that the teacher contracts no longer have accuracy and do not align with the current expectations of teacher obligations or the requirements of the association. Sam and Kirsten discussed if the professional review (governance / business review) might be able to look at assisting to update them.
  
 Teachers insurance: could teachers check their insurance and make sure the insurance covers all their needs including income protection and personal accident.
  
 Professional Review of the Association: Sam Hawthorne will provide update
 Ø 3 quotes received with costs of $25 000 for most expensive, $9500 for middle range and $6350 (Alliance Planning) for most cost effective. 
 Ø Sam advised that Alliance Planning offered the opportunity to complete a Governance AND 3 year Business Plan for a total of $12000. This would involve potters paying $2000 out of own funds to complete. Usually a Business plan would cost $8000.
 Ø Council recommended all 3 companies approached. Of these Alliance Planning was the most helpful, prompt and forthcoming of the companies in providing information and quoting. This company is accustomed to working with NFP / community groups including sports, recreation and other community groups. 
 Ø Art advised that additional Government grants may be available up to $50 000 for consultants and systems. This grant is not time bound
 Ø Current grant money ($10 000) needs to be used by EOFY. Alliance are happy to deliver by EOFY. 
 Ø Kirsten agreed that we need forward momentum to help structure the association for the future and overall positive discussion about pursuing the Business plan in addition to governance review. 
 Ø Shirley outlined that over the years there has been a loss of knowledge and history through loss of experienced members and this is negatively impacting association. 
 Ø Sam outlined process: GCPA provides documents and information, Alliance reviews and potentially interviews members on their roles and other GCPA processes – followed by a written report. 
  
 Ø Proposal: For GCPA to Proceed with Alliance Planning for both Governance and Business Review at an additional cost of $2000 to the association and utilize the $10 000 council grant. 
  
 In developing this proposal – a show of hands of members supporting this proposal was taken. 11/11 Committee members and 2/2 General members supported this proposal. 
  
 Sinking fund: Seymour Consultants info@seymourconsultants.com.au
 Date set for 10/3/20 Laine and Pete will assist 
  
 Members exhibition : Motion Number of pots the members can have is ___
 Ø This item was not discussed due to more pressing needs of the meeting. 
  
 New Electrical Compliance plates/certificate – New legislation came in October/November 2019 anything electrical has to have an Australian compliance plate including small items. – John has been told by supplier that this is incorrect.
  
 Constitution review:  Was cancelled and will probably be left for the professional review 
  
 Mudgeeraba teachers: Teachers review committee to review the Mudgeeraba teachers’ workload. Time to be set for meeting.
  
 Vice President: Anne Mossman has been a very active vice president and a rock for me but is having surgery in the near future and then Chemo. That will be her focus. She hopes to finish out this term of office but wont be available for new projects.
 
 
 
  
 Memberships: Anne will be retiring from the committee as membership person at the AGM She had already advised she would be retiring as vice president
 
 Glaze project Michael and John need someone to help with the documentation of the glaze project.
 Ø John advised Kyong Hee Kim will assist
 
 Health and wellness: Washing of hands and coffee cups - Members please read the hand washing signs and the cups should have been removed. I know was voted on at the last meeting but the world is changing and I have duty of care.
 
 Paper towel roll holders: could we get some for the toilet and in the school rooms that lock. And the toilet rolls need to be locked as well.
 The toilet doors need to be locked when no one is on site.
 Ø Nicci has towel dispenser and towels for both campus
 
 Call for support committee members: We need members to replace or support committee positions and we would like people who think they would like to come on board to be involves now. Please put your name down on the paper that is going around if you think you could help. I try to contact people who give me their details and hope they will reply. If you don't hear from me please put your name down again.
  
 Keys: Additional keys required for Mudgeeraba (downstairs) I was unable to get the lock box to open 10.3.20 – The quantity surveyor was in attendance and was unable to view the downstairs area of the building. 
  
 Ø Shirley advised lock box code is changed every month 
 Ø A new lock is required for downstairs as Sculptors still have a key / access to this area. – Nicci offered to arrange. 
 Ø John advised that 2 small locks for toilet roll holders are required for Benowa – will ask Amy to help arrange. 
  
 Ø Health and wellness: Suggestion for additional cleaning measures to be taken in class, including dunking tools in warm water with metho and wiping of surfaces with soap/ disinfectant and water. Further discussion in new business.
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6 Treasurers Report (Provided by Kirsten Hague)

Important reminders:
 1. Please send all invoices to accounts@goldcoastpotters.com
 2. All request for petty cash reimbursement must be accompanied with the request form or they will not be processed
 Everyone’s assistance in following
 Ø Kirsten is following up on outstanding payments from teachers. 
 Ø John advised that he is usually still chasing students attending class several weeks into term.

7 Maintenance Report

7.1 Benowa GROUND WORK : 26th Feb -Lainie recommended a new Groundsman- Jacob Kelly. We met discussed what`s required and he`s cleaned both sites. Charges $30ph + tip fee if necessary. He`s equally as good as Clair`s last team who charged $35 + GST. Docs on file
 DRIVEWAY: Lainie has someone in mind and will get back to me when arranged.
 GUTTERS: Due in Feb- Justin has apologised for delay, as rain caused a huge backlog. .
 TERMITE CONTROL: Liz, Lainie and myself met the Pegasus owner on site. He confirmed Sculptors need to address timber on the ground also old termite structural damage under their Schoolhouse. Potters need to remove all the rubbish under the PO bldg. 
 OUTSIDE SECURITY LIGHTS: QIE replaced the damaged security light which appears to be wired into our main power source. John will call Arnelec if further problems. 
  
 LEASED BUILDINGS INSPECTION PROGRAM: 
 Pindara Sign:  Due to structural damage I`ve emailed their office requesting an Engineers report. When completed, we`ll submit a new proposal with both groups sharing 50/50.  Tony Palmer Statue: Sculptors have approval to erect the statue. All work to comply with Heritage and Council Guidelines. Council and Potters to be kept informed before each stage.   
 Bldg Inspection: work is under way to comply with Councils report-see Dec/ Jan report. 
  
 Ø Security lights now fixed – LED’s and stay on all night (as soon as it gets dark).

7.2 Mudgeeraba LEASED BUILDING INSPECTION: 26th Feb Liz, Nan, Lainie & Peter met with Tim Widdison & Engineer Rohan Nancarrow to discuss his report. All Mudgeeraba Teachers have been informed by email. Doc On file. Sculptor-Peter Denison will organise quotes for the small work- completed within 6 months. Beams & Structural posts- Quotes required- completed by Feb 2021
 GROUNDS: New Groundsman Jacob Kelly has cleaned the site.
 TERMITE CONTROL:  Due July
 RETAINING WALL: To be discussed 2020
 APPLICATION SENT TO COUNCIL FOR MARKET DAY BANNER APPROVAL.
 Ø Bill let contractors in on Saturday to look at beams, however fed back that the contractors did not appear overly professional. To discuss with Nan. 
 Ø Some Mudgeeraba teachers advised they have not received report discussion / confirmation. 
 Ø Lights – have been done at Mudgeeraba – but there is a problem with bill (twice as much as quoted!) Nicci will follow up

8 Schools Report

8.1 Benowa 
 Provided by John Musgrave

The old slab roller has been purchased by Cate. The replacement has arrived and will be assembled this week .....all going well. Woody, the old bisque kiln is still available and offers should be made to John if you are interested in this. The replacement for this has been ordered, with a new Rodhe coming in about 18 to 20 weeks.
  All classes in the school remain full, and half way through the term, enquiries for term two are being received.
  The cone 6 project is being overseen by Anne Mossman and a meeting with John and Michael this week will determine the progress forward with this.
  New bins have arrived for the gas glazes and will be red to distinguish them from the stoneware glazes.
  The 3 security lights on the studio and gallery have been replaced and should give better protection at night for teachers and buildings. They will be light sensitive and will remain on all night. They have been replaced with LED lights to allow for this.
 Ø Need to purchase some extra wide cloths for the slab roller, John will investigate

8.2 Mudgeeraba Nil update
 Ø Bill has purchased a trial of  “slab mates” for roller at Mudgeeraba - $180 Au for 2 sets. These are his personal sets and has been generous in bringing these in for students to try. All have been impressed. 
 Ø Benowa school advised they would also be interested in purchase. 
  
 Resource Proposal: Purchase 2 sets slab mates per studio at approx $180 for 2 sets + postage. 
  
  
 Ø Update: Slab roller has been sent back to Brad – who is liaising with Shimpo. Kirsten will write to Brad to follow up. Katie to send original letter.

8.3 Cone 6 testing Nil update

9 Membership Report (provided by Anne Mossman)

5 New members this month.
 Fiona Anagnostou - in Shirley's class, loves learning every week, 'obsessed' hobbyist
 Anna Krispel - in Jill's class and aims to qualify for a key and studio access
 Eeva Jimenez - experienced potter relocated from Brisbane, was student at BIA. Hopes to meet GCPA community.
 Sam Patton - in Shirley's class, hobbyist
 Colleen Bowden - in Bill's class and hopes to qualify for studio access ASAP.

10 Gallery Report Provided by Jill Cuthbertson

The total sales for February $427.50 with $85.50 going to the association.
 The gallery has the following exhibitions planned for 2020
 ‘Amore’ - opening 19.4.21 on the day of the Mother’s Day market
 ‘Food for Thought” – Opening 4th and 5th of July
 ‘Coastal’ – Opening 5th September
 Proposed guest artist with an opening 13th Dec
 We are still looking for new members in the gallery - please contact Jill if interested

11 Website

Provided by Kirstin Farr Nil update
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12 Library Reports

12.1 Benowa  (Provided by Karen Morrison)Nil to update

12.2 Mudgeeraba (Provided by Shirley Battrick)The Mudgeeraba library has now been culled, reorganised and re-catalogued.
 In the next few days the borrowing procedure will be finalised and put into place.
 LET THE BORROWING BEGIN!!!

13 Workplace Health and Safety

13.1 Assessments submitted Nil update

13.2 OH&S concerns Nil update

14 Grant Report Provided by Art Shulman

There are a number of opportunities for grant assistance in the next 6 weeks. Amongst them are:
 1. GCBF (Gambling Community Benefit Grants- Round 105)-with closing date of 30 April. While there first priority is funding Not for Profit organisations for disaster connected damage to infrastructure and equipment, their second item is equipment and facility improvements. Shirley has suggested a replacement kiln for Mudgeeraba- other suggestions? We will need two domestic quotes for costing this out.
 2. QLD gov. Art Business improvement grants- up to 50k -matching funds for improving business systems and practices in organisations such as ours- pays for consultants and systems where we match funding- no closing date
 I need champions for either or both of these.
  
 Ø Kirsten raised the idea of purchase of Defibrillators for each school with grant money. The schools are active and Benow draws a large crowd with market day events etc. 
 Ø Some have expressed they lack confidence in using. 
 Ø Art advised he has experience in ordering these – and reiterated it is important to reach the person within the first 3 minutes in case of cardiac arrest. 
 Ø Cost around $1877 each for the whole kit
 Ø Kirsten advised she will send out some more information to committee to support proposal. 
  
 Proposal: GCPA apply for grant to acquire a Defibrillator for each school as per quote of $1877. 
  
 In developing this proposal, a general show of hands was raised to review support. 10/11 committee members and 2/2 General members were in support of this proposal. 
 Ø Discussion: first aid – should all teachers have this? John agreed. 
 Ø Kirsten advised she will investigate the cost for first aid training /demo in Defib training as well. 
 Ø Bill advised he would be happy to come along to a Monday night demo for training. 
 Ø Compulsory first aid competency could be incorporated into a new contract for teachers.

15 Workshops Report (Provided by Nicci Parry – Jones)

15.1 John Tuckwell constructing and colouring porcelain No 2 Sat/Sun 26/27 Sept school hols

new workshop confirmed, 5 booked in to date from waiting list. Event is on FB **need facilitator – Katie has volunteered as already attending. 
 3 spots left. 
 Nicci can billet tutors unless others volunteer.
 Bookings: https://www.trybooking.com/BITTD

Max Powell hand building large pots 27-28 June during school hols

fully booked, there is a waiting list Sam Hawthorne - Facilitator
 Nicci will billet Max
 Bookings: https://www.trybooking.com/BHIEQ

3 hour FREE Member demo sessions 2020 2 x Saturday sessions 9am-12pm at Benowa

glazing 101 – making glazes for beginners with Jill Cuthbertson Sat 21 March 9.30am-12.30pm
  
 back to basics – hand building and basic pottery techniques and methods with Q&A session with Kyonghee Kim 
 Sat 16 May 9am-12pm
  
 Teachers to send invoices to treasurer for $300 fee after session delivered

Glazing 101 
 Bookings: https://www.trybooking.com/BHUAX
 event on FB, promo on IG, sent to members via Mailchimp
 back to basics
 Sat 16 May 9am-12pm
 bookings will open in April
  
 - Discussion: small group, small risk. Discussed in new business.

Thrown + Altered forms Maryke Henderson 21/22 November

· two day workshop (throwing masterclass)
 · participants’ fee $260 for non-members, $200 for members 
 · if you have committee role with benefit of discount for w/shps please apply code: gcpacommittee before you pay
 · participants byo clay and tools
 · maximum participants 12- will need extra wheels for the weekend

Nicci P-J facilitator
 Nicci will billet Maryke
 Bookings now open 
 Bookings: https://www.trybooking.com/BIMAG
 Check out Maryke’s work here: maryke.com.au

Now accepting workshop suggestions for 2021
 · parent and child one day workshop either hand building or throwing
 · advanced glazing Rowley Drysdale; Greg Daly
 · porcelain jewellery making
 Ø Kirsten requested Nicci to contact Maryke at some stage to confirm her intention of holding the workshop before further advertising is done
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15.2 Member demonstration 
 (Provided by Amy Coleman)

Our February Demo was 'Photographing Pottery', held by Bill Powell and catered for by Paula Fox.
 Despite being rainy weather we had a turnout of 15 members, with quite a few 'difficult' challenge pots brought in by our members for Bill to demonstrate how to photograph them using lighting, background and perspective techniques to showcase the best features of your pots.
  
 I think everyone in attendance would agree that that this demonstration was wonderfully Illuminating and inspiring.
  
 Thank you again Bill for sharing your expertise and to Paula for your time and providing the yummy food.

16 GCPA Exhibitions

16.1 Member Planning underway

16.2 Student Planning underway

17 Publicity and Marketing & social media

gallery every Thursday/Friday on Facebook and IG, using photos sent through from members

classes term 2 will make posts to promote term 2 in April and included on the member newsletter through April
 will email teachers asking who has spaces

Mothers’ Day Market Sunday 19 April Promoted save the date in January/Feb
 poster designed and sent to Jo McFaul for printing and promote electronically. Sent to CAQ, GCCC community events. Made event on FB starting Feb, paid for $90 FB ad for event, currently its reach has been over 5000 people.
 Print version flyers to distribute to both schools and beyond

Free member demos 
 Mon Feb 24 Set up and taking photos of vessels with Bill Powell
  
 Sat 21 March Glazing 101 with Jill

made flyer and promoted via member newsletter and SM from mid-January
  
 created event and free booking site for Glazing 101, promote on all SM and website

Workshops next is Max Powell’s hand building large forms, made event on FB, poster to website and on IG (now fully booked)
 Maryke Henderson, flyer done and sent to committee for distribution to members first, event created on FB to be promoted as usual and sent to all media on list in March

Members would like all members with IG accounts to follow GCPA and I will follow back and share your events/new works etc

Facebook (2365 followers – GCPA, 62 new last month) (438 followers – gallery 13 new)
 Instagram (805 followers – 26 new)

Still wanting members to follow us and tag #gcpotters or @gcpotters and we will follow back and share posts
 - If people have Instagram accounts that association is not following please forward so we can connect!

Annual member exhibition Sat 21 November I have confirmed Maryke Henderson as judge Friday 20 Nov and workshop provider 21/22 Nov, sent info to Jill and Bill, will work with gallery to promote exhibition

GCPA DL flyer 2020 Designed updated flyer for general promotion,
 250 print run via Vistaprint $85 now in stock at gallery, will send into council, Mother’s Day Market and through classes

Send your event/news to Nicci preferably 2 months prior to event: dates and times, where, costs, images etc.
 hello@pjpottery.com
 Ø Is association happy for us to share other potters events? Everyone in attendance agreed. CAQ already has this arrangement with colleagues throughout QLD. 
 Ø Planning for 2021 – In conversation with Vipoo Australian Malaysian ceramicist. 2 day adult workshop making super heroes. 
 Ø Bill advised that some artists have been asking more than usual fee. CAQ agreeable to $600 / day. Need to ensure that negotiations are made prior to accepting workshop teacher. 
 Ø Term 2 classes will not be advertised at this time

18 Raffle (Provided by Lyn Russell)

Nil update

19 Market Day (Provided by Jo McFaul)

Nil update – please see 20.1.

20 General Business
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20.1 GCPA Action plan in climate of COVID – 19: 
 Summary: committee have been in touch via email prior to this meeting, discussing ideas for management of school operations and future events in light of the health crisis. 
  
 The following are proposals circulated to committee members prior to the meeting. These proposal ideas were discussed on the evening. 
  
 Proposal A
 1. The association instructs teachers that they can continue to offer classes this term as long as it is aligned with Government advice and directives, but with the proviso that students can withdraw and get a proportional refund (or credit) for unattended classes. That non attendance maybe due to the Association, or the teacher or the student her/him self making a decision not to continue until the epidemic is no longer a threat. 
 2. Teachers have the option to cancel classes with the above refund proposal included.
  
 Proposal B
 1. The association cancels all classes from x date. The plan is for Classes to resume when the Government experts indicate it is safe to do so.
 2. The association will provide a proportionate refund for cancelled classes to students. 
 3. Teachers will not be required to provide the refund to students- it will be sourced from the Associations funds
  
 Proposal C
 1. The association instructs teachers that they can continue to offer classes this term as long as it is aligned with Government advice and directives, but with the proviso that students can withdraw and get a proportional refund (or credit) for unattended classes. That non attendance maybe due to the Association, or the teacher or the student her/him self making a decision not to continue until the epidemic is no longer a threat. 
 2. The association will provide a proportionate refund for cancelled or unattended classes to students. 
 3. Teachers will not be required to provide the refund to students- it will be sourced from the Associations funds.
  
 Discussion: 
 - Kirsten voiced concern at GCPA remaining open for business and expressed that it may be beneficial to cancel this term and hold discussion prior to next term about re-opening the school. 
 - Members in attendance discussed current recommendations and challenges experienced by overseas, including Italy. 
 - Current recommendations on 16.3.2020 include social isolation and distancing. 
 - All agreed we need to take measures to protect our community of potters (many who fall in category of vulnerable) and the wider community. 
 - Bill has spoken already with his class and overwhelming response has been students would like to continue with classes. A student in question of having contact with someone with COVID – 19 is self isolating. 
 - John reiterated the need to protect our more vulnerable members from this pandemic. The average age of day students is older and up to 50% of his classes may cancel. 
 - Art supported notion of Proposal C where the decision can be made in all by consultation, and there are no financial penalties to teachers or students. 
 -Jacci expressed that we should certainly continue to follow government directives / advice. 
 - Due diligence is required – Nicci expressed that if remaining open, all teachers and students must be made aware of the measures GCPA expects in place to protect the school and members. If unwell – stay away, follow all QLD health advice and be aware that as this situation is evolving, recommendations may come to change. Correspondence to students and teachers should be sent as priority. 
 - Shirley commended each teacher on their consideration in managing this process - each teacher has expressed concern for the welfare of students and are eager to do what is necessary and recommended per government guidelines. 
 - Discussion: conflict of interest. There may be a perceived conflict of interest with committee members who are also students – voting on this motion. Should students (in addition to teachers) not be able to vote, it was deemed that only 2 committee members present were  elligible to vote on the above. Both of these eligible members expressed preference for Proposal C. Clarification of conflict of interest obtained in discussion with Liz post meeting. Liz consulted with council. She stated the following in an email - 
 “I did speak to Tim at council last week about this and he felt if it wasn’t clarified in the constitution and student are due a refund from the teachers there isn’t a conflict of interest. If the student are not due a refund from the teachers there would be a conflict.”
  
 When surveying all in attendance, there were 11/13 total in attendance in support of the school remaining open unless further recommendations from government / health body to close. 2 members did not agree with remaining open and support the proposal to close classes. 
  
 Final Proposal: There are 3 weeks remaining of term 1 Classes (2020). The following proposal/s are for consideration based on current government / health directives. GCPA takes the health and welfare of teachers, students and members seriously and will at all times follow the recommendations of government and health professionals 
  
 Proposal B
 1. The association cancels all classes from x date. The plan is for Classes to resume when the Government experts indicate it is safe to do so.
 2. The association will provide a proportionate refund for cancelled classes to students. 
 3. Teachers will not be required to provide the refund to students- it will be sourced from the Associations funds
  
 Proposal C
 1. The association instructs teachers that they can continue to offer classes this term as long as it is aligned with Government advice and directives, but with the proviso that students can withdraw and get a proportional refund (or credit) for unattended classes. That non attendance maybe due to the Association, or the teacher or the student her/him self making a decision not to continue until the epidemic is no longer a threat. 
 2. The association will provide a proportionate refund for cancelled or unattended classes to students. 
 3. Teachers will not be required to provide the refund to students- it will be sourced from the Associations funds.
 The refunding of student fees would be made on compassionate grounds given the unprecedented challenges currently faced, with no plans to be repeated in the future.
  
 Ø It was discussed that this proposal could be in effect as of Monday 16th March
 Ø It will be up to teachers to provide a list of who, how much, and account details for any students requiring refund. 
 Ø Several members expressed preference that the association to provide a refund (not hold a class credit)
 Ø The association could also offer to reimbursing teachers for the “rental” amount that teachers have paid the association per student. This could be arranged at the end of term. 
  
 Considerations for TERM 2
 - we may need to review new term dates mid April re: Term 2. Start discussion last week of term 1. No deposits to be taken until more clear direction.  
 - there is no expectation that term 2 be paid at this time. 
 - Bill expressed there is provision in teacher agreement that teachers give a terms notice. This does not appear to be reciprocal. 
 - Kirsten responded to Bill's comment and raised the query that teachers would not be expecting any remuneration if Term 2 was cancelled. The general response from teachers in attendance is that they all agreed that they would not be seeking term 2 payments. 
 - a post on social media should be made to ensure message of attendance at school meets current recommendations. 
  
 Demonstration: currently there are 8 people booked into the demonstration. 
 - Discussion regarding low participant numbers and potential attrition. GCPA is paying $300 for this demonstration. 
 - All in attendance agreed that it may be beneficial to postpone this event to ensure that more members are able to take advantage of the session. 
  
 Proposal: That Saturday’s Member demonstration held by Jill be postponed to another time based on advice from government and health professionals. 
  
 For interest, A demonstration of support was shown by 10/11 committee members and 2/2 general members. 
  
 Market Day: Jo expressed that this event has been booked to capacity a month and a half out from the day! Well done Jo and team!. 
 - Jo expressed that given the large numbers that may attend, and associated health risks, she does not wish for this event to proceed, but instead re-book for a future date when there is more certainty. 
 - Discussion ensured that there will likely be vendors drop out, and it would be responsible to consider holding this at another time. 
 - Would be view to review this and potentially set a date mid May. 
 - Following review of payment processes post meeting - People who have paid and booked could be eligible for a refund as preference to a credit.  
  
 Proposal: GCPA mother’s day market be postponed to a date (yet to be determined). Stall holders will be eligible for a refund. 
  
 In developing this proposal – attendees were asked whether they supported the motion to postpone the market day. 11/11 committee and 2/2 general members agreed. 
  
 - idea to Promote vendors on FB “online market”
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20.2 Shirley requested to hold a Raku firing in 6-8 weeks.
 Proposal: for Shirley to hold a Raku firing at Mudgeeraba in 6-8 weeks
 This will be taken to vote by all committee. Several members expressed that we should not be planning new workshops at this time until further advice is obtained.

20.3 Sam requested Benowa look to acquire a standing wheel for Benowa as there is a student who is keen to throw but unable to use seated wheel. Mudgeeraba teachers advised they have a stand up wheel not in use and happy to donate to Benowa. Michael advised he is able to pick this up – thank you Michael!

20.4 Art:  Discussed contingency for Future meetings: Should health crisis continue, suggest that future meetings could be held via teleconference using platform such as Zoom or skype. 
 contingency for meeting after - video conference  Zoom

Meeting closed at 7:25pm. Thank you to all those who could attend and for those who sent in apologies.
 The proposals enclosed in this meeting will be forwarded in separate correspondence for all committee to vote (and comment as appropriate). Please monitor your emails for further correspondence.

Business items for discussion at next meeting

This will be updated following the special adjunct meeting held via email correspondence

The next meeting is scheduled for Monday the 20th of April 2020. Details of this meeting will be confirmed closer to the date.

Nicci Parry – Jones (acting chair) Katie Braun van Burck (Secretary) Kirsten Hague (Treasurer)


